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Introduction: 
Approaching Property 

Picture property. Use your mind's eye: what do you see? Perhaps a bank 
vault full of money or a house or maybe a fence--all common images in 
musings about property. 

In fact, a fence might well occur to YOU because you have seen one on 
the cover of this book, or if you have riffled through the pages, you might 
have seen the same photo on page 276. True, the dilapidated object in the 
picture does not look like much of a fence, but it certainly ddes assert 
something about property. It says pretty clearly, "This is mine." 

You might think that this is not much of an attitude, either, particularly 
as applied to the pathetic little hardscrabble patch that the fence rather 
shakily protects. You might even think it a bit sad that such crabbed asser- 
tions of property come from the obviously lowly dirt farmer (actually a 
woman tenant farmer) who erected this ramshackle structure. That fence, 
with its splayed posts and its bedboard that substitutes for a real gate, 
makes the whole idea of property seem the worse for wear. 

Or does it? On second glance you may find a kind of optimism in that 
tumbledown fence and a kind of openness to the world in that relatively 
grand "gate." If this little scrap of ground is somebody's property, then 
maybe property is not just something for the big shots after all, with their 
Rockefeller Centers and Trump Towers and all the other edifices they 
name after themselves. This scrap, too, is somebody's property, even if 
only for the term of her tenancy, and she intends to do something with it. 

Her apparent hopefulness about sucha modest claim raises a very large 
general question in modem thinking about property: is the idea of prop- 
erty now worn out, or is it a source of continuing optimism? For quite a 
while a number of respectable scholars have suggested that property's day 
is over, at least as most people know it. One version of this argument ap- 
peared at the beginning of the twentieth century, when Wesley Newcomb 
Hohfeld pointed out that larger entitlements could be analyzed as a series 
of claims and obligations of varying sorts among persons; when the dust 
settled on all Hohfeld's various "jural relations," hardly any independent 
thing that anybody could call "property" was left.' Considerably later in 
the century, Bruce Ackennan, following Hohfeld's lead, subdivided the 

I 
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notion of property into (unconsidered) lay notions and (scientific) 
Hohfeld-like propositions about entitlements2 However important and 
useful "scientific" property might remain under this analysis, the ditinc- 
tion did not bode well for the Lay claimant, Like the farmer with her fence 
and gate. ThomasGrey noticed this portent and followed with the dual ob- 
servations that ( I )  later capitalism requires the Ackerman/Hohfeld "sci- 
entific" analysis of property but that (2) this analysis squeezes all the 
moral and intuitive sense out of the concept of property? 

An earlier and more sinister version of property's hollowness harks 
back to the protestations of the nineteenth-century Left. The best-known 
protagonist is undoubtedly Karl Marx, though the best catchphrase about 
property is attributable to Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, who said that prop- 
erty is theft. To simplify greatly, the general view is that "property rights" 
as they are commonly known are at most an artificial construct, masking 
the fake and oppression of the powerful k w  and duping the rest of us 
into going along with their hegemonic preten~ions.~ Similar ideas have 
appeared in the workof some scholars of the Critical Legal Studies school. 
For example, Mark Tushnet has taken this view about rights in general- 
that is, that the notion of "rights" is more or less window dressing for the 
assertion of power by those who already dominate. A charge like this, of 
course, easily incorporates the more specific claims of property righk5 

On either account the woman farmer with the fence and gate appears to 
be in trouble. On one account, she is living in a dream world, supposing 
that her knce encloses anything other than a thin Hohfeldian "jural rela- 
tion" or two. On the other, and even worse, she is dreaming someone 
else's dream: she is the victim of false consciousness, and her pitiful little 
fence perpetuates the very myths by which the powerful steal her efforts, 
dignity, and humanity 

What a surprise, then, that a number of people have started to take an 
optimistic view and to suppose that her fence and gate might do some- 
thing quite important for her-and more generally, that property concepts 
might give at least a limited purchase on some of the most critical prob- 
lems of the day. A spectacular example of the resurgence in the notion of 
property arises from the breakup of the old Soviet hegemony in Eastern 
Europe, where an absolutely critical issue for economic and political re- 
form has turned out to be the reestablishment of a regime of private prop- 
erty.& An only slightly less dramatic example lies in the turn toward prop- 
erty approaches to environmental problems, even those of national or 
global significance. These approaches include such ideas as creating prop- 
erty-like, tradeable pollution permits in order to enlist market forces in re- 
ducing the airborne emissions that lead to acid rain and its devasting de- 
forestations;' or preserving tropical rainforests and wild animal stocks by 
defining quite sophisticated versions of property rights in local communi- 
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ties or among indigenous peoples so that they have a stake in the proceeds 
of preservation! 

These developments are not entirely novel in property theory, as they 
seem to vindicate a particular way of looking at property that was per- 
haps most clearly expressed by the eighteenth-century philosopher 
Jeremy Bentham: property is designed to do something, and what it is sup- 
posed to do is to tap individual energies in order to make us all more pros- 
perous? Modern scholars of a neo-utilitarian bent, including that modern 
maven of law-and-economics Richard Posner, have been attracted to this 
version of property;Io indeed, there is quite a burgeoning Literature on 
vropertv rights in this neo-utilitarian style, and readers will brush against 
so*e oiit X this book. 

- 

Very briefly, the neo-utilitarian view asserts that property rights are a 
good thing because they encourage people to invest their efforts in things 
they claim (since each owner reaps the rewards of investment decisions as 
well as bearing the costs) and because they encourage trade (since clear en- 
titlements are a precondition to trade). All this activity and trade, of 
course, makes us collectively wealthier. So if we want to reach that result 
of collective well-being (and who would not, other things being equal?), 
we need to have clear and secure property rights; the more valuable the re- 
sources at stake, the clearer and more secure the property rights should be. 

Security of property is the political message in all this, and of course 
much of this literature is neoconservative. As such, it is closely allied with 
libertar~an views like those of Robert Nozick or more recently Richard 
Epstein, even though the libertarians' rights-based approaches sometimes 
cause important breaks with the wealth-based utilitarian approaches." 
But both libertarian and neo-utilitarian scholars are generally friendly to 
class~cal economics, and members of both schools often give the impres- 
sion of an almost defiantly exuberant celebration of individual self-inter- 
est, with a concomitant rejection of common interests as anything other 
than the sum of individual preference satisfactions. 

Readers of this book will see that I am extremely interested in this liter- 
ature, particularly the notion of property as a wealth-producing institu- 
tion. Almost all the essays here reflect that interest, because the idea seems 
to me to have powerful explanatory force in addressing many of our insti- 
tutions of property. But as the essays here also reflect, I think that there is a 
problem in much of this literature. The problem is that individualized 
property rights are not necessarily the most wealth-enhancing form of 
property, even taking utilitarian arguments on their own terms. More gen- 
erally, as 1 stress in these essays, self-interest has some distinct limitations 
as a basis for property regimes, a point to which I will return shortly. 

To some degree in reaction to the economics-oriented property-rights 
thinkers, a number of other writers have stressed that property regimes 
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are located in and managed by communities. These works are extremely 
varied, but there are some unifying themes: that property is itself a kind of 
regulatory regime; that such regimes are managed by a larger community 
to which the constituent members have some responsibilities; and that in 
particular, the wealthier members may have responsibilities to the 
poorer.12 The more analytically inclined writers in this genre often draw 
some link between property and the work of John Rawls, citing Rawls' ar- 
gument about the "difference principle" that rational people would sup- 
posedly choose in creating a just society: that is, the well-off members of a 
society should not gain from some institutional change unless the least 

'well-off gain at least as much or more.13 The more historically oriented 
writers in this group often relate property to the history of "civic republi- 
canism," as it has appeared in the historical writings of J.G.A. Pocock and 
Gordon Wood, among others." 

Once again, readers of these essays will see that I am very interested in 
thiscommunitarian literahue, because Ithimk that it correctly draws atten- 
tion to the intensely social nature of property. Here again, though, 1 think 
there is a problem: a number of communitarian writers too easily margi- 
nalize the powerful utilitarian arguments for property as a wealth-produc- 
ing institution and too readily suppose that property can be redistributed 
at will, without disrupting incentives to industrious behavior-the very 
behavior that helped to create whatever wealth is to be ~edistributed.'~ 

There is another problematic aspect to some of the communitarian liter- 
ature, but to describe it I need to come back to the self-interest posited by 
the neoutilitarian group. As some of these essays discuss at greater 
length, modem game theory literature suggests that self-interest alone 
cannot be a basis for trade and commerce or, as it tums out, for property 
regimes either. Despite their various heroic efforts to bypass this conun- 
drum, the theorists must always posit someone who gets the ball rolling 
and starts a course of dealing by cooperating-by being "nice" when self- 
interest would suggest cheating instead. A crowd of cheaters, a gaggle of 
purely "rationally"se1f-interested types, could never create a property re- 
gime; they just would not trust each other enough to make the necessary 
first moves, and so no one would make these moves at all. 

At this juncture, of course, communitarian writers can collectively say, 
"Aha! Property depends on the larger community, not just on self-inter- 
ested individuals." But at that point communitarians also sometimes 
make a problematic move of their own: they jump straight from this in- 
sight to the regulatory state, seemingly attributing all property regimes to 
formal regulation. This is unduly statist, because in fact, as my colleague 
Robert Ellickson has illustrated with innumerable colorful examples, p e e  
ple concoct all sorts of collective property regimes for their things, with or 
without the help of formal political regimesJ6 Just consider the way that you 
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and others take a place in line at a ticket booth and the way you resent the 
line jumpers: that, too, is a kind of property regime, albeit a temporary one. 

Indeed, even John Locke, the master property theorist himself, de- 
picted property as something people acquired before they thought up a 
state." One need not think that Locke was simply planting a proto- 
libertarian time bomb in order to make property seem a "prepolitical" 
right that should be preserved from legislative redistribution; he may in- 
stead have made the quite ordinary observation that people can come up 
with informal common norms for property even without formal political 
ordering. In a way it is too bad that Locke did not pursue the issue further, 
because some modem institutional scholars think that formal regulatory 
interventions all too often only disrupt the perfectly satisfactory property 
arrangements that groups have constructed informally for themselves.'" 

This of course is yet another line of modem property scholarship, sug- 
gesting that cooperative efforts-including the establishment and mainte- 
nance of property regimewan be based on informal norms without nec- 
essarily implicating a central state. Here again there is quite a budding 
literature in political science and economic history, with analyses of norm- 
based property regimes running from the medieval commons to lobster 
fishing in Maine and irrigation systems in developing c~untries. '~ 

A bright thread through this literature is the argument that contrary to 
much neoconservative thinking, property does not have to be individu- 
ally owned to be efficient; instead, communities can govern common prop- 
erty on the basis of common nonns. Indeed some resources seem to call for 
some sort of common management rather than individual ownership, a 
theme that 1 explore in several of these essays. More than that, one of my 
own arguments is that a regime of individual property is itself a kind of 
collective property or metaproperty; a private property regime holds to- 
gether only on the basis of common beliefs and under~tandings.~' 

In fact, most of the essays in this book are in some measure an effort to 
learn from the insights and the lapses of both economic-based and com- 
munitarian approaches to property-and, even more important, to bridge 
the gap between them. The main components for building the bridge are 
norms and narration, and these materials are already linked to one an- 
other. Community nor-the common beliefs, understandings, and cul- 
ture that hold property regimes together-raise the issue of persuasion. 
Where do  people get those understandings about property anyway, and 
what gets them over that peculiar gap between property-as-thing and 
property-as-relationship? Just as important, what persuades people to 
ease up on self-interest or convinces them to pay attention to the norms 
that let them manage property regimes as a whole, and in so doing be- 
come more prosperous? How do people change norms to accommodate 
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different property arrangements that might enhance their well-being? 
Here is where narrative matters: stories, allegories, and metaphors can 
change minds. Through narratives, or so it is said, people can create a kind 
of narrative community in which the storyteller can suggest the possibil- 
ity that things could be different and perhaps better (or, alternatively, 
worse)?' 

In contemporary legal scholarship, much of the interest in narrative is 
located in constitutional interpretation and in feminist jurisprudence and 
other "out-group" s~holarship .~ These are quite glamorous topics, to be 
sure, especially by comparison with dowdy old property. But surely even 
a prosaic subject might make a contribution to this line of inquiry. From a 
narrative perspective, property is not really as lackluster as people tend to 
think. Property regimes and even individual property holdings are by no 
means self-evident constructs; there are many property arrangements that 
people have quite consciously talked themselves into (as in the emergent 
examples mentioned earlier from Eastern Europe and environmental 
law). 'Then, too, there are other property arrangements, like "first posses- 
sion," that seem as much a part of nature as the summer sun-even if, as I 
suspect, people have talked themselves into those understandigs as well. 
All these practices offer a very rich lode for narrative theory and indeed 
for the theory of culture, and they open up the question of the ways our 
aesthetic sensibilities bear on practical life. In fact, if (as I argue) property 
regimes cannot get over the self-interest problem without imparting some 
sense of a common good, then narratives, stories, and rhetorical devices 
may be essential in persuading people of that common good-hence the 
title of this book, Property and Persuasion. 

What this book is about, then, is the various ways in which people 
make up and change their minds about property, and the strategies and 
arguments they use in persuading othcrs to do the same. Sometimes, as in 
the first and last essays, "Possession as the Origin of Property" and "Sfe- 
ing Property," the subject is the kinds of things people "say" to make par- 
ticular claims within an overall system that everyone thinks is natural- 
"statements" like the rickety but somehow emphatic fence and the bed- 
post gate of the picture. Needless to say, that sort of statement reveals a 
good deal about the culture withii which it is made. Several other essays 
concern much more conscious assertions about whole property regimes; 
these are, notably, the essays on storytelling (Chapter z), the practices of 
property (Chapter 3), and the ancient constitution (Chapter 4). Here read- 
ers will find plenty of stories aimed at getting others to agree on the kind 
of economic and political regimes that should be adopted, as well as the 
regimes that are to be rejected and why (and, by the way, the enhancement 
of wealth looms large in these stories, but so d o  some other issues). Some 
other essays, like those on the comedy of the commons (Chapter 5 )  and 
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common law water rights (Chapter 6) are about historically mixed prop- 
erty regimes, where the resources themselves (and the things we want to 
do with them) seem to dictate that these resources will be most fruitful if 
they are held in part individually, in part communally, or in part by the 
public at large." The ambiguously titled "Crystals and Mud" (Chapter 7) 
concerns inconclusive property regimes, where property arrangements 
seem to wobble between opposite poles; the essay on women and prop- 
erty, in contrast, concerns one-sided regimes, where bargaining strategies 
mesh unevenly, with rather serious consequences for the distribution of 
property and even for total social wealth. Finally, because differing prop- 
erty arrangements may seem "natural" to different people, some essays 
also raise the issue of misunderstandings and losses that come from force 
as well as persuasion, or from acquiescence rather than con~iction.~' 
There is much persuasion in property, but there are breakdowns too, and 
one hopes that they reveal by contrast what persuasion was supposed to 
be about-though sometimes the breakdowns instead suggest just how 
ambiguous persuasion can be. 
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PART ONE 

Initial Persuasions: 
Talk About Property 

These two essays are about some very basic ways in which property re- 
volves around persuasion. The first, "Possession as the Origin of Proper- 
ty," traces out what seems to be property's quintessential moment of 
chutzpah: the act of establishing individual property for one's self simply 
by taking something out of the great commons of unowned resources. The 
common law of property, through its variously named doctrines of "first 
possession," recognizes such self-created entitlements, but as the essay 
shows, the necessary moves add u p  to a great deal of persuasion--or, 
some might say, bluff. 

The second essay, on property and storytelling, is about some consider- 
ably more generalized persuasive efforts aimed at talking everyone into 
recognizing property institutions, as opposed to this or  that specific prop- 
erty claim. In the essay 1 ask why so many analytic property theorists have 
lapsed into stories at crucial spots, and 1 show what the stories d o  for the 
theorists-and what they tell the rest of us about the theories. 



Possession as 
the Origin of Property 

How do things get to be owned? This is a fundamental puzzle for anyone 
who thinks about property. One buys things from other owners, to be 
sure, but how did the other owners get those things? Back at the begin- 
ning, someone must have acquired the thing, whatever it is, without buy- 
ing it from anyone else. That is, someone had to do something to anchor 
the very First link in the chain of ownership. The puzzle is, What was that 
action that anchored the chain and made an owned thing out of an un- 
owned one? John Locke's theory, once described as "the standard bour- 
geois theory,"' is perhaps the most familiar to Americans. Locke argued 
that the original owner is the one who mixes his (or her) labor with the 
previously unowned thing, and by commingling labor to the thing, 
establishes ownership in it.z 

This labor theory is appealing because it seems to rest on desert, but 
unfortunately it creates still more puzzles. For one, without a prior theory 
of ownership, what makes it so clear that anyone owns the labor that he or 
she mixes with something else?3 For another, even if one does own the la- 
bor that one performs, what is the scope of the right that one establishes 
by mixing the owned thing (one's labor) with something else? Robert 
Nozick pinpoints this issue with a clever hypothetical question: suppose I 
own a can of tomato juice and pour it into the ocean. Do I now take title to 
the seas?4 

A number of thinkers more or less contemporary to Locke proposed a 
different theory of ownership. According to this theory, the original owner 
got title through the conseni of the rest of humanity (who were, taken to- 
gether, the first recipients from God, the genuine original ~ w n e r ) . ~  But 
here too there are some problems, notably those that the modem law-and- 
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economics writers would call "administrative costs": how does everyone 
get together to consent to the division of things among individ~als?~ 

The common law has a third approach, which shares some characteris- 
tics of the labor and consent theories but is still sufficiently distinct to war- 
rant a different label. For the common law, possession or "occupancy" is 
the origin of pr~perty.~ This notion runs through a number of fascinating 
old cases in property law. To be sure, a modem reader may entertain 
some doubts about the current usefulness of such chestnuts, which are all 
about acquiring title in such arguably unowned oddities as wild animals 
and abandoned treasure. How many times, after all, may we expect to get 
into disputes about our ownership of stray moose or longburied pieces 
of eight? 

In fact, though, these old cases are not entirely academic. People still do 
find treasure-laden old vessels,' and now more than ever, statesmen do 
have to consider whether someone's acts might support a claim to own 
the moon, for example, or the mineral nodes at the bottom of the sea? 
Analogies to the capture of wild animals have popped up time and again 
when courts have had to deal with some "fugitive" resource that is being 
reduced to property for the first time: oil and gas, for example, or ground- 
water or space on the spectrum of radio frequencies.'' 

With these more up-to-date claims in mind, then, let us turn to that 
homily of the common law, that first possession is the root of title. But 
merely to state the maxim is to pose two critical questions: first, what 
counts as possession? and second, why does possession count as a claim 
to title?" In exploring the quaint old cases' answers to these questions, we 
hit on some fundamental views about the nature and purposes of a prop- 
erty regime. 

Consider Pierson v.  Po~t, '~ a classic wild animal case from the early 
nineteenth century. Post was hunting a fox one day on an unowned beach, 
and he almost had the beast in his sights when an interloper appeared, 
killed the fox, and ran off with the carcass. The indignant Post sued on the 
theory that his pursuit established his property right to the fox. 

Not so, said the court's majority. It cited a long list of leamed authori- 
ties to the effect that "occupancy" or "possession" went to the one who 
killed the animal or who at least wounded it mortally or caught it in a net; 
these acts brought the animal within the "certain control" that gives rise 
to possession and hence a claim to ownership. 

Possession thus means a clear act, whereby all the world understands 
that the pursuer has "an unequivocal intention of appropriating the ani- 
mal to his individual use."'3 A clear rule of this sort should be applied, 
said the court's majority, because it prevents confusions and quarrels 
among hunters (and coincidentally makes the judges' tasks easier when 
hunters do get into quarrels). 
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The dissenting Judge Livingston somewhat flippantly commented that 
the best way to handle this matter would be to leave it to a panel of 
sportsmen, who would presumably cook the goose of the interloper. Ac- 
cording to Livingston, the majority's rule would discourage the useful ac- 
tivity of fox hunting. Who would bother to go to all the trouble of keeping 
dogs and tramping after the fox if the reward is up for grabs to any "saucy 
intruder"?" If we really want to see that foxes don't overrun the country- 
side, we will allocate a property right-and thus the ultimate reward-to 
the hunter at an earlier moment, so as to encourage his useful investment 
in keeping hounds and his useful labor in flushing out the fox. 

The problem of assigning "possession" prior to the kill, of course, is 
that we don't quite know when to assign it. Shall we assign it when the 
hunt begins? When the hunter assembles his dogs for the hunt? When the 
hunter buys his dogs? 

Pierson thus presents two great principles for defining possession, but 
they are seemingly at odds: (1) notice to the world through a clear act and 
(2) reward to useful labor. The latter principle, of course, suggests a labor 
theory of property: the owner gets the prize when he "mixes in his labor" 
by hunting. On the other hand, the "clear act" principle suggests at least a 
weak form of the consent theory, insofar as the world at large might be 
thought to acquiesce in individual ownership when the claim is clear and 
no one objects. 

On closer examination, however, the two positions do not seem so far 
apart. In Pierson, each side acknowledged the importance of the other's 
principle. Although the majority came down for a clear rule, it tacitly con- 
ceded the value of rewarding useful labor; its rule for possession would in 
fact reward the original hunter most of the time, unless we suppose that 
the woods are thick with "saucy intruders." And on the other side, the dis- 
senting Livingston also wanted some definiteness in the ~ l e  of posses- 
sion. He simply thought the rule would be best understood if the relevant 
community decided for itself the acts sufficient for possession-the rele- 
vant community being hunters and "sportsmen," who after all were the 
people most often involved in the chase. Perhaps, then, there is some way 
to reconcile the clear-act and the reward-tolabor principles. 

The clear-act principle suggests that the common law defines acts of 
possession as some k i d  of statement. As Blackstone said, the acts must be 
a declaration of one's intent to appr~priate.'~ Let us consider this possibility 
in a later-nineteenth-century case involving possession of land. Brumagim 
v. Bradsha~'~ involved two claimants to a considerable amount of land 
that had become, by the time the litigation was brought, the residential 
and commercial Potrero district of San Francisco. Each party claimed to 
own land through a title extending back to an original "possessor" of the 
land, raising the question as to who had really been there first. More pre- 
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cisely, the issue was whether the first of these purported possessors, one 
George Treat, had really "possessed the land at all. If he had not, his suc- 
cessors in interest could not claim ownership through him, and title 
would go to those claiming through a later "first possessor." 

Those who claimed through Treat put a number of facts before the jury 
to establish his original possession. They particularly noted that Treat had 
repaired a fence across the neck of the Potrero peninsula-to which the 
other side rejoined that outsiders could still land in boats, and, besides, 
there was a gap in the fence. Well, then, the Treat claimants went on, Treat 
pastured livestock on the land-to which the other side replied that the 
land had not been suitable for cattle even then, because San Francisco was 
expanding in that direction. The court ruled that the matter was one for 
the jury to decide, and that in making its decision, the jury should con- 
sider whether Treat's acts gave sufficient notice to the public that he had 
appropriated the property?' 

Now this emphasis on notice-giving seems to come down pretty firmly 
for the clear-act theory of possession. But that theory leaves out some ele- 
ments of the evidence. To be sure, all the talk about Treat's fence suggests 
that the first possessor is the first to inform the public of his claim. But the 
parties' arguments over "suitable use" seem to bear on the reward to use- 
ful labor; that is, the first possession rule should give the property to the 
first one to make good use of the soil. Why then did the court's jury in- 
struction ignore the value of rewarding useful labor? 

The answer may well be that suitable use is also a form of notice. If out- 
siders would thimk that a large area near a growing city was an aban- 
doned lot because it was vacant except for a few cows, they might enter on 
the land and claim some prime waterfront footage for themselves. In 
other words, if the use that Treat made was unsuitable, his use would not 
give notice to others of his claim. Thus to ask whether Treat used the land 
suitably is just another way of asking whether he informed others of his 
claim, particularly those others who might be interested either in buying 
theland IromTreat or settlimg it for themselves. We are all worst off where 
claims are vague: if no one knows whether she can safely use the land or 
from whom she should buy it if it is already claimed, the land may end up 
being used by too many people or by none at all. 

Possession now begins to look even more like something that requires 
a kind of communication, and the original claim to the property looks like 
a kind of speech, with the audience composed of all others who might be 
interested in claiming the object in question. Moreover, some venerable 
statutory law requires the acquirer to keep on speaking, lest she lose title 
through the odd but fascinating dochine of adverse possession. 

Adverse possession is a common law interpretation of statutes of limi- 
tation for actions to recover real property.l8 Suppose 1 own a lot in the 
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mountains, and some stranger to me, without my permission, builds a 
house on the land, clears the woods, and farms the lot continuously for a 
given period, say twenty years. During that time, 1 am entitled to go to 
court to force him off the lot. But if 1 have not done so at the end of twenty 
years or some other period fixed by statute, not only can I not sue him for 
recovery of what was my land, but the law recognizes him as the title 
o ~ n e r . ' ~  The doctrine of adverse possession thus transfers property from 
the title owner to another who is essentially a trespasser, if the trespass- 
er's presence is open to everyone and lasts continuously for a given 
period of time, and so long as the title owner takes no action to get rid of 
him during that time. 

Here again we seem to have a wonderful example of reward to useful 
labor, at the expense of the sluggard. But the doctrine is susceptible to an- 
other interpretation as well; it is not so much designed to reward the use- 
ful laborer as to require the title owner publicly to assert her right. It re- 
quires her to clarify that she, and not the trespasser, is the person to deal 
with if anyone should wish to buy the property or use some portion of it. 

Courts have chewed over at some length the elements that make up ad- 
verse possession. Is grazing livestock a continuous use, so as to entitle a 
livestock grazier to claim full ownership as an adverse possess~r?~" How 
about farming, where intensive use is merely seasonal, or what about 
merely taking care of a lawn?z1 Is a cave that encroaches deep under my 
land something that is obvious to me, so that I should be required to kick 
out the trespasser who operates it as a commercial a t t r a c t i~n?~~  No matter 
how much the doctrine of adverse possession seems to reward the one 
who performs useful labor on land, over against the lazy owner who does 
nothing, the crucial element in all these situations is once again communi- 
cation. What "possession" means is acts that "'apprise the community[,] 
. .. arrest attention, and put others claiming title upon inquiry."'23 

In Illinois, for example, an adverse possessor may establish his claim by 
doing no more than paying taxes on the property, at least over against an 
owner who is familiar with real estate practice and records." Why is this? 
Naturally the community likes to have taxes paid and is favorably dis- 
posed toward one who pays them. But more important, payment of taxes 
is a matter of public record, and the owner whose taxes are paid should be 
aware that something peculiar is happening.25 Just as important, the public 
is very likely to view the taxpayer as the owner. If someone is paying taxes 
on my vacant lot or empty house, any third person who wants to buy the 
house is very likely to think that the taxpayer is the owner; and if I want to 
keep my land I had better correct the misimpression. Adverse possession, 
then, once again serves to make sure that the public can rely upon its rea- 
sonable perceptions, and any owner who fails to correct misleading ap- 
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pearances is apt to find his title lost to the one who speaks loudly and 
clearly, even though erroneously. 

Possession as the basis of property ownership, then, seems to amount 
to something like yelling loudly enough to all who may be interested. The 
first to say, "This is mine," in a way that the public understands, gets the 
prize, and the law will help him keep it against someone else who says, 
"No, it is mine." But if the original communicator dallies too long and al- 
lows the public to believe the interloper, he will find that the interloper 
has stepped into his shoes and has become the owner. 

Similar ideas of the importance of communication, or as it is more com- 
monly called, "notice," are implicit in our recording statutes and in a vari- 
ety of other devices that force a property claimant to make a public record 
of her claims, on pain of losing them alto get he^.^^ Indeed, notice plays a 
part in the most mundane property-lie claims to things that the law does 
not even recognize as capable of ownership. "Would you please save my 
place?" you say to your neighbor in the movie line, to make sure that ev- 
eryone knows that you are coming back and not relinquishing your 
claim?'Or in my former hometown of Chicago, one may shovel away the 
snow in a parking place on the street, but in order to establish a claim to it 
one must put a chair or some other object in the cleared space. 

Why, then, is it so important that property owners make and keep their 
communications clear? Economists have an answer: clear titles facilitate 
trade and minimize resource-wasting conflict. If I am careless about who 
comes on to a comer of my property, I effectively permit others to make 
mistakes and to waste their labor on improvements to what I have allowed 
them to think is theirs. 1 thus invite a free-for-all on my ambiguously held 
claims, and I encourage contention, insecurity, and litigation--all of which 
waste everyone's time and energy and may result in underuse or overuse 
of resources. But if I keep my property claims clear, others will know that 
they should deal with me directly if they want to use my property. We can 
bargain rather than fight; and through trade, all items will come to rest in 
the hands of those who value them most. If property lines are clear, then, 
anyone who can makebetter use of my property than 1 can will buy or rent 
it from me and turn the property to his better use. In short, we will all be 
richer when property claims are unequivocal, because that unequivocal 
status enables property to be traded and used in its highest value.2B 

Thus, it turns out that the common law of first possession, in rewarding 
the one who communicates a claim, does reward useful labor: the useful la- 
bor is the very act of speaking clearly and distinctly about one's claims to 
property. Naturally, this must be in a language that is understood, and the 
acts of "possession" that communicate a claim will vary according to the 
audience. Thus, to go back to Pierson v. Post, the dissenting Judge 
Livingston may well have thought that the fox hunters are the only rele- 
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vant audience for a claim to a fox; they are the only ones who have regular 
contact with the subject matter. By the same token, the mid-nineteenth- 
century California courts gave much deference to the mining camp cus- 
toms in recognizing various gold rush claims; the forty-niners themselves, 
as the persons most closely involved with the subject matter, could best 
communicate and interpret the signs of property claims and would be 
particularly well served by a stable system of symbols that enabled them 
to fend off disputes." 

The point, then, is that "acts of possession" are, in the now fashionable 
term, a "text"; and the common law rewards the author of that text. But as 
students of hermeneutics know, the clearest text may have ambiguous 
sub text^.^^ In connection with the text of first possession, there are several 
subtexts that are especially worthy of note. One such subtext is the tacit 
implication that the text will be "read" by the relevant audience at the ap- 
propriate time. But it is not always easy to establish a symbolic structure 
in which the text of first possession can be "published at such a time as to 
be useful to anyone. Once again, Pierson v. Post illustrates the problem that 
occurs when a clear sign (killing the fox) comes only relatively late in the 
game, after the relevant parties may have already expended overlapping 
efforts and embroiled themselves in a dispute. Similar problems occurred 
from time to time in the whaling industry in the nineteenth century. The 
courts expended some effort to locate signs of "possession" that were 
comprehensible to whalers from their own customs, and that-like the 
whalers' own usual signals--came at a point in the chase that allowed the 
parties to avoid wasted efforts and the ensuing mutual recriminations.3' 

Some objects of property claims indeed seem to resist clear demarca- 
tion altogether-ideas, for example?' To establish property rights in such 
disembodied items, we may be reduced to translating the property claims 
into sets of secondary symbols that are cognizable in our culture. in patent 
and copyright systems, for example, one establishes an entitlement to an 
idea's expression by translating the idea into a written document and 
going through a registration process-though from the unending litiga- 
tion over ownership of these expressions and over which notions can or 
cannot be subject to patent or copyright, we might conclude that these see 
ondary symbolic systems do not always yield universally understood 
 marking^."^' We also make up secondary symbols for physical objects 
that would seem to be much easier to mark out than ideas; even a prop- 
erty claim to land, that most massively physical of things, is now at its 
weightiest in the form of written records. 

It is expensive to make up these elaborate structures of secondary sym- 
bols, as indeed it may be expensive even to establish a structure derived 
from direct sensory symbols of possession. The economists once again 
have performed a useful service in pointing out the costs entailed in estab- 
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lishing any property system.34 Indeed, we may not even establish such 
systems at all, unless our need for secure investment and trade is greater 
than the costs of creating the necessary symbols of possession. 

There is a second and perhaps even more important subtext to the 
"text" of first possession: the tacit supposition that there is such a thing as 
a "clear act" unequivocally proclaiming to the world at Large that one is 
appropriating this or that-that is, the supposition that there are in fact 
unequivocal acts of possession that any relevant audience will naturally 
and easily interpret as property claims. Literary theorists of late have writ- 
ten a great deal about the instability of texts. They have written too much 
for us to accept uncritically the idea that a "text" about property has a nat- 
ural meaning, independent of some group constituting an "interpretative 
community," or independent of a range of other "texts" and cultural arti- 
facts that together form a symbolic system, within which a given text may 
make sense.35 It is not enough, then, for the property claimant to say sim- 
ply, "It's mine," through some act or gesture; in order for the statement to 
have any force, some relevant world must understand the claim it makes 
and take that claim seriously. 

Thus in defining the acts of possession that make up a claim to prop- 
erty, the law not only rewards the author of the "text"; it also puts an im- 
primatur on a particular symbolic system and on the audience that uses 
this system. Thus for Pierson's dissenting judge, who would have made 
the definition of first possession depend on a decision of hunters, the rule 
of first possession would have put the force of law behind the mores of a 
particular subgroup. The majority's clear-act rule undoubtedly referred to 
a wider audience and a more widely shared set of symbols. But even on 
the majority's rule, the definition of first possession depended on a partic- 
ular audience and its chosen symbolic context. Some audiences win, 
others lose. 

In the history of American territorial expansion, a pointed example of 
the common law's choice among audiences occurred in an instance in 
which one group did not play the approved language game and refused 
to get into the business of publishing or reading the accepted texts about 
property. The result was one of the most arresting decisions of the early 
republic: Johnson v. M'Int~sh,~~ a John Marshall opinion concerning the va- 
lidity of opposing claims to land in what is now a large area of Illinois and 
Indiana. The plaintiffs in this case claimed through Indian tribes, on the 
basis of deeds made out in the 1770s; the defendants claimed under titles 
that came from the United States. The Court found for the defendants, 
holding that the claims through the lndians were invalid for reasons de- 
rived largely from international law rather than the law of first posses- 
sion. But tucked away in the case was a first possession argument that 
Marshall passed over. The Indians, according to an argument of the claim- 
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ants from the United States, could not have passed title to the opposing 
side's predecessors because "b]y the law of nature," the Indians them- 
selves had never done acts on the land sufficient to establish property in it. 
That is to say, the Indians had never really undertaken those acts of pos- 
session that gave rise to a property right." 

Although Marshall based his decision on other grounds,38 there was in- 
deed something to the argument from the point of view of the common 
law of first possession. Insofar as the Indian tribes moved from place to 
place, they left few traces to indicate that they claimed the land (if indeed 
they did) From an eighteenth-century political economist's point of view, 
the results were horrifying. The absence of distinct claims to land merely 
invited disputes, it was said, which in turn meant a constant disruption 
and dissipation of energy in warfare. In addition, uncertainty as to claims 
meant that no one would make any productive use of the land, since there 
is no incentive to plant when one does not know that one will still have the 
land and its fruits at harvest time. From this classical economic perspec- 
tive, the Indians' alleged indifference to well-defined property lines in 
land was part and parcel of what seemed to be their relatively unproduc- 
tive use of the earth." 

Now it may well be that North American Indian tribes were not so in- 
different to marking out landed property as eighteenth-century European 
commentators supp~sed.~" Or it may be that at least some tribes found 
landed property less important to their security than other forms of prop- 
erty-in migratory animals, for example-and thus felt no need to assert 
claims of property to land.41 But however anachronistic the Iohnson 
parties' (ultimately mooted) argument may now seem, it is a particularly 
striking example of the relativity of the "text" of possession to the inter- 
pretative community for that text. It is doubtful whether the claims of any 
nomadic population could ever meet the common law requirements for 
establishing property in land. Thus the audience presupposed by the com- 
mon law of first possession is an agrarian or a commercial peoples peo- 
ple whose activities with respect to the objects around them require an un- 
equivocal delineation of lasting control so that those objects can be either 
managed or traded. 

Marxists would doubtless see in these common law property doctrines 
still further proof of the relativity of ideas to economic substructure. The 
law of first possession-the rule that a clear and visible demarcation of my 
claim should confer some right-would appear to be just another item in 
the intellectual baggage of capitalist production. 

But perhaps the deepest aspect of the common law toxt of possession 
lies in the attitude that this text strikes with respect to the relationship be- 
tween human beings and nature. At least some lndians professed bewil- 
derment at the concept of owning the land. Indeed they prided them- 
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selves onnot marking the land but rather onmoving lightly through it, liv- 
ing with the land and with its creatures as members of the same family 
rather than as  strangers who visited only to conquer the objects of n a t u ~ e . ~  
The doctrine of first possession, quite to the contrary, reflects the attitude 
that human beings are outsiders to nature. It gives the earth and its crea- 
tures over to those who mark them so clearly as  to transform them, so that 
no  one else will mistake them for unsubdued nature. The metaphor of the 
law of first possession is, after all, death and transfiguration; to own a fox 
the hunter must slay it, so that he or someone else can turn it into a coat. 

To be sure, we may admire nature and enjoy ~ildness. '~ But those sen- 
timents find little resonance in the doctrine of first possession. Its texts are 
those of cultivation, manufacture, and development. We cannot have our 
fish both loose and fast, as  Herman Melville might put  it.4P The common 
law of first possession makes a choice. The common law gives preference 
to those who convince the world that they can catch the fish and hold it 
fast. This may be a reward to useful labor, but it is more precisely the artic- 
ulation of a specific vocabulary within a structure of symbols understood 
by  a commercial people. It is this commonly understood and shared set of 
symbols that gives significance and form to what might seem the 
quintessentially individualistic act: the claim that one has, by  "posses- 
sion," separated for one's self property from the great commons of un- 
owned things. 
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Property as Storytelling: 
Perspectives from Game Theory, 

Narrative Theory, Feminist Theory 

Introduction 

In the preceding essay I presented the claim of ownership as a kind of as- 
sertion or story, told within a culture that shapes the story's content and 
meaning. That is, the would-be "possessor" has to send a message that 
others in the culture understand and that they find persuasive as grounds 
for the claim asserted. 

In the present essay I take up another kind of property story-indeed 
an even bigger story. The stories in this essay are not just about a particu- 
lar piece of property in the sense of claims to this thing or that. The stories 
that follow are instead about the very institution of property 

In a way, these big-picture property stories seem quite surprising and 
peculiar because they have often been told by theorists who usually es- 
chew the storytelling form as a means of conveying knowledge. Several of 
these theorists are the same seventeenth- and eighteenth-century thinkers 
who have been so influential in our modern conceptions not just of prop- 
erty but also of economics and politics generally-thinkers.who, like 
Thomas Hobbes, hoped to ground the study of "political economy" on a 
firmly scientific basis. As Hobbesput it, political knowledge "consistethin 
certain rules, as doth Arithmetique and Geometry; not (as Tennis-play) on 
Practice onely."' 

Given the analogy to "Arithmetique and Geomehy," one might sur- 
mise that such theorists would wish to account for the institution of prop- 

The original version of this essay appeared in 2 Yak Journal of LRw and lhe Hunlonilies. 37-57 
( q g o ) .  Reprinted hy permission af Yolr Jouwal of Law and the Ihcmnnities. 
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erty in a purely analytic way as well. That is to say, one might expect an 
explanatory mode that the linguistic scholars describe as "synchronic" (as 
opposed to "diachronic"). A synchronic account would treat its subject as 
if all the parts occur at once, in an interlocking whole whose various as- 
pects can be logically inferred and empirically verified, without reference 
to time-related, "diachronic" matters that unfold and transform over the 
course of the chronol~gy.~ To be sure, in a synchronic account one might 
indeed perceive that things change as time passes, but if one has a proper 
grip on the overall analytic framework, one sees that changes occur ac- 
cording to set patterns, so that future states are predictable from past 
states. The synchronic account would be, more or less, the systematic and 
scientific explanatory mode: all changes in a given system are predictable 
from a proper analysis of the system itself. 

But however much the early modern theorists hoped to ground politi- 
cal economy as a science, a reader cannot help but notice that their discus- 
sions of property at some point take a striking turn toward a narrative or 
diachronic explanatory mode, where--as in Hobbes' dismissive example 
of "Tennis-play"-time and cumulative experience play essential roles.3 
Such accounts treat property regimes as if they had origins and as if their 
subsequent elements emerged over time. Locke is undoubtedly the most 
influential of the classic property theorists,' and whatever the demands of 
scientific explanation, Locke used a narrative account in his famous dis- 
cussion of property in the Second Treatise of Government. Although the 
parts are somewhat scattered, the Treatise clearly unfolds a story line, be- 
ginning in a plenteous state of nature, carrying through the growing indi- 
vidual appropriation of goods, then proceeding to the development of a 
trading money economy, and culminating in the creation of government 
to safeguard pr~per ty .~ Indeed Locke's choice of a narrative mode is all 
the more striking because he appears to have been quite indifferent to the 
factual accuracy of the story as a genuine history6 

Almost a century later, William Blackstone launched into a quite simi- 
lar pseudohistory in explaining property as an institution with an origin 
and evolution: he, too, described human beings as beginning in a state of 
plenty, gradually accumulating personal and landed property, and finally 
creating government and laws to protect property? And in more recent 
days, the modern economist Harold Demsetz has chosen to illustrate his 
theory of property rights by reference to a narrative history of an evolving 
property regime among fur-hunting Indians on the American c~nt inent .~  

Why have these theorists turned to storytelling to discuss property? 
Why have they choosen a narrative explanatory mode, which often di- 
verges from science and prediction and instead envisions events as un- 
folding in ways that are, arguably, understandable only after the fact? 
That is the subject of this essay, or at least it is one of the subjects. The 
larger subject-behind-the-subject is of course the relation of property to 
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storytelling generally: this essay asks why, in our general discussions of 
who has what and how property gets distributed, we turn to narratives 
instead of looking exclusively to scientific or predictive analytic 
approaches. In treating that problem, the following pages borrow espe- 
cially from game theory, narrative theory, and feminist theory. 

The first part of the essay outlines the classical theory of property and 
in particular identifies the kinds of rational utility-maximizing preference 
orderings that this classical theory assumes in individuals. The next part 
of the essay poses some practical difficulties for the classical theory; it sets 
out a series of thought experiments on preference orderings and identifies 
some quite familiar preference orderings that deviate from the classical 
model. These "deviant" preference patterns are most interesting because 
they are not simply "natural" or "just there" in an assumed human nature 
of rational uhlity maximization. Instead, they seem to require some post 
hoc narrative explanation of how the preference-holders got that way. 

The third part of the essay begins to explain why a property regime 
needs the rhetorical mode of narrative and storytelling, a mode that seeks 
to account for events only after the fact and that seems to assume a certain 
freedom among actors that is at least somewhat at odds with a logical pre- 
dictive account. This part uses game theory to argue that the classic prop- 
erty theory itself has a k i d  of explanatory glitch: for property regimes to 
function, some of us have to have other-regarding preference orderings. 
These are preference orderings that the classical property theory would 
not predict and can only explain post hoc, through a story. 

The last part of the essay offsets game theory with feminist theory and 
the theory of narrative. Game theory suggests some reasons why the util- 
ity-maximizing preference orderings seem more "natural" than others- 
even though everyone knows that there are lots of non-utility-maximizing 
preferences out there in the real world. But feminist theory and narrative 
theory use storytelling to counteract the impulses that we see in game the- 
ory. That is, we use storytelling to break the spell of individual maximiza- 
tion, even among those more powerful than we; we tell tales to create a 
community in which cooperation is possible. Finally, the essay returns to 
the narrativity of classical property theory and links the storytelling of 
classical property theory to a kind of moral discourse; it treats narrative as 
an exhortation to the listener to overcome a game-theoretic, self-inter- 
ested "nature" and to follow instead the cooperative preference orderings 
that a property regime requires. 

I. Preference Ordering6 in the Classical Analysis of Property 

We often think of property as some version of entitlement to things: I have 
a right to this thing or that? In a more sophisticated version of property, of 
course, we see property as a way of defining our relationships with other 
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pe~ple . '~  On such versions, my right to this thing or that isn't about con- 
trolling the "thing" so much as it is about my relationship with you, and 
with everybody else in the world: if I have a property right to this thing or 
that, I can keep you from exercising any control over it or having any ac- 
cess to it at all. That was Blackstone's benchmark for property: property 
was not just a "sole and despotic dominion," but it was a dominion that 
empowered the holder to the "total exclusion of the right of any other in- 
dividual in the universe."" 

In fact, that is the garden-variety economic version of property: as an 
institution, property revolves around the desire for resources themselves, 
but it also revolves around the desire to control others' access to those re- 
sources, at least when the resources are scarce. On this classical view, the 
institution of property mediates peoples' conflicting desires about re- 
sources, and it does so by allocating exclusive rights. If there were no 
property rights in the berry patch, all of us would just have to fight all the 
time for the berries. But instead, a property regime allocates this part of 
the patch to X and that part to Y; and this (or any other) allocation gives 
each owner a sense of security, so that she invests in cultivating and tend- 
ing the plants--which she won't do if she thinks she is going to wind up 
having to share the berries later with a lot of interloping  loafer^.'^ Besides 
that, exclusive property rights identify who has what, making trades pos- 
sible among owners. As a result, everything gets more valuable. Why? Be- 
cause the property regime encourages us to work on the resources we 
have and then to trade the results of our work, instead of wasting time 
and effort in bickering and fighting. 

That is a very standard version of the virtues of property, and when we 
break it down, we find several critical points. The first point is that de- 
sire--that is, a desire for resources--is at the center of the whole institu- 
tion of property. The second point is that in order to satisfy our desire for 
resources, we need the capacity to shut out others from those resources, at 
least when the resources we want become scarce. And the third point, of 
course, is that by allocating exclusive control of resources to individuals, a 
property regime winds up by satisfying even more desires, because it me- 
diates conflicts between individuals and encourages everyone to work 
and trade instead of fighting, thus making possible an even greater satis- 
faction of desires. 

There is another element hidden in this analysis, though: it is the idea 
that we already know, at least roughly, how people are going to order 
their desires or, more technically, their preferences about themselves and 
others and about their respective access to desired resources. 

What is that understood ordering? Well, it comes to us, again like many 
of our interesting ideas in this area, from the seventeenth century, and 
most particularly from Hobbes first and later Locke. Hobbes' major point 
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about human preferences is that individuals want to liue.I3 Our desire to 
stay alive is just there, omnipresent and undeniable; it needs no further ex- 
planation. When push comes to shove, Hobbes thought, we will prefer 
our own lives over other people's,14 and by and large, we will also prefer 
our lives over high-falutm' causes, however noble. That is why in battle, 
for example, as Hobbes so succinctly put it, "There is on one side, or both, 
a running away."'5 Locke's major addendum to this picture was to show 
the relevance of property to the desire to live. He pointed out that life de- 
pends on property in a very primitive sense; if one cannot literally appro- 
priate those berries and fruits, one will simply die?b 

And so acquisitiveness, the desire to have property, is "just there" too, 
also universal and omnipresent. Thus one can always predict a human de- 
sire to have things for one's self or, as some say more recently, the human 
propensity to be a self-interested, rational utility maximizer." This pro- 
pensity is just a kind of fact of life, and the eighteenth-century political 
economists took it for granted, rejecting as unrealistic the earlier condem- 
nations of acquisitiveness. They attempted instead to carry forward the 
new science of political economy on the firm ground of irreducible self-in- 
terest, and indeed they toned down the language of "avarice" into that of 
the more benign "interest.'"' 

Indeed, if we do take these preferences for life and acquisition as giv- 
ens, then economics can make a bid to be a kind of logical science for poli- 
tics and law. With these preferences understood, we can sensibly talk 
about how the law gives people incentives to do this thing and that, and 
we can manipulate future welfare by institutionalizing the proper ex ante 
approaches." Shifts of entitlements become predictable too, because we 
know how people order their preferences; with that knowlege, we can 
predict their responses and moves under different states of affairs. 

That is what modern neoclassical economists do, more or less taking 
these utility-maximizing preference orderings for granted and using them 
to perform some very powerful and sophisticated predictions of property- 
reiated behavior under varying circumstances. For example, they make 
predictions about the production or consumption shifts that follow from 
changes in costs, and they may predict something like a lowered provi- 
sion of rental housing in the wake of added landlord repair costs." Under- 
lying such predictions is an idea that people prefer more for themselves 
rather than less, and that this preference ordering is an irreducible fact 
that needs no further explanation-it is just there.21 

Note, however, that if we do not have that starting point of a predict- 
able set of preferences for "more" rather than "less," then the ways that 
people trade and otherwise shift their entitlements will be a little weird 
and unpredictable. That means that in talking about property, and about 
the ways people deal with it, at least sometimes we may have to turn to 
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post hoc explanatory approaches to supplement our logical predictions. 
That is, we may only be able to understand property arrangements 
through narrative discourses like literature and history, discourses that 
COnShuct a story of how things got to be that way-+ story in which there 
were genuine choices along the way and in which things were not really 
predictable in advance and did not have to wind up the way they did.22 

That brings me to the next part of this essay. 

11. The Humdrum and the Weird; 
or, Predictable and Unpredictable Preferences 

This part of the essay questions the idea that any given preference order- 
ings are "just there," as they seem to be in the standard classical and nm- 
classical economic view. It suggests instead that even if one is quite sym- 
pathetic to the classical view of self-interest, there are a lot of leftover 
preference ordering that would not be predicted and that have to be ex- 
plained in some way through an after-the-fact story. fi section makes 
that point through a series of thought experiments on the ways that peo- 
ple order their preferences about their own and other people's access to 
resources. 

These thought experiments present scenarios about preference order- 
ings in a situation where there are two people (you and I) and some Re- 
source X that both of us desire. The scenarios presume five possible out- 
comes, to wit: 

I get a lot of X, and so do you 
1 get pretty much X (where "pretty much  is something over one- 
half of "a lot"), and so do you 
I get a little X, and so do you 
I get a lot of X, and you get nothing 
I get nothing, and you get a lot of X 

Obviously, these outcomes would not be exhaustive in the real world, 
but they are enough to work with for now. In each of the following sce- 
narios, "I" order my preferences among these possible outcomes, begin- 
ning with the outcome that I desire most and moving downward to the 
outcome that I desire least. Again, there is some mathematically large 
number of ways that people might line up these outcomes, but I have cho- 
sen six that are probably familiar to most readers and have given them 
names so that they can be identified more easily. Here they are: 

Number 1: John Doe (ID). This perfectly ordinary person has the follow- 
ing ordering of preferences: 
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Choice I: I get a lot, you get a lot 
2: 1 get a lot, you get zip 
3: 1 get pretty much, you get pretty much 
4: I get a little, you get a little 
5:  I get zip, you get a lot 

JD seems to be quite compatible with classical property thinking. His or- 
der of preferences is based on a kind of self-interest that is "just there." He 
is not mean and is happy to have you get a lot of X where there is plenty to 
be had, but not if your share cuts into his. And in general, he basically just 
prefers getting more over getting less, no matter what you get.23 

Number 2: King of the Mountain (KOM).  A somewhat more competitive 
type orders his preferences as follows: 

Choice 1: I get a lot, you get zip 
2: 1 get a lot, you get a lot 
3: I get pretty much, you get pretty much 
4: I get a little, you get a little 
5: I get zip, you get a lot 

KOM is getting a bit slippery, from the point of view of the standard pre- 
dicted preferences. He reverses John Doe's first and second preferences: 
he doesn't prefer the situation of maximum combined utility (both get a 
lot), but rather prefers the situation where he is the only winner. Still, eco- 
nomic prediction might be able to accommodate KOM; after all, KOM is 
just like JD insofar as he maximizes his own take and his choices always 
put getting more over getting less. He just competes a bit more with the 
other guy. A little later, I will argue that with respect to property, JD and 
KOM are pretty much identical. 

Number 3: Malice Aforethought (MA). This is a nastier character: 

Choice I: I get a lot, you get zip 
+: I get a little, you get a little 
3: 1 get pretty much, you get pretty much 
4: I get a lot, you get a lot 
5: 1 get zip, you get a lot 

MA is u e y  slippery. MA would rather lose a great deal than have the other 
guy win, his preference ordering is based on keeping the other guy down. 
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He is not looking very self-interested any more, at least in the usual sense. 
The reason is that he is "distracted" by interpersonal matters. 

Number 4: Mom (or Good Citizen). Mom is a more comfortable figure, 
and orders her prcferences this way: 

Choice I: I get a lot, you get a lot 
2: 1 get pretty much, you get pretty much 
3: I get zip, you get a lot 
4: I get a lot, you get zip (?) 
5: I get a little, you get a little (?) 

Interestingly enough, Mom too is out of line for a prediction based on self- 
interest. Her first choice is like JD's both get a lot), but after that she pre- 
fers that both get a reasonably good deal, and thereafter she puts the other 
person first. Why would a self-interested utility maximizer do that? She 
wouldn't. Again, Mom seems to be distracted by interpersonal matters. 
But note, Mom's orderings choose highest joint utility first, the next 
highest next, and so forth. As for the question marks by 4 and 5: if Mom 
getsa lot, maybe she can give you some; if she can't do that, she might pre- 
fer 5 to 4. 

Number 5: Porfnoy's Mom (PM) .  She will be the first to tell you that her 
order of preference is: 

Choice I: I get zip, you get a lot 
2: I get a lot, you get a lot 
3: I get pretty much, you get pretty much 
4: 1 get a little, you get a little 
5: I get a lot, you get zip 

PM is even more out of l i e  with a predicted prcference ordering of self- 
interested maximization. She would rather have the other person come in 
first-but she's not completely crazy, either, since her second choice is to 
do well herself, as long as other guy does too. 

Number 6: Hit Me. This is a kind of natural victim: 

Choice I: 
2: 

3: 
4: 
5: 

I get zip, you get a lot 
I get a little, you get a little 
I get pretty much, you get pretty much 
I get a lot, you get a lot 
1 get a lot, you get zip 
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This character is out of the economic predictor's ballpark. She is a mirror 
image of Malice Aforethought: She wants to lose; she wants to be beaten, 
preferably by somebody else. 

So, those are the preferenceorderings. 1 want to pause herea moment to 
reply to some objections. The first objection is that pleasure (or pain) about 
others' gains (or losses) are a part of a person's preference orderings; for 
example, if I care about you, I always get a "lot" when you do. Now, this 
may be so, but it hivializes the whole idea of ordering preferences: getting 
a lot would always come first, by definition.24 So, to preserve the meaning . 
of ordering preferences about one's own "take" in these two-party situa- 
tions, I am using preference about one's self in a narrower (and I think 
more ordinary) sense of what one gets of Resource X. 

The second and somewhat related objection is that a utilitarian/eco- 
nomic position is agnostic about preference orderings; economists can 
construct a demand schedule for any ordering of preferences. Perhaps 
that is true, but if so, it means that economics loses its claim to predictive 
power; e.g., in a wodd of Hit Me's, we would see a higher demand for 
goods as costs rise, offsetting the self-interest of John Doe.25 An economist 
might be able to set the demand schedule v h e  knows the relative numbers 
of Hit Me's, JDs, etc., but that knowledge would have to come from some 
other source. 

Now 1 want to return to the main argument. Which of our preference 
orderings can be predicted on the classical assumptions of self-interested 
maximization? John Doe certainly can be, and King of the Mountain too, if 
we assume that self-interest simply means indifference about others. Both 
are maximizing their own "take," and both consistently choose more over 
less; preference orderings like that are assumed to be "just there," without 
any need for further explanation. 

But how about the others? However odd they are and however small 
their numbers, characters with the oftbeat and unpredicted preference or- 
der ing~ of Numbers 3 to 6 do indeed seem to be around too, at least in 
most people's repertoire of experience. How do we know that? Well, for 
one thing, these characters show up constantly in actual narratives, both 
historical and fictional. In Shakespeare's Iago or Gibbon's Commodus, to 
take just two illustrious examples, we see full-blown examples of Malice 
Aforethought in all his vengeance and spite; more recently, we have been 
seeing computer hackers who implant viruses for no apparent reasons 
other than pride and meanness. Mom and the Good Citizen might be less 
dramatic, but they too are all over the place in heroic novels and tales; in- 
deed, according to feminist literature, the cooperative, helpful character is 
really quite common.z6 Phillip Roth of course told the story of Portnoy's 
M O ~ ~ ~  in a way that is readily recognizable by a substantial segment of 
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the population, and feminist literature has a good deal to say about Hit 
Me and about victimization generally.z8 

Those other characters certainly make themselves felt in the law as 
well. Here as in literature and history, some of the most interesting exam- 
ples revolve about the Malice Aforethought character. In property law 
there is a whole category of cases about people who build the so-called 
spite fence; their story revolves about some character who goes to very 
considerable expense to wall in a neighbor's windows or put up some re- 
pulsive object to ruin the neighbor's view of the sunset.29 An example 
kom a few years ago involved a disappointed Vermont landowner whose 
neighbors blocked his efforts to rezone his lot for motel use; he decided to 
use the property for a piggery instead."One needs to know the story, the 
narrative, to figure out how such people got that way. 

Much sadder are the cases of Hit Me's, the victims. The criminal law is 
now seeing persons who give away all they have, even their lives, and ap- 
pear consistently to defer to some others in what seems to be a kind of pa- 
thology of other-regarding behavior. Perhaps such persons are not very 
common and perhaps their motives are exceedingly complex, but their 
plight does seem to attract an extraordinary level of popular fascination 
and perhaps self-compari~on.~' 

The Good Citizen or Mom is another category that shows up constantly 
in law, and, generally speaking, the law tries to encourage her cooperative 
behavior. The law allows people to set up all kinds of cooperative 
arrangements; people can form contracts and partnerships, hold joint 
bank accounts, and own property in various forms of common tenure.3z 
The law also polices cooperative arrangements and disfavors those in 
which one person seems to take advantage of another, even though the 
advantage-taking may faU within the formal terms of a given agreement.% 
Moreover, while the law does not generally require that anyone assist an- 
other who is in trouble, it does recognize that some people will volunteer 
anyway and protects those Good Samaritans. Thus if John Doe's careless- 
ness causes an accident, and Mom stops to assist the victim, tort law may 
make John Doe responsible for Mom as well as the original victim, on the 
theory that he should have realized that she would try to help." 

The point of all this is that legal doctrines reflect the knowledge that 
these other preference orderings exist; certainly there is no monolithic le- 
gal expectation that everyone will behave as an individual self-interested 
utility maximizer. The further point is that all these offbeat preference or- 
dering~ suggest an element of indeterminacy in the ways that people use 
property, trade it, hansfer it. There is no single ordering of preferences in 
the real world, and everyone knows it. Even supposing that most people 
are indeed like John Doe, the rest throw in a kind of chaos factor that may 
have odd effects in the world of property-holding. 
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What does that mean? It means that even if we think the classical prop- 
erty view is generally true, we are going to have to make some allowances 
for oddities in the way people actually do order their preferences. And 
that in turn means that the way we fix and trade entitlements is not going 
to be perfectly predictable, kom a set of maximizing preferences that are 
"just there." At least some of the time, in order to figure out how entitle- 
ments have shifted and settled as they have, we are going to have to have 
to explain things after the fact, post hoc-that is, we are going to have to 
tell a story. 

111. Narrativity and the Property Regime 

I want to go now to the point where the weakness of a single ordering of 
preferences is most telling. That point has to do with the very regime of 
property itself. But to get to that point, I have to begin with an explanation 
of a particular kind of property, that is, common property. 

Common property is a kind of property system that often emerges 
when it is impractical or expensive to have individualized property in a 
given resource. For example, it might be awfully expensive to establish 
and police individual rights to the fish in a large lake. At the same time, 
though, the stock of fish is a finite resource, and it might be important to 
restrain the total "take" of this resource, so that the fishery doesn't get 
overused or ruined and so that the fish can regenerate. What our 
fishermen have to do, then, is to agree on some way that they can limit the 
times they fish or the numbers they take or the way they restock the 
lake--or do something else to protect the fish against dec imat i~n .~  

Note that our fishermen now cannot foUow the preference choice "I get 
a lot, you get a lot," and just let all the fishermen take all the fish they 
want. That is the choice of plenty, and these fish are not infinitely plentiful; 
they are a limited resource. But the fishery resource is not easily divided 
up among the fishermen either; it would be most productively conserved 
and used if all the parties were simply to exercise some forbearance. And 
so they could be faced with what is conventionally called the prisoners' 
dilemma: all parties have to give up something for the sake of a higher 
long-term collective total, but it is not at all clear that they wiU do so, espe- 
cially since each has some individual motive to cheat on any cooperative 
arrange~nent.~' 

Now, this common-property problem creates a modification of the way 
we can picture the preference choices that were available to our earlier 
cast of characters. If we rule out the choice of plenty (i.e., "I get a lot, you 
get a lot"), the remaining options fall into the familiar prisoners' dilemma 
square shown in the accompanying diagram. 
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You cooperate You cheat 

I cooperate (A) 1 get pretty much, (B) I get zip, you get lots 
you get pretty much 

I cheat (C) I get lots, you get zip (D) 1 get little, you get little 

The best choice from the point of view of joint utility maximization is of 
course Box (A), where each fisherman cooperates and curtails some of his 
fishing for the sake of preserving the resource indefinitely for the whole 
group. That choice would mean that everyone would get pretty much 
over the long run, and the total fish taken would be maximized because 
the underlying resource would be able to renew itself. But for each fisher- 
man, the individual's maximizing choice would be Box (C), in which he 
cheats while the others cooperate; thus he would prefer that all the others 
follow the rules and cooperate to curtail overfishing, while he "defects," 
or cheats, and takes all he can. But if each fisherman chooses this strategy 
of cheating, the whole system is driven toward Box (D), where all parties 
cheat, and the joint product winds up at a relatively puny level because 
the fish are too depleted to regenerate. Thus the "cheating" choice can 
turn a renewable resource--a "positive-sum" resource where there are 
gains from cooperation-into an wasting asset, a "zero-sum" resource in 
which all individual gains are at the expense of others, and in which the 
resource evenhlally depletes, to the ultimate detiiment of all the players. 

Now Let us review the choices of our cast of characters. How would 
each character choose, if we rule out the option of plenty ("I get a lot, you 
get a lot")? And most important, would any of these characters be able to 
sustain a cooperative arrangement and chose the optimal Box (A), where 
everyone acts to get "pretty much but not the individual maximum? 

First and most important, John Doe and King of the Mountain would 
not choose this cooperative Box (A). Where the option of plenty is gone, 
these two characters would have identical preference orderings. In a sib- 
ation of finite or scarce resources, when we have to strike out the prefer- 
ence for everyone getting a lot, we see for both JD and KOM the following 
ordering: 

# I  (C) I get lots, you get zip 
#2 (A) I get pretty much, you get pretty much 
#3  (D) I get a little, you get a little 
#4 (B) 1 get zip, you get lots 

When resources are limited, the cooperative management of common 
property is a second choice for both John Doe and King of the Mountain. 
Instead, in this situation of scarcity, they both have the same first choice: to 
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take "the mostest fustest." Hence the standard political economists' pre- 
diction, which is based on these characters, is what is often called the trag- 
edy of the commons: unless restrained by some outside compulsion, each 
tries to get the most for himself, and in the ensuing race, a resource that 
could be renewable is driven instead toward ruination." 

Malice Aforethought wouldn't put Box (A) first either. Striking the op- 
tion of plenty makes no difference to his first choice, which is (C), "I get 
lots, you get zip." In this he is like John Doe and KOM, even though his 
next choices would diverge from theirs. Mrs. Portnoy wouldn't choose 
box (A) either: her first choice remains (B) ("1 get zip, you get lots"), which 
of course just encourages Malice Aforethought. And Hit Me is like 
Portnoy's Mom in putting choice (8) first. 

The heroine of the piece, then, is Mom (or the Good Citizen), who does 
not put her own well-being above yours but is not a fool about needless 
self-sacrifice either. After the ruled-out choice of plenty ("I get a lot, you 
get a lot"), her next-and now first--choice is the cooperative choice (A) 
("1 get pretty much, you get pretty much). This is the most productive 
choice in a world where scarce resources have to be managed coopera- 
tively; it is the choice that forbears to take the largest individual portion 
and instead maximizes the joint product. 

Now, here is the kicker. The larger implication of all this is that a prop- 
erty regime generally, taken as an entire system, has the same structure as a 
common property.% This is most notable at the formative stage. At the 
outset of private property, people have to cooperate to set up the system- 
they have to get themselves organized, go to the meetings, discuss the op- 
tions, figure out who gets what and how the entitlements will be protect- 

Even if the property regime is just a matter of customary practices 
that develop over time, the participants have to cooperate to the extent of 
recognizing and abiding by the indicia of ownership that their customs set 
out.40 And indeed, even after a property regime is in place, people have to 
respect each other's individual entitlements out of cooperative impulses, 
because it is impossible to have a continuous system of policing and/or re- 
taliation for cheating. Thus a property system depends on people not 
stealing, cheating, and so forth, even when they have the chance. That is to 
say, all the participants, or at least a substantial number of them, have to 
cooperate to make a property regime work.4' 

A property regime, in short, presupposes a k i d  of character who is not 
predicted in the standard story about property. And that, I suggest, is why 
the classic theories of property turned to narrative at crucial moments, 
particularly in explaining the origin of property regimes, where the need 
for cooperation is most obvious. Their narrative stories allowed them to 
slide smoothly over the cooperative gap in their systematic analyses of 
self-interest. 
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One can see the point in the various parts of Locke's story about prop- 
erty. He starts off with a tale of people in a state of nature, acquiring natu- 
ral products like acorns and apples through the very labor of gathering 
them; then realizing that wealth could be stored through the collection of 
durables (like nuts and little pieces of gold); and finally, growing nervous 
at the "very unsafe, very unsecure" enjoyment of property in the state of 
nature and joiniig with others to establish the civil society that will pro- 
tect everyone's hard-earned property?' 

Hold it right there: joiniig with others? Just how did they form that 
civil society and its government anyway? Who put in the time and effort 
of schmoozing and getting the special committees together and hammer- 
ing out the terms? Why didn't they all just loaf around, as John Doe 
would, choosing Box (C) in the hopes that other people would do all the 
organizing work? And if they did let George do it, who is this George 
character anyway? If there is a George, he looks an awful lot like Mom or 
the Good Citizen--somebody who would be willing to do some work for 
the sake of the common good. 

Blackstone's story is a more connected narrative, but it slides over the 
point even more easily. After a long tale about the way in which people 
started to hold onto increasing numbers of objects for themselves, as they 
became more talented and numerous, he points out that the "earth would 
not produce her fruits in sufficient quantities, without the assistance of 
tillage: but who would be at the pains of tilling it, if another might watch 
an opportunity to seize upon and enjoy the product of his industry, art 
and labour?"43 Here is the very next sentence: "Necessity begat property, 
and in order to insure that property, recourse was had to civil society." 
And that's it. 

Now wait a minute: if nobody would be at pains of tilling unless they 
could capture the rewards, why should they be at pains of setting up a 
civil society? Why don't Blackstone's characters sit around waiting for 
George too? 

In short, there is a gap between the k i d  of self-interested individual 
who needs exclusive property to induce him to labor and the kind of indi- 
vidual who has to be there to create, maintain, and protect a property re- 
gime. The existence of a property regime is not in the least predictable 
from a starting point of rational self-interest; and consequently, from that 
perspective, property needs a tale, a story, a post hoc explanation. 

That, I think, is one reason Locke and Blackstone and their modern-day 
successors are so fond of tellimg stories when they talk about the origin of 
property It is the story that fills the gap in the classical theory, and that, as 
Hayden White might put it, makes property "plausible."* Narrative 
gives us a smooth tale of property as an institution that could come about 
through time, effort, and above all, cooperative choices. 
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Cooperation, then, is a preference ordering that the classical property 
theorists weren't counting on in theory but that they can't do without. 
And so they have to tell a story to explain it, and rely on our imaginative 
reconstruction from narrative to paint a plausible picture about how we 
got these property regimes in the first place. 

IV. Reprise: The "Naturalness" of Self-Interest 
and the "Moralness" of the Property Story 

Quite aside from the thought experiments we have run through and quite 
aside from the striking case of the cooperative preferences that we need 
for the institution of property itself, it should be pretty obvious that John 
Doe's self-interested preference ordering is only one among a number of 
options. In the real world, his orderings have to be explained too; they 
have a history too and need a story just like anybody else's. The Critical 
Legal Studies movement has been around long enough to get across the 
idea that John Doe is just another story; it is instead the endless repetition 
of JD's "naturalness" that has made us think that his preferences are "just 
there," needing no further explanation or narration." 

Feminist theorists have made the point in another way: at least since 
! Carol Gilligan, and really for some time before, we have realized that 

Mom or the Good Citizen-the caring, cooperative person generally-is 
just as much "there" as the indifferent noncooperator John Doe?6 Indeed, 
feminist theorists have pointed out the importance of narrative in arriving 
at preference choices: Mom talks things over and arrives at her preference 
orderings through discussion and negotiation4'-perhaps at least some- 
times because she has little to begin with and hence little capacity to retal- 
iate against noncooperators. Presumably, from Mom's (or Good Citizen 
George's) perspective, cooperation would be the predictable set of prefer- 
ences, while John Doe's self-interest would be the oddity, and John Doe 
would have to be explained by some kind of story about how he got that 
wav. 

So why is cooperation the preference ordering that wems to need the 
story'l'here is, of course, the point that is made so tellingly by cnhcal the- 
ory and even more so by feminist theory: the dominant storyteller can 
make his position seem to be the natural one.'8 It is not too hard to envi- 
sion the bland John Doe (or perhaps the more competitive King of the 
Mountain) as the smogate for the liberal, the dominating storyteller and 
b&e noire of the Crits; while Malice Aforethought could stand in for the 
patriarch, another dominating storyteller and nemesis in feminist theory. 
And one should note that John Doe, King of the Mountain, and Malice 
Aforethought all have a disturbing similarity in their patterns of prefer- 
ences: where there is not enough to go around, where plenty is ruled out 
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as an option, each of these characters prefers as a first choice "1 get a lot, 
you get nothing." Perhaps this is why it is sometimes difficult to tell these 
characters apart. 

But there is more to be said about these characters than their identity as 
a dominating group of storytellers. Consider Mom's big problem: sup- 
pose that she encounters John Doe, the blandest of these three 
noncooperating characters. However much she may prefer cooperative 
solutions, when she meets this noncooperator, she has to choose between 
two roles she does not want. One of her choices is to be a Hit Me victim, 
since her choice to cooperate would only meet John Doe's choice to cheat, 
which would put her in the worst of all possible positions. Her other 
choice is to mimic John Doe himself by choosing mutual noncoopera- 
tion-but that is a role that she realizes would lead to a collective loss, 
which she also does not want. Thus unless she is dealing with another 
Mom, another cooperator, she is stuck with a choice between Box (8) or 
(D): the choice between cooperating and the great risk of domination or of 
cheating and the certainty of the relative mutual impoverishment of "1 get 
a little, you get a little." 

And that, I would suggest, is a big reason why John Doe seems like na- 
ture, like something that is "just there," while Mom seems to need a narra- 
tive. John Doe chooses the safe route, the route that might lead to the jack- 
pot if the opposite number is a cooperator/sucker, and that at least lets 
him get a little bit if the other guy is another noncooperative John D w P 9  

But Mom the cooperator takes risks for a common good. When it 
works, everyone is better off, but when it doesn't, she may lose horribly. 
And she makes you wonder-how did she get that way? Why didn't she 
take the safe route and cheat, like John Doe? Why does she hang in there, 
hoping the frog will become a prince? What gives her the nerve to take a 
risk that the other guy might be a cooperator too? More importantly, is it 
really a matter of her nerve at all, or only of having no alternatives--of us- 
ing imagination in the face of hopelessness, of creativity when she has no 
leverage for retaliation? What's her story, anyway? 

Thus we are back to storytelling. What's more, we need to consider not 
just the story about Mom but also the story that she herselfcan tell. Mom's 
storytelling both can create a sense of commonality and can reorder her 
audience's ways of dealing with the world. According to the narrative the- 
orists, the teller of the tales has a vision of some kind of community, even 
if it is only a community of two. The storyteller places herself with the au- 
dience experiencing the tale; she takes a clutch of occurrences and 
through narrative reveals them for her audience as actions, with begin- 
nings, middles, and ends-actions in which the audience can imagine 
themselves as common participants or common  observer^.^ 
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When Mom tells us, "Here is what we (or they) did and how we (or 
they) did it," she transforms events into our experienced or imagined ac- 
tions and in the process tells us who we are. This is the way the storyteller, 
by structuring the audience's experience and imagination, helps to turn 
her audience into a moral community.5' Moreover, by giving shape to our 
experience of events, the storyteller in effect constructs our memories and 
consciousness, so that we can draw on this new stock in the future. In this 
sense, narratives change our minds and give us an opportunity to recon- 
sider and reorder our approach to events. We can recollect them as actions 
taken and not taken, and act differently in the future, instead of endlessly 
repeating some formulaic, repetitive, and predictable response, as rocks 
respond to gravity? 

Perhaps this is what Mom is aiming at: narrative theory coincides with 
feminist theory in suggesting that preference orderings don't just come 
out of nowhere. They may be constructs of narrative and negotiation and 
may change over time, as we digest the stories of the places that our pref- 
erences have led us, or may lead us in the future, unless we act to lead 
them instead. 

Thus as the feminist theorist Robin West has pointed out-though in 
somewhat different termsnarrative gives Mom a way to get John Doe to 
exercise a little imagination and get him to take a chance on cooperating 
too, for the sake of a larger good. She can tell him a story, she can let him 

I 
know that things don't have to be the way they are; she can put together a 
narrative to show how it feels to be in the other guy's shoes and how it is 
that mutual trust and cooperative efforts are not only possible but prefera- 

! ble from everyone's point of view.53 In fact, there is even a story about this 
storytelling endeavor, in a way: it is the tale of Scheherazade. But even 
that is a particularly haunting story-of-storytelling, since the captive Sche- 
herazade had no weapons but her wits, and her tale suggests that 
storytelling may begin in weakness, telling tales to power. 

Perhaps now we can take another guess at why Locke and Blackstone 
and their successors have all told those siren tales about property, too. 
Their theoretical self-interest had a fatal weakness too when it came to es- 
tablishing a property regime. But if their tales could just get us John Does 
over the hump of our conservative, unimaginative, play-it-safe self-inter- 
est, they might get us to establish property regimes; they might get us to 
recognize that if we all respect each other's claims, we can encourage ev- 
eryone to expend labor on the resources of the world, and we all will be 
better off in the end. 

And maybe that is the real story about why they told those stories and 
why their successors continue to tell them. They may have been right or 
wrong in their argument that property improves the lot of humankind; 
and their smooth tales of property's cooperative origins may well have 
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slighted the emotional context in  which cooperation takes place." But 
those tales are moral ones all the same, just as much as Aesop's fables, 
speaking to and constituting a K i d  of moral community and urging that 
community to change its ways. 
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PART TWO 

Wealth and Community, 
Then and Now 

In the two essays in this part, I locate some modem property issues in the 
history of political institutions of the Atlantic worid, and I illustrate the 
historical relativity of our standard understanding of property as an insti- 
tution to enhance wealth. In the essay "'Takings' and the Practices of 
Property," I consider a modern constitutional issue; in so doing I contrast 
the wealth-enhancing notion of property with the ideas of an earlier time- 
a time in which property was thought to be a means to foster and recog- 
nize "propriety," in the sense of a "proper" ordering of social and political 
life. 

With the second essay, "Ancient Constitution," l turn to an example 
kom the American past, that is, the Antifederalist understanding of the 
"proper" political order, including property's place within it. I pursue 
this seemingly archaic understanding of "civic republican" order and its 
critique of currently mainstream ideas; I then follow the Antifederalist 
tracks as they continue to cross our political paths, especially in modem 

i local government in the United States. 



"Takings" and the Practices 
of Property: Property as Wealth, 

Property as "Propriety" 

Introduction 

Among the problems of the modem law of property, a certain group of is- 
sues must place high on almost any ranking: those that are collectively 
known as the "takings" issue. Takings problems swirl around the legiti- 
macy of govemmental regulation of individually held property, particu- 
larly when a regulation affects the interests claimed by one or a small 
number of property holders. Under some circumstances, it is said, gov- 
ernmental regulation may legitimately limit or channel the owner's use of 
property; but under other circumstances it may not do so unless the gov- 
ernment buys and pays for the private rights affected by the regulation. It 
is the latter set of circumstances that agitates the voluminous case law of 
takings, in which courts attempt to define just when a governmental ac- 
tion turns as if from Dr. Jekyll into Mr. Hyde, from legitimate regulation 
on the one hand into illegitimate, uncompensated taking of private prop- 
erty on the other. 

Scholars have joined judges in spilling a great deal of ink over takings, 
with what sometimes seems to be maddeningly little coherence? Part of 
the reason may be that the takings issue masks a logically prior question 
of some difficulty: that is, in order to say when governmental action 
"takes" someone's property, we must have some idea about what rights 
are included in property in the first place. Without such an underlying 
idea, we cannot really tell what measures might even affect individual 

The original version of this essay appeared in 33 NOMOS, 223-247 (199%). Reprinted by per- 
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property rights, whether for good or ill, and certainly we cannot tell what 
would count as compensation for any ill effects on property rights. 

This point is amply illustrated in a number of examples from well- 
known takings law, particularly in the defenses that governmental bodies 
raise when someone charges that a given regulation takes private prop- 
erty. For example, one common governmental defense is the argument 
that the regulation merely prevents nuisances: your property is not taken, 
this reasoning goes, if the regulation in question merely prevents you 
from perpetrating a nuisan~e.~ The idea here is that your property right 
never included the nuisance activity in the first place, and hence you have 
had nothing taken through the regulation. A second traditional takings 
defense recites the governmental purpose of restraining monopoly: your 
property is not taken if a regulation simply imposes some restraints on the 
returns from your monopoly enterprise and instead limits you to a rea- 
sonable return on your in~estment.~ The theory of this defense is that your 
property rights never included a right to charge monopoly prices, which 
give you extraordinarily high returns at the consumers' expense, and thus 
nothing within your property right is disturbed by the regulation requir- 
ing reasonable rates. 

There are more takings defenses, and 1 will come back to some of them 
later in this essay. AU of them raise further questions, but the specific ways 
that these defenses are used, followed, or rejected is not the point. The 
point is that these defenses show that in a very practical way, takings juris- 
prudence depends on some underlying conception of what your property 
rights entitle you to have and what they do not. You can only claim that 
you should be compensated for adverse effects to something that is within 
your property right. One might start, then, with the question, What 
"takes" your property? But simply by looking at some cases, one quickly 
arrives at a more general question, namely, What does your property right 
include? 

But then to answer this second question, we have to ask a third and 
even larger one: what are we trying to accomplish with a property regime? 
If we know the answer to this most general question about property, we 
can begin to understand what we include in property and why, and what 
we leave out and why, and thus what kinds of govemmental actions we 
deem to take property and why we so deem them. Though these ques- 
tions clearly involve issues of theory, they are also intensely practical; and 
practice itself should yield some information about which theory or theo- 
ries best inform our general vision of property. 

In this essay I am going to approach this most general question-that 
is, what we are trying to accomplish with a property regime--by reflect- 
ing on an interesting theoretical approach put forth by the jurisprudence 
scholar Stephen Munzer. While his approach is provocative and informa- 
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tive, I think that it bypasses certain conceptions that in fact have been 
most important to our historic property practices. What I am going to do 
is to contrast Munzer's property theory to two other conceptions of prop- 
erty, each of which seems to me to have had considerably greater impact 
on the things we have really had in mind in dealing with property 

But first, Munzer: in a single pithy article, Munzer summarizes the ap- 
plicability to takings of a general typology of property that he has devel- 
oped at length in his book, A Theory of Property! On that theory, property 
can be understood on the basis of three principles that give it direction. 
Those principles are (a) preference satisfaction (that is, a combmed ver- 
sion of efficiency and ~ t i l i ty ) ,~  (b) justice and equality, and (c) desert. Ac- 
cording to Munzer, these three principles are pluralistic in the sense that 
no one principle can be reduced to any of the others6 But my own view is 
that these principles are not necessarily pluralistic at all, and the reasons 
bring us back to the crucial issue-the purposes a property regime is sup- 
posed to serve. 

Munzer's principles certainly look divergent enough. Why then might 
they not be pluralist-that is, how could any one reduce to any of the 
others? One hint is that the principle Munzer calls "preference satisfac- 
tion" comes first in his typology: on a closer look, it is entirely possible to 
do something that Munzer himself does not do, that is, to construct a uni- 
tary model within which his second principle (justice) and third principle 
(desert) areentirely reduced to the first and all-powerful principle of pref- 
erence satisfaction. That model of a property regime is very familiar in the 
context of modern practices and in fact should already be familiar to read- 
ers of this book. It outlines a property regime whose dominating concern 
is generally the enhancement of total social wealth, because that is what 
preference satisfaction is all about. Indeed, not only is it possible to con- 
struct a unitary preference-satisfying or wealth-enhancing model out of 
the three principles, it is almost difficult toavoid doing so, given the power 
and dominance of this familiar conception of property's role in our practi- 
cal political economy. 

All the same, this wealth-enhancing or preference-satisfying concep- 
tion of property is not the only one available in our Western historical tra- 
dition; there is another and far older traditional vision of property as a 
practical social institution. On this traditional understanding, the implicit 
aim of the institution of property is to secure to each person that which is 
"proper" to him or her, in relation to each person's role in the common- 
wealth. 

This essay will outline these two visions of the purposes of property, vi- 
sions I believe have had a substantial impact on property practice. I will 
begin by discussing the dominating, wealth-enhancing or prefcrence-sat- 
isfying view and will do so by arguing that on this approach, Munzer's 
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three principles are not necessarily pluralistic but can rather be subsumed 
easily into this single cluster of moral and political ideas. I will then reach 
back to the older but far less systematically articulated vision of property 
as "propriety"-securing to each the entitlements "proper" to that per- 
son's role. 

My argument will be that there is indeed a pluralism inherent in our 
property practices, but it does not derive from any inevitable clash of the 
preference satisfaction principle with either the principle of justice or the 
principle of desert. Instead the real pluralism-which indeed constantly 
refuels our endless discussions of takings4erives from the very dispa- 
rate overall conceptions of property that have historically informed our 
jurisprudential practices. Our system is pluralistic because we have a 
dominant, preference-satisfying practical understanding of property, but 
it is subject toconstant albeit often ill-articulated intrusions from the tradi- 
tional, quite divergent understanding of property as "propriety." 

I. Property as Preference Satisfaction 

Preference satisfaction can easily be taken as a goal of a property regime; 
indeed, most modern economic theorists focus on that goal. But it is 
worthwhile to look closely at the means by which a property regime is 
thought to maximize preference satisfaction. When we do so, we notice 
that Munzer's other principles for shaping a property regime--that is, jus- 
tice on the one hand and desert on the other-need not be independent 
constraints on preference satisfaction at all. Rather, they fit quite neatly 
into the overall version of property as an institution that, first and fore- 
most, maximizes the satisfaction of preferences by maximizing wealth. 

Mm'mizing Reference-Satisfactions 

How does the maximization of preference satisfaction occur in a property 
regime? One approach-which seems to be shared by a surprising num- 
ber of property scholarslooks at the world as if it contained a large but 
finite number of good things, a kind of fixed bag of goodies whose total is 
not much affected by the rules of all~cation.~ Taking this fixed-bag view 
for a moment, if one were to try to distribute the contents so as to maxi- 
mize preference satisfaction, then presumably the object would be to 
divvy up the goodies in a way that most people like or at least prefer in 
the aggregate to alternative divvying-up schemes. Thus, for example, all 
(or almost all) the teddy bears would go to the toddlers, whereas all the 
Alfa Romeos would gu to my older brother and to others of like character 
who have proved their devoted auto-mania over the years. Perhaps, too, 
the sheets and wilderness areas might go to the general public (since most 
people might prefer their common ownership), but presumably clothes 

I 
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and dishes would stay in private ownership, supposing that most people 
would rather own those items individually.Waturally, given that any 
world is likely to contain someone like Richard Epstein along with John 
Rawls, one can imagine that there would be some disagreements about 
whether certain items should bc public or private, just as there would be 

i some disagreements, within the private sphere, about who gets the Alfa 
i car and who gets the Omega watch, not to speak of Delta Airlines. But 

once we decide these issues, that is, about which things we would rather 
have in which hands, our fixed-bag property regime would attempt to 

! maximize preferences by getting the appropriate things in the relevant 
hands and then calling the results "property rights." 

i This approach canbe fairly quickly dispatched, and not simply because 
it is crazily optimistic about our collective powers of judgment about 1 other peoples' preferences, which of course it is. The much more impor- 
tant reason it can be dispatched is that it entirely misses the classic eco- 
nomic point about property's role in maximizimg preference satisfaction. 
On the classic view, a property regime isn't there just to divvy up the con- 

i tents of the bag (though it does that too); it is supposed to make the bag 
bigger and put more things in it? 

How does does a property regime do that? Well, to get some idea, we 
can compare a property regime to a nonpropertized commons. Let's sup- 

I pose some berry patch is an unowned commons. According to the classic 
! view, the patch will be all right so long as there are a lot of berries and only 

a few berry-eaters.lOBut once the berry-eaters get numerous enough, they ! 
I start competing, and they are likely to get into conflicts about who gets 

how many berries. Their competitiveness of course is one big reason why 
it is crazy to be overly optimistic about our abilities to calculate just-so 
shares when resources are finite. 

But of course there is much more to the classic story: while everyone is 
grabbing and fighting over the berries, nobody cultivates any berry 
bushes. The whole patch is depleted and trampled from our mad grab, 
and everybody is worse off. But let's suppose we have enough sense to in- 
stitute a regime of property rights--any individual property rights--for 
the patch: what happens now? Well, first of all, people stop fighting over 
the berries. The new property regime has allocated the patch, or parts of 
the patch, to one person or another-labor is a good claim, but it really 
doesn't matter who, just so long as everyone knows who has what. When 
everyone knows that, they all stop wasting resources on grabbing and 
fighting, or "rentseeking," as this sort of activity is now fashionably desig- 
nated." Second, individual owners are now secure in their little comers of 
the berry patch, and this security encourages each to labor on his or her 
corner to make it more productive. Finally, since everyone knows who has 
what, the various owners can trade berries, or even whole berry patches, 
so that the one who values the berries or the berry patches the most winds 
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up with them. How does that person show that she wants the berries the 
most? The clearest signal she can give is that she offers the most for them, 
that is, the most acorns or straw hats or tools or whatever else her labor 
and foresight have allowed her to accumulate. 

So the upshot of all this is that a property regime maximizes preference 
satisfaction not just by divvying up resources, but by making resources 
more valuable. The property regime creates a bigger bag, because in a prop- 
erty regime, (a) we aren't wasting time and energy on fighting; @) we are 
busily investing that time and energy in our own resources and thus mak- 
ing them more valuable, knowing that we will get the rewards; and (c) we 
can trade the products of our efforts; that is, we can make a smooth set of 
Pareto-superior moves, whereby everybody is better off just because we 
all get the things we want the most. We don't need somebody else to allo- 
cate finite sets of things to ubindeed, we are better off making our own 
decisions, because one of the decisions that we make is the decision to 
work harder to get more of what we want by trading with others. 

All this means that available resources themselves are not finite in 
value; they grow more valuable because we put our efforts into them. 
And why do we put our efforts into them? Because we have property in the 
resources and in their products. In a property regime, we are better off be- 
cause property rights encourage us to enhance resources instead of dissi- 
pating them and because we can make gains sheerly from trading things 
we have for other things we want even more. 

By the way, there are more public roads and other public goods in a 
property regime, too. Some resources are most economically produced 
and managed on a large scale, and because of these scale economies, they 
are best allocated to joint control rather than to individuals. In a well-oiled 
property machine, these kinds of products will wind up as joint property 
of some sort-perhaps family property or corporate property, or perhaps 
municipal or state or even national property. But we should note that this 
joint or public allocation also expands the total bag of goodies, because 
these kinds of resources are most productive in some kind of multiple 
ownership. 

The need for larger-scale management, incidentally, is a standard rea- 
son for the power of eminent domain in our law, and this need provides a 
well-known example of a limitation on individual property rights. Your 
property does not include the right to extort a holdout price for property 
that is most productively managed by the public. Hence you may have to 
sell your property to the public at the fair market value of its private use, 
and you don't get compensated for any additional monopoly price you 
might otherwise have charged the publ i~. '~  

Once again, then, this is the standard but very powerful story about 
property as a preference-satisfying institution. According to that story, a 
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property regime satisfies preferences not by divvying up a finite bag of re- 
sources but rather by encouraging behavior that enhances resources' 
value, making the total bag a whole lot bigger and more diverse. 

With that, I will turn to the second and third principles that Munzer lo- 
cates in a property regime, namely, justice and desert. Munzer himself 
suggests that these principles act as pluralistic constraints on preference 
satisfaction. My own view is that these principles do not necessarily imply 
anything pluralistic or constraining at all, in the sense that they are in 
some way incompatible with a preference-satisfying understanding of a 
property regime. On the contrary, they fit quite handily with a property 
regime whose purpose is seen as the satisfaction of preferences. 

Justice o r  Fairness 

Munzer means by "justice" a distributional constraint on property owner- 
ship, which is evident in his calling the principle "justice and equality." 
But he does not mean equality across the board. Instead he takes his cues 
from the best-known exposition of "justice as fairness," that is, John 
Rawls' Theory of J ~ s t i c e . ' ~  Munzer too, generally following the Rawlsian 
tradition, treats the principle of justice as a tenet that requires not flat-out 
equality of holdings and instead only a certain minimum set of holdings, 
but these can be taken together with some acceptable level of inequality.'* 

But this understanding of justice (or fairness) is not difficult to justify 
on preference satisfaction grounds and hence does not necessarily con- 
strain or conflict with a preference satisfaction principle. It all falls into 
place if one supposes a diminishing marginal utility of wealth. Now, that 
is a controversial supposition, but it is at least reasonably plausible that an 
additional dollar would be worth more to a poor person than to a wealthy 
one. Some of the classic economic thinkers, like Alfred Marshall, thought 
so, and the idea may be implicit in our graduated income tax as well.'* 
Again, this view is not uncontroversial, but if we accept it at least hypo- 
thetically, then some wealth h.ansfcrs from the rich to the poor-to bring 
the poor up to an appropriate minimum-will maximix the total amount 
of preference satisfaction, since the poor get more satisfaction than the 
rich out of the same resources. 

On the other hand, there is a preference satisfaction limitation on such 
transfers. That is, we wouldn't want to take so much from the rich that 
they get discouraged about investing. If they do get discouraged, then the 
total bag of goodies shrinks too much; that is, it shrinks more than is war- 
ranted by the incremental satisfactions of the poor. 

We should note that this point ties in with the idea of "demoralization 
costs" that Frank Michelman developed from the carlier work of Jeremy 
Bentham'6 The idea is that if rich people (or any other people, really) have 
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too many of their earnings redistributed, they will get discouraged, and 
ultimately they will quit working. Why will they get discouraged and 
quit? The basic reason is that their expectations are violated-that is, their 
expectations of keeping the things that they invested in and worked on. 
When these expectations come to naught, they get depressed, and so do 
others like them, who would otherwise be toiling happily away without 
gloomy thoughts of possible takings. This is of course another major way 
of thinking about justice or fairness--nobody pulls the rug out from un- 
der you. 

But notice that it is the property regime that gives people those expecta- 
tions in the first place, and it does so for utilitarian reasons." We call cer- 
tain things "property rights" and foster the expectation that owners can 
control and enjoy the things they have worked for in order to encourage 
both rich and poor to invest the labor, time, energy, and effort that will 
make resources more valuable and the total bag bigger. To go back to the 
takings issue, compensation is one tool we use to try to reduce the demor- 
alization attendant upon public takings of private property, and thus tak- 
ings compensation too has a utilitarian function. 

But as Frank Michelman saw, our fairness and utilitarian considerations 
lead in the same directi~n?~It  wouldbe easy enough to imagine ourselves 
living under a quite different set of expectations. For example, we might 
expect that any time an individual acquired a significant amount of any- 
thing, he or she would have to give it all up, in a sort of modem-day, oblig- 
atory potlatch. If we lived under such a system, nobody would have her 
expectations violated when her things were confiscated, and the system 
would not be unfair or unjust in the sense of bait-and-switch or pulling the 
rug out from under the citizenry. Individuals in such a system wouldn't 
get demoralized about the confiscation of their investments. They just 
wouldn't invest effort and energy in the first place, which of course would 
mean that the system would be likely to produce a considerably smaller 
total bag of resources and goods. But according to the classic property the- 
ory, that result is the direct opposite of the outcome we seek in a property 
regime. That is why we have what we call "fair" or "just" compensation 
for takings of property--so that more investments will be made and more 
aggregate preferences will wind up being satisfied.I9 

In short, it is pretty easy to see that our concepts of justice or faimess 
are not necessarily constraints on a preference maximization version of 
property but can easily be seen as a part of the very snlne moral and politi- 
cal universe. We could easily look at these justice or faimess consider- 
ations as elements in a unified overall design: the overall design is that the 
property regime aims at encouraging investment and enterprise, and ulti- 
mately at getting more preferences satisfied, since the behavior that is en- 
couraged creates a bigger bag of more valuable things. 

i 
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Desert 

The third principle in Munzer's trio, desert, is mainly aimed at reward to 
l ab~ r?~bu t  this is even easier to justify on preference satisfaction grounds. 
The reward to labor is an obvious corollary to a property regime that tries 
to increase the bag of goodies by encouraging the investment of effort and 
time. We should note, for example, that it is not just any old labor that gets 
rewarded; nobody rewards anybody for sweeping sands into the ocean. 
On the contrary, the labor that gets rewarded is the labor that produces 
goods or services that people want. And so the reward to "deserving" la- 
bor also falls into line with preference satisfaction. The deservingness that 
counts is the labor that results in producing what people want. 

In short, it seems entirely possible to construct a version of property, 
and of takings of property, that includes all three principles in Munzer's 
trio. The principles of preference satisfaction, justice, and desert can easily 
be cast as a smooth and seamless whole--a whole that is entirely domi- 
nated by maximizing preference satisfaction. 

It is within the context of this whole that takings compensation is expli- 
cable. When someone's property is taken for some worthy public pur- 
p o e w o r t h y ,  by the way, on the understanding that public management 
of certain projects is more wealth-enhancing than private management 
would be-we do not depart in the slightest from utilitarian consider- 
ations when we compensate the private owner. The owner is someone 
whose labor and investment in her property may have produced highly 
desirable things, and we certainly would not want to discourage this per- 
son, or others like her, by removing the incentives to make these contribu- 
tions to the total wealth. You can call it justice, you can call it desert, you 
can call it encouragement of preference-satisfying behavior: they amount 
to the same thing. 

By the same token, however, not all public measures raise a utilitarian 

I occasion for compensation. No public body need compensate any owners 
when it prohibits a nuisance; what we call a "nuisance" is a use of prop- 

? erty that causes more harm to the neighbors than good to the owners, and 
we don't count it  among the owners' property rights, because to do so , would give encouragement to wealth-dissipating activity By the same to- 

i ken, the regulation of monopoly requires no compensation. Why not? Be- 
cause it does nothing for preference satisfaction to encourage monopoly, 
except, perhaps, as a limited way to encourage innovators-whose efforts 
do count as property under our intellectual property laws. But monopo- 

I 
lists generally only restrict supply and charge higher prices, and thus they 
restrain rather than expand total preference satisfaction. And so we try 
not to give them any encouragement. Instead, we regulate their earnings 
to some rate that would seem "reasonable" to a nonmonopolist, so that 
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monopolistic ventures do not seem particularly attractive. As I mentioned 
earlier, these kinds of regulation are defensible under our standard prac- 
tices inour takings law; and once again, desert and preference satisfaction 
do not diverge. Instead, they are part of the same strategy The dominat- 
ing partner in the strategy is preference satisfaction; the conception of 
"desert," like the conception of "justice" or "fairness," is tailored to en- 
courage behavior that maximizes that goal. And, finally, it is a goal that in- 
forms a great deal of our modem legal practice about property-a great 
deal, but not all, which brings me to the next subject, a quite different his- 
toric conception of property. 

11. Property as Propriety 

I have gone though the ways in which property, viewed as a vehicle for 
preference satisfaction, subsumes a set of principles of justice or fairness 
on the one hand and desert on the other. What 1 want to do now is to de- 
scribe a completely different understanding of a property regime. It is an 
understanding based on a quite different conception of what property is 
good for. This understanding of property can also includc principles of 
justice and desert, but they come out quite differently from the ideas of 
justicv and desert that are incorporated in a preference-satisfying under- 
standing of property 

What is the purpose of property under this other understanding? The 
purpose is to accord to each person or entity what is "proper" or "appro- 
priate" to him or her. Indeed, this understanding of property historically 
made no strong distinction between "property" and "propriety," and onc 
finds the terminology mixed up to a very considerable degree in historical 
 text^.^' And what is "proper" or appropriate, on this vision of property, is 
that which is needed to keep good order in the commonwcalth or body 
politic. 

Property, Propriety, and Governance 

That "property" was the mainstay of "propriety" was a quite common 
understanding before the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This un- 
derstanding continued, albeit in abated form, even after the great revolu- 
tions at thc cnd of the eighteenth century One early example is in the 
work of Jean Bodin, a late-sixteenth-century French political theorist. 
Bodin was well known in his day and was much quoted on the subject of 
sovereignty, an issue of great moment at the time; he was commonly re- 
garded as a monarchist and spokesman for the able French king Hcnry IV. 

Bodin, for all his monarchist proclivities, neverthelcss thought that 
property was a fundamental restraint on monarchic power. We need to 
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have property, he said, for the maintenance and rightful ordering of fami- 
lies; families in turn were necessary as the constituent parts of the com- 
monwealth itself." 
Thii version of property did not envision property as a set of tradeable 

and ultimately interchangeable goods; instead, different kinds of property 
were associated with different kinds of roles. The family property that 
Bodin was talking about was almost certainly land-and not just any land, 
but rather the specific landholdings associated with and "proper" to a 
particular family. The law itself acknowledged the "properness" of land- 
holdings to specific families and included a variety of restraints on alien- 
ation by individual family members, in effect treating those individuals as 
trustees for succeeding generations of their families.z3 

Moreover, in a European tradition stretching back at least as far as the 
Middle Ages, land was associated with males. Men might acquire control 
over property through their wives and female relatives, but women them- 
selves generally lacked full control of land. Women rather had property 
only in movables, which meant money and transient things; even their 
limited landholdings were treated metaphorically as "movable." In fact, 
Howard Bloch, speaking of medieval France, has made the point that fe- 
males were money: they were transient beings and the subjects of family 
trades, as Bloch put it, "the kind of property which circulates between 
men."24 But likc money, women did not represent "immovable," "real" 
property The only property that counted as real was land--an attitude 
that continued well into the eighteenth century, when even the propo- 
nents of commerce continued to discuss trade in feminized terms.25 

What is perhaps most important, landownership, and indeed property 
in general, carried with it some measure of governing authority, and this 
authority had notably hierarchical  characteristic^.^^ Indeed, property and 
entitlement formed the key element in what the modem Critical Legal 
Studies proponents might call the reproduction of hierarchy, though this 
phrase would not have seemed in any way damning to those who ad- 
hered to a traditional view. Quite the contrary, although it is difficult now 
for us to reconstruct the attitude, property as propriety was a part of a 
"mental world," as Robert Darnton has said of prerevolutionary France, 
in which "most people assumed that . . . inequality was a good thing, and 
that it conformed to the hierarchical order built into nature by God him- 
self."" Property in this world "properly" consisted in whatever resources 
one needed to do one's part in keeping good order; and the normal under- 
standing of order was indeed hierarchy-in the far nil^,'^ in the immediate 
community," in the larger society and c~nimonweal th~~ in the natural 
world,31 and in the relation between the natural and the spiritual worlds.32 

A person's property fixed his location in this hierarchy Thus a monarch 
had his own property in the form of the royal domains; in theory (though 
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the practice was much attenuated), he should not need to tax the subjects, 
since the income from his domains would enable him, as the traditional 
phrase put it, to "live of his own." The idea was that his royal property 
would provide him the wherewithal to exercise his role, that of overall 
govemance.13 The members of the noble estate in turn had their own 
lands, on which they were subrulers or "co-governors"; and other 
subruling orders as well had the property they needed to maintain proper 
order within their respective juri~dictions.~~ For example, municipalities 
had their own endowments, which were managed by the ruling corpora- 
tions of the "burghers" or "citizens," a class that by no means included all 
the residents of a given community but only its leading members." One 
should note that this pattern was brought to the New World cities as well; 
Hendrik Hartog's history of New York centers on the city's endowed 
property and its management by the d i n g  "corporation," and his work 
illustrates the pattern associating property with governance well into the 
early nineteenth century." 

Elsewhere in the areas colonized by Europeans, one fiids this same as- 
sociation of property with authority The American colonial enterprises, 
as well as the East India Company, were initially organized on this princi- 
ple: the proprietors and charter holders acquired not only monopolistic 
properly rights in their respective colonial enterprises but also the right 
and duty to govern the colonial charges and keep them in proper order.37 
In a way, property merged with authority in American "civic republican" 
thinking as well, a subject to which I return shurtly and elaborate on more 
thoroughly in the next essay. 

Before the advent of modem centralized fiscal and bureaucratic tech- 
niques, the Old Regime European countries, and to a somewhat lesser ex- 
tent their colonies, all had a political organization that amounted to a kind 
of farming-out system-a system that fused property with "proper" au- 
thority? Monopolistic guild privileges governed large segments of the 
economy-textiles, shoes, metalwork, and on and on. In justification of 
their exclusive privileges, the holders of these monopolies were charged 
with keeping their respective enterprises in "good order and rule."" In 
France, public offices, notably judicial magistracies, could be purchased 
and were treated as hereditable property; as such, these magistracies be- 
came the founding property for the so-called nobility of the robe that 
came to dominate the French aristocracy in the eighteenth cent~ry.'~ In 
England too in the same era, some public offices were seen as freehold 
propertics of the officeholders." In short, in this tradition, all rights were 
in some measure seen as property, and property brought with it some 
measure of "proper" authority, to be exercised ideally as a trust for those 
to whom one was responsible for governing. 
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Now let me come to a subject that touches on the theory of takings. In 
the theory of governance in the Old Regime monarchies, when a ruler's 
ordinary revenues failed to cover the expenses of governance, the ruler 
had to ask his subjects for subsidies; even the king, it was said, could not 
just take their property as he ~ i s h e d ? ~  But the reason was quite different 
from the reasons that are given by preference satisfaction theories. It was 
not so much that confiscations of subjects' property would discourage 
their industriousness but rather that the things that were truly the sub- 
jects' property were things that were proper to them-proper because the 
subjects' property enabled them to take their appropriate roles and to 
keep good order throughout each comer of the realrn.P3 

Though royal practice deviated far from this theory by the eighteenth 
century, particularly on the Continent, a good deal of lip service was paid 
to the notion that the king could not simply appropriate the subjects' 
property Certainly royal overreaching continued to be the subject of great 
bitterness, recrimination, and even rebellion; the French Revolution itself 
was preceded by years of complaint from various propertied classes 
about royal inroads on their entitlements and "liberties."" 

American "Republicanism" and Property 

In America, a version of property as propriety can be located in an historic 
political mentality that is now much discussed under the rubric of "civic 
republicanism." Republican property was not so hierarchical as monar- 
chic property was, because it was thought that in a republic the people 
rule themselves, and as a consequence a much broader range of citizens 
needed to have property. Montesquieu's writing supported this position, 
and although he would never have advocated such a thing for monar- 
chic/aristocratic France, he noted that democratic republics entailed a 
much wider and more equal dispersal of property.45 The reason, repeated 
again and again in the early American republic, was that property lent in- 
dependence to individuals and that independence enabled them to exer- 
cise the autonomous judgment necessary for their common self-rule.46 

As to the persons who had little property or whwlike married women 
or slaves or children or madmen-were excluded from property owner- 
ship on principle because of their purported incapacities and "dependen- 
cy": republican theory had few qualms about excluding such persons 
from the franchi~e."~ Thus republicanism had its own pyramid of hierar- 
chy, although perhaps a more flattened onc than monarchy or aristocracy. 
But the logic was everywhere the same: ruling authority entailed prop- 
erty, and vice versa. For all its rhetoric of equality, republicanism too di- 
vided the populace into rulers and ruled, and the rulers, though they 
might be called "the people," were actually only those citizens who had 
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the property necessary to make them "independent" and thereby capable 
of participating in governance." 

It should be noted that in this republican idea of property, as in monar- 
chic or aristocratic versions, not all property was alike. Jefferson's 
agriculturalism stemmed from the view that landed property particularly 
fostered independence, and Jefferson was not alone in a certain republican 
uneasiness about manufacturing and commercial forms of p~operty.'~ 
Commerce entailed interdependence: one manufacturer or trader had to 
depend on another and another and another. Thus the property acquired 
from these interdependent activities was suspect, precisely because it was 
not autonomous. In a way, American agrarians were not so far removed 
from the medieval view that land was genuineand real, while money was 
merely transient, dependent, effeminate, and unsturdy. 

We should note as well that the republican vision of property was more 
or less indifferent to encouraging accumulation or aggregate wealth. Re- 
publicanism, like other "proprietarian" visions, associated property with 
govemance and good order, but republican good order entailed a certain 
sturdy equality among those who counted as self-governing citizens. 
Great differences of wealth might corrupt republican virtue and were thus 
a special matter for republican alarm." 

Moreover, in republicanism as in all proprietarian understandings, 
govemance and good order always included a duty of liberality to the 
larger community, for the sake of the common For any version of 
property aspropriety, it was understood that the ill fortune of others pre- 
sented the propertied with a duty to assist, and not with an occasion to re- 
vile or shame those in need. Though the practice of generosity and contri- 
bution was certainly subject to the predictable limitations of personal 
cupidity, there was little question that generosity was a moral and politi- 
cal duty of the haves to the have-nots-which was the same as saying, of 
course, that generosity was a duty of those with authority, to those with- 
out it." Although there were certainly contrary murmurings earlier, it 
was not until the nineteenth century, and the ascendency of a preference- 
satisfying moral and political theory, that political thinkers systematically 
argued against generosity to the poor because of potential wealth-dissi- 
pating incentives and effects; as David Ricardo was to express this view- 
point, relief to the poor should be resisted because it "invites impru- 
dence" and only impoverishes e~eryone.~' 

Justice and Desert Under Property-as-Propriety 

If we were to take propriety and good order as the objects of a property re- 
gime, it is quite clear that considerations of 'justice/fairness" and of "des- 
ert" would have different meanings than they do where the goal of prop- 
erty is taken as the maximization of preference satisfaction. 
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"Justice" on this older understanding meant having that which is ap- 
propriate to one's station, as well as giving that which one's station de- 
mands. Property in the proprietarian version entailed governing author- 
ity in some domain; but because of that authority, property was a kind of 
trust as well. On such an understanding, it would not be considered un- 
just or unfair to request a sacrifice for the sake of a larger community, es- 
pecially horn those whose property extends beyond their "proper" needs 
or whose propertied role makes them responsible for good order in the 
community." 

"Desert" on this understanding would also be based not on useful la- 
bor but on status or station: one deserves to have that which is appropri- 
ate to one's role and station, but not more and not less. Many kinds of 
goods might hardly be considered very firm property at all, since they had 
no connection with the holder's role in keeping proper order and were 
thus merely "acquired" and ac~idental .~~ Perhaps connected with that 
idea, aggrandizement beyond one's station routinely met with outrage in 
the era before the great revolutions, as, for example, in the harsh treat- 
ment to "regrators" and hoarders in Stuart England and in colonial Amer- 
ica as well.56 

This set of attitudes now seems quite antiquarian, as indeed it is. But we 
still hear some echoes, perhaps most notably in connection with welfare 
law and policy. One example is Charles Reich's famous argument about 
the status of governmental benefits as property: his argument, among 
other things, is that benefit recipients are a part of the body politic and as 
such have a "rightful claim" to hold these benefits as property, so that 
they can maintain their "independence" and participate in the common- 
wealth."l Cass Sunstein has worked some of these themes in his own con- 
siderations of welfare law, and, not surprisingly, he has done so with a 
nod to the republican theory of seventeenth-century England and the 
early American rep~blic.5~ 

An attractive feature of the older view, for Sunstein and for others, is no 
doubt the concept of hvsteeship that permeated the idea of property as 
propriety. Property endowed the haves not only with rights but also with 
responsibilities about the disposition of property; their property was 
theirs only in trust for family, community, and commonwealth. A much 
more problematic feature of this older view, for Sunstein and other civic 
republican revivalists, is of course the profoundly hierarchical character 
of the older ways of thinking about property-a flavor perhaps best cap- 
tured in the ambivalence of our contemporary response to the phrase "no- 
blesse oblige."59 

Despite that ambivalence, one might well suspect that a substantial mo- 
tivation in our welfare laws stems not so much from sophisticated prefer- 
ence-maximizing theory-the supposed declining marginal utility of 
wealth and all the rest of it-as from the older conception of property as 
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propriety. Many who support welfare may well do so out of a sense that 
poverty (and perhaps great wealth too) is a kind of disorder in the repub- 
lic, that our poorer citizens should have the economic means to escape this 
disorder, and that our wealthier citizens have a duty to help out. In some 
measure the sense may be that the disorder of poverty brings scandal and 
disgrace to our community and that the station of propertied persons 
obliges them to do something to remedy the situation. 

"Propriety" in Modem Property Law 
At this point I will return to the takings issue and to the question of which 
elements in takings law are pluralist and irreducible and which are not. It 
seems to me that the genuinely pluralistic character of our takings law 
stems from its reflection of two complete but different ideas about what 
property is good for. The first and dominating idea casts property as an 
engine for the maximization of preference satisfactions; the second, now a 
weaker but still very stubborn idea, casts property as the vehicle for pro- 
priety and decent good order. 

The preference-satisfying vision of property is so common that its argu- 
ments and its takings applications seem almost self-evident. Richard 
Epstein's book Takings runs through these arguments with confident facil- 
ity. The arguments really reduce to one: that uncompensated redistribu- 
tions violate the very purpose of a property regime, namely, to increase 
the size of the bag of goods or, as Epstein puts it, the size of the pie.60 

But property in the second sense, that is, property as propriety, as the 
foundation of decency and good order, appears in our property law as 
well. Where does this occur? Some examples appear, once again, in com- 
monly used judicial tests for governmental takings of private property. 
One such test places special limitations on governmental actions that con- 
stitute "physical invasions" of individual property6' On a preference sat- 
isfaction view, property should be more or less all alike; a physical inva- 
sion is like any other adverse effect on property, raising only questions of 
dollar values and demoralization costs. But the matter looks different on a 
view of property as propriety: a physical invasion is particularly repre 
hensible because it is a special affront to the owner of the property; it is a 
pointed violation of his or her understanding of decency and order. 

An even more telling example lies in a kind of secondary test under the 
rubric of "diminution in value." Generally speaking, a regulation that 
drastically reduces the value of a property may be equated with a taking 
of that property, though the lie-drawing on this issue is fraught with dif- 
f i~ul ty?~ One subtest for diminution in value has inquired whether the af- 
fected property can continue to produce a reasonable income after the reg- 
ulation is in place; if so, on th'i test, the diminution has not crossed the line 
to a taking.63 
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This is a "test" that seems incomprehensible from a utilitarian or pref- 
erence satisfaction point of view, where the issue should be the effect on 
the owner's "demoralization" and future willingness to work and invest. 
But the underlying idea here is not preference satisfaction at all. The pre- 
supposition is that the owner does not need more than a decent income, as 
opposed to a maximizing income, from his or her property; hence the leg- 
islature's imposition on the property may be treated as a legitimate de- 
mand on a citizen, so long as the citizen's decent and proper income is pre- 
served. 

Similarly, another common takings test balances the owner's private 
loss against the public's benefit. But this test is also opaque from the point 
of view of maximizing preference satisfaction. Large public benefits might 
justify a compensated taking through eminent domain but not an uncom- 
pensated taking. Why should a particular private owner lose expected 
rights simply because the public gains are greatlM From the angle of vi- 
sion of property as propriety, on the other hand, this balancing of public 
gain against private loss suggests that citizens have a duty to give up 
those th'igs which their representatives think the community can use bet- 
ter than they. This balancing test harks back to the underlying idea of 
property as propriety, namely, that property carries the authority, but also 
the responsibility, of a trust to the larger community. 

Conclusion 

Summing up all this, I have been arguing for several propositions in this 
essay: first, that we have two major and divergent overall conceptions of 
the goals of a property regime, namely property for preference satisfac- 
tion and property for propriety; second, that these different postures to- 
ward property are not compatible; and third, that we can see their incom- 
patibility at a number of practical junctures in our extremely confused law 
of takings.65 Thus it is undoubtedly the case that the principles of takings 
compensation are pluralist or even incoherent in the sense that some ele- 
ments may be in potential conflict with others. Indeed the uncertain his- 
tory of our own takings law reflects that fact. 

But the incompatible elements do not have to do with any necessary 
clash among the several guiding principles that Stephen Munzer so inter- 
estingly sets out for modem property regimes, that is, preference satisfac- 
tion, justice, and desert. On the contrary, that trio of principles can easily 
be subsumed under the imperial first principle of preference satisfaction. 
Instead, the incompatible elements in our takings law emerge from the oil- 
and-water mixture of a dominating preference-satisfying conception of 
property on the one hand, with a weaker but very different historical con- 
ception of property as propriety on the other. What we have, in short, is 
two quite different historical visions of the purposes for which we have a 
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property regime in the  first place. We have never entirely abandoned the 
one or fully embraced the  other-and our takings law is left to muddle 
along with the consequences. 
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Ancient Constitution 
Versus Federalist Empire: 

Antifederalism from the Attack on 
"Monarchism" to Modern Localism 

Introduction 

Antifederalism is generally thought to represent a major road not taken in 
our constitutional history. The Antifederalists, after all, lost the great de- 
bate in 1787-1788, while their opponents' constitution prevailed and pros- 
pered through the years. If we had needed proof of the staggering victory 
of the Federalist constitutional project, the bicentennial celebrations of 
1987 would certainly seem to have given it, at least insofar as victory is 
measured by longevity and adulation. 

One of the most impressive signals of the Federalists' triumph is the 
manner in which their constitution has come to dominate the very rhetoric 
of constitutionalism. This is particularly the case in the United States, 
where the federal Constitution has the status of what might be called the 
"plain vanilla" brand-a standard by which we  understand and judge 
other constitutions, as, for example, those of states and localities.' The fed- 
eral Constitution's rhetorical dominance has extended to some degree 
even to other parts of the world, when foreign citizens have looked to it 
for guidance about their own governmental  structure^.^ 

What, then, might be left over for the defeated Antifederalists? This es- 
say is an effort to reconsider the degree to which the Antifederalist road 
may still be trod after all, and in particular to reconstruct some elements of 
Antifederalism that have been incolporated into a tradition of local auton- 
omy that continues to this day. That tradition in turn rests on a different 
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and much older version of constitutionalism than the Federalists' plain 
vanilla variety. 

In this sense the essay elaborates the themes of the last and explores 
what seems to be an antiquated constitutional mode of thought--one 
closely associated with the understanding of property as propriety, dis- 
cussed in the previous essay. Here, of course, the older constitutional tra- 
dition was filtered through a specifically American context, where issues 
of "republicanism" loomed large, even though the origins of the tradition 
were European. The essay will proceed roughly through the following 
main lines: at the outset, I will try to get at the older political outlook by 
exploring the ways in which Federalist plans clashed with it, a task that re- 
quires me to locate Federalist constitutionalism historically and theoreti- 
cally in the eighteenthientury Western political topography Then I will 
pick up the Antifederalists' charge that the proposed Federalist constitu- 
tion was "monarchical." This was a significant argument because, as we 
will see, there were a number of striking parallels between European mo- 
narchic projects and the Federalists' centralizing and commercializing 
plans. Neither the European monarchists nor the Federalists had much 
use for the "ancient constitution" so dear to the Antifederalists or to their 
European traditionalist counterparts, but it was on that traditional consti- 
tutional understanding that the Antifederalists tried to construct a posi- 
tive program, as we shall also see. 

Even the Antifederalists' defeat at the polls did not entirely settle the 
matter of American constitutionalism, at least as a practical matter. The 
Federalists' rhetoric has clearly dominated American constitutional d i r  
cussions ever since their victory in 1787, but in spite of that, Antifederalist 
attitudes have continued to enjoy a k i d  of unacknowledged under- 
ground afterlife, most notably in local political practice. To be sure, these 
underground practices have been very much affected by the Federalist as- 
cendency, and this essay will conclude by discussing some of the ways in 
which our localist tradition has been affected by its complex symbiosis 
with the centralizing and commercializing Federalist program. 

Here, then, is the starting point: the location of the Federalist ship of 
state in the Atlantic world's political ocean of the day. 

1. The Plain Vanilla Constitution 
and the Ancient Constitution 

Without question, there are innumerable ambiguities in the Federalists' 
plain vanilla constitutional model, and there always have been.3 Without 
question too, there have been quite far-ranging attacks on the original 
plain vanilla model and departures from it as well. Several legal scholars 
have argued that these departures occurred particularly during this cen- 
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tury, as New Deal concepts were incorporated into the national governing 
scheme? Still, that plain vanilla Federalist model has a set of elements that 
have always been widely understood and widely thought to structure the 
actions of our national government. 

Our government is supposed to function in theory-if somewhat im- 
perfectly in fact-through a series of familiar mechanics. There are divi- 
sions of branches and checks and balances among the branches; there are 
equal and uniform national laws operating directly on the people; there is 
a direct popular representation, constructed in such a way that many in- 
terests appear in the representative body and such that no one interest can 

i dominate the others. 
! One underlying theme of these structural features is the protection of 

rights, since the mechanical operation of the whole structure works to im- 
pede incursions on individual entitlements. Historically, the right that was 
thought to need greatest protection was the right to acquire and hold 
property5 Today, of course, the emphasis on protectingproperty is subject 
to considerably more debatemuch of it concentrated on current consti- 
tutional issues of regulatory takings of property-and some of this debate 
is very heated indeed.6 But however one comes out with respect to these 
modem issues, it is still fair to say that the plain vanilla model of a consti- 
tution, with its attention to individual entitlements, is one that Marxists 
might still dub bourgeois democratic-that is, a constitution that has al- 
ways had close connections with the entitlements consciousness of a capi- 
talist economic process. 

On the other hand, there are other constitutional models too, even 
though, in our own time, their operations are often explained or criticized 
by reference to the plain vanilla model. When we think back to the time of 
the adoption of the Constitution and to the debates over its ratification, 
the provincialism of our view comes into particularly sharp relief. The de- 
bates of that time show how mistaken it would be to suppose that the Fed- 
eralists' constitution has always represented the basic model of a constitu- 
tion, on which all others are more or less mere variants. 

Years before we adopted our plain vanilla model, there was a very dif- 
ferent vision of constitutionalism, a vision captured in the phrase of J.G.A. 
Pocock in his justly famous book The Ancient Constitution and the Feudal 
law. Indeed, it is difficult to see what our plain vanilla version was all 
about unless we note its sharp break from this older version of constitu- 
tionalism, which, following Pocock-and indeed the rather common us- 
age of the eighteenth century-I will call the "ancient constitution."' 

Constitutionalism on the model of the ancient constitution was a vision 
of fundamental law deriving from long-standing ways of doing things, 
justified either by the shccr antiquity of practice or by the wisdom and 
suitableness that antiquity signifie~.~ Pocock himself has concentrated on 
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the so-called civic republican tradition in the British version of the ancient 
constitution, and indeed hi work has sparked a renewed interest in the 
civic republicanism in early America? But in a wider understanding, the 
ancient constitution was not necessarily linked to republicanism; the term 
could be understood to apply to a great range of practices so long as they 
were seen as fundamental law. Indeed, in this broader sense, the ancient 
constitution encompassed all k i d s  of long-established laws, charters, 
practices, customs, and local privileges--not the least of which might be 
local economic privilegeothat were thought to be constitutive of a given 
political realm, whether republican or not. 

The elements of ancient constitutionalism were thus those ways of do- 
ing things that were so well established as to count as the "nature" of a 
given polity Indeed, a constitution on this older model has close connec- 
tions with the medieval and early modem vision of a '?body politic." Just 
as one's personal physical makeup is one's constitution, so a political con- 
stitution ,was seim as the way that the body politic was framed and held 
together; the constitution was the set of established practices that gave 
that body politic i k  proper identityB0 

We still hear an echo of this usage in the way that the British talk about 
the "English constitution." But in the seventeenth and eighteenth centu- 
ries, it was a commonplace throughout the European world that political 
life was organized about long-standing "constitutions" or "fundamental 
laws." These views were expounded by some able and well-known writ- 
ers, such as Montesquieu and, somewhat later, Burke; but the general atti- 
tude was so widespread as to need no exposition+?xcept of course as the 
"fundamental laws" came under increasing threat, particularly from the 
monarchs of the middle and later eighteenth century, of whom 1 will say 
more shortly." The American colonists were by no means exempt from 
this traditionalist approach to politics, and in the early eighteenth century, 
for example, they argued that colonial political practices were based on 
the "ancient" rights declared in charters or custom--and were not to be 
altered at the whim of the c r o ~ n . ' ~  

In this political tradition, it was well understood that fundamental laws 
and constitutions might take different names and describe quite different 
governmental institutions; as one eighteenth-century German jurist re- 
marked, "England must be governed according to the English [constitu- 
tion], Sweden according to the Swedish, Poland according to the Polish, 
Germany according to the German and also Wurttemberg according to 
Wtirttemberg's own ancient c~nstitution.' '~~ As a matter of fact, 
Wclrttembergers referred to their ancient constitution as the "good old 
law," a somewhat vague composite in which they included their vestigial 
representative assembly of estates, along with the rest of their time-hon- 
ored political, ecclesiastical, and legal  relation^.'^ 
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Somewhat later, Tocqueville used a different term-"aristocratic"-to 
describe this traditionalist and particularistic political mindset in the 
prerevolutionary era that he called the Old Regime. His usage of "aristo- 
cratic" was less a reference to hierarchy than a term to distinguish the un- 
differentiated universalism that he found in nineteenth-century American 
attitudes. As Tocqueville said, by way of comparing the earlier attitudes 
with the egalitarianism among his own contemporaries, "among an aris- 
tocratic people each caste has its own opinions, feelings, rights, customs 
and modes of living."'5 

In using the term "aristocratic," what Tocqueville seemed to have had 
in mind was a concept of privilege that is now somewhat unfamiliar to us 
but was much more prevalent in the eighteenth century. In this older con- 
ception, as the modern commentator C.B.A. Behrens has explained, "priv- 
ilege" did indeed include hierarchy but did not end there. Privilege then 
did not necessarily imply, as it usually does today, an unjustifiable special 
favor to somegroups over others. The concept was rather a larger one, de- 
noting the way that a multiform society was organized into distinct ele- 
ments, all of which were "constituted bodies" with their own  privilege^?^ 
Hence an actual "aristocracy" or nobility wasonly a subset within a multi- 
plicity of privileged corporate groups and bodies, in a society in which 
"privilege was an integral part of the social order."" 

In practice, then, the ancient constitution was a dizzying array of par- 
ticularistic privileges, enjoyed by localities and groups in their corporate 
capacity Here is the way one Frenchman described the nature of the eigh- 
teenth-century French political scene: 

Imagine a country where there are a great many corporate bodies. The result 
is that ... one hears talk of nothing but rights, concessions, immunities, spe- 
cial agreements, privileges, prerogatives. Every town, every community, ev- 
ery province, every ecclesiastical or judicial body, has its interest to defend 
in this conf~sion.'~ 

Even though the contents of this sort of constitutionalism varied from 
place to place, another historian, Robert R. Palmer, observed that in the 
era preceding the French Revolution, political commentators saw the At- 
lantic political culture as being all of a piece; they were perfectly comfort- 
able comparing the institutions of Poland and Virginia, Venice and Ge- 
neva, Belgium and Hungary, Ireland and the provinces of France.I9 

But certainly the political culture of the ancient constitution had a 
sharply different set of characteristics from our plain vanilla version of a 
constitution. In the first place, the ancient constitution was distinctly not a 
political vision of impartiality or equality under uniform law. It rather rec- 
ognized the special and particularized customary privileges of provinces, 
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guilds, municipalities, families, ecclesiastical groups, nobles of varying 
gradations, assemblies of estates, and on and on, where all these elements 
enjoyed some measure of "co-governing" power with whatever pur- 
ported to be the central authority2' 

Nor, in the second place, did this version of constitutionalism have 
anything to do with h e  enterprise and the equal rights to develop prop- 
erty. The ancient constitution was packed with economic privileges that 
were treated as proprietary and sometimes inheritable rightsincluding 
exclusive rights to manufacture and sell particular goods or to conduct 
markets in particular places or even to hold certain offices of state, along 
with their accompanying annuities, fees, and perq~isites.~' Nor, finally, 
did the ancient constitution have any truck with a concept of unified gov- 
ernment acting directly on the subjects. Everywhere in Europe, the parti- 
sans of the ancient constitution fought tooth and nail against any central- 
izing efforts of monarchs. Such efforts would have undermined the 
efflorescent privileges and authority of the "constituted bodies," whereas 
they themselves regarded both privileges and authority as their own 
property-their property because these matters were "properly" theirs, 
prerequisite to their roles as co-governing orders in the realm. 

lnded in the eighteenth century, and particularly on the Continent,= it 
was the monarchs who borrowed "enlightened thinkers' ideas of eco- 
nomic and political reform and who wanted to oust guild privileges and 
market monopolies and instead open up economic enterprise and com- 
merce; it was those same monarchs, if anyone, who wanted to abate aris- 
tocratic authority in the countryside and shift power away from local oli- 
garchies in the towns.23 

In a remarkable passage, James Steuart, one of the thinkers associated 
with the eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment, summed up these 
developments and illustrated their interrelationships: "Trade and indus- 
try owed their establishment to the ambition of princes, who supported ... 
the plan ... principally with a view to enrich themselves, and thereby to 
become formidable to their neighbours." But, Steuart went on, this plan 
also strengthened commercial enterprisers who had an interest in greater 
liberty, and this in turn induced princes to "introduc[e] . .. a more mild 
and more regular plan of administration," which entailed "limiting the 
power of the higher classes" and "restrain[ingl the great lords." Although 
it might appear that these centralizing efforts were designed to make all 
power "depend on the prince's will only," Steuart said, and "although the 
prerogative of some princes be increased considerably beyond the bounds 
of the ancient constitution, even to such a degree as perhaps justly to de- 
serve the name of usurpation; yet the consequences cannot every where 
be said, upon the whole, to have impaired what I call public liberty."24 
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Arthur Young, the later-eighteenth-century British political essayist 
who quoted this passage at length, disagreed vehemently with Steuart's 
optimism, and as he quoted, he interspersed the passage with acid side 
comments on monarchist overreaching. As Steuart had suggested, how- 
ever, the monarchs had their own reasons for liberalization and central- 
ization, notably their effort to solve the pandem~c fiscal crises that accom- 
panied the lack of central control. It was typically the particularistic, 
oligarchic, and "privileged" elements-much more than the more or less 
liberal literati like Young-who opposed these monarchist efforts and 
who pounded for the "good old law," even to the point of rebellion 
against their kings. 

Indeed, from the later sixteenth century up to the French Revolution, 
antiroyalist rebellions were commonplace in the Europe of the ancient 
constitution. Although we Americans don't pay much attention to these 
things, our own Revolution was in some ways just another in a long lime of 
revolts of provincial privilege against centralizing royalist pretensions. 
Sometimes these rebellions were sharpened by religious differences, but 
at root they always rested on provincial disgruntlement, as sometimes- 
distant monarchs attempted to undermine local privileges or to subordi- 
nate them to centralizing and uniform administration. 

We now pay little attention to the revolt of the Netherlands from their 
centralizing Spanish monarchs in the late sixteenth century.25 We pay even 
less to thc later Catalonian and Portuguese revolts against the same mo- 
narchic limes-or to the French provincial nobles' revolt after decades of 
Richelieu's regimentation--aU at about the same time as the mid-seven- 
tenth-century English civil war.2h As to English civil war, we forget, if we 
ever knew about it, that the event that set off the calling of the Long Parlia- 
ment and that led to the eventual beheading of Charles I was the rebellion 
of the Scots against what they thought were royal violations of their pro- 
vincial privileges, notably their distinctive ecclesiastical ~rganization.~' 
We forget too that in the late eighteenth century, the French Revolution 
erupted only after decades of squabbles betw~rn the French monarchs 
and their own privileged classes." We may well have heard the joke that 
the "enlightened Austrian emperor Joseph I1 allegedly and quite charac- 
teristically said that even Mozart's music had too many notes; but we 
hardly notice that he also attempted to suppress fiscal and guild privi- 
leges of his many provinces, in favor of simplified and uniform imperial 
laws, and that his Belgian provinces and their "constituted bodies" 
greeted his acts with a sharp resistance--a resistance that would give an 
example of revolution to the neighbors in France.29 

We may forget these things now, but our forefathers who debated the 
1787 Constitution did not. They were very well aware of these historic 
conflicts between centralizing monarchs and long-standing local privilege 
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and of the way in which the subversion of the ancient constitution 
might-and indeed arguably ought to--lead to revol~tion.~ 

Modem historians have debated whether the Antifederalists might be 
the American heirs to England's civic republicans or ancient constitution- 
alists, to the exclusion of their Federalist opp~nents.~' On the one hand, in 
sheer conservatism and insistence on established usages, the 
Antifederalists undoubtedly were more closely allied with the habits of 
thought of ancient constitutionalism than were their Federalist oppo- 
n e n t ~ . ~ ~  On the other hand, Antifederalism covered a considerable range 
of opinionsome of it overlapping with Federalist views. Antifederalists 
and Federalists alike cited similar sources and drew from the same rhetor- 
ical founts. Both sides cited Montesquieu, for example, that well-known 
European proponent of the ancient constitution. Both sides also seemed to 
eschew the institution of nobility, as Antifederalists accused the Federal- 
ists of promoting something like a nobility while Federalists more or less 
denied it.33 Similarly, the Antifederalists explicitly aligned themselves 
with the "republicanism" and "republican virtue" that marked the Amer- 
icans' chosen version of the ancient constitution-but then so did their 
Federalist opponents, at least in their rhetoric." 

But in at least one very important respect, the identification between 
Antifederalism and the ancient constitution did make sense: that lies in 
the Antifederalists' championship of local particularism. This theme ran 
through their remarks about all kinds of issues. Most important was a 
subject that I will explore more fully later: they insisted that a national, 
"consolidated" government would necessarily quell liberty, because a na- 
tional govemment would be too large and its representative bodies too far 
removed from the people to reflect their multiform mores and natures. 
But in addition, when they pounded the table about "republican virtue," 
they were also dealing with a coded reflection of the conflict between lo- 
calism and centralism: at the time, corruption was widely regarded as a 
tool by which centralizing monarchs and their ministers-notably in Brit- 
ain-attempted to overcome the resistance of the virtuous squires of the 
"country."35 

The identification between the Antifederalists and the ancient constitu- 
tion, then, is most sharply presented in their charges, first, that the Feder- 
alist constitution would institute a consolidated government and, second, 
that this govemment smacked of monarchism. Given the circumstances of 
the contemporary Atlantic political world, these were in large measure 
variants on the same charge. And the Antifederalists made this charge for 
a very good reason: the Federalist program of a national state did indeed 
echo many of the eighteenth-century European monarchist projects that 
took aim at long-established provincial privileges. 
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11. The Federalist Project: Central Power 
and Its Monarchist Overtones 

The plain vanilla constitution of the Federalists, like the centralizing ef- 
forts of European monarchs, broke with the older vision of an ancient con- 
stitution, in which the regime was composed of a multiplicity of 
,, cogoveming" established bodies. The Federalists, like the European 

monarchs, saw one overwhelming problem with the ancient constitution: 
it kept government weak. Why was govemment weak in such a regime? It 
was weak because a polity riddled by special particulsuized rights was per- 
petually beset by fiscal crises--and this, of course, was also the perceived 
opinion about the United States under the Articles of C~nfederation.~~ 

More generally, governance under the ancient constitution was weak 
because such a multiform polity, dependent as it was on those who held 
particularized privileges, could gather itself only with the utmost strain 
and effort to exercise any concentrated force or influence whatever. Alex- 
ander Hamilton drew the radical conclusion from all this and asserted that 
the very notion of a regime dependent on other political authorities, in 
their corporate or collective form, was "the bane of the old [constitution] 
and ... in itself evidently incompatible with the idea of COVERNMENT.."~~ 

Hamilton looked to Europe in this assertion, quite as much as he 
looked to the United States of the Articles of Confederation. In two of the 
Federalist Papers that have been rather neglected in American scholar- 
ship, Numbers 19 and 20, Hamilton and Madison excoriated precisely the 
type of regime that appeared all over Europe before the French Revolu- 
tion. One can see their viewpoint most clearly in their scathing remarks on 
the fragmented politics of the Dutch and Swiss republics--which were of- 
ten cited by the Antifederalists as models of confederate republicsw--and 
even more in their attitude to the Germans' "Holy Roman Empire," 
which, as Voltaire had wisecracked, was neither holy nor Roman nor an 
empire. Indeed, by the later eighteenth century, the old Empire had frac- 
tured into hundreds of semisovereign entities, and it undoubtedly repre- 
sented the most striking efflorescence of Europe's ancient constitutional 
style of go~ernance.~~ 

The Federalist Number 19 treated the so-called Empire as the quintes- 
sential horrible example of the polity that exists as a "community of sover- 
eigns," and its discussion of this "nerveless body" displays Publius' po- 
lemical style at its most savage. Upbraiding the Empire for its "general 
imbecility, confusion and misery," Tlw Federalist followed with a litany of 
its subjection to external invasions, internal intrigues, overweaning strong 
men and oppressed weak ones, atrocious administration, and bungled en- 
f0rcement.4~ 
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How could this weakness be overcome? The Federalists had a pro- 
gram, and, like the contemporary European monarchist plans, theirs en- 
tailed a sharp break from the ancient constilution altogether. The first 
component of their program flowed from a Hamiltonian rejection of de- 
pendence on other political bodies. The new constitution would set out a 
large, unified government whose laws and taxes would fall directly upon 
the citizenry This government would reject the mediation of any other 
governmental bodies in their corporate form-all those in-between states 
and provinces and other local bodies, those "pouvoirs intmPdiaires" of 
which Montesquieu had spoken approvingly in large-scale monarchy and 
that many monarchs on the Continent had at least half-heartedly at- 
tempted to supplant long before the Federalists' constitutional foray?' 

The second component in the Federalist program also rang a familiar 
note of European enlightened monarchy: the new government would pro- 
mote commerce. Commerce, as Publius observed, would produce wealth, 
and wealth would make the nation p~werfu l?~  And what did commerce 
entail? Quite apart from the enlarged markets with free exchange that 
would be guaranteed by the Commerce Clause, commerce itself entailed 
individual rights, and especially the rights of property. Security of prop- 
erty would encourage owners to invest time and effort in what they had, 
thus making their property even more valuable. And in turn, this would 
have positive consequences for the nation's wealth and strength.43 

Quite a bit earlier, John Locke had pointed out the relationship between 
security of property and national force. As he had put it, the "wise and 
godlike" prince who "by established laws of liberty . .. secure[s] protec- 
tion and incouragement to the honest industry of Mankind against the op- 
pression of power and narrownesse of Party will quickly be too hardfor his 
neighbour~."~~ Within a few years, the Physiocrats on the Continent also 
noted the connection between private property and national power, and 
they encouraged European monarchs to secure private property and re- 
move restraints on exchange so that the fruits of individual enterprise 
could flow unimpeded through the nation and make the whole wealthier. 
Many monarchs and their advisers heard the message and attempted to 
liberalize commerce and promote the factory industry that undermined 
local privileges over labor practices and marketsj5 

The Federalists heard the message too, perhaps as translated by Adam 
Smith, whose Wealth of Nations was widcly read in A m e r i ~ a . ~ ~  In addition 
to the Commerce Clause that would nationalize the market, their constitu- 
tion had several elements aimed at securing a commercial republic from 
internal threats to private property. One threat came from what Locke 
called "narrownesse of Party" or, in the Federalist translation, faction-the 
enthusiasms of partial interest groups that could erode individual rights 
and property interests and in general disrupt the "honest industry of 
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Mankind." To control faction, the Federalists proposed to restructure rep- 
resentation in a way that meshed flawlessly with their concept of a direct, 
unified central government. This was most explicitly stated in Madison's 
famous Federalist Number lo: in the multiparty representation of the "ex- 
tended republic," parochial factions would neutralize one another's at- 
tempts to intrude on the rights of property. Moreover, the clause protect- 
ing obligations of contracts would halt local or state governments' 
factional encroachments on property rights-encroachments that might 
otherwise weaken the nation by sapping the enterprising drive of the citi- 
zenry. As to what Locke had called the "oppression of power" at a higher 
level, any federal encroachments would be halted before they began, 
through checks and balances among the various governmental institu- 
tions. 

The protection of commerce and the unification of government thus 
aimed at the same goal: national strength. The unified commercial repub- 
lic would be a more powerful political entity than the many states that 
were fragmented, through their ancient constitutions, into a kaleidoscope 
of local privileges and special laws. It would be stronger not just because it 
was unified politically and economically, but also because its commer- 
cially minded citizens, secure in the rights of private property, could 
safely hustle about their interests and enterprises in a way that would 
make the whole nation richer. That wealth, in turn, could be tapped by the 
national government. 

The Federalists' plain vanilla version of constitutionalism, then, was a 
logical extension of some of the major European monarchical projects. It 
displaced ancient constitutionalism with a new constitutionalism of uni- 
form laws operating directly on individual citizens, thus bypassing the 
fragmentation of local privilege. It safeguarded all in a homogeneous 
commercial environment of secure property and free exchange. In this en- 
vironment, differences in talents could freely arrive at differences in 
wealth, so as to encourage the industrious in their efforts. And the result- 
ing unified, commercial nation would be a strong and productive one, 
ready for any jealous threats that its own prosperity would bring forth.47 

At bottom, of course, I am suggesting that considerations of external 
strength-national defcnse and a credible foreign policy-wagged a good 
part of the constitutional dog that the Federalists proposed. Their consti- 
tutional project had both political and economic dimensions, but to a con- 
siderable degree, the parts taken together came into focus on a single goal: 
overcoming the deplorable weakness of the early republic. By taking a 
leaf from Locke's Godlike Prince, they hoped to make the republic "too 
hard for its neighbors."" 

I am further suggesting that some key components of the Federalists' 
plain vanilla constitutional scheme-uniform, large-scale central govern- 
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ment on the one hand and the promotion of commerce on the other-were 
also ideas associated with monarchist projects in Europe. The European 
monarchs had not been particularly successful at these efforts, but as 
Tocqueville pointed out, the French Revolution ruthlessly carried forth 
the monarchist project of levelling local privileges. And as he also pointed 
out, the ultimate successor, the first monarch of a truly centralized state, 
was Nap0leon.4~ What the monarchs of the Enlightenment era did was to 
set the direction that the French Revolution and Napoleon later fol- 
lowed-and that the Antifederalists so feared in the United States. 

111. The Antifederalist Critique 

With aU this, let me turn back to the Antifederalists. The Antifederalists 
understood very well the Federalist goal of national strength-along with 
the commercialization and centrali&tion that were designed to 
that strength. More than any other opponent to the Constitution, Patrick 
Henry hit upon the very nerve of the Federalit project of external 
strength. And he inveighed against it. "You are not to inquire how your 
trade may be increased," he said, "nor how you are to become a great and 
powerful people, but how your liberties can be secured; for liberty ought 
to be the direct end of your government."" In another passage he sneered 
at the Federalist aims, with a sarcasm that still drips hom the page: "Some 
way or other we must be a great and mighty empire," he said. 

[W]e must have an army, and a navy, and a number of things. When the 
Americansoirit was in its vouth, the laneuaae of America was different: lib- .. ., 
erty, sir, was then the primary object. . . . But now, sir, the American spirit, as- 
sisted by the ropes and chains of consolidation, is about to convert this coun- 
try into a powerful and mighty empire. ... Such a govemment is 
incompatible with the genius of republicanism.51 

"Republican liberties" were precisely what the Antifederalists saw en- 
dangered by the plan that they termed a "conso1idated"govcmment-the 
liberties that guaranteed their ability to rule themselves, to choose their 
destiny in a way that had genuine meaning. And it was the concern for 
these liberties that linked the Antifederalists with the ancient constitution 
of Europe, particularly the republican version of the ancient constitution. 

To begin with the centralizing or "consolidating" component of the 
Federalist project: the Antifederalists thought that an "extended republic" 
was an oxymoron and that any large-scale government would necessarily 
fall back into a system that depended on force rather than self-rule. Why 
was this so? First, there was the authority of Montesquieu. Montcsquieu 
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had said that even moderately extended areas could only be governed by 
monarchy at best (that is, when the ruler's authority was tempered by "in- 
termediate powers," particularly the nobility) and that very large territo- . - 
ries were n&essaril;despotic. ~ e ~ u b l i c s ,  i n  the other hand, which de- 
pended on civic participation, were necessarily small.52 

The Federalists tried to skirt Montesquieu, arguing that representative 
institutions made a large republic feasible,53 but the New York 
Antifederalist Melanchthon Smith countered with a theme that ran 
through Antifederalist arguments: even popular representation would be 
defective in a large territory. Electoral districts would of necessity be large, 
Smith said, and the constituents of those districts could not really know 
their so-called representatives, and vice versa. The only persons who 
could get elected in large districts would be the persons whose wealth and 
fame would enable them to publicize themselves--persons quite dissimi- 
lar from and "unrepresentative" of those for whom they purportedly 
spoke. The yeomen, the everyday citizens of the "middling class," would 
have no chance of election over against this "natural aristocracy." Thus 
the supposedly representative body would not be representative at all of 
the various elements of the constituency but would fall into the hands of a 
wellborn and influential upper class, which had no feel for the ordinary 
citizens' needs and wishes.% Alexander Hamilton's revealing response-- 
that an aristocracy of wealth and talent was inevitable in any scheme of 
government-cannot have been reas~uring.'~ 

From these defects in representation, the Antifederalists concluded 
that the Federalists' plan necessitated force. The so-called representatives, 
ignorant of their constituents' needs, and both literally and psychically 
distant from those constituents, would pass laws that were unsuited to the 
different parts of the republic. As a consequence, the execution of their 
laws would ultimately depend on coercion rather than consent.56 In the 
bleakest version of this Antifederalit view, the Federalists "extended re- 
public" would have to depend on a standing army to enforce its laws. Nor 
would the states retain the ability to defend their citizens from these pred- 
ators; they would lose control of their militias, which would in any event 
be overwhelmed by the national government's standing army.57 More- 
over, to collect the funds for such an army and for all the other misguided 
plans of a bloated, crypto-monarchical national government, a swarm of 
"bloodsucking" tax collectors would land like "harpies" on the tyran- 
nized citizen'y--at the same time emasculating the states all the more by 
drying up their revenue sources.58 Better, then, and certainly more consis- 
tent with Montesquieu's description of republican principles, that the na- 
tion be a kind of league of more or less autonomous and truly republican 
states, in which representation was a genuine form of se l f -~u le .~~  The pre- 
servation of local autonomy-and with it the meaningful liberty of self- 
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rule--was thus at the center of the Antifederalist position; it was this con- 
cern that animated their objections to "consolidated government." 

A more muted part of the Antifederalist argument, however, involved 
a critique of the Federalist approach to property rights. Although the 
Antifederalists supported the rights of property and even commerce and 
exhewed the radical levelling of the then-rerent Shays' Rebellion, they 
may have had in mind a strand of republican thinking that saw in capital- 
ism an escape from an inexorably hierarchical ordering of societyM What 
they rejected was the Federalist program of protecting property sheerly 
for the sake of encouraging individual economic efforts in the short run, 
and national wealth and power in the long. They had a different goal in 
view in protecting property: they thought that property was a basis of re- 
publican civic independence. What they had in mind was the property 
"proper" to the republican citizen, the property that he and his fellow citi- 
zens needed to govern himself, his household, and his c~mmunity.~' 

Antifederalist speeches and writings were shot through with a kind of 
ideal type of citizen. The model was the yeoman, the citizen of the "mid- 
dling" sort-the respectable, knowledgeable, frugal, and public-spirited 
individual who acts deliberately and cooperatively with other citizens of 
similarly modest means and independen~e.~~ It was important to protect 
this ideal citizen's property so that he could maintain the independence 
necessary for self-rule. But property, on this view, was only useful insofar 
as it aided citizens to retain a sturdy manliness, among others of like char- 
acter. Some Antifederalist writings followed Montesquieu in suggesting 
that gross disparities of wealth could corrupt a republic.63 The implication 
was that property rights should not be so zealously guarded as to reach 
this point, since the evil of inequality would sap a source of strength quite 
different from Federalists' hoped-for economic wealth. That source of 
strength was civic virtue. 

Indeed, the real protection of liberty, the Antifederalists argued, lay not 
in property rights and commerce as such, but rather in those institutions 
that would promote the courage, independence, judgment, and selfless- 
ness of the citizenry. They maintained, as the influential Lettersfrom the 
Federal Farnter put it, that 

if there are advantages in the equal division of our lands, and the strong and 
manly habits of our people, we ought to establish governments calculated to 
give duration to them, and not governments which never can work natu- 
rally, till that equality of property, and those free and manly habits shall be 
destroyed." 

In short, then, the Antifederalist view was that the Federalists' plain va- 
nilla constitutional project-to become a rich and powerful nation-was a 
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I 
case of taking our collective eye off the main issue at stake. In ordcr to be- 
come such a powerful state, we would have to have, at the outset, a cen- 

1 tralized govemment that smacked of the worst versions of monarchism. 
This centralized government in turn would destroy effective liberty and 
self-rule, which was necessarily local. Finally, this govemment might so 
relentlessly protect a regime of property and commerce--along with the 
"natural aristocracy" that would dominate the regime economically and 
politically--as to bring about the debasement of the best citizenry. 

Still another point wasonly hinted at by thehtifederalists, but it was to 
loom larger in later years: that the Federalist project of wealth and power 
might corrupt the polity in ways extending beyond our own citizenry and 
lure the nation into external conquest. As the Antifederalit "Brutus" re- 
marked, thenew United States should strive to give the world an example 
of "virtue and happiness among ourselves," and not follow the European 
govemments that were "framed ... with a view to arms, and war.''65 

Though they could not know it at the time, the hue culmination of 

I Antifederalist fears--and Tocqueville's specter later-was Napoleon's 

I empire. Here was the politically centralized regime, built up after the revo- 
lutionary levelling of local "liberties," now with a single, uniform national 
administration. Here was the economic regime of property rights. now es- 
tablished through a codified legal system that ~rotected the citizenry's ac- 
quisitions and commercial pursuits. And here was the ruthless dictator- 
ship, standing squarely on military force and a standing army, and capable 
of terrorizing the citizenry at home as well as the neighboring states. 

IV. Antifederalist Echoes of Localism and Repnblicani~m 

Everyone knows that the Antifederalists lost, and they may well have lost 
precisely because they could not come up with an alternative to the Feder- 
alist program for national strength. Be that as it may, even in the early 
years of the republic, their localist position faded from view in the coun- 
try's central political discussions, as a liberal, capitalist, and more or less 
nationalist consensus blanketed and smothered the earlier debates on the 
true meaning of rep~blicanism.~~ But did they lose entirely? Or did they 
retain some influence on American political life--and if they did so, why 
did they, and where was that influence located? And is it perhaps just an- 
other version of that same question to ask, Why has the Federalist attack 
on the ancient constitution produced no American Napoleon? 

The Echoes of a Dis t inc t i ve ly  Local Practice 

Where did Antifcderalist sentiments go after the Constitution was 
adopted? One answer might well be to states' rights, in all their various 
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historical permutations. It is unquestionably true that later states' rights 
proponents mined the rhetoric of republican independen~e.6~ But the ef- 
fort to link Antifederalism with later states' rights advocacy is really a 
kind of misidentification, deflecting attention kom the most influential as- 
pects of the Antifederalist legacy. It is an interesting sort of misidentifica- 
tion, however, because it replicates one of the Antifederalists' own unre- 
solved problems about the states. 

The Antifederalists did indeed speak fervently and often for the con- 
tinuing autonomy of the states. But as Hamilton quite trenchantly pointed 
out, the states were themselves too large for the kind of republicanism 
that the Antifederalists seemed to have in mind; Montesquieu, he said, 
would have thought them too large for republican g~ve rnmen t .~  Hamil- 
ton was quite right: the Antifederalist version of republicanism, with its 
self-rule and civic participation, is only possible at a level more localized 
than the states. And this is why the association of Antifederalism with 
states' rights arguments is a relatively sterile ground if we are looking for 
a lasting contribution from Antifederalist ideas. Instead, we have to look 
at local political organizations to find the continuing influence of the 
Antifederalist perspective and indeed the continuing influence of the an- 
cient constitution. 

Let me begin with a first distinctive characteristic of local govem- 
ments-a characteristic that raises great chagrin among some commenta- 
tors: local govemments have had a quite distinctive attitude about private 
property 1ights.6~ One notices this attitude particularly in land use con- 
trols, a major area in which local governments currently exercise author- 
ity. A great number of land use decisions concern one-on-one disputes 
among neighbors about the appropriate level of development--one 
neighbor wants to build a tennis court; the other says it would be noisy 
and intrusive. Entitlements in these areas are notoriously fuzzy, and inso- 
far as local govemments spell them out, they lean toward the maintenance 
of the status quo. 

Even formalized zoning restraints are often quite malleable in fact; ac- 
tual decisions relate less to some formal structure of entitlements than to 
discussions, negotiations, and "venting" based on community under- 
standing of appropriate behavior. As between neighbors, local institu- 
tionsplay less the role of the protector of entitlements and more the role of 
ad hoc mediators." But these same local institutions are apt to makr con- 
siderably higher demands on outsiders and innovators than they do on 
established uses and may, for example, condition a new development per- 
mit on a contribution to streets, parks, or even low income housing?' 

In short, in these very important aspects of local government, political 
bodies are not much engaged as Federalist-style impartial guardians of 
entitlements or protectors of investment and commerce. If anything, they 
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are more the guardians of the ancient constitution, in the sense of protect- 
ing a web of community understandings-and sometimes highly idiosyn- 
cratic ones--about the way things ought to be done?Z 

If local governments have their own views about rights, and most nota- 
bly about the rights of property, what then serves as the brake on their 
oppressiveness? What is it that prevents local majorities from ganging up 
to wrest away the fruits of honest industry, particularly from out-group 
minorities--if anything prevents this at all? There are of course the widely 
discussed federal and state governments' constitutional strictures against 
takings of property, but I want to leave those to one side in this discussion. 

An answer that could come straight from the civic republican tradition 
is virtue--and this presents a second difference between local governments 
and centralized ones. No one, of course, is naive enough to suggest that 
local government is necessarily more virtuous than central government; 
the usual suggestion is just the reverse." But I would suggest that local 
government is the location where virtue and its opposite, corruption, are 
most regularly discussed as political issues, in spite of occasional spurts at 
higher levels of government. Our history certainly suggests this, and in- 
deed the discussion of big-city corruption was well under way by the later 
nineteenth ~entury..'~ The reason for all this concern is that at the local 
level, we have to rely more on the virtue of the participants, and, as a con- 
sequence, we talk more about their rectitude or corruption. 

In any event (and no doubt fortunately) virtue isnot the only safeguard 
against local oppression. Again, leaving to one side the constitutional lim- 
itations on takings of property, there are still some other restraints on local 
overreaching. This brings me to a third difference between local govern- 
ments and governments on a larger scale: local govemments are quite dif- 
ferently organized from the federal or even the state governments. 
Among other things, local governments have far fewer of the mechanics 
of checks and balances, and far less multiple-interest representation, than 
do larger governments. But it is at least arguable that in local govemments 
the absence of these structural restraints is counterbalanced by the possi- 
bilities for constituent contact and civic participation-what Albert 
Huschrnan has called the "voice" 0ption.7~ 

I think there is much territory to be explored in co~ec t ion  with the 
forms of local civic "voice." For one example, some cities themselves are 
rather large for the personal participation of individuals, and it may be 
important to consider subpolitical bodies, such as neighborhood organi- 
zations and other civic groups, as the locus for "republican" associational 
voice. For another and related example, some scholars may place too 
much weight on local participation in the form of voting and not enough 
on other forms of participation." Indeed, voting may well be a relatively 
minor aspect of local civic participation, and other versions of "voice" 
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may be much more important locally: the informal constituent contacts, 
the F'TA meetings, the civic groups' flooding down to city hall, the cub re- 
porters' publicistic scandalmongering, the highly issue-oriented 
jawboning that is the very stuff of Local controversy. 

Yet another and quite different safeguard on local government brings 
me to a fourth difference between local and central governments. This is 
the safeguard, to use Hirschman's terminology again, that we might call 
"exitr'-the ability to abandon something when dissatisfied-and it exists 
most distinctively at the local leveLn Public life at the local level is much 
more idiosyncratic than national public life and much less homogenized. 
It is primarily at the local level that we are given to wild enthusiasms 
about sports teams, parades, and bizarre public art; these idiosyncracies 
survive even what has been called the "malling of A m e r i ~ a . ' ~  

These local peculiarities tell us something important about the charac- 
ter of local government and about its relation to Antifederalist ideas of 
self-rule. There is a reason for the heterogeneity of local communities vis- 
a-vis each other: people have a choice about the community in which they 
live, in a way that they do not have so much choice about the state or espe 
cially thenation in which they are citizens. At least to some degree, people 
choose their localities according to compatibility with their own wishes 
and needs. This in turn requires local governments to be careful about the 
practices they adopt and the reputations they acquire, so that they will not 
frighten away desired citizens. This is not new; the Antifederalists them- 
selves were accustomed to American communities in which dissatisfied 
persons could and did "exit" in order to form communities more to their 
own liking.lg 

The opportunities for local exit-perhaps even more than for voice- 
establish a connection between local entities and voluntary organizations. 
What makes a voluntary organization "voluntary" is that one can enter 
and leave at one's own volition. To a considerable degree, one can do the 
same thiig with one's locality. One signal of this affinity between local 
governments on the one hand and voluntary organizations on the other is 
that we have great difficulty in sorting out the differences between "pub- 
lic" local governments and "private" planned ~ommunit ies .~~ Indeed the 
whole distinction between public and private becomes blurred locally, 
particularly when we think that people choose their localities in more or 
less the same ways that they choose the condominium or the retirement 
community in which they will live, and when we consider that in some 
ways localities may compete for residents in the same way that private 
planned communities do?' I will come back to this "exit" characteristic 
shortly, because it is this aspect of local government-related as it is to 
Antifederalist conceptions of local autonomy-in which modem scholar- 
ship has made some particularly interesting contributions. 
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We are now in a position to return to the earlier question: dtd the 
Antifederalists lose entirely? 1 think not, when we take political practice 
into account. We certainly see a number of the Antifederalist attitudes and 
concerns in our local politics: the acceptance of community dehitions of 
the rights and responsibilities of property, the concern for virtue and cor- 
ruption, the possibility for personal participation or voice, the further pos- 
sibility for choice through the "exit" option. 

Lest it be thought that all American government has been "consolidat- 
e d  in principle through the operations of the Federalist constitution and 
that we are simply awaiting the eventual and inevitable demise of local 
self-rule, we should recall that our history reflects a tenacious and contin- 
uous countercurrent to most efforts to centralize local functions. Thus the 
later nineteenth century's judicial doctrine of "Dillon's Rule," which held 
that municipal powers should be read narrowly, was answered in the 
early twentieth century by Euclid v. Ambler Realty, which gave back under 
land use auspices the local authority supposedly taken away by Dillon's 
restrictive reading."Similarly, in the I ~ ~ O S ,  there was considerable talk of 
a "Quiet Revolution" in land use controls, supposedly entailing much 
greater state control over local land use decisions; but in the intervening 
years, many of the mechanisms of this Quiet Revolution have been just as 
quietly reoccupied by local  government^.^^ In these and other instances of 
stubborn local particularism, one sees the working out of a kind of 
Antifederalist practice, almost invisible in an intellectual environment of 
overwhelmingly Federalist theory. 

Echoes in Theory: Antifedederalism 
and the Rethinking of Federalist T h e o y  

The Antifederalist tradition has indeed not been a very strong strand in 
our political theory, and this seems to me a serious gap. Insofar as 
Antifederalist thiiking is overlooked, we are overlooking an important 
part of our own political tradition. Happily, this neglect seems to be in the 
process of rectification, both from the direction of the renewed historical 
interest in the civic republican tradition and from the very different direc- 
tion of economic analysis, which has brought into focus the ways in which 
local communities may compete with one another. This revived theoreti- 
cal attention is particularly important, because the local governmental as- 
pect of our tradition-as Tocqueville said of the voluntary organiza- 
tions?could modify the tendencies that we otherwise may have to fall 
into a timorous and deadening conformity and into an obsession with get- 
ting and spending that discourages participation in public 

How, then, might the Antifederalist tradition help us to rethink our po- 
litical theory? One especially fruitful way stems from the exit option at the 
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Local level and in some new reflections that this exit option might cast on 
the Federalists' famous discussion of faction. To state the matter suc- 
cinctly, it may be that the problem of faction is an artifact of that very "ex- 
tended republic" that, supposedly, was going to render factionalism 
hamless. 

Most Americans interested in political institutions are by now aware of 
the oft-repeated Federalist argument for the "extended republic": that we 
need a large republic to safeguard our politics against faction. But because 
of the possibilities for exit from local government, we might question 
whether faction really is a serious problem at the local level. More particu- 
larly, we might consider whether the Federalists' discussion of faction is in 
some ways a red herring. Faction would indeed be a local problem if voice 
were the only safeguard against local oppression; in smaller republics, mi- 
nority voices can indeed be drowned out. But where localities genuinely 
differ and can offer residents competing options for lifestyle choices, and 
where it is possible for people to learn localities' reputations and to move 
among them, oppression can simply be left behind or avoided before the 
fact. Indeed, even the local penchant for redistribution is muted under 
these  circumstance^.^ 

Let us take the argument a step further: quite contrary to the usual no- 
tion, it is at the central level that faction is the most serious problem. How 
do we see this? One way is to consult history, where we see at least two sa- 
lient examples. First, the most egregious example of minority oppression 
in our history has been racial discrimination. There is no question but that 
racial discrimination existed at the local level from the very start, but rac- 
ism was particularly oppressive because it spread out through an entire 
region. African-Americans attempted to leave that region even during the 
days of slavery, only to be greeted by a national fugitive slave law.86 In 
post-Civil War days, at least some relief was available, as southern blacks 
exercised an "exit" option to arrive at the doubtful improvement of the 
northern states."' Racial oppression has required national solutions pre- 
cisely because the pattern of racism has been so widespread and so diffi- 
cult to escape by exit. The example suggests that more localized oppres- 
sion, while unquestionably an intolerable evil, would have been less 
serious over the long run because localized oppression still would offer a 
genuine opportunity for escape. 

The second example stems from slightly more recent times. This is the 
saga of the federal administrative agencies, where we see the dangers of 
faction under the modern name of "capture"-and it is capture at the na- 
tional level. To put the matter simply, capture of an agency occurs whcn 
the agency adopts the position of a particular interest group, usually the 
regulated entity, to the detriment of everyone else. m i s  is a problem that 
has plagued the federal administrative agencies from the start, beginning 
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with the regulation of the railroads under the Interstate Commerce Com- 
mission and running through the agribusiness domination over water rec- 
lamation projects, to airline domination of the now-defunct Civil Aero- 
nautics Board, and on and on.@ 

At the local level, those fearing oppression through factional "capture" 
have two lines of defense. First, they can use "voice" and complain loudly 
that their enemies have captured the store; this after all is a context in 
which limited numbers of participants at least allow minorities to be 
heard and to organize with fellow complainants to magnify their individ- 
ual voices. Second, they can threaten to cut their losses and leave for a 
more favorable regulatory c l imethat  is, exercise the "exit" option-a 
threat that the locality may well fear because of the damage to its own rep- 
utation and the danger that other valuable citizens might decide ex ante to 
settle elsewhere. 

These are not perfect solutions to local factionalism, of course. For one 
thing, there is a tension between the voice and exit options, insofar as the 
possibility for exit may undermine the community spirit represented by 
voice--the effort to stay and make things better. For another, some resi- 
dents may indeed be "stuck" and may be unable either to exit or to be 
heard, and these residents may not be comforted by the knowledge that 
their plight warns others to settle elsewhere. 

But we need to think comparatively. Despite the shortcomings, exit and 
voice are at least in some measure available to local residents and offer 
some chance to overcome factional oppression there. At the nntional level, 
on the other hand, the citizen whose interests are adversely affected by in- 
stitutional capture has neither of these options. Despite the optimism of 
some recent scholars who cite the old civic republican tradition of self- 
government as a model for national government, individual voice is more 
or less useless at this level simply because the national government is too 
big for most people to get a hearing.89 Even if citizens do get themselves 
organized at a sufficient scale to exercise influence nationally, they may 
not escape the capture problem, since large-scale organization may sim- 
ply introduce a different version of capture, as particular members of the 
organized group use it for purposes of their ownw 

What about "exit" at the national level? Here the "exit" option is use- 
less for a different reason: there is nowhere to run and no alternatives 
from which to choose, save for those willing to leave the country. 

Thus it is at the national level, not the local level, that the danger of fac- 
tion is most acute, and most especially requires the trappings of checks 
and balances and the play of interest against interest-as is evidenced by 
numerous proposals for the reintroduction of something like checks and 
balances and interest representation into national administrative law?] 
Publius to the contrary notwithstanding, faction is far more a national 
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problem than a local one. If we t h i i  back to the ancient constihition, 
where every locale and every privileged body had its own institutions 
and narrow interests, we can see that there is an escape from faction in 
such a constitutional structure. Each locale may have its foolish enthusi- 
asms, but the person who doesn't like them can gripe or settle else- 
where--as Hirschman puts it, exercise a "voice" or "exit" option. Thus it 
is the large republic that presents the problem of faction, in the sense of 
one-sided oppression, in a particularly pointed way We first learned this 
from the oppression of our minority citizenry, and in more recent years, 
we have learned it from the problem of capture in the administrative state. 

Crosscurrents: nte Federalist Contribution 
to a Sustained Antifederalist Tradition 

I want to come now to a point that runs quite contrary to the 
Antifederalist critique: the Federalists' plain vanilla constitution, per- 
versely enough, does have some important aspects that recommend it, 
even from the point of view of preserving a tradition of localism. I am not 
speaking only of the obvious point that the Federalist constitution left the 
states intact. There are several much more important ways in which the 
Federalists' victory has assured the continuation of an Antifederalist ver- 
sion of the ancient constitution in the United States. 

For one thing, as I have tried to point out, the Federalist arguments for 
the "extended republic," with its size and commercial unification, were in 
some significant measure arguments about securing the national defense. 
The Antifederalists gave a devastating critique of the imperial nature of 
this purported republic, but on their part, they never gave a convincing 
account of the way the nation might be defended in the absence of a strong 
national government. As the Federalists repeatedly stressed, logic and 
historical experience belied the proposition that the states would volun- 
tarily contribute the soldiers and money for an adequate defense. At least 
one Antifederalist author simply conceded the defense issue and asserted 
that divisions and "occasional wars" would be preferable to the "fangs of 
despotism" of the Federalist project?z It has not turned out that way. In- 
stead, there is every reason to believe that the large republic of the Feder- 
alists has shielded the Antifederalists' smaller communities from the rav- 
ages of external enemies-not to speak of their own mutual strife. 

Aside from simple defense, the Federalists' plain vanilla constitution 
has created a single nation of states, with minimal difficulties in bringing 
goods and persons across boundaries. In this way, the Federalist constitu- 
tion is the guarantor of the "exit" safeguard among local communities. 
Once again, it is the large republic that makes it possible and safe for citi- 
zens to protect themselves, through "exit," from local oppression. 
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Even the commercialism implicit in the Federalist project has had an ar- 
guably salutary influence on localism. In assuring the ability of Americans 
to follow commercial pursuits, the plain vanilla constitution may have 
cooled some of the local political fervor from which individuals might 
wish to "exit." Commercial life, to be sure, sets up a kind of competing at- 
traction to politics and public life?3 But that is not altogether bad, as The 
Federalist's authors apparently noticed, because by siphoning off partisan 
ambitions into money-making pursuits, commerce may moderate the 
temperature of local political i~sues.9~ In addition, insofar as commercial 
pursuits increase the size of the total wealth "pie," commerce can make lo- 
cal issues about dividing the now-more-ample pie seem less compelling. 
Moreover, wide commercial participation and knowledge in themselves 
may render local political "rent-seeking" less morally defensible to a lo- 
cality's own citizens--precisely because this rent-seeking behavior can de- 
crease total ~ e a l t h . 9 ~  

Quite aside from those matters, the Federalists' plain vanilla constitu- 
tion did after all do something to prevent faction at the national level too; 
all those checks and balances do play a role in controlling national aggran- 
dizement. This leaves a space for localities that was impossible in the cen- 
tralized organization of Napoleon's France (not to speak of Hitler's Ger- 
many or Stalin's Russia). And American localities have known how to 
exploit their opportunities and have managed to entrench themselves 
quite firmly in the consciousness of national politicians. 

There is a price to be paid for this entrenchment, just as there is a price 
to be paid for interest-group politics generally.% But it may be worth this 
price to prevent truly "consolidated government" and the absolute rule 
that might accompany it. As in Old Regime Europe, it would be unthink- 
able to unseat established local interests without something close to revo- 
lution. In a sense, then, the Federalists' plain vanilla constitution has in- 
corporated a certain chocolate layering from the ancient constitution, as 
translated by the Antifederalist practice of localism. 

Conclusion 

I have been arguing that the Federalist constitution attacked the ancient 
constitution and replaced the older forms by commerce, uniformity, and 
sheer size, in large part for the sake of national defense and power. Insofar 
as that is true, it might be thought-as the Antifederalists said-that the 
1:ederalist con,tituti;n has corrupted the polity by lowering its aims. The 
choice of the plain vanilla const~tution represents a decision that Big Baby- 
lon is in the iong run stronger than ~ i t t l e  Athens and probably even than 
Little Sparta-and that this strength is more important than civic charac- 
ter or other high-flown republican aspirations. 
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But it is well to remember that there are many people who really like 
Babylon, who prefer its coarseness to noble character, who revel in its re- 
markable energy and find charm in the very vulgarity of its dynami~m.9~ 
Certainly the rhetoric of the 1987 bicentennial suggested that there is after 
all some moral quality to the Federalist constitution over and above mere 
national survival and that the plain vanilla constitution has generated a 
certain enthusiasm for a way of lie,  however gleefully crass and raw it 
may sometimes seem. 

I would like to suggest that a continuing and countervailing 
Antifederalist and ancient constitutional tradition of localism-like the 
tradition of voluntary organizations--has enriched the cultural and politi- 
cal life of the Babylonian extended republic and has even enhanced the 
commercial vigor of that republic. The local tradition has done so, on the 
one hand, by keeping alive a certain cooperative initiative and a belief in 
the possibilities for self-help through association-all matters that are 
likely to be much easier at the local level, where numbers are smaller and 
organization is simpler. And on the other hand, the local tradition has en- 
hanced a k i d  of optimistic self-confidence by reminding us that it is al- 
ways possible to bail out to try something new-that is, by reminding us 
about the "exit" option. 

With this we are back to the Antifederalists' idea that character must be 
nourished by institutions. Initiative and optimism are character traits that 
the Federalist constitution needs too, not only for political life but for com- 
merce as well, and the national strength that commerce brings. 

But if Antifederalist localist notes have sounded over time in the practi- 
cal playing out of Federalist constitutionalism, the reverse is true as well. 
It is the Federalist constitution that has protected localities from external 
danger, has guaranteed the "exit" option among them, and-through the 
promotion of commercialism-has muted their excesses. As it has turned 
out, the Federalist program may have required a dose of Antifederalist 
character, and vice versa. 
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PART THREE 

Common Property 

I Like the essays of Part Two, the essays in this part are historical, but the fo- 
cus is quite different. These essays concern historic property regimes for 
particular kinds of resources. 

It is widely thought that property is best arranged and most likely to 
produce wealth when it is held in individual ownership. Nevertheless, 
there are several resilient examples of common property in our legal his- 
tory. The first essay, "The Comedy of the Commons," is about certain 
types of property that our laws persistently hold open to the public at 
large--a situation normally thought to spell disaster to resources. The sec- 
ond essay, "Energy and Efficiency," deals with the historical development 
of a more limited common property regime, namely, the law of water- 
courses in the eastern United States. 

But both essays challenge a well-known evolutionary theme in the lit- 
erature of property rights: that resource-use regimes tend to evolve to- 
ward individual private property rights whenever the underlying re- 
sources grow more scarce and valuable. The essays in this part show how 
certain kinds of property may deviate from that evolution-and may do 
so in ways that are still socially wealth-enhancing, once one notices where 
the wealth really resides. 



The Comedy of the Commons: Custom, 
Commerce, and Inherently Public Property 

Introduction: The Conundrum of "Public Property" 

The right to exclude others has often been cited as the most important 
characteristic of private property.' The power to exclude was a back- 
ground feature in the stories explored in an earlier essay, "Property as 
Storytelling"; indeed, in those stories property supposedly makes every- 
one better off precisely because an owner can exclude others from his or 
her property. Because they can exclude outsiders, owners alone may cap- 
ture the value of their individual investments in the things they own, and 
as a consequence property rights encourage them to put time, labor, and 
care into the development of  resource^.^ Moreover, exclusive control 
makes it possible for owners to identify other owners and for all to ex- 
change the things upon which they have labored until these things arrive 
in the hands of those who value them most highly-to the great cumula- 
tive advantage of all. For these reasons, it is said, esclusive private prop- 
erty fosters the well-being of the community and gives its members a me- 
dium in which resources are used, conserved, and exchanged to their 
greatest advantage. 

As earlier essays pointed out, there is really nothing novel about the 
idea that exclusive property rights foster the most valuable uses of re- 
sources; Richard Posner, a modern-day proponent of neoclassical eco- 
nomics, has remarked that "[a111 this has been well known for hundreds of 
 year^."^ Posner cites Blackstone, among others, for this proposition, but 
he could certainly have chosen many others, both earlier and especially 
later. Indeed, since the advent of classical economics, it has been widely 
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believed that the whole world of valuable things is best managed when 
divided among private property owners.' 

The obverse of this coin. so to speak, is the "tragedy of the  common^."^ 
When things are left open to the public, it is said, they are wasted, either 
by overuse or underinvestment. No onc wishes to care for things that may 
be taken away tomorrow, and no one knows whom to approach to make 
exchanges. All resort to snatching up what is available for "capture" to- 
day, leaving behind a wasteland-thus the tragedy. From this perspectivc. 
''public property" is an oxymoron: things left open to the public are not 
property at all but rather its antithesis. 

Thus it is peculiar to find a long-standing notion of public property in 
the law of the Western world. The Romans, whose legal thinking has so 
much influenced later European law, were sufficiently interested in public 
property to separate it into at least four categories! And despite the 
power of the classical economic argument for private property, a curious 
countercurrent has continually washed through our own American law. 
Our legal doctrine has strongly suggested that some k i d s  of properties 
should not be held exclusively in private hands but instead should be 
open to the public or at least subject to the jus publicurn, to use the Roman 
law terminology-the "public right."' 

Moreover, this view does not seem merely a tattered remnant of some 
premodern way of thought. We find in our own day an extensive aca- 
demic and judicial discussion of the possibility that certain kinds of prop- 
erty ought to be public. In recent years the most striking version of this 
"inherent publicness" argument has appeared in a series of cases expand- 
ing public access to watcrfront property. The land between the low and 
high tide has traditionally been considered public property, if nothing else 
subject to a public easement for navigational and fishing purposes! But 
over the past generation, a number of mdern  courts have expanded the 
public easement to include a new use-recreation--and have expanded 
the area of the public's easement from the tidelands to the dry sand arcas 
landward of the high tide mark? 

This emergent body of doctrine extrapolates from older precedents in 
which the public acquired41 allegedly reasserted--claims to certain 
types of property, most notably roadways and lands under navigable wa- 
ters. Like the older precedents, the newer beach cases usually assert one of 
three theoretical bases. Stated most briefly, these are ( I )  a "public trust" 
theory, to the effect that the public has always had (and has never lost) 
rights of access to the property in question, so that any private owner's 
rights arc now subordinate to the public's "trust" rights;1° (2) a prescrip- 
tive or dedicatory theory, by which a pcriod of public usage gives rise to an 
implied grant or gift from private owners;" and (3) a theory of "custom," 
by which the public is thought to assert ownership of property under some 
claim so ancient that it goes back before any memory to the contrary." 
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These enlarged theorics of public access to shores and waterways have 
garnered a vocal but decidedly mixed reaction. In discussing these theo- 
ries, some commentators have applauded what they regard as a proper 
recognition of public needs.13 The public trust idea in particular has 
spawned an enormous number of cases and articlcs, some urging an exten- 
sion of apublic trustbeyond thebeachfront and into a much wider range of 
property where, it is said, public access or control should be ~indicated.'~ 

But there have also been a number of very sharp critiques of these cases 
and articles and of the expansive doctrines of public control that they pro- 
pound. The critics deny the notion that any rights were either "retained" 
by or "given" to the public in the disputed lands. They deplore what they 
see as an unjust and disruptive destruction of private property rights; if 
the public wants or needs these waterfront lands so much, these authors 
say, it should have to purchase them from the private owners.15 Moreover, 
the critics point to the consequences of what they see as uncompensated 
and unpredictable transfers of property rights: frustrated private owners 
may overreact in trying to protect their property from any implication of 
"dedication." To clinch the point, one cites examples of owners who have 
installed guard dogs and blown up access paths to the beach in order to 
prevent the ripening of any purported public claims.'6 

At a more general level, the critics reiterate the basic arguments in fa- 
vor of private ownership of property: uncertainty about property rights 
invites conflicts and squanders resources. The public access cases seem to 
turn the waterfront into a commons, where no one has any incentive to 
purchase the property or to invest in it or to care for it but only to consume 
as much as possible-all of which leads to deterioration and waste. Indeed 
one author, though not entirely unsympathetic to the new cases, sees this 
point as a repudiation of the view often ascribed to law-and-economics 
scholars, namely, that the common law is efficient. These cases, the author 
asserts, reverse common law doctrines that were relatively efficient and 
instead reinstate inefficient ones." 

It is hardly to be wondered that these new cases and doctrines are con- 
troversial, given the impact of expanded public rights on what were 
thought to be private entitlements on the waterfront. But thc question 
whether these expanded doctrines "take" property without compensa- 
tion, although exceedingly important to private owners as a practical mat- 
ter, is in principle perhaps not the most radical issue about these cases. 
Their rhetoric suggests that no nonconsensual transfer has occurred; in 
theory the owner gave or granted his property to the public or only 
owned it subject to public rights. Even if this rhetoric sounds implausible, 
the cases do at least pay lip service to the principle that private property 
may not be taken without compensation. 

The more radical feature of these cases is precisely their seeming defi- 
ance of classical economic thinking and the common law doctrines that 
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seem so markedly to mirror classical theory: they show a preference for 
public access, trumping the right to exclude that is the supposed hallmark 
of private property. These cases instead are singular exceptions to the 
standard doctrines of property law. Most property is not impresed with 
anything like a "public trust" allowing access; why should the beaches 
be? It begs the question to say that the new public trust cases merely ex- 
trapolate from older doctrine about navigable waterways: why did the 
old cases hold submerged lands to be subject to such a trust? By the same 
token, no amount of general public usage will subject most property to di- 
vestment, either by "implied dedication" or by some analogy to adverse 
posse~sion.'~ Why should there be an exception for the public's prescrip- 
tive acquisition of the beach? Again, to find analogies in older doctrine 
about prescriptive roadways is only to push the question one step back. 
As to custom, the same questions apply Until the modern beach cases, 
"custom" was a foundation of almost no public authority in American 
law.'9 What can possibly now link American waterfront recreation to the 
rights of eighteenth-century British villagers to dig out turf and hold may- 
pole dances on the lands of the lord of the manor? 

Why, in short, are any of these types of property inherently or even pre- 
sumptively withdrawn from exclusive private appropriation? What if any 
characteristics of some property require it to be open to the public at large 
and exempt from the classical economic presumption favoring exclusive 
private control? 

Perhaps these doctrines can indeed be easily explained through classi- 
cal economic thought and can be subsumed under one of the well-recog- 
nized exceptions to the general principle favoring private and exclusive 
property rights: "boundless" goods and "market failures." The first class 
of exceptions concerns things that are either so plentiful or so unbounded 
that it is not worth the effort to create a system of resource management 
with respect to them or-stated differently-things for which the diffi- 
culty of privatization outweighs the gains in careful resource manage- 
ment.zOThus the oceans and air (it used to be said) are at once so plentiful 
and so difficult to reduce to property that they are left open to the public 
at large.21 

The plenitude or boundlessness exception, however, fails to explain the 
"publicness" of properties that our traditional doctrines most strenuously 
declared to be public property. Roadways, waterways, and submerged 
lands--not to speak of open squares, which have also sometimes been 
presumed to be public-are hardly so copious or so unbounded that they 
are incapable of privatization. Riverbeds and shorelands can be staked 
out, roadways can be obstructed, waterways diverted, squares plowed 
up; in short, they can easily be "reduced to possession" in the classic com- 
mon law manner of creating proprietary rights out of a "common."" In- 
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deed, much of the case law on these matters has arisen because some 
owner has succeeded in staking out some allegedly "public" area and in 
excluding others from it." The "public" character of such lands seems to 
have some basis other than ow incapacity to reduce tkm to private pos- 
session. 

Perhaps the second exception to the general rule favoring private prop- 
erty may be more promising. Since the mid-nineteenth century, econo- 
mists have told us that there are predictable instances of "market failure," 
where Adam Smith's invisible hand fails to guide privately owned re- 
sources to their socially optimal uses, most often because some individu- 
als have interests that are left out of the market transactions. These in- 
stances have some conventional name+"externalities," "natural 
monopolies," "public goods," and so on. Where market failures occur 
with respect to some resource, public ownership might be superior to pri- 
vate ownership. This is particularly the case if we think of the public not as 
an unorganized assemblage of individuals but rather as a corporately or- 
ganized govemmental body; such "public" ownership is only a variant on 
private ownership, albeit on a larger scale. "Publicly" owned property, so 
understood, still has a single owner and speaks with a single voice; this 
corporate body can manage, buy, and sell its property just as any other 
owner does. 

Such a govemmental body might be the most useful manager, to take 
the "externalities" category, where many persons use or would like to use 
some portion of a given resource--air, for exampk-but they are too nu- 
merous and their individual stakes are too small to express their prefer- 
ences completely through market transactions. A governmental manage- 
ment structure can broker these preferences and require individual users 
to take account of other users' interests." Similarly, a government might 
be a superior manager (or regulator) of a "natural monopolyr'-a prop- 
erty whose use involves economies of scale, like the railways, bridges, or 
grain elevators whose monopoly position classically justified govemmen- 
tal ownership or contr01.~5 Very closely related is governmental organiza- 
tion of "collective goods" or "public goods," where some management 
structure is required to provide a service that is unattractive to private in- 
vestment because nonpaying users cannot easily be excluded from enjoy- 
ing the benefits; national defense or policing services are classic examples. 
Indeed, in a sense we rely on governmental management and policing of 
our most-used system of resource management, namely, private property; 
we might think of the private property regime, taken as a whole, as a 
"public property" owned and managed by governmental bodies. 

Conventional wisdom tells us that in cases of these sorts, the most pro- 
ductive solution might be for government to assume some or all the rights 
of ownership and control over the resources in question and to use its 
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powers to prevent or correct the market's misauocations. This conven- 
tional conclusion is subject to several conventional caveats: the govern- 
ment must be able to identify correctly the instances of market failure; it 
must be clever enough to exercise its powers so as to reduce the ineffi- 
ciency; it must avoid errors or political temptations to exercise its powers 
in ways that create new inefficiencies; and the costs of effective govern- 
mental intervention must not exceed the increase in production that it 
brings about. 

Taken as a whole, though, this standard paradigm of neoclassical eco- 
nomics and modem microeconomic theory recognizes only two types of 
property ownership: either ownership is vested in private parties or it re- 
sides with an organized government. Thus, in the conventional lore, mar- 
kets are based on rights, or, when markets fail, property may be 
governmentally managed. 

Yet these two options do not logically exhaust all the possible solutions. 
Moreover, they do not begin to describe all the arrangements that one 
finds in the recorded history of property in the Anglo-American legal uni- 
verse. In particular, aside from various forms of private property, the com- 
mon law of both Britain and America, with surprising consistency, recog- 
nized two distinguishable types of public property. One of these was 
predictable from economic theory, namely, public property owned and ac- 
tively managed by a governmental body. The other, however, was prop- 
erty collectively "owned" by society at large, with claims indepcndent of and 
indeed superior to the claims of any purported govemmental manager. 

Thus as we shall see, our historic doctrines sometimes held, for exam- 
ple, that the general public had a right of access to certain properties 
whether or not a governmental body had intervened. To take another ex- 
ample, the "trust" language of public property doctrine, in what seems a 
kind of echo of natural law thinking, suggested that governments had du- 
ties to preserve the property of what some cases called the "unorganized 
public. Indeed the "trust" language of some of these cases suggested that 
governmental ownership of certain property is only a qualified, "legal" 
ownership, for the "use" of the public at large, which in classic trust lan- 
guage is the underlying beneficial owner.26 

Thus it appears that older public property doctrine vested some form 
of property rights in the unorganized public. But what could it mean for 
the unorganized public to have "rights"in any property at all? How could 
its members possibly assert their rights except through a governmental 
body? And even if they could do so, how could the unorganized public be 
thought the best property manager, or even a manager at all? Property in 
such a public would amount to an unlimited commons, which seems not 
to be property at all but at best only a mass of passive "things" awaiting 
reduction to private property through the rule of capture-and this, of 
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course, is a situation that leads not to good management of resources but 
rather to their squandering, in the dreaded tragedy of the commons. Nev- 
ertheless, strange though it seems, precisely this unorganized version of 
the "public" is strongly suggested in some of the earlier public property 
doctrine--as it is in some modern law as well. 

The modern doctrines are singularly unhelpful in explaining why and 
under what circumstances property rights might appear to vest in the 
public at large, the"unorganized public." For example, the modem public 
trust doctrine, in spite of its popularity, is notoriously vague as to its own 
subject matter; cases and academic commentaries are all too prone to say 
only that the content of the public trust is "flexible" in response to "chang- 
ing public needs." And in general, the recent judicial expansions of public 
access, like the academic literature, in large part simply refer us back to 
traditional doctrines? 

Hence I turn to these older doctrines for enlightenment, and in the re- 
mainder of this essay I investigate the problem of inherently public prop- 
erty through a closer examination of older doctrines through which the 
public has acquired rights to use property. In large part, I use cases from 
the nineteeth century but will occasionally stray as far forward as the 
1920s. I make no claim to historical completeness, and I will where appro- 
priate use modem law-and-economics explanations, but I hope, through 
an admittedly impressionistic sampling, to capture the flavor of the older 
views about why some properties should be exceptions in the normal 
realm of exclusive private control. 

In America the chief doctrinal support for public property came in the 
form of "public trust" in waterways and "prescription" for roadways. I 
will call these the"strongW doctrines, since they were so much more prev- 
alent than a third, "weak" doctrine of custom. Still, this weak doctrine of 
custom turns out to be singularly informative. Although custom only ap- 
peared from time to time in the older cases, and then very tentatively, it 
nevertheless provides some powerful insights into the question of just 
who the public was thought to be, and into the reasons why some prop- 
erty seemed to be thought public by its very nature. 

As will appear below, commercial travel was a central factor behind the 
presumption that certain property-notably roadways and waterways- 
were to be opcn to the public. When used for commerce, these properties 
had qualities akin to infinite returns to scale, because commerce becomes 
ever more valuable as it expands to larger numbers of pcrsons. Th~ts here, 
the comnlons was not tragic at all but comedic, in the classical sense of a 
story with a happy outcome--the more people engaged, the better off we 
all become. What is more interesting, however, is the point that customary 
doctrines also suggest something else about commerce: that i t  might be 
thought a "comedy of the commons" not only by its infinite capacity to 
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expand our wealth but also by its propensity, at least in part, to make us 
more sociable and better attuned to each other's needs and interests. 

All this will set the stage for a return to the beach. I will conclude the es- 
say by suggesting that in the twentieth century there may be other ver- 
sions of the comedy of the commons and other practices, aside from com- 
merce, that have the power to enhance our sociability. We might even 
think that properties devoted to such noncommercial uses as recreation or 
speech could have these qualities and thus might reach their highest value 
where they are accessible to the public at large--that is, where we envi- 
sion the commons not as wasteful tragedy but as happy and productive 
comedy. 

But now, back to history, and to those odd doctrines of "publicness" 
that begin with roads and waterways. 

I. The "Publicness" of the Roads and Waterways: 
A Brief History of The "Strong" Doctrines 

Prescription-Herein Chiefly of Roads, Highways, and Streets 
If classical economic theory normally preferred individual ownership of 
property to limitless open access, the traditional rules for public 
acquisiton of streets and roads systematically overlooked that preference. 
Indeed, the public's acquisition of roadways by long usage seems a partic- 
ularly striking illustration of the imperviousness of practice to theoly. The 
doctrines through which the public acquired roads over private property, 
without voluntary purchase or even the use of eminent domain, 
flourished side by side with the popularization of classical economics and 
the burgeoning of privately organized commerce and industry? 

Under various "prescriptive" theories, a long period of public use was 
and still is sald to deprive a private owner of the right to exclude the pub- 
lic from a travelled way. The reasoning is either that long public usage 
implies that the private owner has "dedicated" or granted the right of 
way to the public, or that long usage allows the public to take a property 
interest by analogy to adverse possession (a fictionalized "lost grant"), or 
some combination of the two. These doctrines have traditionally been nar- 
row and quite specific, applying chiefly to roadways but not to other 
properties that the public happens to use." 

Though I shall refer to both lines of reasoning as "prescriptive," since 
they are both based on usage over time, "prescription" technically re- 
ferred only to acquisitions based on adverse use rather than ded ica t i~n .~  
In fact, "implied dedication" was the more common doctrine, and its legal 
deployment clearly accompanied the march of commerce and industry. 
Joseph Angel1 and Thomas Durfee, in their well-known 1857 treatise on 
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highways, stated that the first recorded case of a landowner's "implied 
dedication" of a road to the public had occurred in an English case in 1735; 
by the middle of the nineteenth century the use of the doctrine had come 
into full flower?' 

In theory, when a landowner left hi land open to the public's use, a 
court could infer that he intended to give the land to the public--or, more 
technically, give the public an easement; and as with any completed gift, 
he and his successors could not later repudiate this "dedication." But this 
gift analogy raised an interesting problem in the context of ninetemth- 
century legal doctrine, indeed a problem bearing directly on the question 
whether the public can genuinely own and manage property. For a time, it 
was said that no one could make a gift to the public because "the public" 
was an insufficiently specific donee. This amounted to saying that the gen- 
eral public was not competent to act as a property owner: property had to 
be managed by particular, identifiable persons.32 

By the later nineteenth century, American courts had found a way 
around this doctrinal difficulty, although their solution was something of 
a sidestep. Instead of addressing the issue of the public's competence to 
receive property, the courts focused on the "donor's" acts and asserted 
that however weak the public's claim to ownership might be, the land- 
owner's was still weaker: the landowner's own acts might estop him from 
asserting that those to whom he had "given" a street were incompetent to 
receive it.u 

The doctrine of implied dedication also raised a second much-wran- 
gled-over problem: "dedication" required a clear manifestation of the 
owner's intent to give over his property to public use,% but this was not 
always easy to identify. Sometimes the owner's intent did indeed seem 
obvious, as when he laid out streets in a subdivision and marked them on 
a map, "public sh-eet." But sometimes intent was much less clear, since, as 
one treatise put it, intent "need not always actually exist in [the] mind of 
the land-owner" but was simply a matter of  appearance^.^^ Could the 
owner's "dedication" be inferred from the public's use alone? Yes, said 
some courts, if it went on long enough. How long? Twenty years was a 
common answer, but lesser periods would sometimes do if the circum- 
stances ~arranted.3~ 

These hagglings about length of time focused less on the manifesta- 
tions of the landowner's intent than on the acts of the public, and they 
thus suggested an analysis based not on what the owner had wanted to 
dedicate but rather on the public's adverse u-r "prescription" in the 
technical sense. Nevertheless, particularly in the early years of the cen- 
tury, some courts rejected the adverse use analysis even though they 
would permit implied dedication. As late as 1884, the California Supreme 
Court shied away from the adverse use analysis, for reasons again raising 
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the interesting issue of the public's ability to own property: adverse pos- 
session technically was based on the fiction of a "lost grant," and the gen- 
eral public was incapable of receiving a grant, even though it might re- 
ceive property by "dedi~ation."~~ 

The distinction between a dedication and a prescriptive "lost grant" 
seemed as hypertechnical to some nineteenth-century courts as it does to 
us, and some paid no attention to it; as one New Jersey court acidly ob- 
served, the designation was "a mere difference in name."38 Insofar as the 
distinction did make practical sense, the reasoning seems to have been 
that public prescription was doubly unfair to a landowner. A so-called 
lost grant (that is, prescription or adverse use) was proved by someone's 
long usage, inconsistent with the claims of the true owner. When the ad- 
verse usage was simply that of an isolated individual, as in private pre- 
scription, the rightful owner could prevent the usage by bringing an ac- 
tion to oust the interloper; but when the "user" was the public at large, he 
had no distind defendant to sue and hence no way to protect his rights.39 
Another unfairness peculiar to public prescription was that substantial 
public claims might be based on quite thin "public" use. It unduly bur- 
dens an owner if use by perhaps only a few people can translate into a 
claim in the public at large; thus the public's ultimate claim may be much 
more intrusive than anything the private owner expected from an occa- 
sional trespass." For these reasons, the general public was (and still is) 
usually held to be unable to claim land by prescription, based on long 
public usage. On the other hand, the doctrine of "dedication" louked to 
the owner's own acts and manifestations of intent, and it was his own act 
(such as platting land for public use) that suggested a gift; he could rebut 
this suggestion by acting differently, and when he did not do so, he was 
presumed to make a gift. 

By the end of the century, however, hardly anyone cared about the dif- 
ference. The California Supreme Court distinguished away its earlier res- 
ervations about public roadway claims based on adverse use and com- 
pletely mixed up adverse use and dedication theories in the 1895 case 
Schwerdtle v. County of Placer, presaging the similar blend of theories in the 
modem beach acquisition cases." At present, courts routinely apply ad- 
verse use analyses in these road cases, or some unspecified mixture of 
dedication and adverse use, and they ignore the difficulties that an owner 
might have in bringing a trespass action against the public at 

Weary readers may well ask, Why did any of this doctrine-parsing mat- 
ter? It mattered because by the end of the century, the several prescriptive 
doctrines for roadways, taken together, could act as a double-edged 
sword against the landowner. If the owner did nothing to halt the public's 
use, his passivity could be regarded as "dedicating" the roadway to the 
public. If on the other hand he attempted to halt that use but failed, he 
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could lose his rights under a theory of the public's "adverse use." In shoe, 
aside from making the roadway physically impassable, nothing the land- 
owner did, or refrained from doing, could prevent the implication of pub- 
lic ownership of any property that the public actually used as a roadway. 

This is not to say that public prescriptive roadway claims always de- 
feated private landowners; sometimes the landowners won, for some rea- 
sons that will appear later. But the prescriptive doctrines themselves gen- 
erated no real tests for the ways that the public could acquire roadways 
through usage. Some version of prescriptive theory was--and still is-al- 
ways available to give the public the road, whether the owner acquiesces 
in the public's use or defies it. And this in turn suggests the extraordinary 
strength of the view that roads should be public property, whatever the contra- 
dictions that may lurk between the concepts of "public" and "property." 

Public Trust-Tidal and Submerged Lands 
and the Waterways over Them 

Roadways seemed to enjoy a very strong presumption of "publicness" in 
nineteenth-century doctrine, but that presumption was trifling by com- 
parison to the assumedly public nature of waterways and submerged 
lands. The idea of a "public trust," now so much discussed in modern 
land use and environmental literature, has its historic origins in doctrines 
relating to ownership of lands washed by the tides and lyingbeneathnav- 
igable waters. - 

American legal scholars have long stated that despite the general pre- 
sumption in favor of exclusive individual ownership of land, submerged 
and tidal lands and the waters flowing over them were owned first by'& 
king of England-more or less a metaphor for "presumptively open to the 
public"-and, after the American Revolution, by the duly constituted 
American ~tates.4~ These lands and their waters, it was said, were held in 
trust for the public's rights of navigation and fishing (and possibly other 
uses as well); and even if alienated, these lands would continue to be part 
of the jus publicirm, impressed with a trust in favor of the public. Thus the 
public trust seemed to be something in the nature of an inalienable ease- 
ment, assuring public access for certain purposes. 

Although American and English jurists confidently espoused the sov- 
ereign's "&ust" ownership of the tidelands as if it daied at least from the 
Magna Carta, there is strong evidence that the theory was a construct of 
much more recent origin. A sixteenth-century royalist polemicist was ap- 
parently the first to elaborate the idea that tidal lands prima facie be- 
longed to the crown, even though at the time English submerged and tidal 
lands in fact had long been held by private ~ w n e r s . ~  After a number of 
years of general disfavor, the theory reemerged in Sir Mathew Hale's trea- 
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tise De lure Maris, which was written in the 1660s but first published in 
1786.4~ According to this widely cited work, tidal lands were "presumed" 
to belong to the crown unless there were evidence to the contrary, such as 
a charter, or a showing of long usage suggesting a "lost grant" (i.e., a pre- 
scriptive right). 

In American law the presumption of "sovereign" ownership of sub- 
merged lands (lodged now with the states) was soon extended from tide- 
lands to land beneath navigable streams generally, whether tidal or not?6 
In addition, what for Hale had been a mere presumption of publicness 
was transformed by American jurists into a brute assertion: not even the 
king himself, it was said, could alienate trust property free of its subservi- 
ence to the people's trust rights?' 

However historically contingent this idea of a "public trust" might 
have been. and however sharp the criticism it received both originally and 
in more recent scholarship, it has exerted a persistent hold on American 
law since the early nineteenth century." Public trust doctrine has enjoyed 
at least three waves of popularity, traceable to particular cases or events. 
The first American case to apply the phrase to waterways was Arnold v. 
Mundy, an 1821 New Jersey case; despite the very doubtful authority of 
thiscase, its "public trust"1anguage was repeatedin the next decadesas a 
foundation for public claims to submerged lands." In the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, a secondflurry occurred after the 1892 SU- 
preme Court decision Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois, as several state 
cases used that decision to launch their own expanded version of the pub- 
lic trust in w a t e ~ a y s . ~  The most recent wave has occurred in the past 
generation, in the wake of Joseph Sax's 1970 article applying public trust 
doctrine to natural resource law more generally.51 Since then, of course, 
the environmental journals have published reams of public trust litera- 
ture, and a number of state courts have extended public trust doctrine to 
new purposes and new types of property. 

A striking aspect of this historical pattern is the resonance that the pub- 
lic trust doctrine appears to havc in our law, despite the frailties in its brig- 
inal authority. Equally striking is the fact that public trust doctrines in wa- 
terways, like thehochines ea& public acq&sition of roadways, seemed 
to flourish alongside the popularization of classical economic theory-a 
theory that normally rejected the notion that the general public could own 
and manage property. 

11. Who Was the Public? The Uneasy Relationship 
of "Governmental" and "Unorganized Publics 

One way to solve the conundrum of "publicness" is easy, of course: sim- 
ply equate the "public" with governmentally organized bodies. "Publics" 
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of this sort can act as property holders in a corporate, organized fom-in- 
vesting in property, managing it, exchanging it-more or less as private 
owners do. Indeed, this form of public ownership is little more than a vari- 
ant on a corporate form of private management and could obviate the 
commons problems thought to accompany nonexclusive use. But some 
nineteenth-century doctrines rejected this neat solution and located the 
public's rights in what other coum sometimes disapprovingly called the 
"unorganized that is, the open and utterly nonexclusive public 
at large. Road and waterway cases both clearly showed this tendency--as 
well as its controversial character. 

7'he Roadway "Acceptance" Controversy: 
Presmption and "Publicness" 

Although prescriptive doctrines clearly became a powerful support for pub- 
lic roadway claims during the nineteenth century, some private owners 
nevertheless prevailed. One common reason was that the public had not 
"accepted a dedicated road and thus did not own it. Just beneath the sur- 
face of this "acceptance" issue lay a thinly veiled argument about just who 
could count as an appropriate "public." Did an organized, governmental 
public have to do the accepting? Or would any old public at large do? 

Among the many cases raising this question was a mid-nineteenth-cen- 
tury decision from Maine, State v. Bradbuy, where a landowner was in- 
dicted for building a house on top of what was alleged to be a public 
road.53 He claimed that the property was his own, and the court agreed. 
Although there was some evidence of his "dedication" of the roadway, the 
court said, the road could not count as "public" without more evidence 
that some organized governmental authorities had "accepted it. 
Bradbu y was particularly stringent, rejecting the normal pattern of find- 
ing "acceptance" through county grading or improvements or some such 
action.* 'Ihe Bradbuy court gave the classic reasons for insisting on offi- 
cial acceptance: without this, a landowner could connive to open a road- 
way wherever he pleased and then foist responsibility for its upkeep on 
local governments, thus evading the requirement that the constituted au- 
thorities assent to new duties and burdens on the public treasury.55 A few 
years after Bradbury, the Illinois Supreme Court made the same point, 
adding that such acts by individual landowners could contradict "the 
wishes of [a local government's] proper officers and of a majority of its 
people" and were especially pernicious in "a state like ours," in which, be- 
cause of its new and undeveloped character, roads and bridges were a 
cause of great expense and high taxes? 

The underlying theory of these "official acceptance" cases was thus 
government by consent. Citizens were presumed to consent to the deci- 
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sions of their governing officials because they consented to the larger sys- 
tem of government. But it could not be assumed that the citizenry con- 
sented to be bound by acts of mere individuals, who with no authority 
used land as a road for their own purposes and who indeed might consti- 
tute only a minority of the citizenry 

These midcentury cases rejected a more expansive English doctrine of 
acceptance, which required no official adoption or acceptance and held in- 
stead that the general public could turn a passageway into a public road 
by its mere use. Indeed, in England there was a strong suggestion that 
once the public had acted in this way, local officials had no choice in the 
matter.57 

Midcentury American treatise writers suggested that such informality 
was generally unacceptable on this side of the Atlantic," but by the end of 
the century, things had changed even here. In the 1900 edition of their 
treatise on roads, Byron and William Elliott noted that the question was 
one on which there continued to be "much diversity of opinion" (as was 
still the case fifty years later) but that the "prevailing opinion" was that 
acceptance could be inferred from long and general use by the public as of 
right.59 In this altered doctrine, the "accepting" public could be the unor- 
ganized public at large and not necessarily a public organized into a gov- 
ernmental body Here too there was a "consent" theory to support the 
doctrine. A municipal corporation, it was said, consists of the inhabitants 
and not the officers, the latter being mere agents for the formeriif the in- 
habitants by their conduct accept the dedication, this suffices as an act of 
the principals and needs no further intervention by the agent municipal 
o f f i ~ e r s . ~  

The difficulty with this theory was its insensitivity to the majority/mi- 
nority problem stated in the earlier cases. A 1908 Connecticut case, Phillips 
v. T m n  of Stamford, illustrated the point: here a small number of individu- 
als, who walked over a beach access road at irregular times, were held to 
have "accepted" the road for the larger public. According to the court, 
even a few members of the "unorganized public" could disclose the pub- 
lic's attitude by their foot traffic, at least if those who would be "naturally 
expected" to use the land did so at their pleas~re.~' 

Perhaps this would not matter if the few "acceptors" placed no new 
duties on the larger community. Some cases suggested that claims for 
maintenance and tort liability could be distinguished from mere claims to 
access. In the access cases, no taxpayers' money was at stake, and the only 
question was whether a particular way would remain open to public us- 
age. In such instances, the courts might not wish to give an extra "accep- 
tance" objection to the landowner, if his own acts of "dedication" had sug- 
gested that the public could have access to his property. But that was a 
very different question from the liability cases, where a landowner or 
third party claimed that the govenunental body (and, derivatively, the en- 
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tire citizenry) was responsible for some road expense; here the courts 
might insist on formal governmental ac~eptance.6~ 

By the end of the century, however, many courts went beyond even this 
bifurcated approach; in a complete turnaround of the earlier doctrine 
equating "acceptance" with offical acts, they held that the unorganized 
public's usage of a road could "accept" the road-even where the issue 
was governmental liability.63 Despite its technicality, this was a quite ex- 
traordinary development. No one disputes that gmrnmental  authorities 
may decide for their constituencies to establish and maintain a roadway, 
but these doctrines placed the decision in the hands of an unknown set of 
pasons, who in fact could be considerably less than a maprity and whose spm- 
dic use of a roadway foisted responsibilities on all their fellow citizens. 

Why then could unorganized individuals bind their governments to 
"accept" roadways? The chief idea seems to have been to protect injured 
parties' expectations. In Benton v. Ci ty  of S t .  Louis, the plaintiff's deceased 
had drowned in a sinkhole in a walkway that the city had never formally 
accepted. After repeating the usual view that the city was only an agent 
for its inhabitants, the court remarked that because to all appearances this 
was a public sidewalk, the city would be estopped from denying it--even 
though no official had ever done anything to suggest the public's accep- 
tance." The appearance of publicness, then, as much as the general public's 
use, fixed public "acceptance"; as in the beach road case cited earlier, even 
a small volume of public use would constitute "acceptance" where those 
were the "naturally expected" ~ se r s . 6~  

This leaves still another puzzle: what are the characteristics that make a 
sidewalk or an access "appear" public to the ordinary observer? A few 
cases suggested that things appear to be public if the public needs them. 
For example, an 1870 Iowa case, Mandershid v. City of Dubuque, concerned 
tort liability for a bridge that had fallen into disrepair. In holding that the 
general public's use counted as "acceptance," the court said (over a strong 
dissent) that the city has a duty to keep up those things that the public 
"needs."66 But again, what is it about a bridge that suggests that the public 
needs it? To make such an assertion, one requires a prior conception of the 
things that ought by their nature to be open to the public. The waterway 
cases too raised this problem, and beneath their equally arcane controver- 
sies, they also suggested that some properties ought by nature to belong 
to the public. 

Waterways and the Definition of "Public": 
The Issue of Legislative Power 

In their observations on waterways and submerged lands, as on road- 
ways, nineteenth-century commentators thought that the public should 
be in control; but here t w  at least some thought that "public" control 
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meant a public organized into govemmental bodies. The prolific Joseph 
Angell presented this standard theory in his 1826 treatise on tidelands, no- 
tably in his remarks on crown ownership of waterway "trust" lands. The 
king himself, said Angell, could not grant these lands free of their subordi- 
nation to the public trust rights of navigation and fishing; but Parliament 
could do so, at least to the extent of the fishery, and could place fishing 
rights in private hands." 

According to Angell, the reason for distinguishing the crown from the 
legislature was that the legislature (unlike the crown) is the same thing as 
the public itself. One could not deny the legislature's authority to relin- 
quish a right without denying that the right belonged to the public in the 
first place. And, the argument continued, American legislatures now had 
the same authority as Parliament, and while the people were sovereign, 
their constituted political bodies were their mouthpieces.@ Implicit in this 
analysis, of course, was the denial that the "unorganized public had any 
status over against its own legislatures: the people were sovereign, but 
they had to act through their agent legislatures. Among the states, the 
New York courts most emphatically followed this view of plenary legisla- 
tive authority; they continued to do so until late in the century, repeatedly 
stating that the legislature had succeeded to the authority of both king 
and Parliament in navigable waterways. Subject only to the paramount 
federal control of commerce, the legislature's ability to act for the public 
was complete--up to and including alienation of public rights.69 

But even as Angell stated this theory of legislative authority, and even 
as courts acted upon it, a second theory was making an appearance in the 
case law-a theory of an inalienable public hust in submerged lands. The 
case to begin all this was the New Jersey Supreme Court's 1821 decision 
Arnold v. Mundy." Arnold involved the validity of private property rights 
in some submerged lands whose purported title traced back to the royal 
grants to the colonial New Jersey proprietors. The court restated the ordi- 
nary theory, that the crown had been unable to alienate trust lands, but 
then went on to assert that even the legislature was limited inits capacity to 
dispose of these lands. To be sure, the legislature could alter trust proper- 
ties for the sake of improving the public's uses; but even it could not grant 
away hust lands in such a way as to "divest ... all the citizens of their com- 
mon right." "Such a grant," said Justice Kirkpahick, "would be contrary 
to the great principles of our constitvtion, and never could be borne by 
freepe~ple."~' Apparently these lands had some inherently public charar- 
ter, so that even the sovereign legislature could not grant them away at 
will. 

Within a few years, the New Jersey courts backed away from this posi- 
tion and even cited the New York courts to reassert the legislature's ple- 
nary control over submerged landsR In the meantime, when the United 
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States Supreme Court decided in 1842, in Martin v. Waddcll, that title to 
some submerged lands could not be derived from a royal grant, it dis- 
cussed but maneuvered around Arnold's public trust position.73 But 
Arnold's "trust" theory-through which the unorganized public had 
property rights that could override even the acts of its own repre- 
sentatives--enjoyed a spectacular revival in the United States Supreme 
Court's 1892 decision in Illinois Central Railroad v. Illit~ois.'~ 

The backdrop to this most famous assertion of the public trust thmry 
was a pair of acts by the Illinois legislature: first it had granted to a rail- 
road the submerged lands all along Chicago's lakefront; then it had re- 
pented a year later and revoked the grant. The question before the U.S. 
Supreme Court concerned the status of the initial grant; if it were valid, 
the legislature couldnot revoke it without compensation. But according to 
the Supreme Court, this first grant was indeed revocable. The legislature 
could not permanently alienate all these submerged lands, except in the 
service of trust purposes for which they were held, said Justice Field. An 
attempted grant of this sort, he said (in a passage remarkably free of sup- 
porting authority), "would be held, if not absolutely void on its face, as 
subject to re~ocation."~5 He ignored the express safeguards to public navi- 
gation incorporated in the grant and compared a purported divestment of 
the public's hust rights to a government's effort to divest itself of the p o  
lice power-both equally invalid and ineffectual acts?6 

Illinois Central sparked a new line of "public trust" jurisprudence in the 
states. Wisconsin was particularly active in developing a public trust doc- 
trine in the years around the turn of the century, citing Illinois Central to 
hold that waterways were necessarily subject to public rightsn Moreover, 
Wisconsin's doctrine conferred property-like interests on the general pub- 
lic, over against its own governmental officials and even against the 
elected legislature. The public's interest in navigation, it was said, could 
override officially sanctioned efforts to destroy navigable waters for the 
sake of other purposes, such as drainage for agriculture or public health?' 
Florida too had several public trust cases after the turn of the century, 
some of which hinted for a time that the general public's rights could act 
as a limitation on legislative authority.7Y Even New York appeared to be 
temporarily awed by the authority of Illinois Central, and retreated for a 
time from its hard-line doctrine of absolute legislative authority over sub- 
merged landsB0 

The public trust doctrine in waterways, then, like the prescriptive doc- 
trines for roads, has gravitated between two different versions of the pub- 
lic: one is the "public" that is constituted as a governmental authority, 
whose ability to manage and dispose of trust property is plenary. But the 
other is the public at large, which despite its unorganized state seems to 
have some property-like rights in the lands held in trust for it-rights that 
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may be asserted against the public's own representatives. This dualism 
has reappeared in the modern debates over the public trust. Joseph Sax, a 
chief spokesman for a public hust in natural resource law, has asserted the 
former view of an ultimately plenary legislative authority; but other com- 
mentators suggest that his ideas implicitly go further, transforming "pub- 
lic trust" into a theory that confers property rights on the public at large.81 
On such a theory, even the legislature itself cannot divest the public of its 
rights in trust property. 

This version of rights-rights vesting in an unorganized, nonexclusive 
public at large-departs strikingly from the ordinary view of neoclassical 
economics and from the ordinary depiction of what a rights holder is sup- 
posed to be. It is puzzling to see how such a body could exercise the most 
fundamental attributes of ownership: either investment (since no individ- 
ual can capture the gain of his efforts) or management (for the same rea- 
son) or even alienation (since no potential purchaser would have a clear 
seller with whom to deal). 

How then can we explain this very peculiar allocation of rights to the 
unorganized public? The notion was exceptional even in American law, 
and it caused obvious uneasiness even in those road and waterway cases 
in which it was sometimes applied. For assistance in this puzzle, I turn to 
an unlikely source: the weakest and least-used of the notions of public 
property, namely, custom. 

Custom and the Concept of a Managed Commons 

Unlike prescription or public trust doctrine, custom was used only very 
sparingly, and in only a few American states, to claim rights to use roads, 
pathways, and tidelands a~eas.8~ Joseph Angel1 treated customary rights 
as a type of prescriptive right, but he said that they differed from ordinary 
prescriptive rights in that they were enjoyed not by individuals as such 
but rather as members of a specific lo~a l i ty .~  By the same token, because 
they benefitted only members of specific communities, customary claims 
also differed from public prescription or public trust claims, which bene- 
fitted the public at large. As we shall see, this was an extremely important 
distinction in American law, and one that underlay the general hostility of 
American courts to customary claims. Yet in a pattern that is significant 
for economic theory, customary claims did resemble the doctrines vesting 
property-like rights in the general public: custom too was said to bestow 
rights on people whose precise identity was unknown and indefinite, and 
thus these claims toolacked the exclusivity that normally accompanies in- 
dividual property entitlements. 

Customary claims derived from very old British legal doctrine, 
whereby residents of given localities could claim rights as "customs of the 
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manor" overriding the common law. Thus Blackstone noted that a num- 
ber of localities had their own customary rules with respect to such mat- 
ters as inheritance and the time and manner of rental payments. To be 
held good, the custom in question must have existed without dispute for a 
time that supposedly ran beyond memory, and it had to be well defined 
and "~easonable."~ 

In British law custom had traditionally supported a community's 
claims to use Lands in common in a variety of ways aside from roadways. 
Custom had historically supported manorial tenants' rights, for example, 
to graze animals and gather wood or cut turf on the manor commons. 
Though many of these commons' rights had vanished by the nineteenth 
century, some communities' customary claims to use land persisted. 
Roadway use continued, but the most notable survivals were for custom- 
ary recreational uses-maypole dances, horse races, cricket matches, and 
so on--on what was otherwise private property8' 

In the early nineteenth century, some American courts seemed will- 
ing-albeit reluctantly-to acknowledge at least a limited doctrine of cus- 
tomary claims, even though, as the New York Supreme Court put it in 
1833, customary Law was "prejudicial" to agriculture and "uncongenial 
with the genius of our government and with the spirit of independence" 
of our farmers.86 By the end of the century, however, American courts ap- 
peared to have grown hostile to customary claims as a matter of principle, 
and they seemed to be particularly alarmed that customary claims benefit- 
ted the members of specific communities. 

Graham v. Walker, for example, was a 1905 trespass action in which the 
defendant claimed to be using a customary right of way linking two com- 
munities. The Connwticut Supreme Court denied the claimed customary 
right, giving several reasons of which at least the first two seemed rather 
flimsy. First, said the court, in a state that had always had a recording sys- 
tem, it was improper to say that long usage of land demonstrated a "lost 
grant" (the normal theory of prescription); and, second, the purported 
grantee was of too "fluctuating" a ~haracter.8~ But the recording system 
and the "fluctuating" donee were even worse problems for purported 
"implied dedications" to the public at large, where the Connecticut courts 
were much more lenient.@ 

What was it about custom that set the court on edge? Cralzam gave a 
third reason, and though cryptic, it was the most interesting of all: such 
customary rights, said the court, would favor "forms of communities un- 
known in this ~ t a t e . " ~  Certainly this remark reflected the general Ameri- 
can hostility to the feudal and manorial basis of customary claims. But it 
also focused precisely on the informal character of the "community" 
claiming the right; the remark suggested that if a community were going 
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to make claims in a corporate capacity, then the residents would have to 
organize themselves in a way legally authorized by the state. 

This point was made even more forcefully in Delaplace v. Crenshaw & 
Fisher, an earlier Virginia case involving a claimed "customary" right of 
grain inspectors to be paid in kind from inspected goods.g0 The state con- 
stitution vested legislative authority in the legislature, said the court, 
whereas a claim based on custom would permit a "comparatively . . . few 
individuals" to make a law binding on the public at large, contrary to the 
rights of the people to be bound only by laws passed by their own "proper 
representatives.'*' Indeed, if the customary acts of an unorganized com- 
munity could vest some form of property rights in that community, then 
custom could displace orderly government. 

These essentially political and constitutional anxieties give us a clue to 
the real character of the objection to customary rights. The fear was that 
customary claims might allow informal and unofficial practice to substi- 
tute for established government. But in a sense, custom does precisely 
this. It was a commonplace among British jurisprudes that a general cus- 
tom, the ''custom of the country," is none other than the common law it- 
~e l f .9~  Looked at from this perspective, custom is the means by which an 
otherwise unorganized public can order its affairs, and even do so author- 
itatively. 

custom thus suggests a route by which a "commons" may be man- 
aged-+ means different from ownership either by individuals or by orga- 
nized governments. The intriguing aspect of customary rights is that they 
vest property rights in groups that are indefinite and informal yet never- 
theless capable of self-management. Custom can be the medium through 
which such an informal group acts; indeed the community claiming cus- 
tomary rights was in some senses not an "unorganized" public at all, even 
if it was not a fonnal government either. 

From a resource-management perspective, a group capable of generat- 
ing its own customs ought to be if anything a less objectionable holder of 
"public property" than is the unorganized public at large, because a cus- 
tomary public comes closer to the management capacities of a gwem- 
mentally organized "public." On this reasoning, the claims for customary 
rights should be stronger, not weaker, than the claims of the general public 
in roads and waterways. Even though the American courts rejected cus- 
tomary rights on grounds of constitutional policy, one can see the logic of 
the Englishpattern, whereby customary claims encompassed a considera- 
bly broader range of property claims thanmere roads and waterways. 

By the nineteenth century, even in Britain, the enclosure of manorial 
commons had largely eradicated customary claims for such consumptive 
uses as pasturing and wood gathering.93 But customary rights, whether 
historic or more recent, suggested that even where resources are scarce, a 
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commons need not be a wasteland of uncertain or conflicting property 
claims. Customary use of the medieval commons had been hedged with 
restrictions that limited depletion of resources?' This pattern continued 
into the nineteenth century, insofar as the courts recognized customary 
claims. A customary right to take soil from a commons area, for example, 
would be denied unless it included limitations consistent with the tene- 
ment's ability to recover; otherwise the custom would be held to be "un- 
certain" or "unreasonable.'"* 

Moreover, the very concept of a customarily managed commons sug- 
gests that under some circumstances property might be more valuable as a 
commons than it would be in individual hands, because the administra- 
tive costs of customary management are low relative to those of an indi- 
vidual property system. While early European legal and political systems 
were still weak, individual ownership of pasturage and woodlands might 
have required a prohibitively expensive policing system--certainly more 
expensive than communal custom." In an example closer to home, during 
the early years of settlement in the western United States, settlers treated 
land, water, and other resources as a commons and managed them 
through their own customs. These customs were formalized into law only 
with the arrival of increasing numbers of claimants and conflicting 
~lairns.9~ 

Given, then, that custom may be an informal technique for managing a 
commons, let us turn back to the roads and waterways to which the public 
had access, ostensibly as an "unorganized" commons. Were those road 
and waterway travellers really such an unorganized group? Angel1 and , 
Durfee's 1857 treatise on highways suggests that they were not. It in- 
cludes many pages on the "rules of the road," including travel on roads, 
canals, railroads, and navigable rivers. Thus travellers were to keep to a 
particular side and yield for one or another use and move at a moderate 
pace. As the authors noted, these rules derived from statutes in America, 
but in England from-what else?--custom.* 

Moreover, the very confinement of roads and waterways to limited ar- 
eas suggests that travel and transport on them were literally kept within 
bounds. Here too there was a very considerable amount of common law 
about what uses-if any-travellers might make of the bordering prop- 
erty; travellers could go around impassable spots in the road, for example, 
but they had to keep their detours as close as practicable to the existing 
road and to use alternate routes if possible." Similar rules restrained the 
uses of waterways. navigation was said to be superior to other waterway 
uses such as fishing, but sailors still had to avoid disrupting fishnets un- 
necessarily.lw Such rules limited impositions on others while still permit- 
ting public use of the travel lanes. They suggested that roads and water- 
ways were "managed commons," where customary practices ameliorated 
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problems of congestion and external harms and where alternative prop- 
erty regimes might not have been worth the expense, so long as the coun- 
try was relatively undeveloped. 

Indeed American roadway case law suggested a view of the "public" 
and its members that is rather at odds with that of a heedlessly self-inter- 
ested and atomized mass of self-seeking individuals. The mid-nineteenth- 
century coum sometimes denied public claims because of a concern that 
such claims might "be perverting neighborhood forbearance and good na- 
t~re'' '~' and uprooting the generous habits and customs of the people-- 
characteristics that the courts clearly wished to nurture, just as they 
wished to eschew "churlish" practices, as Angel1 and Durfee put it.lm This 
in turn suggested that the law was a vehicle to uphold a level of civilized 
behavior already existing in the people. 

Nieteenth-century American courts allowed claims by the general 
public at large, while rejecting-as a matter of political principle--the cus- 
tomary claims asserted by informal and unorthodox communities. The 
American antipathy to customary claims, however, obscured the point 
that small and unorthodox communities are not the only ones bound to- 
gether by custom. An entire populace may have customs as well, as 
Blackstone and others recognized when they designated the common law 
as the "custom of the country." The concept of a managed but freely acces- 
sible commons presupposes just such a populace--that is, one that be- 
haves according to customs of civic care, including a civilized regard for 
the resources it uses. 

As we have seen from earlier essays, such a concept of the citizenry was 
not at all far removed from nineteenth-century American jurisprudence, 
given the serious discussion, during the American revolutionary and con- 
stitutional periods, of "republican virtue"-individual self-restraint and a 
civic regard for the greater good that was thought essential to any demo- 
cratic regime. These were ideas that went back at least to Montesquieu; 
the Antifederalists had urged them, the Federalists had made some con- 
cessions to them, and the nineteenth-century courts showed that they still 
survived as concepts of republican citizenship. 

The managed and organized aspect of customary rights, then, casts a 
somewhat different light on the public rights in roads and waterways. 
Like traditional communities' customary commons usages, travel and 
commercial transport occur where even the public at large can manage it- 
self and prevent wasteful overuse of a resource. The "unorganized pub- 
lic" on roads and waterways takes on more the appearance of a civilized 
and self-policing assemblage; through custom, the members of this assem- 
blage can control their relations with each other and with other claimants 
to adjoining property. 
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Custom, in short, can tame and moderate the dread rule of capture that 
supposedly tends to turn every common into a waste. While our normal 
means of staving off the tragedy of the commons is a regime of private 
property, even private property is frequently governed only by custom. 
We see this, for example, in the prosaic example of the custom that permits 
us to stake a claim of first possession by leaving a coat on a seat in a movie 
theater or a towel at a spot on the beach.ln3 Indeed, an entire private prop- 
erty regime-whether governmental or customary-may be understood 
as a managed commons: a private property regime is itself a meta-prop- 
erty, held in common by those who understand and follow its precepts. In 
a sense, when we decide to divide up the commons into private property, 
we are only moving from a commons in a physical resource to a commons 
in the social structure that safeguards individualized resource manage- 
ment. 

And sometimes that move takes unexpected turns. In American public 
property doctrine, one such turn was the saga of the lesser public trust 
right, that is, fishing. In spite of a wide rhetoric of "publicness," nine- 
teenth-century jurisprudes always viewed fishing as secondary to naviga- 
tion as a public trust purpose, and as subject to a considerable degree of 
privatization.'"' The rhetoric of publicness may well have stemmed from 
a perception that fish were infinitely plentiful.ln5 This was clearly false, 
and it was seen to be false even in the nineteenth century-and even more 
in our own, where overfiihiig was our initial metaphor for the tragedy of 
the  commons.'^ In the nineteenth century, however, privatization may 
also have seemed ineffective for conserving fisheries. A common-if con- 
troversial--method of privatization was allocation of fishery ownership 
to the shore or bank owners, who in some states owned the streambed 
and supposedly the wildlife resources swimming above it, subject of 
course to the public trust in navigation.'" But where fish could move 
about and no owner could identify any particular fish as his own, the in- 
terest of every individual shore owner lay in getting as many fish as he 
could for himself. Thus private fishing rights for shore owners did little to 
solve the commons problem. 

As a result, the most serious development of fishery property was the 
movement toward governmental management. As early as 3876, the Su- 
preme Court held that a state could limit oyster bed planting and fishing 
to its own citizens." In more recent years, of course, fishing rights have 
been very much controlled by governmental bodies, which in principle- 
however hesitantly in practice--should be better prepared than private 
owners to manage the resource in a unitary form.'n9 The "public trust" 
that continues in fishing now quite clearly sets up governmental bodies as 
trustees. 
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Customary rights, then, teach the lesson that there may be a middle 
ground between regimes in which the resource is so plentiful or so diffi- 
cult to privatize that it is not worth the effort and regimes in which con- 
flicting uses are managed by privatization. This middle ground is the re- 
gime of the managed commons-a commons organized by customary 
practice, where common usage is not tragic but rather capable of manage- 
ment by orderly and civilized people. It is hardly surprising that nine- 
teenth-century public property doctrines sometimes chose this middle 
ground, particularly for road and waterway travel, where such civil self- 
management was expected. 

But the history of fishing rights adds to the lesson. Where custom failed 
to manage a commons adequately, the law might take one of two direc- 
tions. One direction was toward ownership by individuals, as was the 
case with commons used for grazing, wood gathering, and other con- 
sumptive uses; all of these became private property. The other direction, 
however, was toward "ownership" by governments, as occurred with 
fishing and now of course with roads and waterways as well. 

Doctrines of public trust and public prescription suggested that certain 
property always went in the latter direction. Such property might initially 
'belong" to or be acquired by the public at large as an open-access com- 
mons, but if informal or customary management of that commons should 
fail, governments were obliged to maintain and manage the general pub- 
lic's access against exclusive private claims. In answer to our first ques- 
tion, then, namely, who was the "public" in inherently public property, 
the answer was both the public at largeand the governmental public, with 
the latter acting, when necessary, as "legal" owner to secure the general 
public's access. 

But this brings us to the next of our three questions: what was the mat- 
ter with private ownership? What were the characteristics of "inherently 
public properties," such that the public's access to them always had to be 
maintained, whether as a customary commons or if need be through gov- 
ernmental ownership? 

111. The Dangers of Privatization: Holdouts and Monopolies 

What was the worry about private control over "inherently public proper- 
ties"? Governmental use of eminent domain suggests one answer. This 
power to force a sale of private property to the public at fair market price 
is typically authorized where a government-sponsored project--such as a 
road-requires assembly of a number of pieces of land. If these projects 
had to rely on voluntary sales, any individual landowner might hold out 
for a prohibitively high price and block the entire project. And so the 
power of eminent domain has been justified as permitting public bodies to 
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acquire necessary private properties at a price reflecting fair market value 
rather than the holdout price or "rent" that each private owner might oth- 
erwise extract.lI0 

Several nineteenth-cenhuy doctrinal controversies pointedly implied a 
similar anti-holdout rationale both for public prescription of roads and for 
public trust in waterways. But there were some anomalies as well, where 
properties were presumed to be public even though the danger of monop- 
oly or holdout seemed remote. Once again, the peculiar doctrines of cus- 
tom help to explain these anomalies, and, in turn, the anomalous "public" 
cases enrich our understanding of the more mainstream public road and 
waterway issues. 

Roadway Prescription and the Boundedness of Location 

In the nineteenth-century roadway prescription cases, a controversy of 
particular importance swirled about the location of purported roads. 
Older cases often asserted that the public could acquire prescriptive rights 
by passing alonga narrow path but not by crossing open and uncultivated 
fields. On open fields, public passage was presumed to be by permission 
of the owner and could give rise to no inference of dedication or adverse 
use.ll1 

Courts gave several reasons for this limitation. One long-standing ra- 
tionale was the magnitude of the loss to the owner: if the public could ac- 
quire a right-of-way by going anyhe re  across a tract, an owner might be 
entirely divested of the property."' This reasoning acknowledged that the 
private owner did indeed lose something by the public's prescription and 
attempted to minimize the loss. Sometimes this point was stated as a wish 
to avoid the unneighborly acts that might follow if a landowner thought 
that his generosity would lead to a loss of p~operty."~ 

But other rationales seemed to contradict the policy of preventing 
grievous loss. For example, it was sometimes said that passage across an 
open field gave the public no prescriptive rights because the public's use 
did not preclude any use by the owner and thus was not genuinely ad- 
verse. Here too the courts gave a neighborliness rationale: if  an owner was 
not hurt, the law would not require him to undertake pointless, difficult, 
and unneighborly tasks to block public passage, such as fencing in or 
guarding remotely situated lands.'14 In short, public prescription doc- 
trines would only deprive the owner of his rights if he really did stand to 
lose something of importance from public crossings-that is, over en- 
closed and cultivated fields-where one might expect an owner to defend 
his rights. 

Taken together, these reasons seem at best inconclusive. Open spaces 
could not be acquired by public prescription because the owner would 
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lose too much to be fair to him--or contrariwise, because he would lose 
too little to presume genuine adversity. We have to find other reasons for 
the narrow-passage rule, and the anti-holdout rationale is a very strong 
contender. 

Insofar as the rule applied to areas where much land was open and un- 
used, the public had no need for any particular plot as a passageway and 
hence was scarcely threatened if one owner or another enclosed his land 
and blocked public crossing. Conversely, insofar as the rule did permit 
public prescription of a relatively narrow and defined path, it suggested 
that the public had settled upon a particular passage that might be espe- 
dally appropriate. Without a doctrine of public prescription, each succes- 
sive owner along the way might a d  as a little monopolist, threatening to 
cut off the public passage and siphoning off the public value of the pas- 
sageway, thus capturing the "rents" from that public usage. It was pre- 
cisely this that the public prescription rule prevented. 

As a general pattern, then, the public could not acquire most property 
by prescription at all; the exception for roadways applied only to narrow 
passageways and not to open spaces. This exception prevented private 
owners from exploiting public passage but came into play only with a 
genuine threat of such behavior. Public meanderings anywhere across an 
open field suggested that the public had no focused need for a particular 
tract, and thus private owners had no pronounced temptation for holdout 
and exploitation; consequently these meanderings would raise no pre- 
sumptions of "dedication." 

The anti-holdout rationale is even more persuasive in the light of other 
American roadway doctrines with similar objectives. Roadways were of 
course the classic subject for the use of eminent domain by the "orga- 
nized" public; prescriptive doctrines assured that the "unorganized" 
public-which was unable to exercise eminent domain-would also be 
protected from private holdout. Similarly, private owners could some- 
times own toll roads, but only with assurances against private capture of 
the rents from public use. These private roads were treated as public utili- 
ties; they were open to all members of the public, while the roadway pro- 
prietor could charge not what the market would bear but only what 
would suffice to reimburse the proprietor's investment at a reasonable 
rate.'15 

There was one nagging problem with the anti-holdout explanation, 
though, because the specific-path exception had a notable exception of its 
own: public squares. These spaces, wide open though they were, could in- 
deed be acquired by the public through "implied dedi~ation.""~ To be 
sure, the public may have used squares a good deal for strolling, meetings, or 
soapbox speeches, but these spaces hardly seemed to present the potential 
holdout problems of roadways, where the public had to travel over long 
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stretches of land held by many potentially exploitative owners. Squares 
were more concentrated, and if one property owner refused to let the pub- 
lic use his property as a square, the public or its agents could move else- 
where, with no reason to fear rent capture through holdout or monopoly. 

On the other hand, President of Cincinnati u. Lessee of White, a Supreme 
Court case involving implied dedication of a square, did raise an extortion 
point, though rather obliquely. One may infer that the public has "accept- 
ed" a square's dedication, the court said, if the public had used the square 
a sufficiently long time to be "materially affected by an interruption of its 
enjoyment.""' But why should long use raise the possibility of extortion, 
if other spaces were available? Why should interruption in any given 
place really matter much at all? 

Some waterway cases throw light on the issue raised by the public 
squares exception, since recreational uses loom large in both areas. In- 
deed, despite the obvious anti-holdout reasoning behind the many water- 
way cases involving travel, recreational waterway use challenged that ra- 
tionale. 

Navigable Waterways and the Recreation Controversy 

Waterway doctrine, like roadway doctrine, reflected an antipathy to the 
possibility of private monopolization of public passage. This was hardly 
surprising, since it was a commonplace of nineteenth-century iurispm- 
dence that watenvays were a type of "highway" for travel and com- 
merce.l18 What is more, their location was more or less fixed by nature, so 
that their use was even more vulnerable to holdout than roadways. The 
potential for holdout can explain several cases that elevated the public 
right of water passage above all other uses, even bridges for land roads, 
unless specifically authorized by  legislature^.'^' Land traffic might find 
some other route, whereas vessels had no alternative to the waterway and 
thus were especially susceptible to exploitation. 

But the most interesting holdout questions emerged from controver- 
sies about recreation and, specifically, whether recreation was a public 
trust purpose that might support public rights of access to waterways and 
their shores. This issuc in turn was curiously related to fishing as a public 
trust purpose. Fishing of course is not necessarily or even primarily a rec- 
reational use. But as it became assimilated to sporting and recreation in 
the later nineteenth century, fishing--as well as hunting-seemed to ac- 
quire more and more the attribution of a public trust purpose, supporting 
free public access to navigable waters.lw 

Putting to one side other arguments for (or against) public fishing 
rights, the holdout argument seems thin indeed. Even in those states 
where riparian owners controlled fishing rights, they could always sell the 
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right of access; and unless one or a few owners held the entire shore or riv- 
erbank, no particular owner could monopolize fishing. And where special 
circumstances permitted private monopolization of fishing, as at the 
mouth of a spawning stream for anadromous fish, early-~neteenth-cen- 
tury law did grant private property rights but obviated the monopoly 
problem by treating the private fishery as a public utility-with obvious 
analogies to the public utility treatment of private toll roads.'2i The poten- 
tial for holdout against the public is even more dubious in the case of 
hunting, since wild animals may roam over wide spaces; nevertheless, 
some later cases began to designate hunting a public trust right.'22 
A11 this may help explain why fishing historically has been weaker than 

commerce as a "public right" on navigable waterways, and why riparian 
owners often received private fishing r igh t sas  well as why hunting was 
often not mentioned at all as a public trust purpose: there wasno real dan- 
ger that the public would be excluded from hunting and fishing or would 
be charged monopoly prices for those activities. But why, then, was fish- 
ing so often described as jus publicum, and whv were fishine and huntine 

" .2 
increasingly treated as rights as they acquired greater recreational 
connotations? 

The question is equally puzzling for other and more general recre- 
ational uses. Early-nineteenth-century doctrine denied that recreation 
was a public trust purpose, but by the later part of the century several 
American jurisdictions recanted, holding that recreational purposes 
would support a public right to use navigable waterways. Here too ques- 
tions of monopoly and holdout were thought relevant, and contemporary 
courts dealing with recreation claims occasionally glanced on such issues. 

A leading precedent against public rights to waterfront recreation was 
an 1821 British case, Blundell v. Catterall, which presented one of the more 
peculiar fact situations in land use law. The case concerned a claim that 
the public had the right not only to use shorelands for swimming but also 
to bring horse-drawn "bathing machines" across the beach and into the 
water for that p u r p o ~ e . ' ~  Blundell's majority opinions djstinguished 
shoreland recreational uses from the historic public rights of navigation 
and fishing and focused chiefly on the excessive limitations and irritations 
that would burden waterfront owners if such intrusive public access were 
upheld. Having fishermen and commercial vesselspass by was one thing, 
but having one's waterfront improvements curtailed or having to put up 
with naked youths splashing about--or even modest ladies and gentle- 
men in and around their rather sizeable "bathing machines," with what 
must have been attendant horse droppings and wheel ruts in the sand- 
was quite another.'" The public right to use the seashore was thus held to 
exclude these recreational purposes. 
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Justice Best dissented. Although he has been described as an "old-fash- 
ioned judge,"lZ5 his opinion has a curiously up-to-date flavor, and indeed 
it strikingly presages the modern arguments for recreation as a trust pur- 
pose. He argued that the shore has always been impressed with a public 
trust for the people's use; that "universal custom" also supports the pew 
ple's recreational use of the beach; that bathing is important and indeed a 
necessity for the public health; that bathingisnot really different fromnav- 
igation. Best even argued that bathing is an aid to navigation: swimmers 
learn to feel at home in the water and thus can assist sailors in d i s t r e ~ s . ' ~ ~  

One of Best's arguments obliquely raised the holdout issue: if private 
owners had exclusive control of the beach, he said, they could thwart the 
public's use for no good reason of their own, excepting only "the hateful 
privilege of vexing their  neighbor^."'^' This of course presumed monop- 
oly-that is, that the would-be swimmers could find no other shore own- 
ers with whom they could bargain for permission to swim. Perhaps other 
early-nineteenth-century judges simply disbelieved this; Justice Best'scol- 
leagues seemed unconvinced. Beach recreation had only come into its 
own in the later eighteenth century and may not have seemed to be a mat- 
ter of great demand or urgency; and in any event, it hardly seemed that 
private shore owners could monopolize waterfront recreational uses in 
the same way that they might threaten or obstruct navigation lanes. In- 
deed, as one of Justice Best's colleagues pointed out, shore owners were 
quite willing to enter into commercial arrangements for other people's 
recreational use.'28 After Blundell, which was much cited in American 
courts, the standard position until late in the century was that recreation 
was not a trust purpose that would support public use of waterways or 
adjacent riparian tidelands. 

This rejection of recreation as a public trust purpose, taken together 
with the very strong protection of commercial travel on waterways, sug- 
gests that the fear of private holdout was central to nineteenth-century 
thinking about public access to waterways. Later on, courts came to favor 
recreational uses, but they still attempted to rely on the holdout rationales 
implicit in commercial travel. One early-twentieth-cenhrry case recogniz- 
ing recreation as a trust use was Oregon's Guilliams u. Beaver Lake Club; it 
was by no means the first in this trend, but it defended recreation in an in- 
teresting way. The court likened recreational uses to commerce and travel 
over a roadway, saying the waterways had become "valuable highways" 
and that a vessel using the waterway to carry picnickers to a beach was just 
as much engaged in commerce as a boat carrying grain or mer~handise. '~~ 

This rationale, however, hardly applied to the swimmers who stayed 
roughly in one place and who could pick and choose about where that 
place would be. The waterway uses most subject to monopolization or 
holdout were clearly transportation and commerce, because these uses in- 
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volved movement over a relatively narrow "pa th  between potentially 
distant places. As a British court said in 1899, the beach is "not to be re- 
garded as in the full sense of the word a highway"; no matter how ungen- 
erous the act, beach owners are entitled to treat as trespassers "every 
bather, every nursemaid with a perambulator, every boy riding a donkey, 
and every preacher on the shore."'3a 

It is difficult, then, to find a convincing holdout rationale for such public 
trust uses as swimming, fishing, and hunting. These recreational uses 
might occur in numerous locations, without requiring any great stretch of 
waterway. If enough members of the public wished to engage in them, one 
might well expect that a variety of riparian owners would compete to ac- 
commodate them and provide swimming or other recreational facilities. 
Recreational uses thus replicate the problem we saw in implied dedication 
of squares: why should the law guarantee public access to waterways for re- 
creationalpurposes when there seemed to be no threat of private holdout? 

Customary Claims: Was There a Holdout Pmblem? 

It was pointed out earlier that in nineteenth-century English law, custom 
supported a wide variety of claims to use land, and among the most strik- 
ing of these were recreational uses, where the holdout problem was far 
less evident than it was for roads and waterways. Residents of some Brit- 
ish communities claimed customary rights to use otherwise private prop- 
erty for such purposes as horse races, dances, and cricket matches. Even 
the hapless '%athing machine" users in Blundell might have had a better 
chance if they had been able to plead a local customary right.'" Thus cus- 
tomary claims in England presented the same puzzle that appeared in the 
American cases upholding implied dedications of public squares or per- 
mitting mcreation as a public trust purpose. What need was there to 
guard the public against private holdout when to all appearances there 
ought to be many locations for such activities? Custom, however, gives us 
more to go on and suggests why squares and recreational uses might have 
presented holdout problems after all. 

Let us reconsider, for a moment, the point that custom is a medium 
through which a seemingly "unorganized" public may organize itself and 
act, and in a sense even "speak" with the force of law. Did customary rec- 
reational uses require particular spaces, in the way that roads or paths 
did? One might well think that people could hold their maypole dance 
anywhere or could rent a neighboring field if a particular owner would 
not permit the annual horse race. This reasoning, however, is insuffi- 
ciently attentive to precisely the customary nature of the practices in ques- 
tion. Over time, communities may develop strong emotional attachments 
to particular places and to staging particular events in those very 
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places?32 As one who will always regard Chicago as home, I need only ask 
rhetorically, Does it matter that the Cubs play in Wrigley Field? To Detroit 
residents, just why might Tiger Stadium be. described as "Detroit's 
an~hor"?'~%o one could miss the point: over time, a community may de- 
velop the firm view that there are particular and proper places for its pub- 
lic activities. 

Thus the location of customary public activities may matter a great deal 
after all, not because it would be physically impossible to conduct these 
activities elsewhere but because to do so would rupture the continuity of 
the community's experience and diminish the significance of the activity 
itself. The community's custom signals its emotional investment in a place 
and indeed communicates this information to all-including the owner of 
the property on which the customary claim is made, an owner who, ac- 
cording to British customary law, acquiesced in that investment. 

If one pursues this metaphor and thinks of a custom as a kind of com- 
munity investment, then the danger of holdout comes into focus. An idea 
of that sort may have motivated the Supreme Court's remark, in the pub- 
lic square case President of Cincinnati v. Lessee of White, that land "dedicat- 
ed" to the public could be regarded as "accepted by sheer public usage if 
that use had continued so long that the public's "accommodation" would 
be substantially affected by interr~pt ion?~ It was the public's habit of use, 
rather than anything unique about the property ab initio, that made the 
property singularly valuable and thus subject to private rent-seeking. 

Thus habit, expectation, and custom, perhaps tied to a whole variety of 
community practices, may make a property hostage to private holdout 
power--even where there was nothing unique about the property at the 
outset. The public's custom of dancing and carousing in a particular place, 
like its habit of travelling on certain paths, makes these various lands es- 
sential. Returning to the recreational uses of waters, perhaps the custom- 
ary recreational use of particular places eventually made American courts 
realize that those uses were uniquely valuable to the pubk -and  hence 
the old swimming hole or fishing spot might be especially vulnerable to 
private rentseeking behavior. 

But are roads and waterways really different from these customary rec- 
reationaluses? In a sense, the answer must be no. Any given travelled 
way, like any given maypole field, is only unique because the public has 
singled it out and used it over a period of time. In an even deeper sense, 
these travel and transport spaces are valuable because we are in the cus- 
tom of trading and in general have the customs of a commercial people, for 
whom ever-expanding markets are particularly important. By its com- 
mercial habits, the general public communicates to everyone the high 
value that it places on roads and waterways, just as the smaller locality 
signals its value on the maypole field. Where this signalling goes on over 
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time without interruption, the public's "investment" grows ever higher 
and may tempt an owner to hold out and siphon off the public value; to 
prevent this, the law shifts the presumption to favor the public's use over 
the private owner's right to exclude. 

Custom thus suggests how holdout problems might affect recreational 
properties. Indeed it goes further and deepens our understanding about 
the holdout problem for roads and waterways as well: for a society with 
the habits of commerce, like our own, the routes of transport are especially 
important places-and they are places where our commercial proclivities 
make us especially vulnerable to private holdout and rent-seeking. 

And so the threat of holdout against the public goes some distance to 
explain why privatization seemed so unacceptable for some kinds of 
properties. But even if the holdout danger was necessary for a presump- 
tion of "publicness," that danger cannot have been suficient. Surely there 
should also be some reason to suppose that a property will be more valu- 
able if open to public access than it would be under exclusive private con- 
trol. We know from eminent domain law that many properties are unique 
and that holdout may be a problem, yet some of these are nevertheless un- 
suited for public appropriation simply because the public body is not will- 
ing to pay for them. Unlike eminent domain, public prescription and pub- 
lic hust doctrines require no payment to the owner, and thus they never 
make even this simple test of comparative value of public and private 
uses. How, then, can we know whether such property will be more valu- 
able in public hands? 

IV. What Was the Value of Public Use? 
Open-endedness, Negotiations, Interactions 

There is at least one place to look for answers to the relative public/pri- 
vate value problem: the police power exercised by the "organized" public. 
The analogy comes to mind because the police power also entails uncom- 
pensated public controls over otherwise private property. Frank 
Michelman's well-known formulation of the Benthamite "felicific calcu- 
lus" explains these uncompensated controls on efficiency grounds. No 
compensation is paid when the costs of arranging payment are too high 
or, more specifically, when the "demoralization costs" of nonpayment to 
the owner are outweighed by the "settlement costs" of administering and 
paying c~mpensation.'~~ 

Some echoes of th'is formulation can be found in public prescription 
and public hust doctrines. We have already seen some doctrines that at- 
tempted to minimize private owners' "demoralization costs," either by re- 
stricting public access in order to preserve the owner's property, as in the 
narrow-passage l i t a t i o n  on roadway prescription, or in the common 
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law prohibitions against public abuse of roads or waterways. In addition, 
the public's use was normally limited to an easement rather than a fee in- 
terest, so that the public use only partially divested private ownership 
and could be compatible with a private owner's continued title to road- 
way land or land submerged beneath wate~ways.'~~ Customary doctrines 
showed the same concern, by limiting or denying consumptive rights as 
"unreasonable" or "uncertain'-that is, as too damaging to the underly- 
ing property. 

Public prescription and trust doctrines fit the other side of Michelman's 
equation as well-that is, the high cost of negotiating a compensated set- 
tlement-although the settlement cost rationale does not completely solve 
the relative value question, as we shall see. 

Settlement Costs and Open-ended Access: The Roadway Cases 

Traditional roadway doctrines drew several distinctions that effectively 
limited public prescription to properties that were subject to high settle- 
ment or negotiation costs. According to one important doctrine, a given 
property could be claimed as "public" only if its users made up an indefi- 
nite and open-ended class of persons; as one Pennsylvania case said, it had 
to be open to "strange~s."'~' Indeed, a routine ground for denying that 
long usage had made a street or road "public" was that the users had really 
been only specific persons rather than anyone who simply happened 
along. This is still true; the idea seems to be that if the users are the same 
few persons, then the road is not really "public," and its usage will give rise 
at most to private prescription benefitting only the actual u ~ e r s . ' ~  

This issue arose chiefly in cases about cul-de-sacs or roadways ending 
in particular locations. Cul-de-sacs are used chiefly by small and identifi- 
able groups, but those persons may be visited by anyone at all; not sur- 
prisingly, they caused considerable ponderings among the nineteenth- 
century roadway jurisprudes. Some experts viewed them as genuine 
roadways, but others, particularly in Britain, thought that cul-de-sacs did 
not count. They urged that the public could acquire a roadway through 
usage only if the road in question were a throughway; that is, a road 
would not count as public if it just stopped somewhere. Some American 
courts added another refinement to this delicate matter: roads could be ac- 
quired by public prescription if they ended at some other transportation 
terminal, such as a ferry.'" 

All th'is dithering about open-endedness makes some sense from a 
modern law-and-economics perspective. If a few specific persons use a 
roadway, they can locate each other relatively easily and negotiate to- 
gether and with the owner to transfer a right of passage. If they do not en- 
ter these negotiations, they presumably value the right of passage less 
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than the owner values the right to exclude them. But the more users, and 
the less specific their identities, the less likely it becomes that they can 
overcome the costs of a consensual bargain--even though they might 
value the right of passage very highl~?~~Moreover, the larger the number 
of road users involved, the greater the likelihood that they collectively 
will value the right of passage more highly than the owner values his right 
to excludebut the greater the difficulty of making those respective valu- 
ations manifest. 

On the other hand, the number of users was not the only factor in road- 
way cases or necessarily the crucial one. As noted earlier, nineteenth-cen- 
tury doctrines sometimes awarded roadways to the public even though 
users were few and their use unintensive--so long as their identity was in- 
definite. This too could be consistent with a law-and-economics analysis. 
A landowner and an indefinite "public" are rather differently situated; an 
indefinite collection of persons, even though few in number, might be un- 
able to demonstratea collective interest in a pathway, since all would have 
to find one another and arrange a bargain. The owner, on the other hand, 
could demonstrate and protect his interest relatively easily and could r e  
but any presumption of "dedication" by a variety of acts. He could put up 
a fence or plow up the passageway or do any one of a number of acts in- 
consistent with passage by others. Hence when he failed to perform these 
relatively simple acts, the legal doctrines perhaps appropriately pre- 
sumed that he did not value his property very highly, and that in effect he 
wished to "give" it to the unidentified persons who used it. 

But this only complicates the puzzle of relative value. Even supposing 
that it is difficult for indefinite "strangers" to find each other and negoti- 
ate if their overall numbers are small and their usage merely casual, those 
facts would weaken any presumption that their use was more valuable 
than the private owner's. Why then did indefiniteness of use--abstracted 
from numbers or intensity of use--count as the essential measure of "pub- 
licness"? 

Watenvays and the Definition of "Navigable" 

When we turn to waterways, we find the same insistence on indefinite- 
ness of users-in their numbers and identity--but unlike the roadway 
cases, the waterway and submerged lands cases seldom stated this indefi- 
niteness requirement explicitly The criterion is implicit, however, in the 
limitation of the public trust to "navigable" waters and lands underlying 
them. 

"Navigability" has been defined in a variety of ways and for a variety 
of purposes.'41 For example, "navigable waters" have sometimes been 
said to include only waters capable of carrying commercial vessels;142 
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more generous definitions have included turbulent waters, so long as they 
could float logs to market,ld3 or--somewhat later-waters that permit use 
by recreational vessels even as insubstantial as canoes.'" But the classic 
measure of navigability has been suitability for commerce, however de- 
fined, and commercial use in tum suggests an indefinite and open-ended 
set of individuals who use the waterway. All these definitions require that 
the navigable waterbody have a considerable extent; none would define 
as "navigable" a waterbody that is confined within the ownership of one 
or a few landowners. Like a cul-de-sac, a small body of water is generally 
confined to a few identifiable users (who presumably can adjust their re- 
spective rights by negotiation) and is quite different from a "long thin 
roadway of water joining regions and communities," as one more modem 
Pennsylvania case put it."5 

Thus only those waters that are potentially open to indefinite numbers 
of "strangers" count as navigable and hence subject to a "public trust." 
With waterways as with roads, the traditional doctrines required that the 
users of the "public" space be indefinite; and as with roadways, modem 
law-and-economics analysis would suggest that the reason behind this re- 
quirement was that an indefinite set of users would be the group least able 
to negotiate a transfer to themselves, no matter how highly they valued 
the resource collectively. 

But again as in the roadway cases, the waterway definitions hinged on 
the "public" as an open-ended class and not on the "public" as a group 
with large numbers or particularly intense use. This was most obvious 
when the courts upheld navigation over all other waterway uses, no mat- 
ter how intensive or valuable by comparison. When an early-nineteenth- 
century Massachusetts court ruled that the public's right to w an inlet 
was superior to an obstructing bridge, the court specifically stated that it 
was of no consequence that few boats used the inlet or that there was little 
settlement along its banks or that the bridge was of greater public utili- 
ty.146 When a Wisconsin court one hundred years later halted an agricul- 
tural drainage project because it would impede boaters from reaching 
their accustomed fishing sloughs, the court paid little heed to the respec- 
tive values of the competing uses.'47 

Open-ended classes of users face negotiating problems, together with 
the possibility of holdout by private owners, and as such seem to present 
the classic case for governmental acquisition through purchase or eminent 
domain.'" But the analogy to purchase or eminent domain once again 
raises doubts about public prescription or public trust in roads and water- 
ways. Ther'organized public" has to pay at least fair market value when it 
exercises eminent domain and thus signals its greater valuation on the 
property it acquires. True, the "unorganized public" has negotiating diffi- 
culties, but that only begs the question: the unorganized public is never ca- 
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pable of negotiating, precisely because it is unorganized. How can we sur- 
mise that this public's use is more valuable than that of private owners, 
when no exchange is bargained for, no payment made? 

There are, after all, strong reasons for not favoring publicness. Unlim- 
ited access, by unidentified users, creates precisely the problem that theo- 
rists regard as the bane of publicness: no one minds the property because 
no one has a specific interest in doing so. If negotiation costs are too high 
for a purchase to be arranged, then they may well also be too high for the 
users to allocate among themselves responsibilities for upkeep or even to 
establish rules for avoiding congestion. To be sure, customary practice 
may "govern" even an unorganized public, so as to manage common 
property in a rudimentary way; indeed, the doctrines of inherently public 
property tended to attach to properties that were capable of such custom- 
ary self-management. But these doctrines never required the public--or- 
ganized or unorganized-to purchase its rights of access; and it is pre- 
cisely for this reason that we might doubt that the public's use is more 
valuable than a competing private one. To push the point, even where the 
public is organized and purchases the property at fair market value 
through eminent domain, we might still wonder why the public use 
should be presumed more valuable, given that the private owner is un- 
willing to sell at that very price. 

Nineteenth-century police power doctrines, and once again the doc- 
trines of custom, suggested a rationale for this presumption. These doc- 
trines suggested that an expansive, open-ended public use might en- 
hance, rather than detract from, the value of certain kinds of property. 

Scale Returns, Custom, Interaction 

At the turn of the century, police powers were commonly linked to the 
powers of eminent domain. Certain private enterprises, like the railways, 
could be given eminent domain powers to serve the public interest, but 
this same factor was thought to subject them to regulation under the police 
p o ~ e r . " ~  Moreover, rate regulation itself seemed analogous to eminent 
domain. the public, purchasing at regulated rates, could acquire goods or 
services at fair market value rather than at the higher rates the producers 
would otherwise charge.I5O The enterprises so linked to eminent domain 
and regulation, according to nineteenth-century theory, were the "natural 
monopolies": those with increasing returns to scale, where greater pro- 
duction led to proportionally lower costs per unit of product. According to 
Henry Carter Adams, such industries could not be "governed" by market 
competition, since they could temporarily lower their charges and drive 
out competitors. In a sense, Adams implied that these enterprises were 
naturally public. Either they could be publicly owned or they could be pri- 
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vately owned and subject to a public regulation of their rates; in the latter 
case the entrepreneurs should receive a fair retum, but the benefits of scale 
economies would redound to the cons~mers.'~' 

Analogies to scale returns appear in various doctrines of public prop- 
erty in roads and waterways, but the analogy is most easily illustrated 
through the customary doctrinesparticularly in the British customary 
claims for recreational uses. An example was the right of some communi- 
ties to hold periodic dances, a custom that was among those held good 
even against a landowner's ob je~ t ions?~~ 

Consider this for a moment in the light of scale returns: at least within 
the limits of the community, the more who join the dance, the greater the 
enjoyment of each participant. Each new dancer adds opportunities to 
vary partners and share the excitement; and as with festive activities gen- 
erally, the more members of the community who participate, the more 
they come to feel as one. Indeed such festivities can be part of a communi- 
ty's self-definition. The British writer Thomas Blount recounted, among 
his counhymen's many "jocular customs," celebrations stemming from 
fabled incidents in particular communities' histories; similarly, the British 
cases reveal sporting and festive events that appeared to be part of regu- 
lar, repeated community ga the~ings?~~ Activities of this sort may have 
value precisely because they reinforce the solidarity and fellow-feeling of 
the community as a whole; thus the more members of the community who 
participate. even only as observers, the better for all. 

In a sense, this type of practice is the reverse of the tragedy of the com- 
mons. It is rather a comedy of the commons, as is so felicitously expressed 
in the phrase "the more the merrier." Indeed, the real danger is that indi- 
viduals may "underinvest" in such activities, particularly at the outset. 
Few of us, after all, want to be the first on the dance floor, and in general, 
individuals engaging in such activities cannot capture for themselves the 
full value that their participation brings to the entire group. Here indefi- 
nite numbers and expandability take on a special flavor, relating not to ne- 
gotiation costs but to what may be called "interactive" activities, where 
increasing participation enhances the value of the activity rather than di- 
minishing it?54This quality in turn is akin to scale economies in industrial 
production: crudely stated, the larger the investment, the higher the rate 
of retum per unit invested. 

To be sure, increasing returns to scale were by no means an obvious 
feature of all customary rights. Pre-eighteenth-century customary rights 
included such matters as cutting peat and grazing on commons areas, 
where one might well think that each participant's use diminishes oppor- 
tunities for the others. Recent economic history suggests, however, that 
even these traditional commons usages were related to economies of 
scale; the commons were an integral part of a mixed economic pattern 
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where (due to limited markets) labor-intensive individual cultivation and 
scale-economy common livestock management were necessarily prac- 
ticed t~ge the r . ' ~~  

"lnteractiveness" or scale return-greater value with greater participa- 
tion-was thus a dominant feature in customary commons usages and of- 
fered a potent reason for their protection. If we were to suppose that a pri- 
vate individual completely controlled a traditional festival ground, and if 
we supposed in addition that, at least for the festival day, the local resi- 
dents placed a higher value on this festival use than could be reaped from 
any alternative uses, then we could easily see how exclusive private own- 
ership of this uniquely valued property could give the owner a classic op- 
portunity for "rent capture" from the community at large. 

But what created the "rent"? The answer, of course, is the very public- 
ness of the festive use. Here nonexclusivity adds value, because this sort 
of activity is enhanced by greater participation: "the more the merrier." 
Here too the usual rationing function of prices would be counterproduc- 
tive; participants need encouragement to join these activities, where their 
participation produces beneficial "externalities" for other  participant^.'^^ 
It was precisely these sorts of activities--where value is enhanced expo- 
nentially by increasing use--that customary doctrine refused to permit 
private owners to thwart or exploit. 

Now we can take this juxtaposition of elements in customary doc- 
trinescale economies and the possibility of private holdout-and see in 
a new light the American doctrines of public property in roads and watcr- 
ways. Let us ask, once again: how different were the customary doctrines 
from the doctrines concerning roads and waterways? One difference was 
that customary recreational uses quite clearly had an upper boundary on 
"interactively" enhanced returns to scale. Recreation and festivals have 
meaning and special social value for the members of a given community, 
but not for the world at large. Indeed, outsiders to a community might 
make a mockery of the local festivals; they might not know the rules and 
would not be part of the group whose behavior could be kept in line by 
habits, gossip, and social interaction with neighbors about whom one 
caresJ5' Perhaps in recognition of this point, the old cases accorded cus- 
tomary rights to dance and play at sports only to residents of a commu- 
nity and not to outsiders who chanced to bc there'58-a limitation that un- 
doubtedly also helped to preserve the underlying resource. 

But therc was no such upper boundary on the expansiveness of com- 
merce, that quintessential favorite of public road and waterway doctrine. 
According to classical economists, commerce is an interactive practice 
with exponential returns to increasing participation, returns that run on 
without limit. The more people who engage in trade, the greater the op- 
portunities for all to make valuable exchanges; and the more exchanges, 
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the greater the opportunities for division of labor and for all the attendant 
increase in wealth and productivity that Adam Smith told us about.159 The 
great Commerce Clause cases of the Marshall court reflect the same view: 
even a state cannot "privatize" commerce for the benefit of its own citi- 
zens to the exclusion of others but must leave commerce open to the entire 
nation.IM Through ever-expanding commerce, the nation becomes ever 
wealthier, and hence trade and commerce routes must be held open to the 
public, even if this is contrary to private interest. Instead of worrying that 
too many people will engage in commerce, we worry that too few will un- 

i dertake the effort. 
It is now clear why doctrines of the "inherent publicness" of roads and 

waterways accompanied the very ascendcncy of classical economics, 
which otherwise places so much store on exclusive ownership. As Adam 
Smith well knew, commerce itself requires that people interact with one 
another, even over long distances, and this in turn requires that they have 
access to certain physical locations, namely, those "long, thin" waterways 
and ~oads. '~' The individuals involved in commerce help themselves, but 
they help others as well, and they need encouragement to do so; thus the 
cost of the locations necessary for commerce-particularly transport and 
communication facilities--should be kept at a minimum and is sometimes 
borne by the organized community at common expense. 

Nineteenth-century doctrine attempted to maintain public access to the 
Locations so essential as avenues of commerce, even at the expense of ex- 
clusive ownership rights. It was, after all, the publicness of commerce-- 
the increasing returns from greater and greater participation-that cre- 
ated the value of any roadway or waterway; and private owners were not 
to be permitted to capture the rents of commerce itself. In an odd 
Lockeanism, the public deserutd access to these properties, because public- 
ness, nonexclusive open access, created their highest value. 

The doctrines of custom, then, tell us why certain kinds of property- 
particularly those necessary to commerce--were presumed to be most 
valuable if access were open to all. Holdout may have been a necessnry 
prerequisite to asserting public rights in property, but the public's own 
contribution added a sufficient reason to do so. The publicly creatcd rent 
established a public entitlement to access. 

These attitudes about public entitlement also underlay the nineteenth- 
century jurisprudence of two other chief components of public law: the 
police powers and the power of eminent domain. 

Inherently Public Property, Eminent Domain, Police Power 

The public's right to its rents could assume several guises. An organized 
public could use eminent domain powers to capture the rents of public- 
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ness, paying for the underlying land at fair market value but appropriat- 
ing to itself any additional rent created by the nonexclusiveness and 
expandability of public use. The "unorganized public, of course, had to 
fall back on the doctrines of public prescription and public trust, thereby 
acquiring easements for public access over what otherwise remained in 
private hands. But eminent domain and the public property cases were 
only variant assertions of the same public entitlement-to the rents that 
public use created. 

The police power had very similar characteristics, sometimes explicitly. 
Nineteenth-century theorists thought that a major police power function 
was to regulate enterprises with economies of scale-that is, the so-called 
natural monopolies like the railroads, the grain elevators, and so on- 
where greater consumption lowered the average costs per unit of produc- 
tion.'@ Though the police power had larger concerns than the physical lo- 
cations so important in road and waterway doctrines, the basic elements 
were the same that triggered those doctrines: increasing returns to scale, 
together with the possibility of holdout or monopoly. To take the example 
of railroad regulation: more railroad tickets meant that everyone should 
be able to pay less per ticket, and private monopoly prices would only dis- 
courage what should instead be encouraged-that is, additional participa- 
tion in a market where more participation enhanced values for everyone. 
Moreover, viewed as a property matter, any "rents" above opportunity 
costs were due to the increasing scale returns of public use, and they argu- 
ably belonged to the public that created them. Thus police power regula- 
tion, like the public property doctrines, only safeguarded publicly created 
rents, here by holding would-be monopolistic appropriators to "reason- 
able" rates?63 

Even more fundamental was the central role of commerce, for the po- 
lice power as for the public property doctrines. Just as commerce domi- 
nated the definitions of "public" roads and "navigable" waters, com- 
merce was at the core of what some regarded as the most important task 
of the police power: the protection of private property.'" If we envision a 
property-rights system as a common "meta-property," then it was 
through the police power that the organized public managed this meta- 
property. Like any other common property, a property rights regime has 
obvious returns to scale for a commercial people, and becomes more valu- 
able as more participate and as all rights holders can enter into commer- 
cial transactions with one another. In this sense, a property rights regime 
is in itself as much "inherently public property" as the roads and water- 
ways that carry public commerce, and the public protects its meta-prop- 
erty through the police power. 

Nineteenth-century jurists had a propensity to slide easily between po- 
lice power and public property terminology. The 1847 License Cases, for ex- 
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ample, used a formulation that the historian Harry Scheiber once de- 
scribed as a '%blunt instrument": the police power, said Chief Justice 
Taney, is the authority of "every sovereign to the extent of its domin- 
ions."lffi This definition is considerably more precise, however, when we 
take into account the connections between publicly created rents and pub- 
lic rights-between the values created by publicness and the things that 
the public inherently "owns." Taney's formulation is entirely in keeping 
with the view of the police power as the realm of things that in some 
senses belonged to the public; because publicness created their value. 

It was no accident that when the classic police power case, Munn v. Illi- 
' 

nois, established the regulability of enterprises "affected with a public in- 
terest," it quoted at length from Sir Mathew Hale's treatises on waterways 
and sea~0r ts . l~~ Police power regulation thus mirrored public property 
doctrine (and eminent domain as well), which claimed for the public the 
rent created through the openness of travel and routes. By the same token, 
Justice Field in Illinois Central made perfect sense when he equated the in- 
alienability of the public trust with the inalienability of the police 
power:I6' each concerned a kind of "easement" over things otherwise 
thought private--an easement to which the public is entitled and that can- 
not be bargained away to private individuals by governments or anyone 
else. Finally, the suggestion of some modem critics of public hust doc- 

! 
i trine-that the public trust doctrine does nothing that cannot be done by 

the police power-now hardly seems so surpri~ing.'~ According to nine- 
teenth-century doctrine, public trust and police powers concepts shared 
the same concern: the prevention of private rents on scale economy uses, 
where value in a sense is created by the very publicness of the practice in 
question. That value belongs to the public, and the police power-like the 
doctrines of inherently public property-allows the public to claim what 
it has created. 

The activity that was most clearly public, in the sense of bringing forth 
infinite returns to expanding participation, was commerce. Commerce it- 
self necessitated a regime of private property and a police power to pre- 
serve it for all; but commerce also necessitated a limited and complemen- 
tary regime of public property in the avenues of hansport and 
communication, along with a jurisprudence of public trust and public pre- 
scription to hold that public property open to all. 

V. Implications and Conclusions: Commerce, Sociability, 
and Historic Change in Public Property Doctrine 

We have now worked through the major features of "inherently public 
property," the jus publicunt, of nineteenthientury doctrine. The "public" 
in question was the "public at large"; sometimes it acted through orga- 
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nized governments, but it was also capable of acting without those gov- 
ernments, through the medium of the customs and habits presumed of a 
civilized citizenry. For this public to claim property, two elements were es- 
sential. First, the property in question had to be physically susceptible to 
monopolization by private persons--or would have been without doc- 
trines that secured public access against such threats. Second, the public's 
claim had to be superior to that of the private owner because the property 
itself was most valuable when used by indefinite and unlimited numbers 
of persons--that is, by the public at large. Publicness created the "rent" of 
such a property, and the dochines of public property, like doctrines of the 
police power, protected that publicly created rent from capture through 
private holdout. 

The protection of commerce was clearly the central object of earlier "in- 
herently public property" doctrines. In some ways, the reason seems obvi- 
ous. Commerce, of all practices, is ever more valuable as more participate: 
markets expand and create opportunities for specialization, and we all be- 
come exponentially richer as more of us "truck, barter, and exchange," as 
Adam Smith said.'" Given the centrality of commerce, public property 
becomes perfectly logical and falls into place with the very classical eco- 
nomic thhkiig that, for the most part, requires that property be sepa- 
rately held. 

But now we need to explore commerce more deeply, to see whether its 
characteristics are shared with other purposes that might also support a 
presumption of publicness. 

Commerce and Sociability 
Commerce is an interactive practice because it has the capacity to expand 
wealth. But that is not the only reason. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen- 
tury commentators thought that commerce had other interactive virtues 
as well, most notably that it was an educative and socializing institution. 
This has all been made stunningly clear by the economic historian Albert 
Hischman, who reminds us that eighteenth-century economic th i i e r s  
hoped to harness human avarice and turn it from a vice into the very basis 
for so~iability.'~" By contrast to the often violent aristocratic pursuit of 
honor and glory, commerce, it was said, sprang from calmer passions. A 
nation of merchants would scarcely reach to its arms at slight provoca- 
tions; even Madison-not to speak of more recent political economists 
seemed to think that commerce would lessen social frictions by making 
everyone richer, and that the wider world of trade would distract citizens 
from their private g~ievances. '~~ 

Even more important is a quality that goes beyond mere conflict avoid- 
ance: eighteenth-century thinkers argued that "doux commerce" would 

make manners more gentle and stable and would focus people's attention 
on the wants of others.'" This now seems a rather strange notion, given 
the many years of intervening cliches about "cutthroat" business practice; 
yet on reflection, commerce may indeed he our quintessential mode of so- 
ciability. Despite its appeal to self-interest, commerce also carries a cul- 
ture: it inculcates rules, understandings, and standards of behavior en- 
forced by reciprocity of advantage. To do business, one must learn the 
ways and practices of others; and arguably, doing business can make even 
the hard-bargaining trader more accustomed to dealing with strangers 
and more ready to sympathize with them and feel responsibility for their 
needs. Indeed with just these considerations in mind, recent historians 
have shown some interest in the possible links between the development 
of eighteenth-century commerce and the simultaneous emergence of phi- 
l an thr~py . '~~  

Seen in this light, the "unorganized public" of commerce is no more a 
mob than the community that uses the village green to dance; it too is a 
community organized by custom, albeit a community capable of infinite 
expansion. And like the dancers on the green, the more members of the 
community that are engaged in commerce, the better-not only for the 
sake of greater productivity but also for the sake of socialization and the 
inculcation of habits of considering others. Thus commerce tends to create 
customsthe customs that in turn keep a "public" from turning into an 
unruly mob. 

This perhaps overly roseate Enlightenment view of commerce places in 
a different perspective the "retums to scale" protected by our public 
property doctrines. Perhaps the most important scale retums arise from 
activities that are somehow sociable or socializing-activities that allow 
us to get along with each other. When one begins to think of scale returns 
in this sense, other practices and activities besides commerce come easily 
to mind. Education is one important example: the value of one's liheral ed- 
ucation is enhanced when others are also educated, so that one can share 
and exchange ideas.I7' Good manners are another example: one person's 
considerateness is valuable when reciprocated (even though distinctly 
disadvantageous when not recipro~ated).'~~ Commemorative practices 
may have this quality as well; one values one's own honoring of some 
great event all the more because others do so as well; as United States v. 
Gettyshurg Electric Railway so eloquently reminded us at the end of the 
nineteenth century, the commemoration of a great battle would not have 
been so valuable had it not been shared by all at common expense-nor 
would a memorial have been so poignant anywhere other than the battle- 
field itself.'76 And generally speaking, practices that enhance the sociabil- 
ity of the practitioners have greater retums with greater scale: one cannot 
get too much of them. 
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To be sure, not all these socializing activities-politeness, for exam- 
ple--need to be carried out in particular locations. But insofar as they do 
need specific places, and insofar as the doctrines of inherently public 
property go beyond commerce to embrace other socializing activities, we 
should expect to find that other practices too give rise to the thought that 
their locations are simply and inherently public-parts of the public trust. 

Sociability and Historical Change 
in Inherently Public Property 
The example of commerce should remind us that our high regard for any 
particular interactive practice is an historical phenomenon. Prior to the 
seventeenthcentury, political thinkers would not have dreamed that com- 
merce could be a socializing activity with infinitely increasing returns of 
sociability. Quite the contrary, commerce was thought an activity that 
tended to avarice and mean-spiritedness: trade might be necessary for the 
body politic, but its practice definitely was to be confined to a particular 
class-and a somewhat despised one at that.In Indeed, even Adam Smith 
seems to have had doubts about the effects of commerce on character and, 
derivatively, on the body politic.'" 

Given thepossibilityof historical changeinour attitudes about what are 
and what are not valuable socializing institutions, we might expect that our 
views of inherently public property would also change over time. Indeed, 
we should recall that the Romans had a category of public property for reli- 
gious structures and places; this makes sense in a society that regards reli- 
gion as a form of the "social glue" that holds the whole together.'79 

Leaving commerce to one side, perhaps a more important social glue of 
our own society is free speech rather than religion. Speech, it is said, helps 
us rule ourselves. On this view-though it is not entirely uncontested- 
the more ideas we have through free speech, the more refined will be our 
understanding and the better our capacities for self-governance.'" Thus it 
is perhaps not surprising to find hints that property used for political 
speech may be viewed as inherently public, to be held in trust for the 
speaking and listening public. In City Council of Los Angeles u. Taxpayers for 
Vincent, for example, Justice Breman suggested in dissent that certain 
publicly owned properties-utility poles in this c a e a r e  uniquely suit- 
able for the dissemination of certain kinds of speech and should be held 
open to the "time-honored practice of posting signs?81 This could bc 
stated as a kind of public trust notion: these properties are needed for the 
public's political communication, and thus even governments hold them 
only in trust and with only limited abilities to divest the public of its trust 
rights.'8Z 

And so, free speech might take a place alongside commerce as a social- 
izing practice for our society-+ practice with infinite returns to scale, 
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whose necessary locations might be subject to a public trust. Certainly 
Holmes drew the analogy in his famous and much-repeated reference to 
the "marketplace of ideas." 

But what about recreation, and, specifically, what about the beach cases 
with which we began? Certainly recreation has undergone a striking role 
transformation in public property doctrine, a transformation that began in 
the nineteenth century and that continues today. If recreation now seems 
to support the publicness of some property, this undoubtedly relates to a 
change in our attitudes toward recreation. In turn, from what we know 

! 
about public property doctrine, we might suspect that this changed atti- 
tude relates to an increasing perception of recreation as a scale-return ac- 
tivity, and specifically as a socializing institution. 

i Recreation is often carried on in a social setting, and as such it clearly 

I improves with scale at least to a some degree: One must have a partner for 
! chess, two teams for baseball, and so on. But Frederick Law Olmsted ar- 

I gued in the middle of the 19th century that recreation had scale returns in 
a much more expansive sense: recreation, he said, can be a socializing in- 

! fluence and an education in democratic values. Thus, according to Olm- 
sted, rich and poor would mingle in park settings and learn to treat each 
other as neighbors. Parks would enhance public mental health, with ulti- 
mate benefits to sociability; everyone could be soothed by the refining in- 

i fluence of parks and revive from the antisocial characteristics of .wban 
life.IB-l Later recreation and park advocates, though they departed from 
Olmsted's more contemplative ethic, continued to stress the democratic 
education that comes with sports and team play.'" 

Insofar as recreation educates and socializes, it acts as a "social glue" 
for everyone, not just those immediately engaged. And of course, the 
more people involved in any socializing activity, the better. From this van- 
tage, recreation, like commerce, has political overtones: the contemplation 

I of nature elevates our minds above the workaday world and helps us to 
cope with that very world; recreational play trains us in the democratic 
give-and-take that enables our regime to function. Not everyone takes so 
sanguine a view,'" but insofar as these arguments have any merit, we 
ought not worry that people engage in too much recreation, but rather too 
little. This again argues that recreation should be open to all at minimal 
costs or at costs borne by the general public, since aU of us benefit from the 
greater sociability of our fellow citizens. 

If we accept these arguments, it should follow that unique recreational 
sites ought not be purely private property, subject to the usual price ra- 
tioning through which access might be granted. Their greatest value lies 
in civilizing and socializing all members of the public, and this value 
should not be "held up" or siphoned off by private individuals, which 
would only discourage what ought to be encouraged instead.'% Indeed, 
the same could be said of the uniquely scientific and educational areas of 
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our national parks or the uniquely commemorative areas of our national 
monuments. All this might go some distance to defend the latter-day deci- 
sions to secure public access to the beach. The public's recreational use is 
arguably the most valuable use of this property and requires an entire ex- 
panse of beach (for unobstructed walking, viewing, contemplation) that 
could otherwise be blocked and "held up" by private owners. 

But are these beach recreation areas really comparable to Olmsted's 
parks or to the Gettysburg monument-not to speak of commercial trans- 
portation routes? Do they serve a democratizing and socializing function 
that can be compared to commerce or speech, that becomes ever more 
valuable as more people are involved? Do people using the beach really 
become more civil and acquire the mental habits of democracy? And even 
if they do, is there really a danger of holdout that necessitates inalienable 
public access? 

Attractive as this Olmstedian perspective may seem, these are not al- 
ways arguments with conclusive proofs. With respect to the holdout ques- 
tion, one might object that where waterfront owners are numerous, they 
cannot really siphon off the value of expansive public uses; a reply from 
modem environmental thinking might counter that beaches are unique re- 
sources and that they need to be managed as unified, large-scale eco- 
systems of interacting parts. As to the issue of scale returns, there is a long 
pedigree to the argument that recreation or the contemplation of nature 
makes us more civilized and ~ociable;'~' moreover, it may seem particu- 
larly attractive insofar as our confidence has waned (perhaps somewhat 
unjustifiably) in the socializing qualities of commerce.18R Nevertheless, an- 
tiquity and aesthetic appeal are not demonstrative evidence. 

But whether or not one accepts these arguments in the modem beach 
debate, older doctrine suggests that the scale returns of sociability, taken 
together with the possibility of private holdout, will underlie any argu- 
ments for the inherent publicness of property. Perhaps the chief conclu- 
sion we can draw from the nineteenth-century public property doctrines, 
then, is that while we may change our minds about which activities are so- 
cializing, we do  think that the public requires access to some physical lo- 
cations for at least some socializing activities. Our law consistently allo- 
cates that access to the public, because public access to those properties is 
as important as the general privatization of property in other spheres of 
our law. In the absence of the socializing and sociable activities that are 
performed on "inherently public property," the public is a shapeless mob 
whose members neither trade nor converse nor play but only fight, in a 
setting where life is, in Hobbes' all-too-famous phrase, nasty, brutish, and 
short. 
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Energy and Efficiency in the 
Realignment of Common Law Water Rights 

Introduction: The Property Story and the Water Law Story 

The previous essay was about public property and what it has meant in 
our law. This essay is about private property, but more particularly, it is 
about two stories. The first is a theoretical story about the evolution of pri- 
vate property rights generally. The second is an historical story about pri- 
vate property rights specifically in water, and particularly about the evo- 
lution of riparian law during the period of early Anglo-American 
industrialization. These two stories have been told separately a number of 
times, but they diverge substantially on several important matters. If they 
are told together, each needs to be modified in some interesting ways, and 
that is what I will attempt to do in this essay. 

The Theoretical Story: The "Natural Histoy" 
of Property Rights 
The older and more persistent of these stories is the theoretical one, and 
readers of these essays have already seen a gross version of it several 
times. It amounts to a kind of natural history of private property rights 
generally, and it is the stuff of those standard narratives of property told 
and retold by classical and neoclassical economic property theorists over 
the past three centuries? According to this story, when there is plenty of 
everything, there is no need for articulated property rights, because ev- 
eryone can take what she wants without competing against anyone else. 
But as some resources become scarce, people get into disputes over them. 
They race to grab the most resources they can before others do, but in so 

The original version of this essay appeared in 19 lournnl of Legal Studies, 261-295 (~gga). 
Copyright 0 lggo by Jmrrnalof Legnl S t d i e s .  Reprinted by permissionof J o ~ r n ~ I n f k g a l  Stud- 
ies and Carol M .  Rose. 
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doing, they may decimate the resources themselves. O n  the other hand, 
the story goes, human beings are at least sometimes clever enough to 
avoid this problem by devising some kind of property scheme to allocate 
rights among themselves.' 

Property rights, the story goes, reassure the various owners that no one 
can just grab up things at will from others; thus assured, all owners can 
put time and effort into developing their respective resources and making 
them still more valuable. Just as important, by specifying who has control 
over resources, property rights allow the whole group of owners to trade 
resources instead of fighting over them? Thus this "natural history" pre- 
sents property rights as an emergent response to scarcity, inducing indi- 
viduals to invest and trade resources instead of dissipating their time and 
effort-and the resources themselves-in unproductive disputes and 
wasteful attempts to be the first to grab the most. 

A number of commentatom have suggested a refinement of the story: 
that one or more intermediate steps may come between the unproperticd 
commons that is characteristic of plentiful resources and the fully speci- 
fied individual property rights that are more prevalent when resources 
are ~ca r ce .~  For example. a group or tribe may jointly take over the re- 
source-such as a hunting area or a set of common fields-and reserve ac- 
cess to its own members, perhaps allocating in-group access according to 
a set of informal customary arrangements. At such an intermediate stage 
the group excludes outsiders but treats the resource as common property 
among the particular group of users. This intermediate solution allows 
the group to preserve a given resource, even though the diffuse rights of 
group members may retard individual investment and exchange. Never- 
theless, a system of group/customary property may be fairly cheap to 
manage and police and may prove especially useful where things are not 
so scarce as to induce people to move all the way to the more effective, but 
more expensive, resource management regime of individualized property 
r i e h t ~ . ~  " 

Taken together, all this adds up to a "natural history" of property 
rights when resources are growing scarcer: a stage 1 of plenty, where 
some given resource is unowned, unmanaged, and open to all; a stage 2 
where the resource is less plentiful and is appropriated by a group and 
subjected to somewhat diffuse common property arrangements, often 
customary; and a final stage 3 in which the resource is scarce enough to be 
subject to full-blown individualized property rights6 

The moves between the stages of this evolutionary story present some 
interesting problems. In a way, property rights really begin at the move to 
stage 2, when a group takes over a resource for itself; but how do people 
talk about that move? What kind of rhetoric incorporates the group's con- 
trol over a resource that was previously open to all? As to the next move, 
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from stage 2 to stage 3, do people really always make this move? Is stage 2 

really an intermediate stage, a stepping stone to fully individualized stage 
3 rights, or might it sometimes represent the final or ideal system of re- - - - 
source management? 

This essay will try to answer those questions. What should help is an 
actual history of the development of property rights in a particular r e  
source. But the historical treatments of property rights in one resource  
water-onlv raise more questions, because the historical story has some 
dramatic differences from the theoretical story. 

A Conflicting Story: Water Rights and How They Grew 

The law of water use bears a larger significance than might be immedi- 
ately apparent. Not only did waterpower play a significant role in the 
industrialization of the Atlantic world,7 but in addition, the concurrently 
created riparian law exemplifies a distinct class of legal entitlements. Ri- 
parian law centers on the "reasonable" rights to water enjoyed correla- 
tively by all the riverbank owners; this regime is a k i d  of model for the 
more general property law doctrine of nuisance and arguably also for the 
general tort law doctrine of negligen~e.~ Indeed, the current historical 
treatment of riparian rights really took shape in the middle 1970s, when 
Morton Horwitz used a water rights story as a prototype for the evolution 
of modem American civil law. 

Honvitz's argument, in brief, was that until the early nineteenth cen- 
tury, American water rights were governed by a very traditional doctrine: 
every owner along the stream was entitled to the undiminished and unal- 
tered "natural flow" of the stream. With the proliferation of water-pow- 
ered manufacturing plants and the attendant increased demand for water, 
however, the "natural flow" doctrine was gradually supplanted by a doc- 
trine of "reasonable use," which in effect allowed each riparian owner to 
use up a roughly equal portion of the stream, at least insofar as the own- 
er's use conformed to other owners' normal practice and to the perceived 
needs of the community. Horwitz's larger argument linked this develop- 
ment to the civil law of torts, and particularly to the supplanting of the tra- 
ditional tort doctrine of strict liability by the more relaxed doctrine of neg- 
ligence. On his argument, these parallel legal developments-water law 
and tort-gave a kind of common law subsidy to capitalist developers, 
allowing them to inflict some injury upon weaker and less enterprising 
folk without having to pay for the consequences.' 

Horwitz's larger subsidy thesis has attracted a considerable body of 
commentary and criti~ism.'~ But his specific story about riparian rights is 
quite striking for another reason: it seems to contradict the more general 
evolutionary property rights story, in which property rights become more 
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clearly demarcated as demand for resources intensifies. Indeed, Horwitz 
describes a kind of reverse evolution-a move from a sharply defined set 
of property rights ("natural flow") when water resources were relatively 
plentiful, followed by a much mushier set of rights ("reasonable use") pre- 
cisely when demand for water surged during the early stages of industri- 
alization. If Horwitz's historical account is correct, the scarcity wrought 
by industrial uses seems to have made property rights less clear and dis- 
tinct rather than more so. 

Reinforcing this perception is Robert Bone's somewhat later and very 
extensive discussion of later-nineteenth-century nuisance law, in which 
water law played an important role." Bone's analysis stresses the internal 
doctrinal developments within the states whose riparian and nuisance 
law he examinesdevelopments that, he thinks, sprang from the play of 
inconsistent legal theories.12 But his analysis also confirms a progression 
from absolute rights at the outset to equally shared but vaguely defined 
group property rights thereafter.I3 Thus in Bone's work too one can 
glimpse behind the doctrinal complications a move that would not be pre- 
dicted at all from the theoretical story of property: the courts seemed to 
define the sharpest "absolute" water rights when water was relatively 
plentiful, only to shift to vague "reasonable" correlative rights when wa- 
ter resources became scarcer. 

Notwithstanding this marked divergence from the theoretical natural 
history of property rights. these historical water rights stories do track the 
theoretical story in some spots. Most notably, the riparian rights of reason- 
able use do look like the theoretical stage 2-that is, limited group rights, 
based more or less on equal access according to customary practice. More- 
over, a later doctrinal shift neatly tracks the theoretical transition from 
stage 2 to stage 3, that is, the transition from riparian rights in the humid 
East to an appropriative system in the arid West. Thus as settlers moved 
West, according to a number of authors, scarcity and the need for careful 
husbanding of water resources drove water law beyond riparianism's 
vague correlative rights and into the more expensive but also more effec- 
tive appropriation regime, which accords individualized and tradeable 
property rights in water." Similarly, Mark Ramseyer's interesting analy- 
sis of water law in imperial Japan suggests that there too, as competition 
for water increased in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, a set 
of customary use doctrines shifted toward a system akin to the prior ap- 
propriation system of the American West.15 

Given the widely held view that western water rights historically 
evolved by tracking the theoretical story, moving from vague stage 2 
rights to more precisely defined and individualized stage 3 rights, the ear- 
lier history of water rights seems almost an embarrassing anomaly In that 
earlier period, increasing scarcity seemed to drive property rights in ex- 
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actly the opposlte direction, away from sharp definition and toward 
mushy "reasonableness." 

In this essay I hope at least in part to close the gap between the theoreti- 
cal and historical accounts of the evolution of private property rights. On 
closer analysis, it will appear that the early common law's regime of "nat- 
ural flow" (or "ancient use") was well suited to its era because it offered a 
workable system for allocating entitlements, at a time in which a stable 
and relatively low demand for water resources was only sporadically 
threatened by extreme individual behaviors. In contrast, the reasonable 
use doctrine was better suited for the industrial era that followed; it per- 
mitted more intenswe private utilization of flowing water, in part because 
the system of correlative reasonable rights obviated the need for agree- 
ments among all the owners along the stream. 

But the reasonable use doctrine is not necessarily a primitive way-sta- 
tion or mere transitional stage, as the orthodox theory of property rights 
suggests. On the contrary, a water rights doctrine quite similar to the later 
western appropriative system was extensively discussed in the earliest 
period of industrialization. The courts in Britain and the eastern states 
knew of this doctrinal approach, but they nevertheless ultimately found 
riparianisrn more suited to their environment and rejected the opportu- 
nity to jump immediately to stage 3. 

In order to explain why the stage 2 system of correlative rights worked 
well in its historical setting, it is important to pay close attention to the ac- 
tual uses that might be made of water. When we do so, we cansee that the 
decisive reason that eastern water law evolved as it did was that water 
there was used primarily for power. When water is used for power rather 
than consumption, it has striking characteristics of a common pool or pub- 
lic good, in which the value to riparians is increased by allowing only a 
slight modicum of water loss from each riparian's use, while the bulk of 
the river flow is retained for all. When we take all this into account, we can 
locate the reasonable use doctrine as a way to manage a partial public 
good, similar to many other environmental resources. 

The larger moral is that there is no universal presumption that systems 
of private individual rights must necessarily dominate systems of collec- 
tive ownership, as the standard property story seems to suggest. Much 
depends on the underlying nature of the resource and the uses to which it 
can be put under existing and evolving technology. 

To develop these arguments, the essay considers riparian owners' pri- 
vate conflicts as they appear in three jurisdictions up to about 1850: En- 
gland, Massachusetts, and New York. I leave to one s ~ d e  the conflicts that 
erupted over recognized public uses of water, such as navigation; I have 
said a great deal about those in the previous essay and wish to concentrate 
here only on the private sphere, where the theoretical property story 
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should not be blurred by public trust questions.lb As to the jurisdictions 
chosen, English law is appropriate for two reasons: first, it served as the 
backdrop for the American states' law, and, second, England itself was the 
earliest of the industrializing nations, and its law should have been among 
the first to show the effects of increasing demand for waterpower. Simi- 
larly Massachusetts, as an early and dominating industrializing state, also 
should illustrate the legal response to an increasing scarcity of water- 
power resources. I include New York for a different reason: citations from 
Britain and Massachusetts suggested to me that New York played a cen- 
tral role in creating the reasonable use doctrine adopted generally in the 
East-and indeed it did, as we shaU see. 

I. Rivalry Denied: English Water Law in (What Should Be) Stage 1 

f i e  Ancient Use Doctrine, and 
Its Expected and Unexpected Elements 
If the theoretical story of property rights is correct, England in the period 
before industrialization ought to have had a relatively relaxed legal re- 
gime for managing conflicts over flowing surface waters. The country had 
plentiful rainwater, so that irrigation was not a major issue in the competi- 
tion for water. As far back as the Middle Ages, England had had numer- 
ous water mills-gristmills for grain, fulling mills for wool, other mills for 
mining, pumping, silversmithing, glassmaking, and so on-but these 
placed far lower demands on the available streams than did the many 
mills built after the great eighteenth-century expansion of textile-produc- 
ing technology. Prior to that expansion, the more easily developed up- 
stream millsites had long been occupied, but the larger and more difficult 
streams were still available to mill developers, particularly as these entre- 
preneurs acquired more sophisticated mill- and dam-building technolo- 
gy.17 Thus the pre-eighteenthentu water environment was much 
closer to "plenty" than the later situation, and one's intuition might be 
that the law of flowing waters would come considerably closer to saying, 
"Anything goes." 
This intuition, however, is sharply contradicted by at least one aspect of 

the old cases--that is, the substance of I*- and 18th-century doctrine on 
watercourses. There are rather few reported cases, largely centering on 
conflicts about mills;" but far from the relaxed "anything goes" style that 
one might expect where there were numerous watercourses and potential 
millsites, these early cases reflected a sharp determination to maintain a 
well-established status quo. 

In this preindustrial era, riparian owners could successfully contest any 
disturbance in the way a stream "was accustomed to flow and ought to 
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flow" ("qui currere consuevisset et deb~isset").'~ This meant that established 
uses could resist complaint. Note, however, that the doctrine did not 
shield "first occupancy" as such but only "ancient" occupancy; new dis- 
turbances could be halted so long as they had not yet existed for "time out 
of memory," which conventionally meant a prescriptive period of twenty 
years.20 Moreover, the concern for "ancient" or accustomed uses clearly 
outweighed any worry about the "natural" course of a stream. Although a 
riparian owner could challenge the &version of an "ancient stream" from 
its accustomed course, he could also claim that his own diversion was it- 
self unassailably ancient if challenged by someone else. And in conflicts 
between two diversions, he could defend his own as the more ancient of 
the two.21 The pattern, then, was quite emphatically that whatever had 
been in place for a generation or so was entitled to stay as it was, free from 
novel disruptions. 

This hardly seems to be an "anything goes" attitude about plentiful te- 
sources. But another aspect of this body of water law does confirm the in- 
tuitive expectation of a relaxed legal regime: all this doctrine seemed quite 
marginal to the actual uses of streams. Over the seventeenth and eigh- 
teenth centuries, the reported watercourse cases came in fits and starts, 
and they appeared to be only sketchily understood by the par tie^.^ Their 
marginality is underscored by Blackstone's attitude in the 1760s. As we 
shaU see shortly, he simply ignored them all in his Commentaries and pro- 
ceeded on the idea--quite antithetical to the existing case law-that water 
rights were governed by the more general principle of first occupancy, ap- 
plicable to, say, wild animals as well.23 

Practical businessmen must have ignored the older dochines as well or 
must have at least found them inconsequential. According to the eco- 
nomic historian T. S. Ashton, "much of the capital investment of the eigh- 
teenth century went into mill ponds, conduits, and water- wheel^,"^' but 
any of these could have been actionable disturbances under the prevailing 
doctrines that protected "ancient" uses. Extensive investment in these im- 
provements in itself suggested that legal doctrines placed few practical 
impediments in the path of private conduct. 

W h y  Were the Rules So Rigid? 
This history leaves a puzzle: why did British legal doctrine adopt such a 
rigid substantive law for waterpower resources when those resources 
were at least relatively freely available and when the legal restraints had 
little practical significance? The historiography of the past few decades 
suggests one possibility that we have seen in earlier essays, traceable to 
the character of the political meittaliti of the preindustrial Atlantic world. 
Recitations of "ancient" water rights, like recitations of the "ancient con- 
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stitution," must have seemed attractive in an intellectual climate in which 
the rightness of things seemed linked to their long usage.25 

A quite different possibility is suggested by Steven Shavell's analysis of 
strict liability in tort and by his distinction between levels of care and 
Levels of activity.26 Under a regime of negligence, an actor is liable only for 
harms due to careless behavior. Under a regime of strict liability, however, 
an actor is liable for all harms that he causes, whether he acts carefully or 
not, and thus this regime may induce the actor to regulate the frequency 
of his acts in addition to his level of care. A strict liability rule is particu- 
larly attractive where there is little possibility that victims might have as- 
sumed a risk or might have taken countermeasures of their own to avoid 
ham-for example, in the case of new technology, whose harms may 
catch victims by surprise.27 

This appears to have been the situation for established watercourse us- 
ers during a time when water use was fairly stable; precisely because 
things did not normally change much, they had no reason to know about 
or take precautions against new and conflicting mill development. By 
analogy to strict liability, then, one might see "ancient use" doctrines as a 
device not just to protect old and established watercourse uses against 
new ones but rather to induce new waterpower industries to regulate 
their Level of activity, requiring them to buy out or to pay for damage to 
conflicting older uses. That is to say, early in the eighteenth-century indus- 
trial revolution, while the new manufacturing mills' ultimate social value 
was generally unknown, their owners had to pay the full cost of avoiding 
damage to other, established riparian uses. 

Moreover, when viewed from this perspective, what seem to be rigid 
doctrines may not have been so static and antidevelopmental as Howitz 
and other authors have suggested.28 The old cases all involved quarrels 
between neighbors over adjacent diversions or water backups. Under nor- 
mal circumstances, economists would identify these as situations of low 
transaction costs. If bargaining was simple, the doctrines favoring "an- 
cient uses" meant only that a new mill developer had to buy out or reach 
agreement with a known neighbor who would otherwise have preferred 
to enjoy the "ancient" situation. In that light, the older dochines hardly 
seem to be such an impediment to development. From the perspective of 
Ronald Coase's famous theorem, the older doctrines simply look like a 
way of specifying rights between neighbors, so that negotiations could 
take place and so that the resources could flow through the bargaining 
process to the one who most valued them.29 

To be sure, even in one-on-one dealings between neighbors, there are 
opportunities for extortion and recalcitrance, so that efficient voluntary 
transfers of rights may faiL30 This was certainly the case with millsites; 
some spots were obviously better than others to capture the fall of the wa- 
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ter, and these localized scarcities clearly did lend themselves to occasional 
standoffs. In fact, the old cases seem to center on figurative shootouts be- 
tween adjoining owners. They are full of instances where neighbors haul 
down each other's millworks by main force, and in one case, a certain 
Lord Byron apparently tried to use his upstream advantage to extort cold 
cash from a downstream cotton mill3' These all-too-human instances of 
trading breakdown, of course, were undoubtedly magnified in a culture 
in which landownership carried considerable symbolic freight and in 
which commercial dealings for land must have seemed considerably less 
acceptable than they do today. 

i To the modem eye, however, any such negotiating impediments sug- 
! gest that older legal institutions may have allocated property interests to 

the parties deemed most likely to place the highest value on the re- 
sourceJ2 Indeed, there are at least two reasons to suppose that preindus- 
trial legal institutions might have regarded established uses as generally 
more valuable than new ones, so that older uses should prevail over new 

i ones in cases of irreconcilable conflict. 
First, a presumption favoring older uses made some sense where the 

resource use was relatively stable or at most was changing only gradually; 
under those circumstances, it was more likely that someone had figured 
out the best uses of a stream a long time ago and had put that use in place. 
Prior to the sharply increased demands of industrialization, this logic 
might have been at work in fixing the right on "ancient" uses of streams. 

A second reason has to do with the relatively plentiful supply of water 
and waterpower. Where alternative water resources were available, it 
must have seemed reasonable to send a signal to the new user that he had 
to bargain to get his preferred location; if he could not make a deal there, 
he could go somewhere else and bargain with other existing users or per- 
haps establish his new mill where it would not disturb any of them.33 If 
water was generally available elsewhere, any dispute over its use must 
have seemed to be the fault of newcomers, and the law treated as such. 

On reflection, it is a familiar cultural phenomenon to give preference to 
older uses in a period of relative stability Consider, for example, the reac- 
tion of established neighborhoods when developers begin to build high 
rises and to use up the previously plentiful light and air. The reaction is 
very far from "anything goes"; rather it is a rejection of the new use and a 
recitation of the antiquity (and therefore presumed rightfulness) of the ex- 
isting s i t u a t i ~ n . ~  The current users claim that the "plenty" they enjoy is 
their plenty; the new use is illegitimate precisely because it may create 
scarcity for them. 

A rigid "noihange" rhetoric, then, is an entirely recognizable response 
to a threat to plenty. This response already moves a first step away from 
stage I and toward stage 2. It is an assertion that while the particular 
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"plenty" may be a commons, it is a commons limited to one group, 
namely, the group that already enjoys it. Indeed one economist, Steven 
Cheung, has identified a similar move--the exclusion of outsiders while 
leaving insiders' uses intact-as a first step in imposing a property regime 
on a given reso~rce."~ In the English water rights story, newcomers were 
the "outsiders" who were excluded, while established users were the 
privileged "insiders" who could continue to enjoy the streams as they had 
anciently run. No-change doctrine was a k i d  of denial that scarcity was a 
problem, a rhetoric to tell newcomers that there would be no unpleasant 
rivalries if the newcomers would just go away 

An evolutionary view of property rights would suggest that this no- 
change approach occurs only in a zone between a perceived plenty and an 
increased demand that threatens to make a given resource scarce. Accord- 
ingly, no-change doctrines may crumple when the resource comes under 
more serious pressure. But the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century wa- 
tercourse law tells us that the no-change approach may also be fairly sta- 
ble, at least under certain conditions. 

Those conditions are, first, that rivalries are relatively infrequent; sec- 
ond, that they involve one-on-one conflicts, so that in the normal case it is 
fairly easy to negotiate reallocations from the baseline of no-change prop- 
erty allocation; third, that it is relatively easy to go elsewhere if negotia- 
tion fails; and, finally, that the actual use of the resource is fairly stable 
over time, so that one can reasonably presume that an established use is 
the most valuable one. All those conditions combined to maintain a cer- 
tain stability in the doctrinally rigid water law of preindustrial Britain. It 
was stable in large measure because the legal arrangements did not matter 
very much and were marginal to most ordinary behavior. 

But these conditions collapsed in the later eighteenth and early nine- 
teenth centuries. With the vastly intensified competition for waterpower 
sources and with the application of waterpower to novel and thriving in- 
dustrial uses, it became more difficult to defend the presumption that es- 
tablished uses were more valuable than new ones. A changed attitude is 
visible with Blackstone, who ignored the law favoring established "an- 
cient" uses and instead argued that the law endorsed "occupancy," which 
meant that the right would go to the first one to alter a resource from its 
natural state. His position implicitly shifted the balance to favor the rap- 
idly developing new mills, which clearly altered the millsites along the 
water--as against "ancient uses," which were often simply passive enjoy- 
ments of the water's flow with no special marks of occupancy. 

Early-nineteenth-century British water law came to reflect at least some 
of Blackstone's view, favoring "occupancy" doctrine over "ancientness." 
The pattern was echoed as well in the law of Massachusetts, at least until 
the middle of the nineteenth century; it is doubtless more than coinciden- 
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tal that Massachusetts law, considerably more overtly than Blackstone's 
Commentaries, aimed at mill development of water sites. 

11. Rivalry Recognized: The Detour Through the Rule of Capture 

The Blackstonian Paradigm of "Occupancy" 

Blackstone's Commentaries devoted only scattered attention to water 
rights, but they give the reader an immediate sense that something impor- 
tant had changed, even as early as the 1760s. In stating that rights to flow- 
ing water should follow "occupancy," the Commentaries diverged dramat- 
ically from traditional views.36 The notion that the right should go to the 
first occupant presumes that there is no prior occupant-that is, that the 
resource is up for grabs and that there are no existing rights in the re- 
source at all. The contrast from traditional water law could hardly have 
been sharper: the older law saw the "right" in whatever condition was an- 
ciently in place; there was no category of "no rights" with respect to water 
and hence no rightful room for any new occupancy except by grant, real 
or presumed. By contrast, "occupancy" treated the resource as basically 
empty of property rights and welcomed those who would stake a claim. 

Occupancy dochine was fundamentally a rule of capture, which gives 
to the individual first possessor those things that are taken out of a 
"wild," unowned state. As such, "occupancy," far more than "ancient 
use," is a rhetoric keyed to a rapid transition from a stage I condition of 
unrivalrous and unpropertied plenty directly into a stage 3 regime, where 
rivalrous claims are organized around individual ownership. Moreover, 
Blackstone's views on water rights were quite influential for a time, in 
Britain as elsewhere." Given this substantial influence, it seems odd that 
British and eastern American jurisdictions should first take up 
Blackstone's occupancy rule only to abandon it later in favor of a less pre- 
cisely defmed doctrine of reasonable use. And it seems particularly odd 
that they should turn to this uncertain reasonable use when, if they had 
continued to follow Blackstone, they would have embraced a regime very 
like the appropriation system that later evolved in the western United 
States. Why was Blackstone put aside? Why wasn't the stage 2 rule of rea- 
sonable use simply leapfrogged in favor of an immediate regime of indi- 
vidualized property rights? The British cases raise all these questions. 

Blackstonian Occupancy in British Water Law 

The 1805 case of Bealey v. Shaw was a straightforward example of the influ- 
ence of Blackstone's occupancy principle in early-nineteenth-century Brit- 
ish water law. Bealey involved competing mills on the heavily developed 
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Itwell River.38 The upstream party had diverted water for a mill in the 
early and mid-eighteenth century but had added a new sluice after a 
downstream neighbor had established his own waterworks in 1785. The 
new upstream sluice had not existed long enough to count as "ancient"; 
thus older law would have unambiguously disapproved it, as this case 
did. But Judge LeBlanc, in an opinion that was frequently cited in the next 
decades, thought that occupancy rather than ancient use should govern 
the issue. The new-sluice builder could have diverted even more water, 
LeBlanc said, but not after the downstream owner had claimed the water- 
power for himself by constructing his own works on the waterway On 
LeBlanc's reasoning, a rule of capture, as proved by "occupancy" and 
prior capital expenditure, was the way to establish one's right to the fall of i I 
the river. i 

In one development the British courts even outdid Blackstone; this was 
a rather subtle shift in their handling of "prescriptive" water rights. In the 
older water law, prescriptive use meant only a use that ran beyond the 
memory of man, as the conventional phrase had it-that is, a fairly old use 
and one that everyone was accustomed to having in place. For legal pur- 
poses such a use was presumed to rest on a "lost grant." But in the newer 
cases, the judges began to look more pointedly for rivalry in this fictional 
"lost grant." Just who had had a right that could be granted in the first 
place? And what counted as the acquiescing behavior that would give rise 
to the presumption of a lost grant? The older cases had asked only for 
lengthy practice to establish prescription, but after 1800, one finds much 
more conscious insistence that no adverse right could ripen without a 
period of "actual injury" to someone's  interest^.^^ 

With this move the courts seemed to abandon the view of prescription 
as the mere passage of time and instead required something akin to the 
underlying rivalry of "adverse possession": prescription would give you 
nothing against one who had never had reason to complain of your usage. 
The closer judicial inquiries about prescription mirrored the new occu- 
pancy doctrine, since in both instances the courts implicitly contended 
that water rights arose only where uses were rivalrous. The occup~mcy 
doctrine dealt with potential rivalry and protected one who faced rivals 
only after he had made initial expenditures. The new prescriptive doc- 
trines concerned actual rival claims; here, even though a new user was 
generally expected to seek the consent of those with prior  claim^,^ pre- 
scriptive doctrine would protect the later claimant whose rivals had slept 
on their rights for a protracted period. 

Although these Blackstonian ideas of "occupancy" and rivalrous use 
made notable inroads on British water law, they certainly did not sweep 
the field. The early-nineteenth-century British cases rather give the im- 
pression of vacillation and disagreement about the basis of watercourse 
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rights. In the 18105 and 1820~, some judgescontinued to decide water con- 
flicts on the basis of ancient use principles, while others adopted Judge 
LeBlanc's (and Blackstone's) occupancy."' By the 1833 case of Mason u. 

the judges seemed to be completely at a loss to identify the govern- 
ing rule. This case's facts suggested a nasty vendetta between nearby mill 
owners; among other things, the downstream owner destroyed the up- 
stream dam, whereupon the upsheam owner diverted a stream to circum- 
vent the downstream rival entirely. To resolve the matter the court used 
both ancient usc and occupancy doctrines but gave "occupancy" an odd 
twist to favor only downstream o c c ~ p a n t s . ~  And in general, the Mason 
judges seemed unable to put forth a coherent idea of prior occupancy or of 
its relationship to the older idea of protecting the "ancient" character of . 
the sweam. 

Indeed, the British cases suggested an increasingly unhappy impasse. 
From the 18205 to the 1840s, as the waterways became ever more 
congested with complex waterworks and diversions:' the British courts 
floundered for a doctrinal basis to settle the ever more frequent disputes 
over waterpower; they were unable to settle either on ancient usage or on 
prior occupancy or on some combined doctrine. It was not until the mid- 
dle of the century that they located a stable doctrinal basis in the correla- 
tive rights doctrine of "reasonable use."45 For this the British courts 
explicitly cited the American cases and treatises, notably those of Justice 
Story and Chancellor Kent. Before reaching those authorities, however, 
we need to turn back the clock to another American jurisdiction, Massa- 
chusetts, whose commitment to a watercourse law of prior occupancy for 
a time seemed even more firm than England's. 

Massachusetts and the Idea of Occupancy 

In the early nineteenth century, the Massachusetts courts quite deter- 
minedly pursued the idea that rights in flowing water should be acquired 
through a doctrine of occupancy In developing this law, they seldom re 
ferred to Blackstone's authority, and they appear to have arrived at an oc- 
cupancy rule on their own, without borrowing from treatises. But l i e  the 
British courts, the Massachusetts courts eventually veered away from the 
individually defined rights of occupancy and instead adopted the looser, 
group-oriented correlative rights and reasonable use doctrine of the ripar- 
ian system. This doctrinal evolution in Massachusetts, even more than in 
Britain, poses a challenge to the theoretical "natural history" of property 
rights and raises even more sharply the question why a regime of firmly 
individuated property rights shouldgive way to a much moreblurred one. 

Massachusetts'early occupancy doctriine grew in part in response to an- 
other concern, that is, the legislative encouragement of millsite develop- 
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ment. In Massachusetts, as in several other American colonies (and later 
states), the legislature had enacted a "mill act" in theearly-eighteenth cen- 
tury, amending and reenactingit periodically in later decadesP6 This Mill 
Act permitted owners of millsites to build dams that overflowed the lands 
of upstream neighbors, subject to the duty to pay damages to the over- 
flowed owners. Enactments of this type initially aimed at promoting tradi- 
tional gristmills and sawmills, but by the first decades of the nineteenth 
century, some of these acts--especially the Massachusetts statute-came 
to be used more aggressively for private industry, most notably in the rap- 
idly expanding new lumber and textile industries." 

Massachusetts' Mil  Act in effect recognized that waterpower develop- 
ers might come into conflict with other users of land and water, and it 
gave mill developers what amounted to a right of eminent domain over 
conflicting non-mill land uses. As Chief Judge Shaw put it, the Mill Act 
provided that "as the mill owner and the owner of lands to be flowed can- 
not both enjoy their full rights, without some interference, the latter shall 
yield to the former" so long as damages were paid." 

But the Mill Act may also have influenced the evolution of Massachu- 
setts water law in a more subtle way. By routinizing the numerous mill- 
against-fanner problems that arose when milldams flooded the farms be- 
hind them, the Mill Act may have permitted the Massachusetts courts to 
construct the state's early-nineteenth-century water law around a differ- 
ent kind of controversy: conflicts in which mill owners were pitted not 
against farmers or foresters but against other mill owners. In this context, 
the statute had no clear application, but it was precisely here that the Mas- 
sachusetts courts developed a very strong doctrine of occupancy or first 
possession as a basis for water rights claims. Moreover, they developed 
this doctrine during the 1820s and early 18305, the very years in which in- 
dustrial uses of Massachusetts' waters began to boom. 

An important step toward an occupancy doctriie came in an early- 
nineteenth-century case, Weston v. Alden (1811),'~ which was not about 
mills at all but which had to be distinguished in later mill cases. Here an 
upstream owner was permitted to keep his irrigation sluices even though 
they diverted a certain amount of water from a downstream neighbor. 
The case was soon to be cited in a controversy involving a mill: in Colburn 
v. Richards (1816) an upstream irrigator claimed that Weston had estab- 
lished his right to divert water, even to the detriment of a downstream 
neighbor's dam and mill.50Chief Judge Parker disagreed and held for the 
downstream owner, but the reasons were ambiguous, since the victorious 
downstream owner, covering all doctrinal possibilities, had claimed both 
the prior occupancy and the "ancientness" of his dam. 

More interesting were Judge Parker's comments distinguishing the 
earlier Weston case. In Weston, he said, the downstream owner had 
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"merely enjoyed the natural benefit of the stream, without any labor or 
expeme of his own"-whereas here, the mill owner had installed actual 
waterworks prior to the offending diversion. Older law would not have 
treated an established passive use any differently from an established 
mill; as "ancient uses." both would have been protected from change. But 
Parker implied that a riparian owner could lay claim to the stream when 
he had made capital improvements--and otherwise With his re- 
marks, the Massachusetts court began to move toward a doctrine favoring 
the fist party who undertook active investment-who went to the "labor 
and expense" of improvements on the watercourse. 

I That, of course, was the idea behind a doctrine of first occupancy, and 
1 in 1821 the Massachusetts court decisively adopted it. Hatch v. Dwight pre- 

sented a scenario that would become very familiar in Massachusetts, as it 
already was in the British cases: the downstream millworks that backed 
up waters and flooded an upstream owner's previously installed mill 
wheel. This time Judge Parker stated flatly that the owner of a millsite 

j "who first occupies it by erecting a dam and mill" had a right to water suf- 
ficient to work the waterwheels, "notwithstanding he may, by occupation, 
render useless the privilege of the [owner] above or below him on the 
same stream."s2 

For the next few years, particularly in the years just after 1827- 
roughly corresponding to the expansion of the great millworks and canals 
at Lowel15%he principle of occupancy resolved the increasing volume of 
mill cases. In the typical case an upstream mill, even though it might have 
been fairly new itself, complained of backflow and swamping from a still 
newer milldam just downstream.% The Massachusetts courts were not un- 
aware of other ways to manage these conflicts between upstream and 
downstream neighbors; one way was of course the venerable rule of an- 
cient use. But an additional doctrinal candidate appeared after the late 
1820s. Several Massachusetts mill developers, when accused of swamping 
adjacent upstream mills, cited the reasonable use doctrine that had been 
developed in New York and that had recently been used in the United 
States courts. This rule would have given the new downstream dam a 
"reasonable" water claim equal to the earlier upstream neighbor's. But 
the notion had little immediate impact on the Massachusetts courts.55 
Things were to change later, particularly under Chief Judge Shaw, who 
led the state's adoption of reasonable use. But even the sympathetic Shaw 
used prior occupancy as the basic mode of settling these backflow cases 
between nearby mill work^.^^ 

The Massachusetts courts, then, were well on the way to an occupancy 
regime similar to that which later would emerge in the American West. 
The first person to install actual waterworks for utilizing the power of the 
fall would be entitled to keep that power, against either a prior 
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unimproving user-however "ancient" his u-r against a subsequent 
improver along the same watercourse. For the Massachusetts courts, this 
occupancy regime had at least two powerful attractions relative to the 
older regime of ancient usage. As this state's courts were well aware, an 
occupancy rule dovetailed well with the legislative judgment behind the 
Mil  Act, which also favored mill improvements over alternative uses of 
the ~trearns.5~ Perhaps more importantly, in an early period of rapid 
industrialization and change, the great value of capital-intensive uses 
must have seemed obvious over against less-intensive uses-if for no rea- 
son other than the common tendency, sometimes evident in our own era 
as well, to overvalue the contributions of new technologies while under- 
estimating their dislocations." Thus as between ancient use and occu- 
pancy doctrines, a major difference lay in the implicit assessment they 
made of the relative value of water uses. Ancient use assumed that the 
water use in place for many years was superior, whereas occupancy as- 
sumed that the first capital expenditure marked the more valuable use. 

But what was not different was that the occupancy cases, like the older 
ancient use cases, took place in a micro-context of one-on-one conflicts be- 
tween owners of relatively nearby sites, who had every reason to know of 
each other's existence and actions. Until the middle of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, the leading Massachusetts occupancy cases were backflow-and- 
flooding cases, and these almost certainly involved relatively few parties, 
easily knowable to one another-usually a downstream neighbor with a 
new dam and an upstream neighbor whose earlier waterwheel was 
flooded by the new dam. Whether these two-party site-use conflicts were 
to be governed by ancient use or by occupancy, it should have been rela- 
tively easy for most parties to organize a bargain, particularly before a new 
mill was constructed." Indeed, the cases themselves show that in both 
Britain and America, fall-line riparian owners entered quite complex con- 
tractual arrangements for the distribution of given sites' waterpowe~.~~ 

First occupancy and ancient use doctrines, then, were alike in two 
senses: both surfaced in cases where some rule had to resolve the occa- 
sional unresolvable conflict between nearby owners; and both doctrines 
established basdine points for future bargains. These doctrines differed 
dramatically on the allocation of that initial baseline entitlement, clearly 
reflecting very different attitudes about the most valuable use. But given 
the opportunity for trades (or even alternative site development), the 
Coase theorem suggests that this initial entitlement may have made little 
practical difference to the ultimate patterns of resource utilization. 

Considerations of trading opportunities, however, also explain why 
the eastern states could not long adhere to the occupancy doctrine. The 
key element was transactions costs: as waterpower came to be developed 
more vigorously, the condition of low bargaining costs no longer held. In 
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Massachusetts, first possession doctrine was no doubt adequate for the 
typical case of mill wheel swamping, where the damage stemmed from 
backflow at an easily ascertainable dam downstream. But a new kind of 
case, involving large numbers of unknown potential claimants, began to 
appear by midcentury in Massachusetts and in England as well. The new 
cases concerned interruption of the flow and pollution from upstream 
sources. These upstream problems potentially affected not just a few 
known adjoiningmillsites but manyunknown downstream riparian us- 
ers, and hence they dramatically raised the costs of bargaining. When the 
courts confrontedthese new large-number cases, they curnedaway from 
first appropriation doctrine toward reasonable use. 

New York led the way. 

111. Rivalry Mediated: Large-Number Problems 
and the Emergence Of Reasonable Use Doctrine 

I The New York Experience 

The circumstances of Palmer v. MuNigan (r805),~' one of New York's most 
important early-nineteenth-century mill cases, perhaps fortuitously re- 
versed the typical Massachusetts fact pattern. The Palmer complaint came 
not from the swamped upstream mill wheel owner so familiar in Massa- 
chusettslaw but rather from a downstream owner, whose grievance arose 
from both pollution and interruption of the flow from above on the 
stream. The upstream owner had built a mill and extended a dam far out 

I into the Hudson-far enough to divert logs out into the stream past the 
complaining sawmill operator downstream; moreover, debris from the 

I 
new mill clogged the downstream millworks. 

The Palmer plaintiff used all the available streamflow arguments; he ar- 
gued ancient use (roughly, "My mill is forty years o l d )  as well as a ver- 
sion of first occupancy ("He cannot build a dam that injures mine"). But 
the court's majority rejected both arguments and set the groundwork for a 
quite different doctrine, that of reasonable correlative rights. Judge 
Livingston gave the most elaborate statement: every owner had a right to 
do the same things as every other, he said, so long as the damage was rela- 
tively slight. As for what had come to be the "familiar maxim" of first pos- 
session, he said, it should not be read so as to give the first dam builder 
"an exclusive right" to the river flow for some indefinite distance beyond 
his own property lines.6z 

Thus the Palmer court clearly considered waterflow conflict as a larger 
matter than two disputing neighboring sites, and in this larger context de- 
picted the river's flow as a commonly owned resource of all the riverfront 
bwners. The court's correlative rights doctrine set out the main principles 
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governing consumption of that resource: first, riparian owners enjoyed 
limited but more or less equal rights to use the stream; second, their vari- 
ous uses could cause some inconvenience to other owncrs; and, thud, 
those inconveniences were not actionable if they were merely minor. Even 
the dissenters in Palmer agreed with this general picture, although they 
thought that the damage in the case was more serious and unreasonable 
than was acknowledged by the majorityb3 

The facts of Palmer lent themselves to this common-resource depiction. 
Palmer's upstream pollution and diversion, unlike the site-specific 
backflow-and-swamping cases, raised the possibility of some injury to 
large numbers of unascertainable riparian owners below on the stream. 
To grant the whole right to one party or another-that is, to hold either 
that the downstream owner be free of all diversion/pollution from up- 
stream or that the upstream owner be entitled to pollute/divert at will 
against all downstream owners-could freeze the river's uses at one pole 
or the other, because there was no easy way to bargain for a reallocation of 
a right once granted or decreed. The doctrine of reasonable correlative 
rights avoided these larger pitfalls of ancient use or occupancy and in- 
stead allowed every riverbank owner some equal use of the riverflow, 
without the need to undertake arduous multiple bargains with aU the 
others along the stream. 

As the New York courts followed and developed Palmer, the riparian 
doctrine ripened into a full-fledged legal regime for water use. It is strik- 
ing that these cases all concerned instances where downstream owners 
complained of upstream activities affecting the flow-that is, situations 
that called attention to the real or potential harms that might be suffered 
by multiple riverfront owners all the way down the stream. 

In this pattern, we see a downstream sawmill's complaint about an up- 
stream mill's flow interruption in Platt v. lohnson (1818), where the court 
rejected a Blackstonian occupancy defense as "dangerous and pernicious" 
to the interests of others who had equal rights to the river's flow.M Simi- 
larly, we see in Merrit v. Brinkerhoff (1820) another complaint about alter- 
nating interruptions and torrents from an upstream dam; the court up- 
held a jury finding of "unreasonable" use and noted that the lower 
owners were entitled to a "fair participation" in the water's flow." 5 d  in 
Reed v. Gifford (1825), another stream interruption case, the court com- 
mented that the flow of a stream "becomes the property of each of the 
complainants successively, ... [and this gives them] a community of inter- 
est" in it.66 Subsequent important waterflow cases in New York had the 
same fact pattern, and by the late ~8zos, the courts could cite Chancellor 
Kent's Commentaries for a version of reasonable use doctrineb7-a doctrine 
that Kent had indirectly borrowed from New York's own cases on up- 
stream dist~rbances.~~ 
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As if to draw a contrast to the factual background for reasonable use 
doctrine, in 1828 the New York Chancery Court dealt with a backflow 
case. In this one-on-one dispute between owners who could easily locate 
and bargain with each other, the chancellor made no reference to "reason- 
able use"; instead, he reverted to an all-or-nothing position that made a 
nod to ancient use but was more akin to simple trespass. That is, if the 
downstream dam's backflow exceeded the natural level of the stream at 
the lot line, the owner would have to lower the dam or pay damages.69 

Problems that began upstream, then, forcefully presented a picture in 
which users might potentially be hurt from the point of the problem's ori- 
gin all the way to the sea. Because of their large numbers and diverse wa- 
ter needs, vulnerable downstream users might be difficult to identify and 
organize for bargaining. This context, then-potentially high transaction 
costs and multiple interests-gave the occasion for New York courts' de- 
velopment of what we now consider the riparian doctrine. It is a doctrine 
that substitutes for multiple transactions and instead gives more or less 
equal, correlative rights to reasonable use among a group of riparian own- 
ers, who are treated as the conunon owners of the stream's waterpower. 

The factual background of these cases also helps to place the whole of 
riparian doctrine in a larger context. According to Thomas Merrill, the 
common law has frequently responded to high-transaction-cost situations 
with what Memll calls discretionary or "judgmental" doctrinesas op- 
posed to the all-or-nothing "mechanical" doctrines that M e d l  finds 
dominant in low-transaction-cost situations.70 This would suggest that in 
our theoretical natural history of property, stage z property r ighbtha t  
is, correlative rights based on something like reasonable ordinary prac- 
tice--might emerge where transaction costs are high and where the 
parties cannot easily bargain around an initial allocation of rights. And in- 
deed, when we observe the historical story elsewhere and the adoption of 
New York's riparian doctrine in other jurisdictions, we once again see a 
background context of high transaction costs and multiple interests. 

The Adoption of the New York Approach 

Joseph Story's opinion in a federal case, Tyler v. Wilkin~on,~' marked one of 
the most important doctrinal turning points in the general adoption of 
New York's riparianism. The case involved a dispute among several mill 
owners on a river near Providence, a river fall area that had been among 
the first developed in the burgeoning New England textile industry; per- 
haps for that reason, Story opened the case with a brief comment on its 
great imp~r tancc .~~ 

In Tyler, to simplify a quite complex situation, certain long-established 
mill owners complained of an upstream diversion trench that circumvented 
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their establishments. Because of the increased use of this diversion trench, 
the several mills along it were leaving less and less water for the plaintiffs' 
mills. The Tyler plaintiffs argued from ancient use principles that, except 
insofar as the upstream trench's use was an "ancient" one, the diverters 
could take only so much water as the plaintiffs themselves did not and 
would not use for any purposes whatever. In defense, the diverters too 
claimed ancient use, though they also seemed to imply a right by occu- 
pancy to all waters that had not been pr$viously o c ~ u p i e d . ~  

Thus both upstream and downstream mill owners effectively claimed a 
plenary right to control the entire curren; of the river-the upstream own- 
ers by their occupancy of the current and the downstream owners by an- 
cient usage of that same current, whether or not they had been using it 
previously. Unlike the numerous backflow cases involving only issues of 
priority between adjacent millworks, these claims to control the current 
could affect rights of many other owners up and down the stream, be- 
cause each claim tacitly assumed legal priority to any inconsistent use of 
the river's flow, whether upstream or down. Thus to adopt either of these 
positions, in the large-number context of controlling the entire river cur- 
rent, might well freeze the use of the river for all users, since no realloca- 
tion could be negotiated easily among all these affected riparians. 

Story's response (though mixed with some ambiguities favoring an- 
cient use) was to state that the streamflow was owned "in a perfect equal- 
ity of right" by all riparian owners; there was no right to diminish the wa- 
ter itself save "that, which is common to all, a reasonable use.'"' For these 
propositions, he cited three British cases, one case apiece from Connecti- 
cut and New Jersey-and three recent New York cases. 

Tyler propelled the dochine of reasonable use into the American stan- 
dard for water law, particularly after Chancellor Kent picked it up in his 
Coamentaries. Britain in turn followed the United States' lead by 
midcentury in Embry v. Owen75 and did so in a context that we should now 
be able to predict: an upstream diversion that potentially affected large 
numbers of downstream owners. The court cited Kent and Story exten- 
sively in rejecting the argument that any slight diminution of the natural 
flow was actionable. Some consumptive use of the flow had to be allowed, 
the court said, or aU valuable use would be denied to riparians; hence only 
unreasonable (or unequal) uses would be actionable. With this case, Brit- 
ain joined the Americans in adopting a riparian doctrine of equal correla- 
tive rights-a doctrine that stabilized British water law after decades of 
waverings. 

But what of Massachusetts, that firm adherent to prior appropriation? 
Soon after Tyler was handed down, some parties cited it along with New 
York's reasonable use cases, but they made no immediate headway. From 
the perspective of transactions costs, this was quite predictable, since their 

cases involved one-on-one backflow issues, which even New York treated 
in an all-or-nothing fashion. Until the middle of the century, these low- 
transaction-cost backflow cases dominated the water cases before the 
Massachusetts higher courts, and, predictably, Massachusetts continued 
to apply what was essentially an all-or-nothing law of first occupancy. 
Even then, however, the Massachusetts judges showed that they might be 
interested in reasonable use in the appropriate circumstances; Shaw's 
opinion for the court in Cory v. Daniels (1844) pronounced a long dictum to 
the effect that owners generally may use a stream in a manner "reasonable 
[and] conformable to the usages and wants of the community, ... and not 
inconsistent with a like reasonable use" by other owners; but that where 
one owner's use of the fall excluded other dams there, as in the backflow 
case at hand, the first one to raise a dam would pre~ail . '~ 

At midcentury the state's high court finally confronted some com- 
plaints about upstream diversions and flow interruptions. In this context 
of potential large numbers and high transaction costs, Massachusetts 
turned with remarkable alacrity to the reasonable use approach. In Elliot 
v. Fitcl~btrrg Rnilrond, a case involving upstream diversion, Justice Shaw 
announced that riparian owners have a common and equal right to a just 
and reasonable use of flowing water; upstream owners cannot entirely di- 
vert a stream to the detriment of downstream owners, but neither can 
downstream owners complain of some reasonable diversion upstream.77 

Punctuating the shift to riparian law in this high-transaction-cost con- 
text, the Massachusetts court slightly later upheld, per curiam, a trial 
court's instructions based on correlative water rights and reasonable use 
according to the ordinary practice of the community.'"And in several 
more cases over the next few years-all in cases implicating potential 
large-numbers problems from upstream flow interruption or pollution- 
the Massachusetts court consistently relied on reasonable use doctrine 
and downplayed the prior occupancy rule suggested by the Mill Act and 
by the court's own earlier cases about one-on-one backflow i~sues.7~ 

IV. Stage 2 Reassessed: Correlative Rights and Public Goods 

Transaction Costs and Their Explanatory Limits 

Massachusetts completes our historical tale of the move from stage I 

(plenitude) to stage 2 (correlative rights). It should be clear that this move 
was not a matter of doctrinal confusion or even entirely of an attempt to 
assist industrialization. It is undoubtedly true that the evolving riparian 
law of the eastern states had an eye cocked on industrialization, since the 
courts at least implicitly deemed power generation the most valuable pri- 
vate use of streams, and they adapted water law to that use.g But if we 
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suspend judgment and take this view as a given-that is, that power was 
the most valuable use of flowing water-then these doctrinal shifts look 
like entirely logical responses to the increasing scarcity of waterpower 
and to the increasing number of claimants for its use. 

The temporary adoption of "occupancy" doctrine falls into place as an 
early response to the increasing rivalry for water power. Like the older an- 
cient use doctrines, occupancy could allocate rights easily enough where 
transaction costs were low; but unlike ancient use, occupancy doctrine re- 
flected a new attitude, namely, that a use coupled with capital improve- 
ment was likely to be superior to a use that was merely "ancient." 

But neither ancient use nor prior occupancy could cope with the high- 
transaction-cost scenarios so forcefully presented by the diversion, flow 
interruption, and pollution problems originating upstream in the eastern 
rivers. Large numbers of mill owners were potentially involved in these 
issues. with uses that were not easily ascertained in advance, particularly 
as the numbers and complexity of industrial river uses increased. They 
clearly could not easily contract around all-or-nothing rules, whether an- 
cient usage or prior appropriation. The courts in industrializing states 
quite sensibly looked for different doctrines that would make the total 
river usage most valuable even under these circumstances of bargaining 
difficulty. 

One sees the logic of this judicial responseonly when one breaks down 
the riparian cases by subpct matter. If one lumps downstreamarigin 
backflow cases together with the upstream-origin current alterations, one 
misses a crucial aspect of the courts' quite subtle response to the increas- 
ing demand for waterpower. Indeed, what is striking is the rapidity with 
which the courts adopted a system of correlative rights when faced with 
the high-transactionxost scenarios. The British courts floundered briefly 
in responding to the transition from low- to high-transaction-cost doc- 
trines, but Massachusetts did not. Quite the contrary, when faced with 
high-transaction-cost scenarios, the Massachusetts courts adopted ripar- 
ian doctrine with what seemed almost effortless ease. 

But if we look at transaction costs alone, the eastern water rights story 
suggests a next step, namely, the step taken in the West. Just at the time 
that riparianism took hold in the eastern states and in Britain, the miners 
and settlers of the West were busily developing an informal water rights 
regime of occupancy or "prior appropriation" not just for particular sites 
but for the waters of entire streams. 

This new water regime now seems far more modem than riparianism, 
and if seen in a somewhat euphoric light, it appears almost to approxi- 
mate an ideal type of stage j's individualized property  right^.^' To the 
western settlers, it hardly seemed to matter that their acts of appropria- 
tion implied rejection of the East's governing riparianism; the courts 
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seemed equally indifferent, powerfully assisting the settlers' informal 
practices and making explicit their deviation from ripariani~m.8~ There- 
after, western legislatures formalized appropriation even further, 
through state administrative shuctures that coordinated the allocation 
and trading of individuali~ed appropriative water rights. 

Why did this further move toward property/contract never really rip- 
ple back to influence the eastern water regimes?83 Transaction costs alone 
cannot be the whole story; western rivers also had many persons claiming 
their waters. Why did not the East, like the West, retrieve the occupancy 
doctrine and extend it from the adjoining-site context all the way to a com- 
pletely individualized property rights scheme for water, dividing up the 
entire stream volume? The western states did this, even in the face of large 
numbers of claimants and high transactions costs among them; despite 
these costs, the most arid states simply jettisoned reasonable use and cor- 
relative rights doctrine and instead organized systems for individualized, 
tradeable rights, through which individuals could decide for themselves 
how much water to acquire. Was the East merely "stuck at stage 2 for 
reasons of cultural lag, while the newer western states could adopt a mod- 
em private property regime in water, before the full baggage of 
riparianism weighted them down? Or did the answer lie again in the theo- 
retical natural history of property rights? 

That theoretical story would suggest that water was only a little bit 
scarce in the Eastscarceenough to install occupancy rules for specific lo- 
cational conflicts but not scarce enough to move past stage 2's correlative 
rights in dealing with the waters of a whole stream. But in the West, the 
story goes, water was really scarceiM hence the Westerners undertook the 
effort to privatize the streams more or less completely, so that claimants 
could bid against each other not just for the rights to develop specific loca- 
tions but for the rights to the water itself. Indeed, the western experience 
suggests that when a resource is very scarce indeed, stage 2's regime of 
equal, group-based correlative rights may be bypassed altogether. 

I am going to suggest that the East's retention of stage 2 may not be so 
antediluvian after all and that stage z's common property in some ways 

I offers an alternative to the individualized rights of stage 3. Moreover, 
common property may be a fairly stable alternative and not just a way-sta- 
tion or transition phase in an ever more individualized definition of mti- 
tlements. Again, the crucial point is to pay attention to distinctions of sub- 
ject matter. 

Western Consumption, Eastern Public Goods 

Western water rights evolved from uses of water that were essentially 
consumptive. Some of these were power uses, such as the forced-water 
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hosing of offstream mining slopes, while other uses included such partial 
consumption as imgation. The point about western water uses was that 
they consunted the water in question because they took the water away 
from the stream and did not return it, or at least not much of it.85 Thus 
from the start, Westerners used water in ways that vastly expanded the 
potential claimants and did so in the manner of a zero-sum game: the 
miner who transports water from the stream in the foothills does so at the 
expense of the farmer who wants to irrigate his land in thevalley, and vice 
versa. 

But eastern riparian rights did not grow up around these consumptive 
uses of water, even though consumptive uses were sometimes at issue. 
Eastern riparian rights grew up around the use of water for power-that is, 
instream power-which is not necessarily a zero-sum game. The differ- 
ence is this: if you and I both want water to irrigate our respective farms, 
the water I take is unavailable to you (except for a possible leftover return 
flow); that is, our uses are a zero-sum game. But if I have a mill on the 
river, and you do too, we can both use the water as it flows by-provided 
that we do so carefully and do not, for example, alternately interrupt and 
pour out the water in such a way as to disrupt the millworks downstream. 
Thus waterpower is in a sense a refteruable resource-in a way that con- 
sumed water cannot b e a n d  the maximum development of water for 
power requires not consumption but rather use and relinquishment 
among the group of riparian owners, so that the volume of the water may 
be used again and again on its way downstream. 

To take a different analogy, the use of water for power may be likened 
to the use of a dictionary in a town library: reference usage does not con- 
sume the pages and one person's use does not preclude later reference us- 
ers--even though we could think of uses for the dictionary (such as 
scratch paper) that do indeed consume the pages, and in which one per- 
son's use would be incompatible with use by another. But if we want to 
make maximum use of the dictionary as a reference work for all the 
townspeople, we ask that patrons use the book unintrusively and leave it 
for others-not that they use it and tear out the pages that they want. 

These considerations suggest something more than a simple transac- 
tion-costs account of riparian law. Transaction costs are undoubtedly at 
stake among the large numbers of owners along a river; it is hard for them 
to get together and bargain over things they want to do. But this was true 
of western rivers with consumptive uses as well as for eastern rivers with 
power uses; in the West, however, the states developed appropriative 
schemes to overcome those transaction costs, whereas in the East, gener- 
ally speaking, they did not. 

Why did they not? Again, the library's dictionary is a helpful analogy. 
Take page 498 of the dictionary: no one is really concerned about transac- 
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tion costs among the readers who want page 498 for themselves, and no 
one even thinks of allocating page 498 to the person who really values it 
most; what concerns us is to have the book stay intact as a whole, so that 
nll the readers can use nll its pages. We want this because we think the 
value of the book is at its highest when available for use as a unified entity. 
Similarly, if a river is used for instream power, as eastern rivers were, the 
transaction-costs account misses something important about it, particu- 
larly if that account narrows water law problems to those of organizing 
exclusive rights for individual consumption. If a river is used for power, it 
is most effectively used only if its bulk is not consumed exclusively, by any 
individual owner along the banks, but rather flows in its entire volume 
downward over the fall of its whole course. 

To be sure, there were some consumptive, zero-sum aspects to the use 
! of water even for power; for example, millponds and sluices lost some- 

! what more water to seepage and evaporation than would the stream it- 

I 
self. These consumptive aspects of waterpower usage could be compared 

I to wear and tear on our library dictionary. In riparian law such consump- 
tive aspects were the subject of reasonable use, through which individual 
owners could indeed consume some modicum of water-so long as they 
did not disturb the bulk that went to other power uses downstream. But 
the point of riparian law was to place boundaries on these necessarily con- 
sumptive aspects of waterflow use, holding them within "reasonable" 

j and commonly accepted bounds so that the bulk of the waterflow would 
be left intact. 

What I am suggesting, of course, is that eastern riparian law evolved 
from an aspect of water use, namely, power, that has the aspects of a public 
good, quite unlike the individually consumptive uses of water that are 
characteristic of the West.% In a sense, the successor to riparian law is not 
individualized appropriative water rights on the western states' model at 

j all, but rather such modern environmental statutes as the Clean Air Act, in 

! which some modicum of "consumption" (such as a small amount of pollu- 
tion) is permitted at the periphery, but the bulk of the resource remains un- 
"consumed," for the sake of the public's common health and enjoyment.R7 

Riparianism Reclaimed 

The shift from riparian law to appropriative systems, then, was not just 
the next step in the theoretical natural history of property rights, the next 
ratcheting of scarcity that makes it worth the price to install a full-fledged 
individualized property system. The western states' adoption of an ap- 
propriation system followed a shift not only in scarcity but even more in 
strbject nmtter, because the westerners valued different aspects of the water 
resource. The eastern states in the nineteenth century organized their wa- 

I 
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ter law around the water's use for instream power, a public good among 
riparian owners. The West, on the other hand, organized its water law 
around offstream consumption-an aggregate of private goods, where 
one person's use was incompatible with another's, where my irrigation 
leaves less for you. Indeed, insofar as the eastern states in recent years 
have tentatively moved to adopt the semiprivate entitlements of permit- 
ting systems, they seem to have done so particularly in times and loca- 
tions (like Florida and Iowa) where zero-sum issues of irrigation and 
groundwater depletion have become more serious. In a sense, the subject 
matter of eastern water law is now changing too, from the public good of 
power to the aggregate private goods of cons~mption.~ 

But the historical tenacity of riparian water law suggests that stage z 
property management-group access to a resource that the group main- 
tains as a common property-may be more than a mere way-station on 
the route to stage 3's individualized rights. Stage 2's common property in- 
stead may be an independent management style, and one that is particu- 
larly useful with respect to public goods. If some eastern states are now 
beginning to adopt systems related to zero-sum uses, the reverse is hap- 
pening in the West, where in recent years we have seen a reversion to 
something like stage 2. This has accompanied a view that some important 
uses of the western rivers are instream uses and requite the river volume 
to remain intact, just as nineteenth-century eastern power uses did. Fish- 
ing is such a use, since the fish require a certain volume of water; scenery 
is another-at least if the scenery is going to have water in it." With the 
emergence of these instream goals for water, it should hardly surprise us 
that some western courts and legislatures have pulled back from the indi- 
vidualized property of stage 3 and are once again looking at water as 
something more akin to a stage z common resource. 

V. Conclusion 
When we tell the theoretical property rights story together with the histor- 
ical water rights story, we see some reasons for modifyingboth. Inlooking 
at the historical water rights story, we have to note that water has many 
different uses; and when we pay close attention to the particular uses at 
stake, we may see legal developments as quite sensible responses to the 
problems presented by those specific uses. The theoretical story can help 
us to identify those responses. In order to observe some theorehcal log~c 
in the historical evolution of water regimes, we particularly need to segre- 
gate instream uses (such as power or recreation) from zerosum or wn- 
sumptive uses (such as irrigation or uses of certain situses). When we seg- 
regate those uses, we can identify either "no-change" (prescriptive) or 
"ht-come-first-served" (wcupancy) doctrines as rules that were likely to 
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develop for zero-sum games, particularly in relations between competing 
neighbors; but on the other hand, we can see that reasonable use and cor- 
relative rights law accompanied water uses involving multiple indefinite 
users and public goods. 

What about the other side of the coin? How does the historical story 
suggest modifications in the theoretical story of the evolution of property 
rights? The history of water rights suggests first of all that stage I--that is, 
a resource regime in a state of relative plenty-may develop an oddly 
rigid rhetoric. Rather than a rule of "anything goes," stage 1 may acquire a 
rhetoric of "no change," especially in the face of a perceived threat to 
plenty. In essence, this rigid response seems to be a way of saying, "New- 
comers keep out," and it may last only as long as there is a good deal of 
the resource around and as long as rival users can either cut deals easily or 
find more of the resource somewhere else. That is to say, the rigid legal 
rhetoric of stage 1 continues only so long as the resource is not under inor- 
dinate pressure and the law is more or less marginal to most people's ac- 
tual dealings with the resource in question. 

Second, we need to reassess stage 2, the regime of more or less informal 
group control over resources. Sometimes this common control may only 
represent individual property rights manqu6that is, the resource in 
question is generally used in a mutually exclusive way, and only transac- 
tion costs stand in the way of fully realized private rights. But in such 
cases, stage 2 is likely to have a short lifetime whenever a resource contin- 
ues to grow scarcer and more valuable: at some point it will be worth the 
cost to move from the group's customary regime to the stage 3 of individ- 
ualized property rights. This was the case, roughly speaking, in the evolu- 
tion of appropriative water rights in the most arid parts of the West, 
where riparian systems were quickly bypassed. 

But the historical water law story also suggests that stage 2's group 
control may have a much more lasting pattern and much greater stability 
if the resource in question has the characteristics of a public good. Eastern 
riparian law revdved around such a resource use, that is, waterpower. 
which had these public-good characteristics. For this reason, riparian law 
may be usefully studied not just as a temporary stop-off on the march to 
the individualized property rights but rather as an example of the ways 
we might manage those resources that are most useful when they are 
treated as nonconsumptive common property. For this reason too, no 
doubt, we are currently seeing an encroachment of common-property 
thinking even in those western states that have generally gone quite far to 
turn water rights into private commodities. n u s  development almost cer- 
tainly reflects a heightened concern with some public-good aspects of wa- 
ter, such as fishing and recreational uses. 



Perhaps what the theoretical property story really needs is a reconcep- 
tualization of stages 2 and  3. Perhaps w e  should think of stage 2 as an in- 
formal group management that generates two dflerent stage 3s, in a kind of 
a Y shape instead of a straight line. One branch would be the familiar stage 
3-A, dealing with formalized property regimes for the zero-sum re- 
sources-that is, regimes for resources that can b e  managed in individual 
chunks, which can b e  traded about among individuals with exclusive 
rights to them. Branch 3-A is the standard individualized property regime. 

But the other branch would be a stage 3-8, t o  encompass the 
formalizaton of management schemes for non-zero-sum, public-good re- 
sources. Here careful common management permits some individual con- 
sumption a t  a n  appropriately low level but aims primarily at  conserving 
the bulk of the resource as a whole, for the common benefit of the entire 
collectivity of users. Our  modem air and water pollution control legisla- 
tion takes this 3-B form: here some consumption (i.e., pollution) is al- 
lowed, but  the main object is to preserve an unconsumed (that is, unpol- 
luted) bulk for the sake of the public's health a n d  enjoyment. 

Eastern riparian law was an early but extensive model of this kind of 
common resource regime, and it was  managed by custom and common 
law decision-making for users all along the riverways. In this light, histor- 
ical eastern water law once again takes the role of a n  exemplar of regimes 
of entitlements. But if w e  think the matter through, w e  see that riparian 
water law illustrates not just a subsidy to industrial development, as in 
some conventional historical stories, and not just a stepping-stone to fully 
individualized rights, as in the theoretical story. It rather exemplifies a 
way of managing those resources that are most valuable when they are re- 
tained, in unitary form, by the whole community that uses them. 
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Crystals and Mud in Property Law 

I Introduction 

Property law, and especially the common law understanding of private 
property, has always been heavily laden with hard-edged doctrittes that 
tell people exactly where they are. Default on paying your loan install- 
ments? Too bad, you lose the thing you bought and your past payments as 
well. Forget to record your deed? Sorry, the next buyer can purchase free 
of your claim, and you are out on the street. Sell that house with the leak 
in the basement? Lucky you, you can unload the place without having to 
tell the buyer about such things at all. 

In a sense, hard-edged rules like these-rules that I call "crystals"-are 
what property is all about. If, as Jeremy Bentham said long ago, property 
is "nothing but a basis of expectation,"' then crystal rules are the very 
stuff of property Their great advantage, or so it is commonly thought, is 
that they signal to all of us, in a clear and distinct language, just precisely 
what our obligations are and how we may take care of our interests. Thus 
I should record my deed and make my payments if I don't want tolose my 
home; and if I sell it to someone else who wants to be sure about its condi- 
tion, he can inspect it or hire an engineer to do so or even buy insurance to 
cover potential problems. We all know where we stand, and we can all 
strike bargains if  we want to stand somewhere else. 

Indeed, as the earlier essays in this hook have pointed out, economic 
thinkers for several centuries have been telling us that the more important 
a given kind of thing becomes for us, the more likcly we arc to work to- 
ward hard-edged rules to manage it.' We draw ever sharper lines around 
our entitlements so that we can identify the relevant players and so that 

The original wrsion of this essay appeared in 40 5mnford Lnw &o im 577-610 (1q88). Copy- 
right B 1988 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University Reprinted by 
permission of  S t m f o d  Ix?iv Kerirm and Fred 0. Rothman & Co. 
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we can trade instead of getting into confusions and disputes--confusions 
and disputes that would otherwise only escalate as the goods in question 
became scarcer and more highly valued? 

At the root of these economic analyses lies the perception that it costs 
something to establish clear rules about things, and we won't bother to 
undertake the task unless it is worth it to us to do so? What makes it 
worth it? Increasing scarcity of the resource and the conflicts attendant on 
scarcity. In the example given by Harold Demsetz, one of the beSt known 
of the modem economists telling this story, when the European demand 
for fur hats increased demand for (and scarcity of) fur-bearing animals 
among Indian hunters, the Indians developed a system of property enti- 
tlements to the animal habitat.5 As I tried to point out in the essay on wa- 
ter law, economic historians of the American West tell a similar "natural 
history" about the development of property rights in water-as well as in 
land, timber, grasses and minerals, and natural resources of all kinds; on 
those accounts, easygoing, anything-goes patterns of use at the outset 
came under pressure as competition for resources increased, and they 
were finally superseded by much more sharply defined systems of entitle- 
ment! In effect, as competition for a resource raises the costs of conflict 
over it, the conflict itself comes to seem costlier than the effort of setting 
up a property regime. We then try to establish a system of clear entitle- 
ments in the resource so that we can barter and trade for what we want in- 
stead of fighting. 

The trouble with this analysis (which I will herecall the "scarcity story") 
is that things don't seem to work this way, or at least not all the time. The 
previous two essays described some notable divergences for properties 
that have been historically recognized as "inherently public," like avenues 
of commerce, or that may be most efficiently managed in the form of com- 
mon or shared properf, like the old miU-driving watercourses. Those con- 
figurations, diverging markedly from harddged individual rights, tend 
to occur where a resource is not easily divisible into individual property 
and where joint management is more profitable for all the participants. 

What is still more striking, however, is a pattern that we sometimes see 
with the most divisible and seemingly private and unshared types of indi- 
vidual property. Even with respect to these divisible and exclusive prop- 
erties, we sometimes seem to start out with perfectly clear, open-and-shut 
demarcations of entitlementsand then shift to fuzzy, ambiguous rules of 
decision. I call this the substitution of " m u d  rules for "crystal" ones. 
Thus, to go back to the examples with which I began this essay, the 
straightforward common law crystalline rules have been muddied repeat- 
edly by exceptions and equitable second-guessing, to the point that the 
various claimants under real estate contracts, mortgages, or recorded 
deeds don't quite know what their rights and obligations really are. 
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And the same pattern has occurred in other areas too. For example, 
sunlight: Wisconsin, like other states, used to have what seemed to be a 
workable crystalline rule about sunlight rights; that is, your neighbor has 
no right to the sunlight that crosses your yard unless the neighbor ac- 
quires an easement from you. But Wisconsin's courts have transformed 
this clear rule into a mud doctrine; these days, if you block the light to 
your neighbor's lot, the neighbor may have a nuisance action against 
you-at least according to Wisconsin's Prah u. Maretti: 

Now, nuisance is one of those shapeless areas of "reasonableness" in 
the law of property, and it is often compared to the riparian rights dis- 
cussed in the previous essay on water law. In Prah, the nuisance question 
hinged on a typically vague formulation: "all the underlying facts and cir- 
cumstances." Does it matter that you built before your neighbor did? 
Could you or your neighbor have adjusted your respective buildings to 
avoid the problem? How valuable was the sunlight to you and how valu- 
able to your neighb~r?~ You don't know how to answer these questions in 
advance or how to weigh the answers against one another. That is to say, 
you don't know in advance whether a building will be found a nuisance 
or not, and you won't really find out until you go through the pain and 
trouble of getting a court to decide the issue, after you have built the struc- 
ture or have at least had your plans drawn up. Before doing all that, you 
might try to purchase a release from your neighbor, but since you don't 
know whether your use will be adjudged to be a nuisance, you don't 
know how much you should let the neighbor charge you. Indeed, since 
the sunlight might cross your front yard on its way to several other neigh- 
bors' lots as well, it is not altogether clear how many clearances you need 
before you can build your ten-story dream house. 

As Wisconsin's sunlight saga suggests, quite aside from any wealth 
transfer issues that may accompany a change in the rules, the change may 
sharply alter the clarity of the relationships among interested parties. In- 
deed, moves toward the uncertainty of mud seem disruptive to the very 
practices of private ordering through private property and contractual ex- 
change. It is hardly surprising, then, that we individually and collectively 
attempt to clear up the mud with new crystal rules-as when private 
parties bargain to opt out of ambiguous warranties or when legislatures 
pass new versions of crystalline recording systems+dy to be overruled 
later, when courts once again reinstate mud in a different form. 

These odd permutations on the scarcity story must give us pause. Why, 
in ordering our bargaining for scarce resources, should our legal patterns 
shift back and forth between crystal and mud, instead of relying on crys- 
tal? Is there some advantage in the mud rules that the courts are paying 
attention to? And if so, why do we not opt for mud rules instead? 



This essay is about the blurring of clear and distinct rules of property 
and contract with the muddy doctrines of "maybe or maybe not," and 
about the reverse tendency to try to clear up the blur with new crystalline 
rules. It poses the question, Why can't we seem to get it right? Why don't 
we choose one side or the other or find some satisfactory intermediate 
position? 

I. A Closer Look at the Examples 

From all appearances, and despite the obvious advantages of crystalline 
property rules for the smooth flow of bargains and and commerce, we 
seemed at least until recently to be caught in anera of intractable and per- 
haps even increasing muddiness? One could chose any number of areas 
to see this, and I will briefly discuss only a few, namely, the examples with 
which I began. The first is the example of the law of caveat emptor in real 
estate transactions; in recent years caveat emptor has shown a strikingly 
generalized slide toward mud. 

The Demise of Caveat Emptor 

For several hundred years, and indeed right up to the past few decades, 
caveat emptor was the staple fare of the law of real estate purchases, at 
least for already constructed buildings.I0 The purchaser was thought to be 
perfectly capable of inspecting the property and deciding for himself 
whether he wanted it, and if anyone were foolish enough to buy a pig in a 
poke, he deserved what he got. Short of outright fraud that would mislead 
the buyer, the seller had no duties to disclose anything at all. 

One chink in this otherwise smooth wall, however, was the doctrine of 
"latent defects"; like the exception for fraud, this suggested that perhaps 
the buyer can't really figure things out entirely. For some time now in a 
number of states, a seller has had to tell a buyer about material problems 
known to the seller but undiscoverable by the purchaser even upon rea- 
sonable inspection." Naturally, this soon raised a few muddinesses. What 
defects are "material"? What does the seller "know"? How much should 
the buyer "reasonably" have to inspect for herself?I2 

Within the past few decades, the movement to mud has become even 
more pronounced, particularly with respect to the sellers who were also 
the builders of the houses they sold: it has come to be thought that such 
builder/vendors implicitly warrant that a new house is "habitable."" But 
what does that mean? Is the house's habitability coterminous with the lo- 
cal housing code, or does "habitability" connote some less definite stan- 
dard?" What if the defects were obvious to any prospective purchaser, 
and just what does "obvious" mean, anyway? We don't know until we lit- 
igate the issue. 

Even if builder/vendor warranties do muddy up property rights, there 
are certainly some plausible reasons for them. After all, the builders are 
supposed to be professionals, and they certainly ought to be better in- 
formed about the houses they contruct than the purchasers are. Besides, 
one might well think that they could have avoided the problems in the 
first place by building more caref~lly?~It is somewhat more difficult to ex- 
tend those arguments to sellers who are themselves merely homeowners 
rather than builders, yet we find that even these nonprofessional sellers 
too have increasing obligations to anticipate the buyers' desires and to in- 
form buyers about any unpleasantnesses that might make the buyers I think twice. A California court, for example, ruled that the sellers should 
have informed the buyer that a mass murder had taken place in the house 

j a decade before.Ih The courts now seem to presume that a buyer can't fig- 

l 
ure much out for herself at all, and to protect that buyer they have 

! adopted a mud standard. Like a good neighbor, a seller must tell buyers 

I about any "material" defects-whatever those may be. 
The increasingly mushy relationship between real estate buyers and 

1 sellers has parallels in the law of consumer sales generally, and indeed the 

j cases about houses borrow much of their language from other cases about 
such items as cars, hairdryers, and water heaters." All this might suggest 
that the scarcity story is exactly backward, and that the normal movement 
of property law is not toward ever harder-edged rules at all but toward 
the fluidity and imprecision of mud-in this case, uncertain duties of dis- 
closure or warranty 

But there is a set of countermoves in the caveat emptor saga as well. 
Even if the legal rules have moved toward mud, private bargainers often 
try to reinstate their own little crystalline systems through contractual 
waivers of warranties or disclosure duties-for example in the "as is" sale 
or the "no warranty" clause. In effect these private deals move things into 
a circular pattern, from crystal to mud and then back to crystal. And the 
circle turns once again when the courts ban such waivers, as they some- 
times do,'R and firmly reestablish a rule of mud--only to be followed by 
even more artful waivers. 

The back-and-forth pattern of crystal and mud is even more evident in 
the next example, the loan secured by landed property-a type of real es- 
tate transaction whose history has been described as something resem- 
bling a seesaw.''' 

Of Mortgages and Mud 

Early common law mortgages were very crystalline indeed. They had the 
look of a pawnshop transaction and were at least sometimes structured as 
conveyances: I borrow money from you, and at the same time I convey 
my land to you as security for my loan.2" If all goes well, I pay back my 
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debt on the agreed "law day," and you reconvey my land back to me. But 
if all does not go well and I cannot pay on the appointed day, then no mat- 
ter how heartrending my excuse, I lose my land to you, and presumably 
also any of the previous payments I might have made.21 As the fifteenth- 
century commentator Thomas tittleton airily explained, the name "mort- 
gage" derived from the rule that, if the debtor "doth not pay, then the land 
which he puts in pledge . .. is gone from him for ever, and so dead."= 

This system had the advantage of great clarity, but it sometimes seemed 
very harsh on mortgage debtors, sometimes to the advantage of scoun- 
drelly creditors. Littleton's detailed warnings about specifying a precise 
place and time for repayment, for example, conjure up the image of a wily 
creditor hiding in the woods on the repayment day; without such specifi- 
cation a creditor needed only to be "in England," and if unfound he might 
keep the property? But by the seventeenth century the intervention of 
courts of equity had changed things. In 1628 we find a creditor coming to 
an equity court to ask for the property when the debtor had not repaid;14 
and by the next century, the equity courts were regularly giving debtors 
"enlargements" of the time in which they might pay the debt and redeem 
the property before the final "foreclosure," even where the excuse was 

As one later-nineteenth-century judge explained, an equity court 
might well grant more time even after the "final" order of "foreclosure ab- 
soluter'-it all depended on the particular ci~cumstances.~~ 

The muddiness of this emerging judicial remedy argued against its at- 
tractiveness. As early as 1672 Chief Justice Hale fumed that "ply the 
growth of Equity on Equity, the Heart of the Common Law is eaten out, 
and legal Settlements are destroyed; ... as far as the Line is given, Man 
will go; and if an hundred Years are given, Man will go so far, and we 
know not whither we shall go."Z7 Instead of a precise and clear allocation 
of entitlements between the parties, the "equity of redemption" and its 
elusive foreclosure opened up vexing questions and uncertainties. How 
much time should the debtor have for repayment before the equitable ar- 
guments shifted to the creditor? What sort of excuses did the debtor need? 
Did it matter that the property, instead of dropping in the lap of the credi- 
tor automatically, was sold at a foreclosure sale? In the nineteenth century, 
a luxuriant efflorescence of foreclosure law developed around these and 
other issues.28 

But as the courts mired down in muddiness, private parties attempted 
to bargain their way out of these costly uncertainties, and to reinstate a 
crystalline pattern whereby lenders could get the property immediately 
upon default, without the costs of foreclosure. How about a separate side 
deal with the borrower, for example, whereby he agrees to convey any eq- 
uitable interest to the lender in case of default?2Y Nothig doing, said the 
courts, including the United States Supreme Court, which in 1878 stated 
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flatly that a borrower could not bargain away hi "equity of redemp- 
tion."" Well, then, how about an arrangement whereby it looks as if the 
lender already owns the land, and the "borrower" only gets title if he lives 
up to his agreement to pay for it by a certain time? In the 1890s Califomia 
courts thought it perfectly just to hold the buyer to his word under such 
an agreement and to give him neither an extension nor a refund of past 
 payment^.^' But by the 1960s they were changing their minds about these 
"installment land contracts." After all, these deals really had exactly the 

i same effect as the old-style mortgages: the defaulting buyer can lose 
everything if hemisses apayment, evenif it is thevery last payment. And 

i as usual, human vice and error put the crystal clear rule in jeopardy. In a 
series of cases culminating with a default by a "willful but repentant" el- \ derly woman who had stopped paying when she mistakenly thought that 
she was being cheated, the California Supreme Court decided to treat 
these land contracts as mortgages in disguise. It gave borrowers like this 
"relief from forfeiture"--a time to reinstate the installment contract or get 
back her past ~ayrnents.'~ 

With mortgages and mortgage substitutes, then, we see a back-and- 
forth pattern: crisp definition of entitlements made fuzzy by accretions of 
judicial decisions, once again crisped up by the parties' contractual 
arrangements, and once again made fuzzy by the courts. Here we see pri- 
vate parties apparently following the scarcity story in their private law 
arrangements: when thiigs matter, they define their respective entitle- 
ments with ever sharper precision. Yet the courts seem at some times un- 
willing to follow this story-most particularly when one party might be 
hurt badly by them-and simply do not permit these crystalline defiii- 
tions. And so the cycle alternates between crystals and mud. 

But the subject matter that has truly defied the scarcity story has not 
been mortgages and mortgage substitutes. It has been the recording sys- 
tem, to which I now turn. 

Bmken Records 

In establishing recording systems, legislatures have stepped behind pri- 
vate parties' efforts to sharpen the definitions of their entitlements. The 
very raison d'0tre of such a system is to clarify and specify landed prop- 
erty rights exactly, for the sake of easy and smooth transfers. 

But the Anglo-American recording system in fact has been a saga of 
frustrated efforts to make clear who has what in land transfers. Common 
law transfers of land required a certain set of formalities between the 
parties, but thereafter, conflicting claims were settled by the age-old prin- 
ciple "First in time, first in right."33 Thus on Tuesday, I might sell my farm 
to you and on Wednesday might wrongfully purport to sell it once again 



to innocent Farmer Brown; poor Farmer Brown remained landless even 
though he knew nothing about the prior sale to you and indeed had no 
way of knowing about it.% This was scarcely a satisfactory situation from 
a property rights perspective. "First in time, first in right" may work well 
enough in a community where everyone knows all about everyone else's 
transactions, but outside that context, the doctrine does little to put people 
on notice of who owns what, and the opportunities for conflicting claims 
are endless. 

But the efforts to find a remedy have gone through new cycles of cer- 
tainty and uncertainty. Henry VllI attempted to establish public registra- 
tion of land claims through the Statute of Enrollments in 1536, but the stat- 
ute only applied to certain types of land transfer, and common lawyers, 
with their customary aplomb, figured out ways to restructure their deals 
and avoid ~egis t ra t ion .~~ Versions of the statute resurfaced in Massachu- 
setts' 1640 recording act, as well as in other seventeenth- and eighteenth- 
century colonial recording acts, all of which were applied more widely 
(though still somewhat irregularly) than their Henrician model? 

Henry's statute and its original American counterparts reflected an em- 
phatically crystalline view of the world of property. Their literal language 
suggested that these were versions of what has come to be called a "race" 
statute: the first purchaser to record his claim (the winner of the "race" to 
the registry) can hold his title against all other claimants, whether or not 
he was the first to p~rchase.~'What this means is that the record system is 
treated as the only source of relevant information about land title: infor- 
mation in the records may give good title; information outside the records 
is simply irrelevant. 

In a race system, then, the official records become an unimpeachable 
source of information about the status of land ownership; the law counts 
the record owner and only the record owner as the true owner. Thus a 
purchaser can buy in reliance on the records without fear of divestment by 
some unknown interloper and without the need to make some cumbn- 
some extra-record search for such potential interlopers. 

It was a system too crystalline to last. The characters to muck it up  by 
now should be sounding familiar: ninnies, hard-luck cases, and the occa- 
sional scoundrels who take advantage of them. What is to be done, for ex- 
ample, with the silly fellow who buys some interest in property but sim- 
ply forgets to record? Or with the more conscientious one who does 
attempt to record his interest but whose records wind up in the wrong 
book? Or with the lost soul whose unimpeachably correct filing is 
dropped behind the radiator by the neglectful ~ l e r k ? ~  Some courts take a 
hard line, perhaps on the view that the first owner was in a better position 
than our innocent outsider todetect and correct the flaws in the records."' 
But our sympathies for the luckless unrecorded owner indeed put p rec  

sure on the recording system that would divest him in favor of the later- 
arriving outsider."' 

Our sympathies arc all the greater when the outsider is not so innocent 
after all. What shall we do, for example, when thr unrecorded first buyer 
is snookered out of his claim by a later purchaser who knows perfectly 
well that the land had already been sold? Shall we allow this nasty (or at 
best coldly indifferent) second buyer to perfect a claim, simply because he 
carefully follows the official recording rules?41 This thought was too much 
for the courts of equity and too much for American legislatures as well. By 
the early nineteenth century in Britain, the equity courts had imported an 
element of nonrecord "notice" into what had initially been a "race" sys- 
tem. Under these doctrines, the later purchaser could take the property 
free of the prior claims only if he did not know about those prior claims, 
either from the records or from nonrecord facts that should put him on 
"notice."" American legislatures followed this move to such a degree 
that, at present, only Louisiana and North Carolina carry out a race sys- 
tem with any rigor. All the rest deny a subsequent claim made by some- 
one who went ahead and bought in spite of notice of ancarlier claim.' 

This means mud: what "should" a purchaser know about, anyway? To 
be sure, if someone is living on the land, perhaps the potential purchaser 
should make a few inquiries about the occupant's status. But what if the 
"occupant's" acts are more ambiguous, consisting of, say, shoveling some 
manure onto the contested land? Well, said one court, a buyer should ask 
about the source of all that manure-and since the later buyer did not ask, 
and thus did not find out about the manure shoveler's prior but unre- 
corded claim, the later buyer did not count as an innocent purchaser after 
all. His title was a n~llity. '~ 

With the emergence of this judicial outlook, the crystalline idea of the 
recording system has truly come a fuil cycle back to mud. To be sure, the 
recording system can give one a fair guess about the legal status of the 
property that one is thinking of buying, but by the end of the last century, 
AS one Massachusetts court put it, "it would seldom be that a case could 
occur where some state of facts might not be imagined which, if i t  existed, 
would defeat a title."" Thus the test of a title's "marketability" became a 
question not of its perfection but whether the title was subject to "reason- 
able" doubt-a matter, of course, for the discretion o f  thr court. In the 
meantime, in order to calm the fears of would-he purchasers who wanted 
to avoid questions about which doubts were reasonable and which were 
not, a whole industry built itself up around title insurance and title- 
searching lawyers, each with his own "plant" of title abstracts, amounting 
to a kind of private shadow record system. It is this industry, in a sense, 
that once again makes crystals out of the recording system's mud; and ac- 
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cording to some reformers, it is this industry that now stands in the way of 
some more rational way of cleaning up the mess once and for all." 

Yet one must wonder whether cleaning up the mess might not just re- 
peat the round of mud/crystal/mud. One of the most popular sugges- 
tions for reform is the so-called Torrens system, named for the someone 
who thought that shipping registry methods might well be applied to real 
estate.'l In this system, all claims on a given property-sales, liens, ease- 
ments, etc.--are first registered and then incorporated in a certificate. Tor- 
rens registration recreates the colonial "race" statutes: no unregistered 
claim counts, and the certificate for a given property acts as the complete 
record of everything that anyone might claim. 

Well, perhaps not everything. Government liens, fraudulent transac- 
tions, and, according to some courts, even simple errors or neglect in reg- 
istration can produce unregistered claims that count after all."' Hence this 
neo-race system provides no complete relief from the recording system's 
mud after all. Even after we look at the Torrens certificate, we still have to 
be on the lookout for the G-men, the forgers, and the ninnies who ne- 
glected to register their claims properly. Not a lot of mud, to be sure, but 
just wait. In some jurisdictions with a long history of Torrens registration, 
courts have in effect reestablished a "notice" system, defeating the title of 
anyone who registered a claim when he knew about a prior unregistered 
one-or merely when he should have known about the prior claim, from 
his knowledge of facts outside the registry And this, of course, means that 
the registry and certificate no longer count as a complete source of infor- 
mation about a property's title status!9 

The most striking aspect of these developments is that title recording 
acts, and later the registration systems, represented deliberate choices to 
establish crystalline rules for the sake of simplicity and ease of land sales 
and purchases. People who failed to use the records or registries were to 
lose their claims, no matter how innocent they might have been, and no 
matter how nastily their opponents might have behaved. Yet these very 
crystalline systems haveat least sometimes drifted back into mud, through 
the importation of equitable ideas of not icwnly to be replaced by new 
crystalline systems in the form of private contract or public legislation. 

A11 theseexamplesput the scarcity stoty to the test. What has happened 
to that story, according to which our rules should become more crystalline 
as resources become scarcer and more valuable? Why instead do we shift 
back and forth between hard-edged, yes-or-no crystalline rules, and dis- 
cretion-laden, post hoc muddy rules? Why do we have, over time, both 
mud and crystal rules with respect to the very same things, withnonotice- 
able relationship to their scarcity or plenty? The following section runs 
through a few theories that might help to sort out this mystery. 

Crystals and Mud in Property Lnw 

I!. Some Tentative Explanations 

Taking Sides 

One way to cope with the mud/crystal dilemma is to choose one type of 
rule over the other and to attribute the choice of the nonpreferred rule to 
some perversity like muddleheadedness or hardheartedness. Perhaps in 
keeping with the market-conscious spirit of the times, the preferred mode 
among legal academics currently seems to favor crystals. In a recent exam- 
ple, Clifford Holderness put forth the argument that precise and complete 
specifications of entitlements are to be preferred to nonexclusive, tenta- 
tive, open-ended  entitlement^.^^ Why? Because precise entitlements facili- 
tate the efficient allocation of goods. Precision allow us to identify right- 
holders and to organize trades with them, until all goods arrive in the 
hands of those who value them most. On the other hand, open-ended (or, 
as I would call them, muddy) entitlements generate one of two unfavor- 
able outcomes: either they do not allow a complete identification of the 
parties with whom we need to trade, or they give some sort of entitlement 
to so many people that it becomes virtually impossible to cut a deal. In 
short, under muddy rules, trading is so difficult that Pareto-superior 
moves remain unmade, and goods languish in inefficient uses, even when 
someone would pay a great deal to use them more efficiently. 

A similar argument appeared in an article that preceded Holderness's 
by one year. Douglas Baird and Thomas Jackson also argued that where 
crystalline specifications of rights are possible, they are preferable to mud, 
because muddy doctrines unduly obfuscate commercial transactions?' In 
discussing a filing system for commercial transactions (somewhat akin to 
a recording system for land), they strongly urged that nonusers be penal- 
ized with the loss of their unfiled claims. If the filing system is easy to use, 
they argued, it is just too bad about the careless or foolish people who fail 
to use it. 

Crystalline rules have a related advantage that also has been much dis- 
cussed of late: they discourage what is called "rent-seeking" behavior in 
decisionmakers, particularly when those decisionmakers are legi~lators?~ 
Take the situation of a legislature that has the authority to decide, say, the 
incidence of taxation or the location of a new convention center. How will 
the decision be made, on the supposition that legislators are rational util- 
ity maximizers? The rent-seeking analysis suggests that the decision will 
be sold to the highest bidder, that is, to the interest group whose cohesive- 
ness, tenacity, and resources allow it to b ~ ~ g  the greatest temptations and 
the greatest pressure to bear on the  legislator^.^^ And of course, the 
greater the authority of the decisionmaker to change its mind-in other 



words, the muddier the rules-the greater the likelihood that interest 
groups will bid for whatever "asset" is the object of the decisionmaker's 
discretionary choice, frittering away resources in the bidding process. 

In the world of private transactions, the analog to this frittering-away 
process is the very story that the economists tell about scarcity In the ab- 
sence of clear definitions of property rights, the story goes, individuals 
dissipate resources in conflicts and bullying or, as the case may be, in tak- 
ing precautions against being bullied. What can halt this frittering away, 
be it public or private? Why, crystalline rules, of course. Hard-edged rules 
define assets and their ownership in such a way that what is bought stays 
bought and can be traded to others safely, instead of repeatedly being put 
up for grabs. 

Placing a kind of temporal overlay on these market-oriented prefer- 
ences for crystal over mud, Frank Easterbrook has applauded what he de- 
scribes as the "ex ante" perspective of some court decisions. Instead of 
trying to adjudge situations "ex post," doing fairness to the parties from 
the perspective of what we know about their positions after things fall 
apart, the courts should try to consider matters from the perspective of 
persons similar to the parties at the outset of their relationship. and figure 
out how we want them to think and act before all contingencies become ac- 
t u a l i ~ e d . ~ ~  And how do we want them to act? Well, we want them to be 
careful planners, so that things don't fall apart so easily 

To put it baldly, the ex ante perspective generally means sticking it to 
those who fail to protect themselves in advance against contingencies 
that, as it happens, work out badly for them, though perhaps advanta- 
geously for others. No muddiness here: all parties are presumed to be 
clearsighted overseers of their own best interests. It is up to them to tie up 
all the loose ends that they can, and the courts should let the advantages 
and disadvantages fall where they may Why? Because this will encourage 
people to plan and to act carefully, knowing that no judicial cavalry will 
ride to their rescue later.55 It will also allow the people that John Locke 
once called "the Industrious and Rational" to reap the fruits of their in- 
dustry and rationality, and thus encourage productivity generally.5b 

But this approach means that the legal consequences of rules ought to 
be clear in advance. in other words, crystals rather than mud. The indus- 
trious and rational need to know that the consequences of their dealings 
are fixed, at least legally, with no shiftsof responsibility after the fact. Judi- 
cial punctiliousness about establishing and following clear rules, one 
would suppose, can influence behavior in the direction of greater careful- 
ness, planning, and productivity. 

Things would be easier if one could say that crystals are the uniform 
choice among the modern scholars knowledgeable about these matters. 
Rut that is not the case. Several scholars, particularly those associated with 
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the Critical Legal Studies movement, have decried what we might call the 
excessively crystalline character of our legal system, which they associate 
with a kind of alienated individualism. Instead, they plump for more at- 
tention to mud or, as the phrase has it, to "standards" instead of  rule^."^' 
Duncan Kennedy, who coined the distinction between rules and stan- 
dards, argues that hard-edged, crystal rules systematically abandon peo- 
ple to the wiles of the bad and the mean-spirited. As Kennedy reminds us, 
Holmes even framed these doctrines in terms of the "bad man." They are 
designed to tell the bad man the limits within which he can get away with 
his badness. Standards, on the other hand, are aimed at protecting good- 
ness and altruism-whatever internal contradictions may lurk in the no- 
tion of enforcing goodness by a legal order?' 

But if people are to be guided by standards rather than hard-edged 
rules, then the rules of decision must necessarily be muddy ones, like 
"fairness" or "reasonableness," under which no one can entirely specify 
entitlements until faced with the consequences. As Frank Easterbrook 
quite bluntly states it, fairness is an ex post consideration, and he appar- 
ently puts it second to the greater productivity he associates with the ex 
ante p0sition.5~ Lawrence Tribe entangled himself in a debate with 
Easterbrook on this very point, rejecting Easterbrook's preference for the 
ex ante perspective, particularly in the context of constitutional decision- 
making. According to Tribe, when judges make decisions, they are not 
only trying to facilitate the rational calculations of the actors and people 
situated similarly to the actors; they are also telling a story about the kind 
of society we live in. These decisions, as he puts it, are constitutive, and it 
would corrode our moral understanding of ourselves as a society if we 
were to permit gross unfairness to reign, simply for the sake of retaining 
clear rules and rational ex ante planning-particularly if those rules co- 
vertly serve the wealthy and powerful." 

Thus a business deal that might seem fair ex ante may turn out to be 
grossly unfair ex post, once we see how the facts actually play out-par- 
titularly when the Holmesian "bad man" exploits his superior knowledge 
of the rules over against the innocent but well-meaning fool. When a court 
rules, ex post, that unfairness will not be allowed to reap the reward that 
might have been expected ex ante, it adds to our moral education and tells 
as that our society is une in which the good person (in Kennedy's phrase) 
may feel s e ~ u r e . ~ '  

The difficulty with adopting either position is that to do so suggests 
that we in some way have a whole-hog choice between crystal and mud, 
whereas the history of property law tells us that we seem to be stuck with 
both, at least over time. Even when we choose one (such as a hard-and-fast 
recording system), the choice seems to dissolve, and instead of really 
choosing, we seem to rotate between them. Because this pattern recurs so 
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often in so many areas, it is difficult to believe that it is due to abnormal 
foolishness or turpitude or that it can be permanently overcome by a more 
thoughtful or more virtuous choice of one side or the other. 

Can we, then, look to other theories that will take into account the point 
that we have both crystals and mud? 

Refinements on the Economic Perspective 

Some economic theory relates the crystal/mud problem to the different 
characteristics of the objects we consider to be "property." One theory 
looks to what are called "transaction costs" to explain why we sometimes 
have crystals and sometimes mud. Thomas Merrill has argued that where 
transaction costs are low-where it is easy to make a deal-we tend to 
have clear, hard-edged yes-or-no rules. Thus in trespass law, your inva- 
sion of my property, no matter how trivial, is an actionable wrong. Only 
two parties are involved; if you want to come onto my property, it is rela- 
tively easy for you to find me and to bargain with me for the right. The 
hard4ged  rule requires you to enter into those negotiations with me, 
and presumably if you want the right to enter more than I want to keep 
you out, you can offer me enough so that I will agree. Thus the clear, crys- 
talline rule punishes those whocould easily bargain for an entitlement but 
who instead bypass that opportunity and act unilaterally, in the process 
(perhaps) transferring a resource kom one who values it more (me) to one 
who values it less (you).62 

On the other hand, Merrill's argument goes on, we find "discretionary" 
(or muddy) rules where the costs of transacting are high, as, for example, 
in the area of nuisance doctrine or the closely related riparian law dis- 
cussed in the previous essay. Here the conflicts typically involve numer- 
ous parties, such as the victims of noxious odors that spread through a 
neighborhood, or the downstream owners affected by water pollution. It 
is not easy for all the affected parties to find each other, to agree on a com- 
mon strategy, and to negotiate a deal whereby the sufferers pay to have 
the fumes stopped or, alternatively, where the fume-producing plant pays 
some agreed-upon price to make up for the sufferings it causes.* Since the 
parties cannot easily arrive at a negotiated agreement, a court must solve 
the mess itself, deciding whether the costs of the fumes or pollutants out- 
weigh the benefits. In the absence of any chance at a nice clear market 
transaction to put a price on costs and benefits, the court has to muddle 
through with conjectures. In short, in these scenarios of high transaction 
costs, we have to fall back on judicial discretion-as well as the ambigu- 
ous, muddy doctrines that give the judges some room for guesswork. 

The difficulty with this explanation is that we sometimes fall back on 
muddy doctrines even where transaction costs are low. Consider some of 
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the examples discussed earlier: for one, Wisconsin's new "nuisance" treat- 
ment of sunlight rights flys in the face of what would seem to be a rela- 
tively easy negotiation between neighbors. Similarly, the all but universal 
abandonment of the caveat emptor rule for house purchases appears to 
have occurred against a bargaining backdrop of low transaction costs (one 
buyer, one seller); so does the movement to introduce equitable mushi- 
ness into the hard-edged contrac~al relations of mortgages and install- 
ment land contracts. By the same token, land record system seem to be- 
come periodically muddy even when a given system is relatively easy to 
use. Something in the crystalslmud back-and-forth pattern, then, eludes 
straight application of the transaction-cost analysis. 

Historians' Stories 

At least one historian, P. S. Atiyah, has noticed the back-and-forth be- 
tween mud and crystal in our legal rules and has written a long book on 
British contract law to illustrate the point that we have had both kmds of 
rules over time.H Atiyah has argued, in effect, that our preference for mud 
over crystal (or vice versa) takes place in long historical cycles. Roughly 
speaking, he regards the eighteenth century as largely a mud era, hrll of 
ambiguity and judicial discretion, but he sees the period between 1770 
and 1870 as an era in which crystal rules, or "principles," as he calls them, 
came to seem particularly important. His explanation (again in very gross 
terms) is that Parliament and the courts acted on a perceived need to disci- 
pline an unruly population during the later period and used sharply en- 
forced legal rules to instill in the people generally the habits of foresight- 
ful, productive activity necessary to a market economyffi The preference 
for crystal, under this analysis, seems to be one of education or rhetoric: 
you will be held to the very terms of your bargain, so that in the future 
you will not be so foolish as to get yourself into such a mess but will rather 
plan your affairs more carefully Atiyah seems to think-with a certain re- 
gret-that we have abandoned this age of principle and are now back to a 
muddier ethos of "individualized justice" that he dubs "pragmatism."66 

This analysis, interesting though it is, does leave a residue of puzzle- 
ments. Aside from quibbles about dates with respect to Europe, we do ob- 
serve other societies adopting some extremely rigid rules (Islamic codes, 
perhaps, or kosher rules) that do not seem to have much co~ec t i on  with 
economic discipline!7 Moreover, even if we suppose that Western 
societies did adopt crystalline legal rules for the sake of labor discipline, 
the explanation must make us wonder why we no longer think we need 
those rules. Are our populaces less inclined to unruliness today than we 
were in the nineteenth century? If we still have unruly tendencies, why do 
we nolonger think we need the discipline of those crystalline rules? Or al- 



ternatively, if we no longer think we need those rules, why did people 
think so earlier? 

If we look to the work of another economic historian, Albert 0. 
Hirschman, we might start to think that these swings result not from some 
external economic patterns or social history but rather result from each 
other. In other words, mud and crystal are not so much alternatives but a 
matched pair, like + I and -1 in a sine curve. In his book, Shifting Inuolue- 
~nerzts,~~ Hirschman is not discussing legal rules but rather the periodic 
swing in social moods between public involvement and private self-grati- 
fication. He argues, in effect, that people desire both these ends, but both 
cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Suppose one begins with private self- 
gratification: one's activities in behalf of one's self have certain rewards, 
but they also leave certain regrets, particularly about the absence of one's 
participation in public affairs. At some marginal point where the rewards 
of privately focused activity are declining (or even becoming negative), 
the actor turns to public participation-where a similar process of satisfac- 
tion/satiation/disappointment beginsb9 

Might this process parallel the shift between mud and crystal in prop- 
erty law? Hirschman's book suggests that where we see recurring pat- 
terns, we might look for some internal-r, as they say, endogenous-fac- 
tors that lead to these cyclical patterns. Does such an account apply to the 
oscillation between crystal and mud in our definitions of entitlements? 
One can see the outlines in at least one legal domain: the recording sys- 
tem, where we have so often resolved unclarities with a crystalline sys- 
tem, only to muddy it so thoroughly over time that we have to start all 
over again with a newly minted set of clear rules. 

Let us suppose that we initiate a system for the clarification of property 
titles. Might we have a tendency to overuse the system, so that in the end 
it becomes so hopelessly bogged down in detail that the purpose of clarity 
is defeated? Certainly our traditional land records have this quality. For 
example, some early cases permitted only fee interests to be recorded, but 
the system's very attractiveness created pressure to allow the recordation 
of other claims as well-liens, for example, or easements." Indeed, some 
claims may be placed in the records even though they are not legally re- 
cordable. Then too. many claims are recorded and just stay put over time, 
and sometimes they turn out to conflict with still other recorded claims.71 
Theselayersof recorded but unextinguished daimscan grow so thick that 
it hardly seems worth the time to go back and check everything. In a 
sense, then, we treat our clarifying systems-in this case the recording 
mechanisms-as a kind of a "commons," a more or less free good whose 
overload over time is entirely predi~table.'~ The resulting overuse of the 
system, in turn, diminishes it5 clarifying function and creates a certain dis- 
gust with the lush proliferation of records; that is the origin of the numer- 
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ous proposals for reform, some of which would dramatically pare down 
the instruments that count as valid. 

Thus the very attractiveness of a clarifying system defeats the purpose 
of the system, in this instance, to clarify all claims against a given property. 
The same pattern is evident in the excessively long contracts that attempt 
to specify aU possible contingencies and that no one actually reads. How- 
ever comforting it may be to "have it in writing," it really isn't worth the 

I effort to nail down everything, and the overly precise contract may wind 
i up being just as opaque as-and perhaps even more arbitrary than-the 

one that leaves adjustments to the contingencies of future relationsn 
The trouble, then, is that an attractively simple legal device draws in 

too many users or too complex a set of uses. And that, of course, is where 
the simple rule becomes a booby trap. It is this booby-trap aspect of what 
seem to be clear, simple rules-the scenario of disproportionate loss by 
some party-that seems to drive us to muddy up crystal rules with all the 
exceptions and post hoc discretionary judgments. Hence I turn now to 
that subject of disproportionate loss, the subject to which some courts ap- 
ply the shorthand label of "forfeiture." 

111. Forfeiture as Overload: The Problem and the Playen 

A strong element of moral judgment runs through the cases in which mud 
supersedes crystal. These cases are often rife with human failings--sloth 
and forgetfulness on the one hand, greed and self-dealing on the other. 
These vices put pressure on our efforts to elaborate clear and distinct 

I property specifications, and they make judges and others second-guess 

1 the deals that call for a pound of flesh. 
Perhaps we can get at this by thinking not about the moral qualities as 

such that are at issue but rather about the pound of flesh. We have already 
seen that in the decisions about mortgages and installment land contracts, 
the judges exhibit a deep antipathy to what is explicitly caUed the debtor's 
"forfeiture." The same antipathy to "forfeiture"--a loss disproportionate 
to the lapse-also appears in our other examples and many others as 

Thus without some relief, the nonrecording (or improperly or neg- 
ligently recording) owner would lose the very property itself; thus the 
noninspecting (or imperfectly or negligently inspecting) buyer would be 
stuck with a house that may be flooded twice a week with the neighbor's 
sewage. 

Our law seems to find these dramatic losses abhorrent. James Gordley 
has written convincingly that unequal exchanges have been ovenvhelm- 
ingly disfavored in the Western legal tradition, and his work suggests that 
rules leading to forfeitures and penalties generally are unstable in our 
law. Why is this so? Gordley argues that exchanges centering more or less 
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on a market price traditionally counted as "equal." Taken collectively, 
such market-based exchanges tended to restore the sellers' costs; beyond 
that, Gordley argues, the law has had no reason to enforce what he calls 
random  redistribution^.'^ 

Mark Grady has suggested something comparable to this aversion to 
forfeiture in another context, namely, the "last clear chance" doctrine in 
older tort law. The usual rule was that one whose own negligence had 
contributed to his injury could not recover against the injurer, even if the 
injurer were negligent too; if either person could have avoided the acci- 
dent, the loss was left where it lay. But as Grady has pointed out, judges 
used the doctrine of "last clear chance" to fine-tune the respective respon- 
sibilities of the parties, so as to adjust those responsibilities as the time of 
the accident drew closer and as potential foresight about it grew greater. If 
an injurer failed to take a last-minute precaution that might have helped, 
he might still be held liable, even against a contributorily negligent vic- 
tim." Put another way, the "last clear chance" doctrine relieved an injured 
party from the forfeiture that would otherwise have accompanied his own 
careless behavior. 

But the judicial double-clutching entailed in this doctrine complicated 
the relation between the parties and introduced whole new layers of facts 
and litigative possibilities, for the sake of avoiding a disproportionate loss 
to the injured party. Whether for efficiency reasons or not, it illustrates a 
way of thinking that eschews forfeitures or penalties and that is willing to 
undertake an elaborate ex post analysis in order to allocate precise re- 
spon~ibility.'~ 

Unexpected redistribution in the tort context is one thing, but why 
should we find a distaste for forfeiture in people's contractual agreements 
about their property, as Gordley suggests we do? After all, contracting 
parties presumably know about the potential for forfeiture and agree to it 
anyway. Why complicate their relations by asking elaborate ex post ques- 
tions comparable to "last clear chance"-that is, asking who could have 
avoided the redistributive event, when both apparently contemplated it 
as a possibility? Are there reasons to make this after-the-fact inquiry, re- 
gardless of how firmly the parties seem to have agreed to possible forfei- 
tures before the fact? 

Perhaps forfeiture might be seen as a symptom of the overloading of 
crystal rules in bargaining. Crystalline doctrines yield fixed consequences 
for defaults because they ignore reasons and excuses; predictability 
makes these doctrines attractive. But for the very reason that they are at- 
tractive, these doctrines may be overused or overloaded, in contexts that 
make them unpredictable and counterproductive. 

Consider the way that the enforcement of a penalty affects the incen- 
tives of persons on either side of a property entitlement. If we were to en- 
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force penalties against defaulters or violators, it is no doubt true that the 
persons involved would be especially careful to avoid violations. But per- 
haps they would be too careful and would try to live up to their obliga- 
tions even when circumstances changed radically, when everyone would 
really be better off if they defaulted and paid normal damages for what- 
ever harm their default caused another.18 

Furthermore, penalties might affect the behavior of the nondefaulting 
parties. Because they would gain much more than their damages if penal- 
ties were enforced, unscrupulous dealers might expend efforts to find 
trading partners who would fail rather than succeed; sharp dealers might 
even take measures to make their partners trip up, in order to take the 
penalty proceeds and run-as, for example, the mortgage lender who 
might have hidden in the bushes to prevent the borrower from repaying 
and getting his land back." These are the people that petty con artists in 
my former hometown of Chicago might call "mopes,"8D a term that un- 
doubtedly could include the unsuspecting house purchasers who overes- 
timate their own ability to live up to the loan payments or who never sus- 
pect that there might be rats in the basement or who don't have a clue that 
they have to record their titles. 

Fools on the one hand and sharp dealers on the other, then, are central 
players in the crystal-to-mud story, because they are the characters most 
likely to have leading roles in the systematic overloading of crystalline 
rules. From this perspective, as indeed the more sophisticated economic 
analyses tell us, crystalline rules seem less the king of the efficiency moun- 
tain than we might normally suppose. One could argue that elaborate ex 
post allocations of responsibilities might be efficient too, even if they 
make people's entitlements obligations fuzzier ex ante. The very knowl- 
edge that one cannot gull someone else and get away with it makes it less 
likely that anyone will dissipate time and effort in trying to find the gull- 
ible. This knowledge will also reassure those of us who fear we may be 
made fools: we can go about our business and take part in the world of 
trade without cowering at home because we think we need to hire a law- 
yer and an accountant every time we leave the car at a commercial park- 
ing lot. 

How can we fit all this together with the scarcity story about property 
rights? According to that story, the driving force toward crystalline rules 
is the overuse of a "commons" in a given resource. The conflicts and 
waste from commons overuse induce us to define boundaries around en- 
titlements, so that we can trade our entitlements instead of fighting over 
them. 

But the driving force toward mud rules seems to be an overuse in the 
"commons" of the crystal rules themselves. We are tempted to take rules 
that are simple and informative in one context-as, for example, "First in 



time, first in right" may be in small communities-and extend them to dif- 
ferent or more complex situations, where the consequences may be unex- 
pected and confusing. It is in these "overload situations that crystal rules 
ultimately may be ruinous for trade. Not only might sharp dealers seek 
out situations in which trade will fail (allowing them to collect a forfeiture 
from the mopes), but the mopes themselves, as well as other people, may 
be frightened out of dealing altogether!' 

Simple boundaries and simple remedies, it t u r n  out, may yield radi- 
cally unexpected results and may destroy the confidence we need for 
trade rather than fostering it. It is forfeiture, the prospect of dramatic or 
disproportionate loss, that brings this home. But forfeiture--and the de- 
tailed ways in which it might have been avoided-an only be known to 
us ex post. 

IV. The Context of Forfeiture: Crystals and Mud 
as Institutional Responses to Estrangement 

What can be said to generalize the context of forfeiture, where crystal 
rules are overloaded? Where in our commercial life, for example, do we 
tend to find the invocation of those crystalline mles, causing great forfei- 
ture to others? Stewart Macaulay's work on contracts suggests that forfei- 
tures and penalties emerge in one context in particular: where the parties 
have no long-term relationship with each otherBz 

This is also precisely the context for the fool/scoundrel relationship. 
Scoundrels, of course, hope never to see their dupes again, at least after 
the dupes figure out that something is amiss. Contrast this ultimate form 
of the one-shot deal to normal business relations: businesspeople who 
work together routinely relax the letter of their respective obligations and 
readjust the terms of their relationships in the face of unexpected hard- 
ships!' TO be sure, hard+dged rules might make business partners plan 
more carefully in advance; but is it worth it to do all that planning, when 
they can write adjustment clauses into their deals? After all, they can trust 
each other, since they have to live together over the long haul. According 
to Macaulay, they show their hard edges, demanding forfeitures and pen- 
alties and the hard crystalline features of their entitlements, only against 
customers whose business they are willing to f o ~ g o . ~  

Macaulay's work, as well as that of Ian M a ~ n e i l , ~ ~  suggests that crystal- 
line rules (and their attendant forfeitures) are only designed for people 
who see one another on a onetime basis and whose temptations to dupe 
one another, or simply to play commercial hardball, might be strongest. 
By way of contrast, where two persons are members of the same commu- 
nity or religion or family or ongoing business deal, there are inducements 
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to cooperation and trust that are entirely independent of the enforcement 
of crystalline rules. 

Modem game theorists buttress this point, telling us that if we can ar- 
range things in such a manner that we have repeated contact with our op- 
posite numbers, then we can enforce cooperation through the game of "tit 
for tat."86 Recent historical work supports the point from another direc- 
tion, telling us that prior to the eighteenth century, much European com- 
merce was dominated by Jewish and Quaker merchants, whose family 
and religious connections could assure their mutual reliabilityg Recent 
historical literature also suggests that as modern property and contract 
law developed, it became possible for people to do business with one an- 
other simply on the basis of their mutual promises, even though they had 
none of these familial or other long-term relati~nships.~ The legal catego- 
ries of contract acted as an artificial, officially sponsored re-creation of a 
k i d  of confidence and trust that would otherwise come only through the 
mutual constraints of community, religion, and family. 

In an important sense, then, the enforceability of clear rules enables us 
to deal with the world of strangers, apart from any pattern of dealing or 
mutual membership in close-knit communities, and to arrange our affairs 
with persons whom we never expect to see again. We can do so, we think, 
because rules are mles are rules-we all know them and know what to ex- 
pect. Crystalline rules thus seem to perform the service of creating a con- 
text in which strangers can deal with one another in confidence: the rules 
define expectations and allow people to rely on each other, even people 
who have no familial or coreligious or ongoing commercial leverage with 
each other. 

But what is easily overlooked is that mud rules too attempt to re-create 
an underlying nonlegal trading community in which confidence is possi- 
ble. In those communities, the members tend to readjust in the face of un- 
foreseen complications rather than to drive hard bargains when the op- 
portunity arises. By analogy, mud rules mimic a pattern of post hoc 
readjustments that people would make if they were in an ongoing relation- 
ship with each other. People in such relationships would scarcely dupe 
their trading partners out of their titles, sell them defective goods, or fail 
to make minor readjustments on debts. If they did such things, they 
would lose trading partners (or suffer denunciation in church or become 
black sheep), and everyone would know it. 

Now we can see why crystal and mud are a matched pair. Both are dis- 
tilled from a kind of nonlegal commercial context where people already in 
some relationship arrive at more or less imperfect understandings at the 
outset and expect post hoc readjustments in their bargains when circum- 
stances require. Just as the parties call on courts to enforce contractual 
promises and protect entitlements that would otherwise be enforced by 
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the threat of informal sanctions, so too do they call on the courts to figure 
out the post hoc bargaining readjustments that, in more close-knit circum- 
stances, would have been made by the parties themselves. 

It is in our onetime dealings with strangers that a wedge splits a trading 
relationship into ex ante and ex post, crystals and mud. One-shot dealings 
are the situations in which it seems most important to have clear defini- 
tions of obligations, but in which it is also most important to have some 
substitute for the pattern of ongoing cooperation that would protect us 
against sudden and unexpected loss. 

The split between crystals and mud has an institutional reflection as 
well-that is, in our political and legal institutions. We call for crystals, 
those precise specifications of entitlements, when we are in what Mel 
Eisenberg has called our "rulemaking" mode, that is, when private parties 
make contracts with strangers or legislatures make prospective law for an 
unknown future.89 We call for mud and exceptions only later, after things 
have gone awry, but at that point we stand before judges. 

But these two perspectives may be ineluctably different. It is obvious 
that "rulemakers" cannot see into the future in any very precise way 
when they are laying down crystal rules; thus we know that those who are 
in an ex ante position cannot see things ex post. Much less obviously, how- 
ever, it may be equally true that judges cannot think their way back into 
an ex ante frame of mind in any way except metaphorically. 

Borrowing a leaf from Hans-Georg Gadamer, some scholars of histori- 
cal interpretation have treated our efforts to understand the past as a kind 
of translation in which we cannot help but use our own experience to un- 
derstand prior experience." This does not mean that the past's perspec- 
tive is incomprehensible to us but only that our understanding of it is in- 
evitably filtered through our subsequent experience; what we know post 
hoc about those fools and scoundrels necessarily transforms the way we 
now think about what we used to think. 

If this is so, then judges, who see everything ex post, really cannot help 
but be influenced by their ex post perspectives. They are likely to lean ever 
so slightly to mud, every so often, in order to save the fools from forfeiture 
at the hands of scoundrels. Indeed, if judges have even an occasional pref- 
erence for the post hoc readjustments that avoid forfeiture, this preference 
will gradually place an accretion of mud rules over people's crystalline 
arrangements. By the way, all this suggests something of a modification of 
claims about the efficiency of common law adjudication. That is, contrary 
to some of the claims made for the judiciary, we may be more likely to find 
that judicial solutions veer toward ex post mud rules, while it is legisla- 
tures that are more apt to join with private parties as "rulemakers" with a 
tilt toward the ex ante approach of crystal?' 
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Hence a circular pattern: if things matter to us, we try in our 
rulemaking, contractual mode to place clear bounds around them in our 
bargains with strangers, so that we know who has what and can profit- 
ably invest in the things or trade them. But the use of clear bounds may 
lead to forfeituresdramatic losses that we can see only post hoc and 
whose post hoc avoidance makes us ask judges to muddy the boundaries 
we have drawn. Then at some point we may become so stymied by those 
muddinesses that as rulemakers we will start over with new bound- 
aries-followed by new muddinesses, and so it goes?' 

V. Does It Matter? "Mere" Rhetoric 
in the Opposition of Crystals and Mud 

The crystal/mud cycle occurs most strikingly in a context of dealings with 
strangers. But it is wise to keep in mind the limited extent of dealings of 
this type. Macaulay and Macneil have reminded us, as Robert Gordon 
notes, that the one-shot context for the enforcement of crystal rules is re- 
ally quite marginal to ordinary business activity?%obert Ellickson's won- 
derful study of Shasta County suggests that property "rights" too are nor- 
mally defined and readjusted by community understandings and are 
subject to community pressures along a number of interactive "fronts" 
among neighbors." And if the context for crystal rules is marginal, then 
the same must perforce be true for mud rules, insofar as these attempt to 
inject a kind of substitute for negotiation or continuing dialog into what 
would otherwise be a crystalline, open-and-shut situation. No doubt there 
is a difference in "administrative costs" between these jurisprudential 
m0des.9~ But if most transactions actually take place in some kind of com- 
munity or some kind of ongoing relationship, even the administrative 
costs should not matter very much. 

All this suggests that the crystal/mud dichotomy carries little practical 
weight in ordinary commerce and property relations. Why, then, do we 
find so much heat in the discussions of these matters, when relatively little 
in our economic life seems to hinge on them? If their opposition makes lit- 
tle practical difference, then perhaps the answer lies in the rhetorical char- 
acteristics of crystals and mud. 

Crystals and mud each are ways of talking about the character of our 
dealings with the world at largewith  people that we do not necessarily 
know and do not necessarily expect to see again. Crystal rhetoric and mud 
rhetoric, however, hark back to features of our dealings with people in a 
very different context, that is, the context of an ongoing community or re- 
lationship: the rhetoric of crystals focuses on the sense of predictability 
and security embodied in long-term dealings; the rhetoric of mud focuses 



on the flexibility, forgiveness, and willingness 
long-term dealines normallv offer. 
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to make adjustments that 
" ~ ~~ , -  

Of the two, the legal rhetoric of crystals is more clearly associated with 
a larger Enlightenment project, in principle as well as historically?' In- 
deed, insofar as crystal rules may give us confidence and security in our 
dealings with strangers, it seems no coincidence that the doctrines of fixed 
promise-keeping and fixed property entitlements developed more or less 
contemporaneously with an Enlightenment-era social theory that envi- 
sioned a radical separateness among human beings?' When the world is 
populated by strangers, one needs fixed entitlements to secure what is 
one's own. 

A dominating strand of our social theory posits a world of individuals 
whose relationships with one another are fundamentally those of strang- 
ers; thus it matters how we talk about our dealings with strangers, be- 
cause that is the way that we deal with everyone. I am going to suggest, 
however, that neither crystal rhetoric nor mud rhetoric can sustain the im- 
age of a world of strangers. 

The rhetoric of crystals suggests that our safety with strangers derives 
from an ability to define and bound off every entitlement with a kind of 
perfect language, a language that reflects in the present all future contin- 
gencies. This rhetoric suggests that regardless of context, background, or 
culture, everyone understands the content of each entitlement. Thus in 
bargains and trade, each understands what she is giving up and what she 
is gaining41 can at least "discount"any risks into a present value.P8And 
because of this perfect language, this perfect present understanding of the 
future and its contingencies, it is only just to enforce promises and prop- 
erty entitlements to the limit.99 And indeed, there is a meaning of "justice" 
implicit in the rhetoric of crystal: Adam Smith once lectured that "justice" 
means (in his note-taker's idiosyncratic spelling) "prevent[ing] the mem- 
bers of a society from incroaching on one anothers property, or siezing 
what is not their own," and he later interpolated the comment that "[tlhe 
end proposed by justice is the maintaining [of] men in what are called 
their perfect rights."'M 

What is wrong with this idea? The chief accusation levied at crystal 
rhetoric. mainly by scholars associated with Critical Legal Studies, is that 
crystalline rules are hardhearted and mean-spirited, that they glorify an 
attitude of self-seeking and "me first," and that they act as a kind of cover- 
up for the domination of the weak by the strong through the vehicle of un- 
bridled ~apitalisrn.'~' 

A related and in some ways more profound objection is that the notion 
of fixed entitlements, known or "discounted" perfectly in the present and 
traded about in their discounted form, is a kind of false understanding of 
the importance of time in human affairs. It is a notion that-like the "cov- 
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ering law" theory of historical explanation--equates knowledge of hu- 
man action with knowledge about the objects of nature; it supposes that 
human beings have no memories or new ideas that influence later choices, 
no ability to persuade one another-in short, no changes of consciousness 
over time that will cause them to redefine their views about "entitle- 
ments," just as they redefine other aspects of their thought.'02 

But if time, memory, and consciousness do matter in human affairs, 
then the paths we take and the things we become persuaded we are "enti- 
tled to" may be explored fully only by ex post hoc narrative; they cannot 
be foreseen in advance or predicted from what falsely appears to be a set 
of identical conditions in the past.'03 To adopt the rhetoric of crystal rules, 
then, seems to be a way of denying the necessarily dialogic character of 
human interactions and to act as if we can compel human behavior by a 
perfect specification of unchanging rights and obligations. 

But it is often forgotten that there is a much softer, more sociable and 
dialogic side to crystal rules and to the commerce that accompanied their 
development. At least some Enlightenment thinkers discussed commerce 
in a way that now seems novel but that we have already seen in connec- 
tion with the "comedy of the commons" and the enormous public impor- 
tance of commerce described there. The great hope for commerce was that 
it would enlarge sociability and would in a sense be a constitutive force in 
ever larger communities of "interest." Enlightenment thinkers argued 
that "gentle commercet'--and presumably also the fixed entitlements that 
commerce seems to require--would not harden manners but rather soften 
them and make its practitioners more attentive to the needs of others, pre- 
cisely because everyone could count on a reliable return in meeting thosc 
needs.IM Thus commerce and fixed entitlements would create communi- 
ties-at the very least, communities of interest-and would also create the 
ongoing dialog that is a part of such communities. 

Lest this view be too rapidly written off as Enlightenment 
Panglossianism, we should note that some more recent historians have at- 
tributed the development of eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century 
philanthropy to the legal rhetoric of fixed entitlements and promise-keep- 
ing. It seems that confidence in firm rules did indeed instill a sense that 
one could deal with strangers; and when commercial traders dealt with 
strangers, they came to feel sympathy for the plight of those strangers, as 
well as confidence in their own ability to help. Indeed, it is hard to imag- 
ine the historical development of anything like altruism-in the sense of 
selfless attention to the needs of strangers-in the absence of the far-flung 
commercial ties that seemed to overcome the casual savagery toward out- 
siders so characteristic of earlier times.'05 

Moreover, the language of crystal rules sometimes conveys a kind of 
sturdiness that, at least in our culture, suggests a very important social 
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virtue, namely, courage. The rhetoric of firmly delineated entitlements 
supports that courage. One can envision in almost romantic terms the pio- 
neer woman who, armed and ready, turns away the intruders at the 
threshold of her homestead cottage, or the tavern owners who refuse all 
offers to give up their little establishment and instead force the giant office 
building to be built around them and their happy customers.106 Even the 
child psychologists tell us that uncertainty about rules is not always good 
for us and that it does not improve ow temperaments, our character, or 
o w  ability to get along with  other^.'^' Thus crystal rules not only depend 
upon shared social understandings, they at least arguably enhance socia- 
bility and facilitate ongoing social interactions--that is to say, crystal rules 
in some ways turn out to mirror mud rules. 

It is indeed the element of ongoing social interactions that mud rules fo- 
cus upon. Mud rules follow a rhetoric that takes place in time; they at- 
tempt to introduce an element of continuing dialog among persons who 
have initially ordered their affairs more or less as one-shot strangers. 
When a court introduces ambiguity into the fixed rules that the parties 
adopted at the outset, it in effect is reinstating the kind of weighing, bal- 
ancing, and reconsidering that the parties might have undertaken if they 
had been in some longer-term relationship with each other. Thus if the 
mortgage cannot be paid on time, the lender's expectation of prompt pay- 
ment has to be weighed against the borrower's loss of the deal; if the house 
buyer discovers a leaky sewage l i e ,  perhaps he should get some break 
from the seller to make up for this unexpected damage. These judicial in- 
terventions are a crude substitute for dialog-for talking things over and 
adjusting entitlements, as one would be likely to do in an ongoing trading 
relationship or as one would in a family or religious community. 

The chief critique levied against mud-particularly by scholars associ- 
ated with law and economics-is that all other things being equal, mud is 
inefficient: mud rules make entitlements uncertain and thus increase the 
costs of trading and of resolving disputes at the same time that they dis- 
courage careful p l a ~ i n g . ' ~  But this too overstates the case: at least in 
some instances, there is a great deal more clarity and certainty about a 
mud rule than a crystal one. This view is reflected in the Uniform Com- 
mercial Code, where a muddy term like "commercial reasonableness" is 
regarded as a more predictable standard for businesspeople than such 
precise arcana as the mailbox rule of offer and acceptance.Iw Perhaps we 
could dream up some formulation that would more clearly express our 
understanding than "commercial reasonableness" does, and commercial 
traders indeed often do so. But language is always imperfect, and much of 
the time, it is not worth the effort to specify everything. It is easier and 
cheaper to rely on a set of socially understood conventions. Mud rules, 
then, can take on a greater clarity than crystal in a social setting among 
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persons with some common understanding-who know, for example, 
that a "baker's dozen" numbers thirteen. 

Just as there is a version of sociability and dialog in crystal rules, then, 
there is a version of certainty and predictability in mud rules. Where do 
these reversals occur? They occur just where crystals or mud move into a 
genuine social context. No wonder: crystals and mud themselves are rhe- 
torical extractions from the practices of ongoing trading relationships, 
where the participants are likely to enjoy both upstream security as well 
as downstream readjustment. In ow dealings with strangers, it seems as if 
we can only have the one or the other-hence crystals on the one hand, for 
upstream security, and mud on the other, for downstream readjustment. 
But in fact, most of our interactions are much more sociable than the one- 
shot deal. We are repeat customers; we care about our reputations; we 
hope that our clients will come back. And at these junctures, where we es- 
tablish some long-term tie, crystals and mud dissolve into each other. 

To be sure, from time to time we do deal with strangers, on a one-shot 
basis, so that they stay strangers. And that is where we are faced with a 
choice of crystals and mud and where we seem to zigzag back and forth 
over time between these two jurisprudential modes. But it is an illusion to 
think that either of these rhetorical modes is a paradigm for normal living 
or even normal commercial dealings. They are only our metaphors for the 
lapses of community-lapses that may be much more occasional than ow 
dominating political theory would suggest. 

But it is precisely as metaphor or rhetoric that the choice between crys- 
tal and mud matters. The lapse of community may occur only infre- 
quently in our everyday lives, but this world of estrangement has had a 
robust life in our highly individualistic talk about politics and economics 
since the seventeenth centuryn0 In the context of that talk of universal in- 
dividualism, the metaphoric or rhetorical character of crystals and mud 
has a certain independent significance. However much crystal rules may 
have a dialogic side like mud and however much mud rules may lend the 
certainty of crystal, as rhetoric crystals and mud bear sharply divergent di- 
dactic messages."' They suggest quite different ways that each self-con- 
tained individual should behave and converse with all those other self- 
contained individuals. Thus crystal rhetoric suggests that we view 
friends, family, and fellow citizens from the same cool distance as those 
we do not know at all; while mud rhetoric suggests that we treat even 
those to whom we have no real connection with the kind of engagement 
that we normally reserve for friends and partners. And for this reason- 
for the sake of the different social didactics, the different modes of conver- 
sation and interaction implicit in the two rhetorical styles-we debate 
endlessly the respective merits of crystals and mud. 
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Women and Property: 
Gaining and Losing Ground 

Introduction 

Readers will have noticed how often "we" and "us" and "our" appear in 
several of the preceding essays, as if "our" society made up its property 
regimes to serve persons and groups with fundamentally similar goals 
and convergent interests. Such a cozy scenario! What a pity when it frac- 
tures--not all the time, to be sure, but certainly sometimes. In this essay I 
explore how such fractures may become visible in the ways that different 
groups of people relate to one another within a given property regime. I 
concentrate on the ways that differences, or purported differences, among 
these groups may affect the ways that they bargain, and those bargaining 
differences in turn may give rise to systematic inequalities in their assets. 
The focus is on gender relations and their repercussions in property. 

A quite common perception about women and property is that women 
do not have much, at least by comparison to men.Virginia Woolf certainly 
had this view. Her famous book A Room of One's Own repeatedly posed 
the question, Why are women so poor?' Even when women do have for- 
mal title to property, men seem to be the ones who initially acquired it and 
actually control it; and though there are exceptions--even whole societies 
that are exceptional-they seem to have a rather exotic air, like Amazons 
or other relatively unfamiliar folk.' 

In the ordinary course of things, it is a bit surprising to find women of 
great wealth, just as it is surprising to find women who lead Fortune 503  
c~mpanies .~  In contrast, it is hardly news that women are disproportion- 
ately represented as heads of household among the poor? Between those 
extremes of wealth and poverty, women just don't seem to be as "propertied 

The original version of this essay appeared in 78 Virginia Law Review, 421-459 (1992). Re- 
printed by permission of Virginia Lnw Reuiew and Fred B. Rothman & Co. 
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as men, except insofar as they happen to be located in families that are 
headed by men. Indeed, even within the household, the serious money has 
often seemed to be at the disposal of the husband and not the wife.' 

Why might this be? Why might women be systematically worse off 
than men when it comes to acquiring and owning property? There arc 
many possible explanations, ranging through theories of exploitation, 
sociobiology, and historical circumstances, among others. I take an ap- 
proach somewhat different from those, although some of the ideas from 
those other approaches will appear here, too. 

My plan is to take a few simple ideas from game theory and to explore 
how women might do systematically worse than men with respect to 
property, if one makes either of two related assumptions. The first as- 
sumption is that women have a greater "taste for cooperation" than men. 
The second and considerably weaker assumption is that women are 
merely perceived to have a greater taste for cooperation than men, even 
though that perception may be erroneous. Following the lead of much 
modern law-andeconomics literature, I use examples from both market 
and nonmarket "economies," and although these examples are largely 
hypothetical, I expect some will seem quite familiar. Indeed, that is pre- 
cisely the goal: to see if  a small number of assumptions can generate a 
wide range of familiar examples. 

At the outset, I want to stress that I am not arguing that women would 
be better off in a world without property or without entitlements gener- 
ally. I thiik that is wrong. On the contrary, as a general matter, women are 
better off in a regime in which they and others can acquire property. But I 
do mean to suggest that in a world of property and entitlements, there 
may be systematic reasons why women may tend to acquire less property 
and fewer of those entitlements than men do. Moreover, there may even 
be some cases in which dealings with entitlements make women worse off 
in an absolute sense tha t  is, not just worse off relative to men but worse 
off than they themselves would have been if such dealings had never 
taken place. Again, I do not think that this is generally true, but I think 
that such more or less exceptional cases are nonetheless important 
enough to explore, and I try to do so in the later sections of the essay 
Needless to say, I do not think either of these situations is a desirable state 
of affairs, either for women in particular or for the larger society of women 
and men. I hope the reasons are clear by the end of the essay. 

I. The Game-Theory Approach 
To set the stage, 1 will discuss two kinds of "games," both of which are 
now familiar in legal academic circles. The first is the prisoners' dilemma, 
familiarly known as PD, named for its most famous illustrative story in 
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which two prisoners are induced to rat on each other even though jointly 
they would be better off if both remained silent. The second has no con- 
ventional name, except perhaps the descriptive one of "zero-sum game"; 
this is a noncooperative game in which the parties vie to win the most of a 
fixed total payoff. 

PD Games 
PD games ought to be positive-sum games-that is, games that result in 
gains from working together--but they have an unfortunate propensity to 
fail. In such games, two (or more) parties are collectively better off if they 
coopcrate than if each of them "cheats" or "defects," but both (or all) have 
an incentive to cheat rather than to ~ooperate.~ I will not run through the 
"prisoners' dilemma" story here because it is so familiar but instead use 
an agrarian version. 

Suppose two people, Sam and Louise (and perhaps a number of others) 
graze cattle on common grounds: they would be better off collectively if 
each would cooperate and restrain the numbers of their cattle or the inten- 
sity of their grazing, so that the field's grasses could replenish themselves. 
But Sam fears that Louise will cheat if  he restrains his cows, so that he will 
be a patsy while she gets most of the benefit of his self-restraint. On the 
other hand, even if he thinks she will cooperate, it may occur to him that 
he himself can gain by cheating while she goes along with the program 
and restrains her cows. Thus either way-whether Sam thinks that Louise 
is going to cooperate or to cheat-his own immediate maximizing strat- 
egy is to cheat. And by parallel reasoning, so is hers. As a result of these 
calculations, neither restrains the cows, and they wind up with an over- 
grazed desert. That is, they reenact the dilemma, or the "tragedy of the 
commons," as multiple-person PD games are often called? 

Overcoming PD Problems-Watching and Mimicking. Luckily, there 
are some ways around the dilemma or tragedy. One escape route opens 
up when Sam can see what Louise is doing and vice versa. Sam may start 
by restraining his own cows, but he will keep an eye on Louise. If Louise 
does not restrain her cows too, he will just go ahead and let his own 
munch, which of course gives Louise a good rcason to cooperate. Mean- 
while, of course, she is keeping an eye on Sam's cows. Their cooperative 
arrangement is thus enforced by the threat of retaliation-by his threat to 
do the same thing that she does and by her counterthreat to match his ac- 
t i o n ~ . ~  Each keeps the other in line by playing on the fear of losing the 
gains that they jointly make from cooperation. 

It has been noted in game-theory literature-and indeed in the essay 
"Property and Storytellingr' earlier in this volume--that there are some 
major roadblocks to this escape from the PD. One such roadblock appears 
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because somebody has to start by cooperating, presumably at a point 
when the players have no history of dealing and no reason to trust each 
other? Beyond that roadblock is another: the escape only works where 
there is a sequence of moves or turns, and where each iterated move raises 
the threat of retaliation if one player cheats. But then the iterated game has 
a problem at the so-called endgame stage?" That is, unless Sam and Lou- 
ise anticipate an infinite sequence of cooperative steps, there is going to be 
a last move in their little minuet. As they approach that point they realize 
that there are no further opportunities for retaliation, so that each has an 
incentive to cheat just before the last move. Unfortunately, this endgame 
incentive then infects the second-to-last move, too, where each thinks, 
"Hmm, I will cheat before he (or she) does." Then the cheating infects the 
third-to-last move, and so on all the way back to the first move. 

With all these problems, one might suppose that cooperative acts 
would be quite unusual. That is, even where cooperation could make all 
players collectively better off, the tendency to act as self-interested utility 
maximizers runs counter to the collective best interest and makes the 
players more likely to cheat and lose the advantages of cooperation. Pru- 
dence dictates that each player let others take the first step-but if all are 
prudent, none will take that step. 

Attihrdinal Solutions--A Taste for Cooperation. If we shift gears and 
move to the real world, as the "Storytelling" essay pointed out, we realize 
that cooperation is not rare at all. In fact, there is an enormous amount of 
cooperative behavior in everyday life, in spite of all these supposed thw- 
retical difficulties. In that earlier essay I dubbed the cooperative character 
"Mom" and noted that according to a feminist psychologist like Carol 
Gilligan, such characters abound and seem to be willing to put the com- 
mon good ahead of their own self-interest." There I pointed out too that 
legal institutions take account of this kind of behavior and to some degree 
try to encourage it. 

But, be it noted once again, from a certain perspective this kind of be- 
havior is not rational. At the very least, the willingness to take that trust- 
ing, risky first move--the move that makes further cooperative gains pos- 
s i b l d e p e n d s  on one or both parties' behaving imprudently, acting on 
something l i e  a taste for cooperation; whatever the story may be behind 
such a taste, it is not explained by the pure logic of self-interest.I2 By a 
"taste for cooperation" I mean one or another of those nonrational attitu- 
dinal factors--wherever they came from-that enable cooperation to get 
under way. By using the word "taste," of course, 1 do not mean to suggest 
only mild preferences; I also include the deeply felt emotions or convic- 
tions. For example, the "taste" may derive from an enjoyment of the pro- 
cess of working with others. Alternatively, the taste might stem from a 
personal identification with a team or other group that shares a common 
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goal. It is quite common to find the taste in the form of an altruistic enjoy- 
ment of, or sense of responsibility for, the well-being of other individuals. 
An overlapping feature may be simply a matter of scope or intensity: that 
is, supposing that lots of people have some cooperative attitudes, the taste 
would signify a relatively broad or deep attitude of sociality and/or re- 
sponsibility for others. As I suggested in "Storytelling," any of these moti- 
vations might make up an important part of one's life history, and any of 
them might lead one to recognize and act in the furtherance of a shared 
"good or the good of another, even at some risk to one's purely personal 
intere~t.'~ 

Conversely, noncooperative attitudes may also take several different 
forms. Most common, no doubt, is mere "rational" indifference to others 
or to common interests, or the merely prudent unwillingness to risk per- 
sonal loss in taking first steps toward forming or maintaining associa- 
tions. This is the behavior of the "homo oeconomicus," whom I described 
in "Storytelling" as John Doe. An intermediate form of noncooperation in- 
volves a limited range or scope for cooperation. For example, the nonco- 
operator may be willing to cooperate only on a limited basis, or with some 
classes of persons but not with others." The most extreme form of nonco- 
operation is malice or hostility--a willingness to take actions that alienate 
or hurt others, such as punishment or cruelty. This type of noncooperator 
is the reverse altruist: he does indeed care about the well-being of others, 
but negatively.I5 

In real life we do find considerable taste for cooperation-and we also 
see some noncooperative attitudinal factors. Although the former facili- 
tates utility-maximizing cooperation, the latter may hinder such coopera- 
tion, particularly at the outset of dealings, when some trusting move has 
to be made. On the conventional supposition that rationality means indif- 
ference to others, however, the helpful attitudes are irrational (non- 
indifferent/helping), whereas the unhelpful ones may be either rational 
(indifferent) or irrational (nonindifferent/hostile). 

T%e Zero-Sum Game 

All this discussion about cooperative moves and their difficulties and so- 
lutions brings me to a brief mention of the second game--the zero-sum 
game. This game is not about gaining through cooperation but rather 
about parcelling out a fixed sum. In spite of the difference, though, this 
game does have a bearing on potentially positive-sum games l i e  the PD, 
in which there could be gains from acting in concert. 

Suppose that our two parties, Sam and Louise, do agree in principle to 
cooperate on restraining their cows' use of the grazing field. Collectively, 
the two of them will be better off by some amount, which I will call X. 
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They now have a self-renewing grassy field that is worth X dollars more 
than it would have been if they rushed in to fatten up Bossy and Sadie to 
the maximum and left a wasteland behind. 

But how are Sam and Louise going to split that gain of X dollars? The 
point here is that even if Sam and Louise do see the advantage of a cooper- 
ative deal, they still have to decide how to split those X proceeds, and ev- 
ery part of X that Sam gets is at Louise's expense, and vice versa. They are 
faced, in short, with a little zero-sum game inside the bigger positive-sum 
game. Indeed, unless someone gives on the zero-sum game, they may be 
unable to solve the larger positive-sum game. 

11. The Two Games Applied--Gaining and Losing Relatively 

How can we apply these two games--the potentially positive-sum and 
the zero-sum game--to explain the relative property acquisitions of Sam 
and Louise? One way to think about this is to focus on the taste for cooper- 
ation. In the discussion that follows, I am going to suppose that the taste 
for cooperation is unevenly distniuted between the genders and that 
women have this taste more strongly than men do. 

I will not try to prove that such a gender difference actually exists, al- 
though there are a variety of anecdotal materials to suggest that this may 
be the case-for example, the reports that daughters rather than sons nor- 
maUy take care of aging parents;I6 or that sisters are the ones who estab- 
lish and maintain stronger sibling ties;I7 or that under experimental condi- 
tions, women may overcome bargaining problems more readily than 
men;180r, looking at the matter from the angle of the scope of cooperative 
tastes, that little girls are interested in all kinds of television celebrities, 
whereas little boys will only watch boys or menJ9 The idea, of course, is 
also stated--and vigorously debated-in feminist literature, where some 
argue that women are more concerned with relationships than men amzo 

My own assumption on the matter is only hypothetical and indeed 
heuristic, but I also want to note that even in this hypothetical form, the 
assumption is not that all women are cooperators and no men are. Al- 
though I will continue to talk about Sam and Louise in a generic sense, the 
assumption can coexist with lots of wonderfully cooperative Sams and 
stubbornly recalcitrant Louises. The only assumption is that women, 
taken as a group, are more likely to make cooperative moves than men 
are, taken as a group. It is only a matter of degree between groups and 
says nothing about individuals. 

Nevertheless, even this generic mode is quite a strong assumption, and 
at certain points of the essay I will relax it substantially. At those points I 
will instead ask how things would look if women were merely thougl~t to 
have a more highly developed taste for cooperation. But I will ask the 
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readers to go along with the stronger assumption at the outset-that Lou- 
ise really is more cooperative than Sam-because an initial run-through 
on that basis makes it considerably easier to clarify the alternative story, 
the one in which assumptions of difference are very much relaxed. 

Louise Loses Ground Relatively 

Sam and Louise Strike a Deal. If we suppose that Louise has a greater 
taste for cooperation than Sam does, we can predict some things about 
their dealings. We can predict, for one thing, that it will be easier for Sam 
and Louise to arrive at a cooperative use of the grazing field than it would 
have been for, say, Sam and Tom. This means that Louise's taste for coop- 
eration aids in the creation of the agreement that produces collective 
gains. In addition, we can predict that Louise will be better off than she 
used to be before she and Sam decided to cooperate. But alas, wc can also 
predict that she will not be as much better off as Sam. She will wind up 
with the short side of the split of the proceeds. 

Why is this so? 
Well, at the outset, Louise has to offer Sam more to get him to cooper- 

ate. He may not even notice that cooperative arrangements are beneficial, 
and he certainly won't take any first steps to get them started-he puts his 
own safety before a cooperative deal. And since a cooperative deal does 
not rank as high in Sam's priorities as in Louise's, he can insist that he take 
a disproportionate amount of the proceeds, so that, in the now familiar ex- 
ample, he gets to run more cows than Louise does. 

Louise, of course, is just the reverse. She is quicker to see the mutual 
benefits of cooperation, she likes such cooperative relationships more 
than he, or she is at least more willing to take responsibility for getting 
such arrangements off the ground. Those traits, however, mean that she 
may accept a deal even though she pays a higher price for it. Sam thus 
gains a bargaining advantage, just as he would with anyone who was 
more anxious than he is for the deal or had a "higher discount rate" about 
it.21 When Sam knows that Louise is the more eager player, he can offer 
her less favorable terms right from the start. That is, when the two of them 
successfully play the larger cooperative game, Sam has an advantage in 
the smaller zero-sum game of splitting the proceeds. 

This asymmetry continues into the course of the deal. Indeed, it may 
not even begin until later, when the pattern of dealings has got under way. 
At those later points when, for example, some contribution has to be made 
to the upkeep of the field, Sam may have an advantage as well, and he 
may get Louise to pay for more of the field's routine maintenance. This is 
because he can make a more credible threat than Louise can to scotch the 
whole a~rangement.~~ And in general, he is the better enforcer of the ongo- 
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ing arrangement-he can be quite demanding about making her stick to 
the letter of the deal, while she may put up with more shirking on his part 
and wind up doing part of what she initially thought would be his chores. 
All this happens because she is more committed to maintaining deals than 
he is or because she may feel a greater responsibility to him than he does 
to her. 

Notice that Louise is not Losing absolutely here; she too is getting some 
portion of the X amount that they jointly gain from their arrangement. She 
is only losing ground relatively to Sam, because she contributes more to 
the deal. Sam on the other hand can contribute less to the deal and walk 
away with the larger portion of the gains from dealing. 

Now, let us leave the arena of cow-field bargaining and see how the 
larger world of entitlements spins out the negotiating patterns between 
Sam and Louise. 

The Nonmarket "Economy" of Domestic Relations. Insofar as material 
goods are concerned, it is probably reasonably safe to assume that Sam 
and Louise are better off married (or at least living together) than they 
would be if each maintained a separate residence. The theory here is that 
two may live more cheaply than one or, more accurately, than two "ones," 
so that there are gains to be made from living in a common household. 

But from Sam and Louise's bargaining pattern, we can predict that 
Louise is going to have to do more to keep the household together. In par- 
ticular, she (like wives generally) will be stuck doing the bulk of the 
hou~ework .~~  She is the one with the taste for commonality, whereas he 
can bide his time until he gets a favorable offer on the household work 
front. Moreover, he can make a more credible threat of withdrawing from 
the household unless she keeps his shirts ironed. We may t h i i  he is a lout 
for doing -indeed he probably is a lout-but that is not the point. The 
point is that if her desire or sense of responsibility for cooperative 
arrangements is stronger than his, he can cut a deal in which he gets the 
lion's share of their joint gains?' 

One might well t h i i  that Louise would rather share the household, 
with someone other than Sam or find some more cooperative Sam, and no 
doubt many Louises do feel this way Can Louise do anything about it- 
say, find a different domestic partner or organize her domestic affairs dif- 
ferently? Well, yes; but it is tricky to do so within conventional notions 
about sexuality and family.25 Quite aside from any difficulties associated 
with single-sex relationships, monogamous marriage itself has a bearing 
on Louise's problem. Whatever the attractions of monogamy (and they 
areno doubt many), the institution does mean that each monogamous do- 
mestic unit places an individual Louise with an individual Sam; if enough 
such units are formed, and if the taste for cooperation is indeed unevenly 
distributed between the genders, then some cooperative Louises are 
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going to get stuck with loutish Sams. Indeed, even though they phrased it 
somewhat differently, some nineteenth-century Mormons thought that 
the Sams' greater propensity for loutishness was a pretty good reason for 
plural marriage, where the more cooperative Sams got lots of wives and 
the less cooperative ones presumably got none.26 

Short of divorce, then-that is, giving up on a common household- 
there is little Louisecan do to extricate herself from this regrettable state of 
affairs, at least within traditional notions of domestic relations. Besides, 
divorce negotiations themselves may only replicate the bargaining disad- 
vantage that Louise has in marriage.27 

The Employment World. Employment relationships are another posi- 
tive-sum game, rather like domestic relations--perhaps too much like do- 
mestic relations, in fact. In any event, the employer presumably values la- 
bor more than the wages he or she has to pay to get it, whereas the 
employee puts a higher value on the wage dollars than on the leisure that 
he or she would otherwise enjoy. And so both employer and employee 
benefit from the exchange of dollars for labor. 

The next question is, How do they split the gains they jointly make 
from the positive-sum game? Well, in general, the employer might offer a 
man a greater portion of those gains. Sam has less taste for cooperation 
than Louise does and more tolerance for confrontation. Sam can thus 
make a more credible threat that he will walk away from a potential job or 
quit an actual one. 

On the other hand, the employer might offer a woman a relatively 
smaller share of the collective gains made from their labor-wage trade. 
The employer can rely on her taste for cooperation-that is, that she will 
"give" something to be assured that a cooperative relationship will take 
place or (perhaps a more likely scenario) to be sure that she can take care 
of others for whom she feels resp~nsible .~~ Indeed, if Louise is skittish, the 
employer might offer her the same wage he offers Sam at the outset, in or- 
der to bring her into a relationship; but then he might give her relatively 
few promotions and raises as time goes by. He can rely on the attachments 
she makes to weaken her bargaining power over time.29 

Now, one would think that the rational employer would hire a great 
number of Louises instead of Sams, since Louises cost less, and that if 
enough employers took this rational course, their bids would raise the 
price for Louise's labor until it equalled Sam's.jo And indeed, sometimes 
employers do hire a lot of Louises, when there are a lot of Louises around, 
as in the famous example of Lowell, Massachusetts, where great numbers 
of young women were hired to work in the mills for low wages in the 
1820s and 1830s.~' Similarly, immigrant laborers sometimes have been 
hired in large numbers at low wages, raising the point that a taste for co- 
operation sometimes has a more than incidental likeness to a dearth of al- 
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t e rna t ive~ .~~  I will return to that subject, but for now the point to note is 
that both conditions-the taste for cooperation and the lack of alterna- 
tives--make the potential employee desire the job more urgently, and this 
means that the employer can do relatively well in wage bargains with 
such persons. 

But by thk same token, one would expect these laborers both to crowd 
out other laborers and eventually to rise in cost, as employers bid for their 
services. Why, then, do employers hire so many S a m  instead, at relatively 
high costs? One reason is that the employer may need to hire some persons 
with characteristics conventionally associated with Sam instead of Lou- 
ise-perhaps physical strength or perhaps the image of toughness and 
willingness to punish. This may make the employer think he needs to hi 
Sams, even though he knows the Sams are going to demand more of the 
gains from trade. Note that other employees' skills may be worth just as 
much to the employer, but the employer doesn't have to pay as much for 
them because they can be bought from Louise, who is not so demanding. 

In any event, if the employer does try to hire more Louises, and if their 
asking price does increase as a result, he may then start to bid for the rela- 
tively higher-pricedsams too. Another factor then enters, that is, theSams 
themselves. Sams who get hired are not without some taste for coopera- 
tion, and they may be able to hold together and credibly threaten to quit if 
they have to compete for jobs against Louises. Some of the Sams may be of 
the more or less hostile variety, and they may happily punish interloping 
L o u i s e ~ . ~ ~  One might expect similar retaliatory measures against any 
other "undesirables" whose urgent needs lead them to accept low wages, 
and even against the more cooperative Sams who agree to work with the 
Louises and the others. Insofar as the employer needs Sams, a pattern of 
retaliation among them may encourage the employer to segregate the 
Sams and Louises into the high-paying and low-paying jobs, respectively 
Why should an employer pay Louise as much as he pays Sam to operate a 
forklift when she can be hired as a secretary so much more cheaply and 
with so many fewer hassles? Note that the employer may need secretaries 
as much as forklift operators, but he cannot hire Sam as a secretary at all, 
at least not at the wages he is paying secretaries; and he cannot hire Louise 
as a forklift operator either, because the Sams may either hound her out or 
quit en massc. 

This pattem of segregation does not always happen, but it does happen 
rather often." Note that the pattern touches on issues of "comparable 
worth," that is, the attempt to classify and pay sex-segregated jobs accord- 
ing to skill levels rather than the levels arrived at through bargaining. This 
is of course a large and difficult area with many complicated subissues- 
not the least of which is whether comparable worth payments might 
lessen actual job opportunities for women.35 And there are real questions 
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of "comparability," too. For example, insofar as Sam is perceived as 
"tough" and Louise is not, an employer may think that personnel strug- 
gles may be avoided if he promotes Sam instead of Louise to the fore- 
man's job, particularly if there are a lot of working-stiff Sams who would 
not cooperate with a Louise-foreman or who would challenge any fore- 
man perceived to be a softie. Nevertheless, one way to approach the sub- 
ject might be to consider whether the comparable worth problem might 
have something to do with Louise's taste for cooperation and the possibil- 
ity that it exceeds Sam's-and whether it is that taste, rather than some 
lesser value of her employment to the employer, that results in her lower 
levels of pay and slower rates of promotion. 

Could Louise look for another employer, for example, another Louise? 
Well, as with domestic arrangements, again the answer is a qualified yes. 
The fact is, some Louises do become employers. Why not more? Well, if a 
Louise is generally likely to have experiences that lower her earning 
power, this pattern will typically undercut her ability to raise capital and 
become an employer herself. Louise's capital-raising potential is a subject 
to which I will return, but preliminarily, if it is true that she runs behind in 
this area, there will not be very many Louise-employers to offer jobs to 
Louise-employees.% 

Tastes nnd Deals in the Bigger Picture. It is important to notice that 
Louise's taste for cooperation is not a bad taste, from the point of view of 
the world at large. In fact, everyone is much better off if people have such 
a taste, because otherwise it would be much harder to start and sustain CO- 

operative arrangements, and everyone would find it harder to work to- 
gether and enjoy the added benefits that joint efforts bring. 

Moreover, the taste for cooperation is not a bad taste even for the indi- 
viduals who have it, so long as they are dealing with other individuals 
who share the taste. Business news of the last generation has given us 
what is no doubt an unrealistically rosy example of the Japanese, where 
the men all seem to act like Louises, at least with respect to each other?7 
According to the somewhat anxious stereotypes of the remaining indus- 
trialized world, the Japanese seem to have a marked taste for cooperation 
and for putting the interests of the collectivity first-a taste that appears to 
have resulted in an enormous increase in their collective wealth. 

Nor, finally, is a taste for cooperation simply a bad thing among thosc 
who have it, even if they are dealing with others who do not share it 
equally. The cooperators do get something out of the deals they make, 
even if they do not get as much as others who are less eager to work collec- 
tively 

So in short, a taste for cooperation isn't at all a bad thing. It just happens 
to lead to a relative losing strategy in a world where one's trading part- 
ners do not share the taste. Louise's situation thus suggests a very impor- 
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tant point: that successful cooperative ventures, taken over a broad range 
of partners, require both cooperative and noncooperative traits or tastes. 
The success of the "tit-for-tat" strategy has become almost a cliche in the 
game-theory l i te~ature ,~~ and this strategy entails both a willingness to co- 
operate, in order to get things under way, and a willingness to exit or even 
retaliate to protect against noncooperation. 

The characteristic flaw of those with a taste for cooperating, but not for 
retaliating, may be vulnerability to exploitation by noncooperators; and 
this may explain some of Louise's travails. But the noncooperators, even 
the merely prudent and indifferent noncooperators, have a characteristic 
flaw too, and in a way it is a good deal more serious: they may be unable 
to get things going in the first place, or perhaps even to imagine how a co- 
operative solution might occur.39 This is not a trivial matter, since a sys- 
tematic failure of this sort could dramatically constrict the social gains 
available through cooperative ventures.40 

I will return to the importance of making cooperation safe for coopera- 
tors, but before doing so I want to move to a somewhat different question: 
what happens when we weaken the assumption that women actually 
have a greater taste for cooperation? The answer is that we may arrive at 
very much the same relationship between Sam and Louise-if we assume, 
instead of an actual taste difference, a certain set of cultural beliefs about 
men and women. 

Losing Ground Relatively, Reconsidered-The Culture Version 

It may not matter very much that any difference actually exists between 
Sam and Louise's taste for cooperation. What may matter is that people 
think it exists. Indeed, widespread belief patterns about her "taste" may 
matter more than her actually having it. An earlier passage, for example, 
described the employer who capitalizes on Louise's taste for cooperation 
by offering her a low percentage of their mutual gains from their employ- 
ment relationship. But attentive readers may have noted that the em- 
ployer believed in advance that Louise was likely to take such an offer, 
perhaps thinking that she likes or feels responsible for cooperating. 

Suppose that she has no such taste and she refuses to take such a low 
cut. Given a sufficiently widespread cultural presumption that women 
have a greater taste for cooperation than men, the employer will continue 
to make low bids for women for some time before he changes his mind. 
And he may not get around to changing his mind, because at least some 
Louises will take his low offer, making him think he was right about Lou- 
ises all along4' 

Indeed, in a sense, he may be right. Louise herself knows about this set 
of beliefs and cannot easily challenge them. If she thinks that she is only 
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going to face another low bid from Employer B, she may well just go 
ahead and accept Employer A's offer. The Louise who insists on some- 
thing better might well not get a job at all, given a widespread set of be- 
liefs about what her wage demands should be. It will cost her something 
to try to break the stereotype. So why should she be the one to stick her 
neck out, particularly when it looks hopeless anyway? This set of beliefs, 
in short, presents Louise with a collective action problem, and her failure 
to solve that problem only reinforces the belief s y ~ t e m . ~  

The employer's offer to Sam, on the other hand, will be higher, on the 
assumption that Sam will demand a higher percentage of the gains from 
the employment relationship. Note that this assumption can be quite false 
for any given Sam. A particular Sam might well have accepted a job for 
lower pay, but given the employer's beliefs and given that dickering over 
wages takes time and money, Sam won't even be challenged with a low 
offer. Hence here too, the actions the employer takes, on the basis of even 
weakly held beliefs, may wind up reinforcing those very  belief^."^ 

A similar tale can be told of physical threats to women. Suppose people 
generally thimk that women are weaker than men, and suppose some peo- 
ple pick on weaker persons. A particular woman may in fact be very 
strong, but she will have to prove it constantly if she goes to places where 
others think that the weak are fair game. A man in the same place actually 
may be weaker than she, but he will not be challenged, or not challenged 
so often, because it is assumed that he can retaliate even if he cannot. The 
upshot is that a man may be more likely to think he can roam where he 
chooses, whenever he wishes; while a woman, even a strong one, may 
grow weary of the constant challenges and simply stay at home. By doing 
so, of course, she reinforces the very stereotype that disadvantages her. 

One can also think of domestic examples of this kind of belief-reinforc- 
ing phenomenon. Husband Sam may assume that wife Louise is going to 
cook and do the dishes as well, but when he is out with his hunting bud- 
dies, he will split the campground chores. Louise faces the prospect of a 
scene if she refuses, whereas Sam's hunting buddies do not even encounter 
a request. Sam assumes that they will only "play the game" on even terms. 
Between Louise, who has to face the scene of Sam's yelling at her, and 
Sam's friends, who face no such scene, Louise is doubtless more likely to 
give in and do a major chunk of the housekeeping. This of course rein- 
forces Sam's belief that he can shirk with Louise but not with his hunting 
pals. 

Cumulative Effects 

The effect of all this is that Louise falls relatively behind Sam, whether she 
actually has a taste for cooperation or is just thought to have it. We should 
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note the snowball effect of this pattern, too, because this is where things 
can get really serious. 

Let us now make a quick move to the world of finance. Once again, re- 
call that Louise does get something from her various cooperative relation- 
ships with Sam, but not as much as Sam does. This means that by compar- 
ison to Sam, Louise acquires relatively few assets, and this means that she 
is a riskier investment prospect. As a consequence, she has to pay higher 
interest or otherwise bear relatively unfavorable terms." Not only might 
the bank look to Louise's relatively low assets in setting these terms, but it 
also might assume that she will be insufficiently quick to retaliate against 
the uncooperative Sams of the business world and hence may risk busi- 
ness losses that Sam would not. From the bank's point of view, she is a 
riskier proposition than Sam, and so she is going to have to pay more to 
get capital. This means that it is more difficult for Louise to be financially 
independent. 

Business loans, of course, are not the only investments that might be 
made in Sam or Louise. Though the turn of phrase may sometimes seem 
odd, it isnow fairly widely recognized that one can see certain kinds of ex- 
penditures as investments in "human capital."45 Education and training 
are the most notable items under this rubric, and nutrition and health-re- 
lated expenditures might be candidates as well. Quite aside from the plea- 
sure that such investments may bring, both to giver and receiver, they can 
also be cast in quite hard-nosed business terms, just like any other invest- 
ments. That is, they are expected to enhance future income by some 
amount greater than the investment expenditures themselves. 

With respect to these "human capital" investments too, Louise may fall 
behind. Potential investors (such as parents) may be less willing to pay for 
her education, on the ground that she is going to get suckered too often in 
dealing with the Sams and the investment in her just won't pay off. Better 
to put their money in Sam's education, they think: he will protect himself 
(and their investment) by ready retaliation. In fact, the general belief in 
Sam's readiness to retaliate means that he may never even be faced with 
the unpleasant prospect of having to do so. By contrast, Louise will be 
challenged at every step, and she is bound to slip sometimes. And so at 
every turn, the better bet seems to be to invest in Sam-in his business, in 
his education, in his health and nutrition too, and in whatever other proj- 
ects for which he needs capital, whether financial or "h~man."'~ 

In these investment decisions, Louise's second-fiddle status starts to 
hurt her exponentially This is where her taste for cooperation--or the 
mere belief in her cooperative taste-really begins to limit her possibili- 
ties. And this is where we especially notice that her apparent taste for co- 
operation is really the same thing as her relative lack of alternatives-she 
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gives in because there is not much else she can do. Investment could have 
made her more independent, but she is competing for investment re- 
sources against Sam, who looks like a better bet. Hence Louise is looking 
more and more stuck: her willingness to take the short end of the stick- 
or, more accurately, the belief in her willingness to do so-ultimately puts 
up a barrier to her independence and limits her alternatives. That is, the 
belief that she will stand back and make sacrifices for others finally may 
mean that she has little choice but to do so, whatever her real taste may be. 

Now, this is a rather bleak place to shift to a new story, but things are 
going to get bleaker, at least for a time. 

111. Disinvesting, or Losing Ground Absolutely 

The problem of falling behind nbsolutely-that is, not just a tale of Louise 
getting fewer of the gains from trade than Sam but rather of losing the as- 
sets she had before the "game" started-initially made me think that game 
theory might have some application in the analysis of Louise's cooperative 
moves. In particular, the problem that set me thinking was that of battered 
women and of their battered or murdered children. Their plight presents 
itself all too often in horrifying stories about women who seem to have 
bargained away all assets, literal and fig~rative.~? It hardly seems 
plausible that such ghastly scenarios could happenall of a sudden. Rather, 
they seem much more likely to unfold over time in a dreadful sequence, 
where the woman adopk some losing strategy vis-a-vis her partner's 
"game" and where each move leaves her worse off than she was before. 

Do women get into such scenarios in disproportionate numbers? And if 
they do, can one analyze these scenarios on the assumption of an un- 
evenly distributed taste for cooperation? I think one can, but once again, 
there is a version with a strong assumption and a second version with a 
weaker assumption. The strong version postulates that women do indeed 
have a greater taste for cooperation than men. The weaker version is cul- 
tural-that they are thought to have such a taste--but though "weaker," 
this version is, if anything, even more devastating to Louise's prospects 
and aspirations. 

Disinvesting in Assets, Literally and Figuratively 

Let us begin by picking up the subject just left, namely, investment. With 
conventional assets, such as actual income-producing property, if you do 
not continue to invest you may find the asset losing ground, compared to 
the assets of othersyour  manufacturing plant may decline, relatively 
speaking, if owners of other plants are plowing more funds back into re- 
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tooling. But there is more to the story than that. In the case of a farm or a 
factory, you may need to make continuing investments just to keep the as- 
set in good working condition; if you never reinvest at all, your asset will 
eventually become less productive than it once was, and you are simply 
treating it as a wasting asset. This can be a sensible decision, of course, 
when repair and revamping costs are too high relative to expected future 
gains. But sensible or not, if you decide in effect to consume your assets 
now by simply failmg to keep them in repair, you may have a higher cur- 
rent income from them, but the cost will be paid later, in the form of lower 
future income. Over time your farm or factory will decline in value, rela- 
tive not just to other farms or factories but also to what your own farm or 
factory itself used to earn. This is one result from having a high "discount 
rate"-you consume lots now, but you have less to work with later. 

One can say much the same about "human capital." Suppose your only 
assets are your body and mind and their ability to labor. Even here you 
need to "invest" over a very short run, for example, in food, so that you 
can work later on in the day. Over a longer period you need to invest in 
your health so that you can continue to work, and in your education and 
training so that you can keep up with changing needs for labor. If you do 
not make these investments-if your discount rate is too high and you 
spend too much on other things right now-you are effectively 
disinvesting, albeit gradually. You are treating your abilities as if they are 
wasting assets, and your greater consumption today comes at the cost of 
lesser wealth tomorrow. 

Now, how does a taste for cooperation relate to this sort of disinvest- 
ment? To start with something already discussed, we know that noncoop- 
eration can bring about disinvestment, especially in a jointly held asset. 
This disinvestment, of course, is what the "tragedy of the commons" is all 
about. The "tragedy" revolves about assets that are available to a number 
of persons who need to cooperate by investing positively (e.g., by buying 
fertilizer) or by restraining practices that disinvest through overuse (e.g., 
overgrazing). If the partners can't cooperate on investing or restraining 
disinvestment, the common asset effectively wastes away. 

In the case of the "tragedy," the disinvestment is in a common good. 
Too muck cooperation might also waste common goods, as in the adage 
about "too many ~ooks . ' ' ~~  But Louise's problem is the disinvestment that 
comes with nsymmelricnl cooperation-ither she cooperates too much or 
he too little--and here the disinvestment is likely to be in the assets of only 
one of the partners, namely, the more cooperative one. That is, if Louise co- 
operates too much, she might get into a pattern of decisions whereby, step 
by step, she loses the assets that she had at the outset.49 
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Louise Disinuests 

One important reason why our friend Louise may get into such Seemingly self- 
destructive patterns is that her cooperative tastes create "hostages"-per- 
sons or things that Sam can use as leverage in bargaining with Louise, be- 
cause he has some control over them even though she values them more .. ~~ - ~ ~ <, 

than he dws. lhese hostages put her at risk. One type of hostage is a rela- 
tionship itseli, which may matter more to 1.ouise than it does to Sam. Per- 
haps this is because Louise is one of those "women who love too much" 
and bccomes "overinvested" (as we sometimes say) in sticking to some 
nogoodnik; or perhaps it is because Louise, trusting soul that she is, has 
given up more for the relationship at the outset than Sam has and hence 
has more to lose from its collapse." For Louise, either circumstance means 
that something that matters very much to her is controlled by another. 

Then too, the hostages in question may be children or other people that 
Louise is worried about--elderly parents or other relatives or an ailing 
spouse or friend. Louise is disproportionately burdened by such hostages 
if she does have a greater taste than Sam for commonality and the respon- 
sibilities entailed by commonality; since she cares about these persons or 
at least feels responsible for them, she cannot make as credible a threat as 
Sam's that she will abandon existing relationships. She believes the feck- 
lessSam when he says he won't take care of Mom or the kids, and so she is 
the only one left to take on the necessary efforts.51 

Thus children (or other hostages for whom Louise feels responsible) 
are a negative factor in Louise's ability to make rational investment 
choices. The needs of hostages make her even more anxious to have cur- 
rent income, even if this means a job with low wages and killing hours; or 
those needs may induce her to bargain away personal relationships or her 
own aspirations just so that she can continue to persuade a higher-wage 
spouse to help her support the children. In these ways, Louise's sense of 
responsibility to others translates into a higher discount rate: she requires 
more noru to take care of others, even if the cost is disinvestment in her own 
abilities, her personal well-being, or even respect in the c0mmuniry.5~ For 
her, the price tag of losing the kids or seeing them suffer is even greater 
than the price she will pay later in life for being poor, ill-trained, and per- 
haps sick and friendless. 

Louise might be a better bargainer and make better investment deci- 
sions if she didn't have the kids, but she can't stand the thought of losing 
them, and everyone knows it. She cannot make a credible threat to give 
them up or stop caring for them. Her high discount rate is obvious to all, 
and her bargaining position is thereby weakened vis-a-vis those who 
might wish to take advantage of her.53 And so she gives in, takes the job, 
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and maybe moonlights too, and she may even "spend more of her assets 
than she takes in. That is, she spends the assets she has in her bodily health 
and social contacts, and she does nothing to retool her skills. She is treat- 
ing what she has as a wasting asset. She is losing ground. 

It is in this sense that Louise's hostages can do her in: they make her 
vulnerable to third parties. In the larger bargaining world of commerce 
and employment, the relevant third parties have no direct control over 
any hostages that Louise gives up; hostages are simply a factor that others 
can use, more or less abstractly, for greater bargaining leverage with Lou- 
ise. Although such parties may exploit this bargaining advantage as they 
would any other, they may not know or care that Louise is treating herself 
as a wasting asset. 

Domestically, the story may be very different. At home, the hostages 
Louise gives up may be in the direct control of another, and they make her 
an object of purposeful abuse--a steady assault on the assets that could 
enable her to act independently. Threats to her children and to her own 
body may lead her, over time, to bargain away her own sources of income, 
her contacts with friends and family, and ultimately the independent 
judgment that such contacts would provide her. This is how one may read 
a book like Linda Gordon's Heroes of Their O w n  Lives, which describes 
battered women of the turn of the century; they regarded themselves as 
taking abuse to protect their children." This may be what is happening as 
well in the particularly poignant modem example of immigrant women 
whose residency status depends on their husbands: some appear to accept 
battering in order to avoid the breakup of their families and the threat- 
ened loss of contact with their children.55 

And so, since hostages may subjjct Louise to the control of a third 
party, they eventually may make her lose control of whatever assets she 
had at the outset of "bargaining." Through threats to these hostages, most 
notably to her children, she can be punished radically for noncooperation; 
but though she may cooperate to stave off the threats to hostages, she her- 
self loses ground each time she does so. She may still bargain, but now she 
is no longer bargaining to get some part--even a relatively small p a r t ~ f  
a positive joint good; she is bargaining at each step to keep from losing 
even more of what she has, and losing that even faster. 

It is not clear what Sam gains by a steadily increasing domination over 
her, and for the record Sam certainly seems like the crazy person in the 
duo. The prevalence of spousal abuse suggests that for some, the domina- 
tion over others carries some perverse payoffs and may satisfy a kind of 
anticooperative or malicious taste like spite or envy-in itself suggesting a 
kind of dependency on the part of the abuser, even if lethal for its vic- 
tims." It is not surprising that our law often disfavors motives of this sort 
when they are discernible and, for example, enjoins the "spite fences" 
sometimes built by feuding neighbors.57 On the whole, actions taken from 
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motives of jealousy and spite make us collectively worse off and waste re- 
sources in the doubly wasteful end of destroying other people's resources. 
But in domestic relations, the law's slow pace has left Louise pretty much 
on her own to deal with an abusive Sam." 

And so Louise may deal with Sam by cooperating, which under the cir- 
cumstances may not be an irrational thiig to do. In cooperating with an 
abusersay, in agreeing to give up a job or stop seeing family and 
friendsshe is retreating and losing ground, in the sense of losing the as- 
sets that might make her independent in the future. But she is also cutting 
her short-term losses. At each step she deflects some drastic punishment 
in the present by cooperating and "spending" some further portion of her 
assets, whether those assets ate financial or social, physical or psychologi- 
cal. With each loss of assets, of course, she weakens her bargaining posi- 
tion for the next move, where she begins from a more isolated and more 
desperately needy position. Given a sufficiently demanding partner, we 
can predict that ultimately Louise faces the prospect of complete disin- 
vestment, losing even the figurative assets of social alliances with others 
or perhaps (more controversially) psychological or the 
hostages she was attempting to protect or ultimately even her own life. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, our law recently has had to deal with some 
women's turn to violence to stave off that final retreata 

Now, this is an extremely grim scenario. It presumes not only that Lou- 
ise is burdened by her concern for some form of hostage but also that Sam 
has a taste for domination that is not frequently encountered-or at least 
not noticed-in everyday experience. All the same, it is not an entirely 
unrecognizable scenario. Quite the contrary, it is all too recognizable, not 
only in the worst and most extortionist relationships between men and 
women but in the worst and most extortionist relationships between any- 
body and anybody else, relationships that we think of as occurring in con- 
ditions of kidnap, enslavement, and the most lawless forms of imprison- 
ment. 

Disinvesting Reconsidered-The Version of Culture and Politics 

So far I have been speaking of Louise's disinvestment as a result of an ac- 
tual taste for cooperation. I have been supposing that this taste reinforces, 
and is reinforced by, her concern for hostages-a concern that may induce 
her to enter into dealings in which, step by step, she effectively sacrifices 
her assets of all kinds. 

Another way to look at her disinvestment is to make only a weak as- 
sumption-to assume not that Louise actually has a taste for cooperation, 
from which she derives a concern about hostages, but simply that many 
people share a cultural belief that she has or should have this taste. Per- 
haps Louise has no use for cooperation and feels no responsibility for 
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others at all; perhaps she does not have children; perhaps she acquires 
nothing else that could be treated as a hostage; perhaps she is in general a 
very cwl and calculating character. 

AU the same, the cultural expectations that she will or should cooperate 
may mean that others will punish her if she does not. How do they do so? 
The easy forms of punishment are gossip about her or charges that she is 
unpleasant or peculiar. More importantly, she may face social isolation 
and refusals to deal with her on an equal basis (or perhaps on any basis at 
all); and those persons who do deal with her may face similar punishment 
from third parties, again in the form of gossip and ostracism. 

A more formal way that these cultural expectations may result in her 
disempowerment once again has to do with a kind of investment, namely, 
political investment. Let us suppose for the moment that Louise gives up 
no hostages that put her at risk and that she is not losing ground but is 
only gaining somewhat less from her dealings than Sam is from his. Even 
on that relatively mild supposition, if the Louises of the world acquire 
fewer assets than the Sams, they are not likely to have the political influ- 
ence that the Sams have, because they cannot make the same investment 
in politics that the Sams can. By the way, they cannot make the same in- 
vestment in influencing culture either, even when the culture is about 
"what women are like" or "what women think,"subjects on which, as Vir- 
ginia Woolf noted, men have had a great deal to say6' Although I t h i i  
this is an extremely important subject, I will say more about the political 
example, which in a way may only augment a cultural regime. 

If Louise does not have the assets to make substantial investments to 
influence either culture or politics, then in the political arena, the cultural 
expectations about her may turn into legal demands that she cooperate. 
Those legal demands may take the form of denying her the ability to live 
independently or to make alliances with others who might cooperate with 
her on a more equal basis. The law may deny her the capacity to own her 
own property, to be employed outside the home, to contract on her own, 
to get an education, or to form associations outside her father's or her hus- 
band's family By the same token, they may give her no recourse against 
her father's or husband's discipline." 

Such laws may mean that Louise has very few alternatives to a pre- 
scribed role. They dramatically increase the cost of Louise's noncoopera- 
tion in her prescribed role, since they mean that she can be punished much 
more radically; at their most stringent such laws help to keep Louise in a 
permanent state of subordination. As a child, she may be expected to un- 
dergo such "disinvestments" as crippling physical mutilation or--a more 
likely scenari+inadeq~atenutrition.~~As an adult, her most likely role is 
to marry into a subservient position in her husband's family. If she does 
not cooperate with her husband, she may be cast out, and of course there 
is nothing "out there" for her. No matter how much she may hate cooper- 
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ation, particularly with husband Sam, she cannot make a credible threat of 
noncooperation. Indeed, she cannot convince anyone else to assist her to 
escape; it is dangerous for another party to help her or deal with her in 
any way, and no one believes she can make it anyway." If she is not play- 
ing this game, she is dead, because there is no other game for her to play. 
And of course, even if she is playing this game, she may be dead too, over 
a slightly longer run.65 

In a sense, Louise has become a hostage herself. She has no control over 
her own efforts and cannot turn them into assets independently of Sam, 
and she has no alternatives to his control. Given a sufficiently domineer- 
ing Sam, she may be faced with the downhill moves of the losing game in 
which she can only cut her losses at each step, preferring the temporarily 
lesser damage that comes from giving Sam what he wants, to the immedi- 
ate drastic punishment that he and others will inflict on her for defiance. 

Obviously, a woman in this position is in a situation comparable to 
slavery In slavery, too, defiance is punished and made even less palatable 
than cooperation; in slavery, too, there may be no game superior to 
cooperating with an owner's demands-ven though cooperating with a 
master's wishes may be self-disinvesting for the slave.66 And in slavery, 
too, potential helpers of slaves may be policed, so that, for example, none 
of the enslaved class members may be emancipated, for fear that the pres- 
ence of the emancipated may make it more difficult to control those still 
enslaved." 

In slavery as well, of course, a potent way to enforce cooperation is to 
deny the slave the ability to own property and to contract on his or her 
own. Not all slavery systems have had these disabilities, and where slaves 
have been entitled to own property, however difficult their position, at 
least some have been able to purchase their freedom.68 But where the 
slave-like the subordinated w i f ~ a n n o t  own property, he or she can- 
not make an exit even from a losing game with the master, because the 
property-less slave has no alternative games. The person who cannot own 
property can have no assets; and the person who has no assets has nothing 
to bargain with, except perhaps bodily integrity, attachments to friends 
and family, and ultimately independence of spirit. 

It has often been noted that the slave's status is that of a person who is 
also an object of property.69 Perhaps less remarked is the slave's status as a 
person who owns no property and can have no assets. As John Locke 
noted, however, this person is one and the same." 

IV. Some Lessons for Louise (and Sam Too) 

At the outset of this essay, I noted that women are better off with the abil- 
ity to own property than they would be without that ability The inability 
to own property is a guarantor of some version of enslavement, however 
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benevolent it may be in any particular instance. Property and assets gen- 
erally are the means through which one may make choices about one's in- 
teractions with the world, and property at least gives Louise an opportu- 
nity to make some gains, even if relatively speaking, she may fall behind 
Sam in her dealings with him. 

A part of this essay has argued that one can see how women fall behind 
if one assumes a greater "taste for cooperation" on the part of women; but 
in working through the arguments, we see that a weaker assumption- 
that women are merely thought to have such a taste--is if anything an 
even more powerful determinant of their relative lack of assets. The 
weaker assumption revolves around culture, and that is both bad news 
and good. It is bad news because cultural presumptions are hard to 
change, since they present collective action problems to those who would 
try to break with them. But the good news is that cultural change does 
happen, sometimes through education and conscious effort. 

If culture may be changed, what can Louise do about her relatively 
short shrift on the property front? One encouraging point is that there are 
others from whom Louise can learn. First, there are other groups, like new 
immigrants, who have also been in a position in which their needs have 
required them to accept, at least for a time, the lesser gains from their co- 
operation with more powerful persons, The escape of at least some immi- 
grant groups from this situation should give women some cues. 

One cue is that even the short end of the deal is better than no deal at 
all. Those who get something, even if it is the short end, can save and in- 
vest that sum and turn it into something larger, so that in their dealings on 
other fronts and in the future, they may not have to accept bad terms kom 
a situation of need. Another cue is that gains can be made by cooperation 
with others in a like station. Again, get-ahead immigrants have notori- 
ously helped their own, and in so doing, they have dramatically illus- 
hated the way in which cooperation may increase a group's wealth?' One 
can look to one's allies for help in dealing with nonallies; and when Louise 
starts to deal with Sam, she may do well to make certain that her alliances 
with other Louises are intact. so that they can give her advice, assistance, 
and, if necessary, an escape route. 

Another group from whom Louise can learn may be the participants in 
some of the traditional women's crafts practices-those oft-demeaned 
quilting bees and cookoffs and so on and, in a distinctly modern version, 
the literary "story trees," a set of complex branchings of plots and sub- 
plots that women writers have jointly created in science fiction fan maga- 
z i n e ~ . ~  Modem feminism has made the art world more intcrested in the 
aesthetic merit of such crafts, suggesting that such cooperative forms of 
creativity may attain very high levels, in spite of the often strained circum- 
stances of their crcationnand in spite of the disdain with which our legal 
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institutions have traditionally treated them?4 But aside from artistic 
merit, these group efforts could be studied for what we might call their 
"politics." If women have a more capacious taste for cooperation, or even 
if they are just assumed to have such a taste, they ought to be able to turn 
that real or purported taste to their own mutual advantage in their joint 
pursuits; it should be cheaper for such groups to maintain cohesion for 
common projects than it is for groups with less of a perceived taste for co- 
operation. 

I wondcr particularly whether these groups might have been able to 
turn their own limited opportunities, and especially the classic "hostage" 
problem, into a kind of advantage. The theory of cartels suggests that col- 
lusive groups--such as the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- 
tries or thc old railroad cartels-begin to fall apart after the membership 
rises to what is really a rather low number, perhaps eight at mostY5 This 
occurs because the members cannot police one another in larger numbers, 
so that in larger groups, any given member can safely cheat. When several 
do, the cartel collapses. On the other hand, one way to assure adherence to 
the cartel-r to some more benevolent cooperative group--is to use 
"precommitment  device^."'^ For example, the members may post bond, or 
as the practice has actually been dubbed, they may exchange  hostage^."^ 

But precommitrnent devices only work if they are credible, and this is 
where women's concern for hostages becomes an advantage. If women 
are thought to be concerned about others in ways that put them at some 
risk, and especially if their outside opportunities are limited-that is, if 
each knows of her own and the others' vulnerability and need for the 
group's support--me might expect such groups to attain a higher level of 
solidarity (at lower "policing costs") than groups that have more outside 
opportunities and fewer hostages to exchange." 

Hence if Louise does have a taste for cooperation, or even if people 
merely think she does, she should be able to turn the real or purported 
taste to advantage and not just be victimized by it. The taste for coopera- 
tion could be an asset itself, insofar as it helps Louise to make alliances 
with others and stick with them, and insofar as it helps others to recognize 
her as someone who will hold by her deals. 

The issue that may be most difficult for Louise is selective noncoopera- 
tion: she and the other Louises are going to have to leam to enforce their 
collective deals and collective interests by occasional threats of noncoop- 
eration with nonparticipants. In a world that mixes "testers" in with the 
cooperators, cooperation alone is not enough. One must also be able to po- 
lice one's dcals and to enforce them by exit or even by retaliation. Louises 
have to leam not to permit shirking by those with whom they deal and not 
to give the impression that they will. They have to learn to punish slander- 
ers, politicians, or any others who would systematically cut down on their 
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opportunities to gain "assets," whether these are financial, educational, or 
psychological. Even in this unpleasant task of punishment, however, Lou- 
ise's alliances with other Louises may help. Together, they may be able to 
reinforce each other to do these unpalatable tasks collectively, even if they 
have a difficult time doing them individually. 

A rather different point is that Louises might well pay attention to alli- 
ances that they can make with sympathetic Sams or even with Suns who 
are simply indifferent to local customs that might otherwise shortchange 
women. Such indifferent Sams-perhaps newly arrived employers or en- 
trepreneurs--are at least not hostile; and since they do not necessarily 
share any local expectation that Louise might accept particularly low 
wages, they might help Louise get a better break than she would have had 
under established customs." 

Moreover, Louise should not despair of educating the Sams of the 
world and then making alliances with them. The long history of philan- 
thropy and indeed the modem civil rights movement and modem 
antidiscrimination law suggest that some elements of a taste for coopera- 
tion are in f a d  fairly widely distributed. These historical examples argue 
that whatever the gender differences may be, it would be a great error to 
think that all Sams are completely indifferent to anything but their own 
immediate well-being; or that they are aU impervious to what used to be 
called "self-interest rightly understood," that is, an understanding that 
one's own welfare is tied up in a common enterprise with others; or that 
they are all morons empathically, unmoved by the stories of those who are 
differently situated.80 We may not think that our own substantial legal 
changes have resulted in perfect justice, but they are strong evidence of the 
possibility of cultural teaming and change. R e  married women's prop- 
erty acts, the franchise, the legislation restraining discrimination in em- 
ployment and education, the laws attempting to enforce child support- 
all give evidence of cultural learning, no matter how much is left to teach. 

Even the "strong" assumption-that there is an uneven gender distri- 
bution in tastes for cooperation-is compatible with the point that some 
Sams, or even most Sams, share some cooperative capacities and that some 
are not indifferent to the plight in which women may be caught. Women 
in turn should not be indifferent to this fact and should be encouraged by 
the very substantial gains that have been made through alliances, at least 
in the modem West. 

Some of the behavior and relationships I have been describing are de- 
plored by most civilized people and at least to some degree are proscribed 
by our laws, however imperfectly and incompletely. Where the law re- 
strains the exploitation of cooperative moves, it does so at least in part be- 
cause all of us need cooperative activities, and au of us, even the Sams, are 
worse off when the incentives to cooperate are reduced by the punish- 
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ment and disparagement of cooperators. This is of course a generalized 
problem with letting the cooperative Louises lose out systematically to the 
uncooperative Sams. Such scenarios teach a lesson too. They tend to drive 
down the overall level of cooperation in any given social group. If Lou- 
ise's cooperative traits (or just her seemingly cooperative traits) routinely 
result in advantage-taking at her expense, we may expect lots of people to 
get the message that cooperation is personally problematic, and we may 
predict that many potential gains from wider cooperation will be lost to 
the fear of exploitation. 

It has sometimes been noted that more developed societies tend to be 
characterized by a greater equality for women!' My point is that the cor- 
relation is not simply coincidental. From a larger perspective, we must 
consider the incentive effects of norms and practices that let jerks win sys- 
tematically, whiie nice people finish last, also systematically These norms 
and practices may have ramifications for a larger social well-being: they 
discourage the "niceness" that lets cooperative ventures occur.82 And 
that, of course, is one of the major reasons why not just the Louises but the 
Sams too should be interested in figuring out why women do not have 
much property--and doing something about it. 
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PART FIVE 

Persuasion Revisited: 
Vision and Property 

This final part has only one concluding essay, "Seeing Property." It delves 
into some of the enormous influence that sight-whether literal, meta- 
phoric, or totally imaginary--can bring to bear on people's conceptions of 
property and entitlement. 

Vision-based knowledge has its detractors, and their reasons eerily 
echo some of the argument's of property's detractors. But in this essay I 
attempt to reconsider sight along with property, in order to raise the idea 
that vision and visual metaphor may be rhetorical modes of great power 
in the way people think about property, persuading people about the con- 
tent and meaning of entitlements as these change over time. Even the fail- 
ures of vision are instructive for the strengths and limitations of proper- 
ty's persuasions. 



Seeing Property 

Introduction 

A Personal Vision: Hawaii and Chicago 

In this essay 1 explore the way that sight, both real and metaphoric, domi- 
nates the persuasive and rhetorical aspects of property But the impulse 
that set this essay in motion came from personal experiences of two very 
different places. To begin with the more recent: after several years as a le- 
gal academic, I had the great good fortune to spend a semester teaching 
property at the University of Hawaii Law School. Quite aside from the ex- 
pected pleasures of spending a few months in Hawaii in the wintertime, 
and the extraordinary pleasures of dealing with an especially vital and 
charming group of students, this visit reminded me of the enormous im- 
portance of visibility in property. 

While in Hawaii, I noticed that the people who live there seem to take 
an unusual interest in property law, and they know a great deal about it. 
An obvious reason is that land seems very scarce and costs a great deal; 
scarcity and price, of course, have a way of attracting attention. Perhaps 
for the same reasons, Hawaii's history, which covers the interactions and 
grievances of many groups, seems to revolve to an unusual degree 
around control of land and tangible resources.' But intuitively, at least one 
other important factor stands out: the visual character of the place. 
Hawaii, with its forceful and imperious landscape, has a strikingphysical- 
ity Its island character, its theatrical volcanic terrain, its inflexible patterns 
of tides and wind-borne rainfall: all this hit. even a visitor in the eye, and 
it all dramatically affects the way one thinks about what can be done on, 
with, and to this landscape, and about what is malleable and changeable 
and what is not. 

Those issues are at the heart of property law, but they run in two oppo- 
site directions. The landscape has directed Hawaii's property law to an in- 
tense concern for issues of land and watec but the intervention of prop- 
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erty law, in its various guises, has in turn affected the landscape. Those 
effects are visible too: the waterworks, the pattemsof cultivated and natu- 
ral vegetation, the tall buildings in Oahu and the low ones in Kauai- 
those matters are creatures of law, among other things, and most particu- 
larly the law of property. 

But Hawaii was not the first place where I had to take note of property 
law's peculiar liiks with vision. Years before, as a law student at the Uni- 
versity of Chicago, I observed that my property teachers constantly mined 
the city for examples. No wonder: Chicago too has a forceful and imperi- 
ous landscape, though of a very different character from Hawaii's.' There 
too the terrain itself frames and directs a great deal of what can and cannot 
be done. The city's flatness makes the street grid plausible; its lakeshore 
location makes it a meeting place, historically for Native Americans and 
more recently for successive waves of commercial travellers and trans- 
porters; its openness to the brutal winter winds, according to some, makes 
its beaches and baseball parks assume a critical importance in the sum- 
mer. But of course law dramatically affects the way this terrain looks too, 
perhaps as much as its own untouched physical nature. Laws established 
or permitted the rail and trolley lines, the relentless street grid, the canals 
and sewer system that have directed the city's once explosive develop- 
n ~ e n t ; ~  the successive building codes and setback requirements have visi- 
bly shaped the structures over time; and both public law and private con- 
tracts have given the city its long and beautiful open ~a te r f ron t .~  

And so, years later. Hawaii reminded me again that public and private 
property law can interact with physical circumstance in a way that lends 
the larger landscape a kind of special visibility, a quality that Kevin Lynch 
has called "legibility" or "imageability."5 And Hawaii also reminded me 
that, as in Chicago, one can read the messages of successive generations 
through the way that property looks: property's visibility, in a sense, is es- 
pecially attuned to letting people speak to each other, over time, about 
their relation to place.6 

Or is it? According to some, vision is not the appropriate sense to sup- 
port persuasive interactions at all. Indeed, as will appear shortly, some 
scholars have mounted a rather startling attack on vision as an objectify- 
ing, static model for knowledgean attack that has disturbing implica- 
tions for the notion of property as a persuasive enterprise, since persua- 
sion is necessarily intersubjective and dynamic. In this essay I argue that 
vision is an essential part of the rhetorical and persuasive equipment of 
property, but a nagging question lies in the background: if property de- 
pends so deeply on sight and metaphors of sight, can it really have any- 
thing to do with persuasion at all? That is the question that I will address 
here, and in so doing, I will try to do something to vindicate not only 
property but vision as well. 
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Seeing and Claiming 

It is easy to think of property as a set of rights to things-"this thing is 
mine; that thing is yours."' But almost one hundred years ago, Wesley 
Hohfeld published a pathbreaking article that has been mentioned several 
times on these pages and indeed made a point that should have been obvi- 
ous all along. Rights generally, he wrote, even property rights, are not re- 
ally about claims to things as such. They are about the claims and obliga- 
tions, or "jural relations," that people have vis-a-vis other people, even if 
these claims and obligations are deployed over the uses and dispositions . 
of things.8 

In spite of this quite obvious point, property often makes it quite diffi- 
cult to ignore the influence of things-those inert (or not so inert) objects 
over which people construct their "jural relations." Several essays in this 
book, such as those on the comedy of the commons and on the history of 
eastern water law, revolve about the way that property doctrine often 
takes at least some of its shape from the material characteristics of the 
"things" over which property rights are claimed. Much the same could be 
said of the property doctrines governing claims to wild animals, minerals, 
trees, or many other resources: the physical characteristics of the resource 
frame the k i d s  of actions that human beings can take toward a given re- 
source, and these in tum frame the "jural relations" that people construct 
about their mutual uses and forbearances with respect to that resource. 

In turn, physical characteristics are often visible. Perhaps this helps to 
explain why, for example, issues of governmental "takings" are so notori- 
ously sensitive when they concern what are called "physical invasions" of 
property, and why more generally visibility runs through property law as 
perhaps no other legal area. Another essay in this book, on possession as a 
claim of title, describes how literally this is the case. A claim of title de- 
pends on the claimant's ability to signal dominion to the world, but those 
signals are notoriously visible. Fences, plowed furrows, all kinds of mark- 
ers show the world that you are claiming an entitlement. If you happen to 
use a neighbor's property in a way that leaves some visible residue, like 
cutting down the trees or driving across it in a way that leaves tracks, in 
time you may well acquire rights that have the force of law;9 but if you use 
your neighbor's land without leaving visible traces-if, say, you "merely" 
enjoy the sunlight or air across a neighboring lot-your actions may well 
be treated as a passing breeze, giving you no entitlements.'0 

In modem law, of course, you may acquire an intangible right, like sun- 
light or a view, particularly if you negotiate for it and record the agree- 
ment, thereby leaving visible tracks at the county recording office." But 
there too, those visible marks are what command the world's respectful 
response to your claims. In nonliterate societies, in what have been called 
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"performance cultures," the transfer of property is marked by elaborate 
celebratory rituals and held firm by the memories of witnesses; but even 
here the boundaries of property are likely to be marked by poles and 
other lasting visible signals.I2 

For persons interested in property, it is thus somewhat unsettling to 
learn that the all-important sense of vision has taken some rather hard 
knocks at the hands of writers who strike out at the domineering charac- 
teristics of sight as a model for knowledge. And perhaps it should be no 
surprise that these critiques of vision, by analogy, find some easy targets 
in the law of property as well. Any strike on those targets is particularly 
damaging for the idea of property as an ongoing persuasive activity; if the 
phenomenological critique of vision applies to property, then this very 
common way of apprehending property cannot even be conceived of as 
intersubjective or changeable over time. 

Let me backtrack: one might well ask, What could be the matter with 
vision? The most substantial complaint about vision is encapsulated in the 
adjective "voyeuristic": vision, it is said, distances and objectifies the 
thing seen.13 Unlike the listener or the toucher, the visual observer need 
not interact with the object of her attention. Instead, vision seems the 
quintessential sense for cool and uninvolved objectivity: through sight, 
the seeing subject takes in the thing observed from a distance, and the ob- 
ject need never assert its own subjectivity. Thus vision occurs without the 
complicating (ox, depending on one's point of view, sullying) effects of 
particular transactions between the seeing subject and the object that is 
seen The latter is just an object, a thing, observed without its own volition 
or reciprocal action. 

To be sure, in modern times, Heisenberg's uncertainty principle has 
taught us something different about the effect of observation on the ob- 
served, but not until long after those who praised the "nobility of sight" 
had imparted a dream of objective knowledge." Thus the sense of vision, 
according to the first critique, eradicates the understanding of knowledge 
as an intersubjective enterprise between the knower and the known; and 
by extension, it also undermines the idea that the transmission of knowl- 
edge depends on the ceremonies and memories of a community of 
witne~ses.'~ 

A second and closely related critique is that vision also eradicates 
something else: the dimension of time, and with time, the importance of 
experience and even consciousness. Unlike the sense of hearing, on this 
account, vision occurs with minimal reference to time, since the eye can 
capture a whole scene more or less synoptically and need not depend on 
memory of developments that only unfold over time.I6 In this respect see- 
ing is quite different, for example, from the perception of music or poetry 
or even horn the perceptions that come through touch, since the latter ren- 
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ders an understanding of shape only through a sequence of remembered 
tactile maneuvers." Moreover, through vision, the subject can observe the 
object many times over, in a more or less unchanged state. Indeed, unless 
the object does stay the same (or at most changes in constantly repetitive 
ways), one might think that one or both or all the observations were 
faulty-not replicable, as scientists say. 

With respect to time, then, vision gives the impression that time does 
not matter, that the past will be like the future, that experience itself is log- 
ically irrelevant to the way events play out. This is because, in the visual 
metaphor of the "real world," experience never transforms or changes 
anything. Events may indeed unfold in time, as when a stone drops to the 
ground, but they do so in ways that are in principle susceptible to predic- 
tion-precisely because they can be observed repeatedly The second 
"run" of events should not change simply because it comes later in time 
than the first or because it has been experienced before. So much the 
worse, then, f o ~  any notions that consciousness, memory, and knowledge 
might be transforming and potentially liberating; for vision, according to 
such critiques, these are nonexistent or at most "subjective" ephemera. 
relegable to "unscientific" branches of inquiry. 

Clearly such intellectual blasts at the phenomenology of vision are 
aimed at vision's role in natural scientific inquiry, with all its historic pre- 
tensions to objectivity and prediction, and all its slights, real and imag- 
ined, to the interpretative and narrative modes of understanding human 
action.'' Indeed the critique of vision is part of a barely disguised attack 
on what is perceived as a dehumanizing science?' 

But though this intellectual artillery is aimed primarily at vision, it also 
explodes dangerously close to some very common understandings of 
propertyM First, there is the central matter of vision's objectification of the 
thing seen and hence (scientifically) known. The same charge could be 
levelled at property: in the simplest form, property claims are "objective" 
in the sense that they are interpersonal in only the thinnest and most ab- 
stract form and are said to be good against not just this or that other per- 
son but against the world at large. That, in theory is the formal claim of an 
"in rem" action to establish a claim to a specific property (as opposed to 
an "in personam" claim against this or that individual). The successful in 
rem action supposedly establishes that all potential rivals must yield to 
the claimant's title to the object in question-the boat or parcel of land or 
trust fund or whatever--on the implicit premise that all individual claims 
can indeed be homogenized and dispatched at once, as belonging to one 
generic "objective" type.*] 

More profoundly, and sometimes shockingly on first encounter, the 
common law of property at many junctures quite unabashedly refers to 
property in the language of domination, that ultimate form of objectifica- 
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tion. A person claims title to wild and fugitive things by "depriving them 
of liberty" and showing a definite intent to take them over for his own 
purposes-often meaning that he kills them.u To be sure, there is a trans- 
action of sorts in this reduction to dominion, but it is a pretty one-sided 
one, in which the perspective of the claimed thing is entirely ignored. At 
the end of the road, the claimed thing can assert no subjective will of its 
own. That very absence of will and subjectivity is what it means to be "re- 
duced to dominionr'-to be "tame" instead of "wild." Marking and domi- 
nating-particularly with visual cues, be it noted-are property taw's an- 
alog to vision's objectification of the thing seen, and they are analogs as 
well to vision's disinterest in the seen object's own point of view. 

Then there is the second branch of the critique of vision, that is, vision's 
assertion of changelessness. Common understandings of property also 
share this characteristic: the very claim of property is that it is something 
lasting. Indeed, duration is an important element in making a claim prop- 
erty, as opposed to a merely temporary usufruct." When one claims a 
right to something even as changeable and literally fluid as water, one 
may take water from the stream here and now; but in an appropriative 
system, what makes this act a property claim is the potential right to take 
the same amount every year, into the indefinite future.24 To be sure, some 
property claims, like leases, may be bounded in time by their very terms, 
but even those claims are supposed to stay the same over the duration of 
the specified entitlement. 

Should it be any wonder, then, that claims to property, those domineer- 
ing pretensions to objective and lasting entitlement, should rely so heavily 
on a nontransacting, time-ignoring sense of vision? Should it be any won- 
der that property so deeply implicates an organ of perception that can 
treat the perceived thing as an object, and act as if the passage of time did 
not matter? 

All these interrelations between property and vision, of course, suggest 
that property law is one enormous, brittle structure of antiquated false 
consciousness, systematically repressing the Hohfeldian perception that 
rights-including property rights-are embedded in interpersonal rela- 
tions. Property law, with its reliance on real and metaphoric sight, its urge 
to look at things and to label those things properties, seems to be in a seri- 
ous state of denial. That is, property law seems implicitly to deny that 
property is about relations among people, whose institutions necessarily 
reflect the way those people think, argue, persuade, change their own and 
one another's minds over time. What is possibly even worse, vision-based 
property might infect the notions of other rights as well and make other 
fields of law lose touch with the evolving and persuasive aspects of 
"rights" altogether.= 
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On this bleak account, then, the institution of property indeed may be a 
persuasive enterprise, but the reliance on vision suppresses that fact; 
property, like the vision-based model of objective science that it apes, is 
falsely supposed to be objective and forever. If all this is so, then we 
should hardly celebrate vision as a way to approach and understand 
property. Instead, we should cast it out as the crypto-scientific, 
antihumane, lying Jezebel that it is. 

Now, wait a minute. Things are not so simple--either for vision or for 
property. As to vision itself: some of sight's rehabilitators have pointed 
out that seeing may represent a dynamic intersubjective encounter too, 
and a very intense one at that, as in the well-known experience of "locked 
eyes."26 And as to property: true enough, prosaic and conventional prop- 
erty law does make claims of dominion and fixity, and it signals those 
claims by visible marks; but neither dominion nor fixity is quite so easy as 
all that. Fences fall in. Boundary markers get lost. Animals-and waters- 
that are supposedly "tame" suddenly decide to mn away and become 
"wild and unowned again.27 Neighbors forget or ignore demarcations; 
they drive trucks across each other's fields, and they start businesses or 
place their garages, toolsheds, and entire houses on each other's lots." As 
I pointed out in the essay "Crystals and Mud," even the documents at the 
county recording office are periodically threatened with hopeless tangles. 

In short, wildness lurks all about in the fields of tameness, and the visi- 
ble signals of ownership flicker and falter much more than one might sup- 
pose from listening to property's brave claims of control and permanence. 
Those claims are often considerably more aspirational than real. And, be it 
noted, vision shows that some things are outside the realm of human do- 
minion. One can see what is not claimed-or not claimed any more or not 
claimable at all-in experiences that are simultaneously humbling and ex- 
hilarating: the Grand Tetons look as if they own themselves, whatever the 
National Park Service may say about them. 

Still, these instantaneous impressionistic reactions are scarcely enough 
to deal with vision's startling public relations problems. It is time now to 
go through some ways that people really do see property, in order to com- 
pare those "envisionings" to the objections about vision, and by extension 
about sight-oriented property. In the remainder of this essay, I will take up 
four ways of seeing property, ranging from the most literal to the most fig- 
urative. The first "envisioning," through pictures and maps, takes on the 
complaint that vision objecti/ies. I will argue that on closer analysis, these 
representational modes of "envisioning" are transactional after all and 
quite clearly do aim at interpersonal persuasion. The second mode of see- 
ing property-through metaphor--extends the discussion of persuasion, 
particularly focusing on the ways that property metaphors can relate 
parts to wholes. A third way of seeing property-that is, seeing property 
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in a kind of unfolding drama-takes up the complaint that vision ignores 
time and experience; this section suggests that the visual aspects of prop- 
erty are also not nearly so fixed and impervious to experience as they may 
seem to the critics of vision but instead can inform various kinds of narra- 
tives. A fourth way of seeing property is what I call "illusory property"; 
this involves the imaginative construction of property even where the law 
recognizes none. Here I will try to show how very consciously people 
make use of the persuasive aspects of property's visual signals and how 
quickly they read visual cues as claims, counterclaims, argument, rheto- 
ric. At the conclusion I will return to Hawaii to revisit some historic and 
tragic miscues in different "envisionings" of property, where one cannot 
but note the cultural boundaries around persuasions of property. 

The larger argument throughout this essay is that "seeing" property is 
to some degree an act of imagination; and imagination in turn opens the 
door to rhetoric, culture, and most of all persuasion, with all the capacity 
to influence action that persuasion entails. 

Ways of Seeing 

Seeing Property in Pictures 

The most obvious and prosaic way to see property, of course, is to go and 
look. But one step away from that is to see property in pictorial representa- 
tions. Photo I, for example, is a quite graphic assertion of a boundary And 
Photo 2 is another, no less emphatic, for all the modesty of its materials. 

As in some other areas of property law, the law of historic preservation 
makes pictures essential for laying out the features that conform to a 
given historic style. Though a verbal description might be concocted, a 
picture is far more comprehensible, as in illustration 1, which shows win- 
dow trim styles thought appropriate for the historic district houses of 
Rockville, M a r ~ l a n d . ~ ~  

Why do the specifications for historic properties seem to call for an il- 
lustration rather than a verbal depiction? Why will words not do so well? 
Some might claim that words alone will not "do" for nny  form of knowl- 
edge and that all knowledge is essentially perceptual (and sight the most 
privileged percepti~n),~ but one need not subscribe to such visual imperi- 
alism to discern sight's significance in property. Property, even under- 
stood as a set of claims against other persons, often revolves about access 
to some resource that exists in space and extension, and for that reason vi- 
sion may be the first sense to be called upon in apprehending property. 
The sense of touch, of course, may do much or even all the work,31 and in- 
deed touch is used in understanding property, as in the still-used practice 
of "walking the boundaries." But sight is relatively quick and may also 
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serve to synthesize spatial information from other senses;" perhaps for 
that reason, visible markers are evidently important in property even in 
the nonliterate "performance cultures'' that generally suspect the sense of 
sight as unreliable.3J 

One can get a sense of the awkwardness of verbal descriptions from the 
examples that appear all too frequently in the legal literature of property 
Judicial opinions often describe disputed properties, usually in the first 
few paragraphs, and in so doing they illushate the ways that mere words 
can leave the chagrined readers scratching their heads. Here is a familiar 
description, from one of the most famous cases in property law, Wlage of 
Euclid v. Ambler Realty C O . , ~ ~  which upheld municipal zoning. 

Appellee is the owner of a tract of land containing 68 acres, situated in the 
westerly end of the village, abutting on Euclid Avenue to the south and the 
Nickel Plate railroad to the north. Adjoining this tract. both on the east and 
on the west, there have been laid out restricted residential plats on which 
residences have been erected. ... Appellee's tract of land comes under U-2, 
U-3 and U-6 [zoning use categories]. The first strip of 6w feet immediately 
north of Euclid Avenue falls in class U-2 [twwfamily residences], the next 
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130 feet to the north, in U-3 [churches, schools, etc.], and the remainder in U- 
6 [heavy industry]. 

Here is ajudge talking to you as reader, yet the words seem oddly un- 
communicative. To make sense of this prickly statement, readers have to 
sketch their own crude pictures or maps. Indeed, you wonder why the 
judges, who often have had the advantage of seeing maps and pictures in 
the documents submitted by the parties," think that readers can manage 
without such illustrations. You might be tempted to attribute this to some 
form of subtle judicial authoritarianism-"I know what this is all about, 
and you do not"-though a more charitable explanation might lie in the 
printing costs of graphics. For purposes of rehabilitating vision, however, 
it might be noted that a picture or map, far more than the words, would 
seem to be oriented toward assisting the audience to comprehend. 

I am sliding from pictures to maps; although in a sense a map is a kind 
of picture, common understanding draws some major differences be- 
tween them. In particular, a map is more abstract than a picture, and in 
looking at the map, you clearly let yourself be guided by someone else's 
version of the key features in a given landscape. But sometimes you can 
use this kind of help; the map, shipped down though it may be, neverthe- 
less can be a more legible guide than a seemingly more accurate and de- 
tailed picture, which indeed may overwhelm by detaiL3" 

Moreover, by bringing data together in a single perceptible space, 
maps may yield unexpected new information." Police departments map 
the locations of unusual crime patterns to learn something about motives 
and p e r p e ~ a t o r s , ~  and in a famous historical example in epidemiology, 
the mapping of cholera outbreaks led public health officials to understand 
the relation of the illness to polluted drinking water.39 To take an instance 
in property law, in another well-known older case, Neetow v. City of Cam- 
bridge,"" one party challenged an odd zigzag in a zoning boundary. The 
court's verbal description of the boundary was almost impossible to 
fathom; but a map of the area, showing the way that this peculiar zoning 
line would have protected a row of existing residences from the noise and 
sight of industrial uses across the street, strongly suggests the motivations 
behind the ordinance." The map, far from stifling the imagination, invites 
the viewer to reflect on the story behind the case. 

Let it not be thought, though, that there is only one map (or one story) 
that can explain property relations. A map, of course, does not include the 
jagged edges of real life, but more generally, maps can be quite tenden- 
tious in directing the attention to this feature or that-so much so that a 
1993 historical exhibit on maps chose to display them as "instruments of 
power, persuasion and conhol."" But on second thought, we see that a 
picture, even a photograph, also highlights some items at the expense of 
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others, however much it may purport to "tell all." Art critics, including 
those who insist on photography's special capacity for accuracy, still point 
out that a photograph is selective and that it reflects the photographer's 
imagination and intent about what should be in the s c e n m r ,  rather, 
what things you and I should see in it, whether in fact we see those things 
or something else." 

On thud thought, we realize that the act of seeing itself has some of the 
same characteristics of imagination, purpose, and selectivity. It is now 
well known that in visual perception the viewer's imagination organizes 
and embellishes the mass of sensations that appear to come from "out 
there" to "in here," as the viewer persuades herself of the meaning of vari- 
ous features of the object she is seeing." Take, for example, the recogni- 
tion of faces: in one set of experiments, viewers of simplified or blurred 
computer images, once having "found the face, added detail to the 
coarse images presented to them; moreover, they were unable to "un-see" 
the face after it was per~eived.'~ Indeed, it is not altogether clear that any 
optical physiological stimulus whatever is necessary for "vision"; for- 
merly sighted persons are well known to have describable visual images 
of objects perceived through other senses.M 

And so a map abstracts and reorders what one sees in a picture; and a 
picture, even a photo, abstracts and reorders what one actually sees; but 
what one actually sees also abstracts and reorders the light waves that en- 
ter the eye. At every step, someone's interests and ideas of meaning (in- 
cluding one's o w n  interests and ideas of meaning) guide one's attention 
and draw one to the "important" things in the picture. 

Thus pictures of property, and maps even more, are visual reductions 
and interpretations of property relationships, and these renditions can 
make the subject easier to grasp than thegreat booming chaos "out there." 
But the eye of the mind is already at work, reducing that booming chaos to 
something that can be "envisioned" either in one's own mind's eye or in 
someone else's and directing what that mind's eye is going to see. 

All this goes to the point that imagination and hence persuasion can en- 
ter into even the supposedly simplest and most straightforward pictures 
of property. Imagination and persuasion enter even more strikingly at the 
next level of "seeing property," that is, seeing metaphorically. 

Seeing Property Metaphorically 

What is a visual metaphor of property? A notable example is a property 
metaphor now in rather common usage: the analogy of property to a 
"bundle of sticks"-that is, a kind of visible, physical entity made up of 
other visible er~tities.~'The idea informing the metaphor is that property is 
not a single unitary thing but rather a group of rights, some of which may 
be added or removed under appropriate conditions. 
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A few years ago, the "bundle" metaphor played a promnent though 
somewhat dubious role in an influential little article by Thomas Grey enti- 
tled "The Disintegration of Property."% In this article, Grey discussed 
what he perceived to be the imminent demise of property as a moral cate- 
gory. He took as a starting point Bruce Ackerman's observation that non- 
experts understand property as "things," whereas another approach 
(which Ackerman calls "scientific policy-making") takes as a starting 
point a Hohfeldian understanding of property as abstract collections of 
claims among pers0ns.4~ These claims can be envisioned metaphorically 
invarious"bundles," and indeed, the"bundle" metaphor is in some ways 
an effort to get people to "see" property in a different form.50 

But Grey argued that this very rhetoric of bundles of rights, precisely 
because it suggests the infinite divisibility of property into separate non- 
thing-like rights, undermines the ordinary commitment to property alto- 
gether. Although Grey traced the "bundle" conception to the practical 
and theoretical necessities of modem economic organization, he thought 
that the metaphor encapsulated the divergence between a capitalist mar- 
ket system and the popular conception of property as entitlement to par- 
ticular things.51 As such, he described the metaphor as part and parcel of a 
general weakening of property's grip on the popular moral imagination. 
The bundle-of-rights metaphor for property, in short, attempted to per- 
suade the world of a "scientific" understanding of property; but on Grey's 
account the persuasion would self-destruct by hollowing out the popular 
notion of what property means. 

Shortly after Grey's article, Frank Michelman published another article 
in the same philosophic periodical and made a point that might support 
Grey's.52 Among other things, Michelman argued that the concept of pri- 
vate property needs what he called a principle of "comp~sition,"~~ that is, 
a principle that holds a set of property claims together as one comprehen- 
sible package. Since Grey had argued that the "bundle" metaphor sug- 
gests dismantliig rather than composition, one might conclude, as Grey 
did, that the bundle metaphor contributes to the "decomposition" of the 
idea of property itself. 

Well, does it? The bundle metaphor has been around a while. Has it 
doomed the popular attachment to property or made it less central in le- 
gal and political discussions, as Grey suggested in @o? The answer so far 
is no, not yet-not by quite a long shot. In fact, the bundle-of-sticks meta- 
phor itself has taken on a quite robust new life. 

The most prevalent deployment of this metaphor is in the constitu- 
tional law discussion of governmental "takings" of property, where 
landed property in particular is often described as a bundle composed of 
discrete parts, and the legal question is whether the regulation has taken 
too many or too important  stick^."^' But the metaphor has uses in some 
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other private arrangements as well, wherever a single name covers sev- 
eral related interests," for example, in describing private condominium 
ownership or interests in other varieties of p l a ~ e d  communities. The 
condominium owner normally might have a "fee simple" interest in her 
unit's living space, an exclusive easement in her balcony area and parking 
space, tenancy in common in the hallways and the swimming pool, de- 
fined participatory rights in the community's governance, and so forth. 
When she buys the condominium, she becomes entitled to the entire bun- 
dle, which is composed of a number of different rights, some exclusive 
and some shared with other owners. In a somewhat different area, the 
bundle metaphor might explain the property aspects of contracts; that is, 
one might talk about contracts metaphorically, as "bundles" of entitle- 
ments to this service or that. 

The bundle of sticks, to be sure, is not the only visual metaphor for 
property. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in making the point that a contractual 
right can be conceived as a property interest, observed that the assign- 
ment of a contractual right was just as much a transfer of property as was 
the sale of a horse.% In this analogy, of course, Holmes was also using a vi- 
sual metaphor for entitlements. Indeed, in some ways Holmes' horse met- 
aphor has some rather more sophisticated features than the currently 
standard bundle of sticks. 

Useful as it is, the bundle has several problems. For one, as a visual 
metaphor, it suggests that the component entitlements in the bundle are 
all more or less alike--everything seems to be just a stick, even though 
some sticks may be bigger than others or have different shapes. In that 
way, the metaphor distracts from the content of the component entitle- 
ments. We might be better off with Holmes' horse, especially if we think of 
the horse as "packaged with a harness and a buggy Toys in a toy chest 
could be a better metaphor too. Such visual metaphors suggest that the 
component parts of a given type of property might be quite different 
among themselves but might still relate to one another and might perhaps 
also aim in a complementary fashion at some larger general purpose. 

This brings up a second problem. Aside from the fungibility of the 
"sticks," the bundle also metaphorically suggests the sticks' separability; 
perhaps this fueled Grey's comments on the decompositional quality of 
the metaphor. The metaphor breaks down related sets of entitlements into 
smaller rights-entities, and each "stick" reifies one separate right-entity, 
withno particular relationship to the other sticks except proximity. The vi- 
sual image of the sticks is thus one of separate objects, and in this respect 
the metaphor weakens the sense that groupings of property rights might 
be interconnected and interdependent. 

This can affect one's thinking about property. To give an example, a 
1992 political science colloquium paper on property was based on the 
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bundle metaphor." The paper, at least in draft form, made quite a fuss 
about the differences between two of what the author considcred to be 
property's "sticks," namely, the right of use (or control) on the one hand 
and the right of "income" on the other (the latter deriving particularly 
from alienation). He argued that use rights or control rights are more fun- 
damental, since they depend on the owner's own preferences and plans; 
income rights, on the other hand, involve transferring some part of the 
property and are thus conditional on the wishes of others. 

No doubt there are important differences in these rights, and yet upon 
reflection it seems obvious that they are more closely intertwined than the 
'%undle" analogy might make one think. For example, my decision to use 
my bicycle is clearly influenced, at least some of the time, by the price that 
someone else would pay me to rent it or even sell it. I may love my bicycle 
dearly (as indeed I do), but given the offer of a cool million, I would dis- 
pose of it in a New York minute. Others might divest themselves of the 
family heirlooms with the same alacrity, for the same reasons, if appropri- 
ate offers were forthcoming. Luckily for the stability of property, such ex- 
aggerated offers are not forthcoming very often; and even when they are, 
some people still refuse. But all the same, the decision to use property for 
one's self takes place over against an implicit background comparison be- 
tween one's own use and the gains that one would receive from selling or 
renting to ~thers~~-which is to say, use rights and income rights are all 
tied up together. One must wonder whether such sharp use/income di- 
chotomies might result from the mesmerizing character of the bundle-of- 
sticks metaphor itself, which may induce people to envision these ele- 
ments of entitlement as considerably more separable and independent 
than they actually are. 

The "bundle," then, is at best a crude metaphor. This is not necessarily 
a bad thing, of course. In one way, crudity is another name for abstraction 
and single-mindedness. Those can be advantages for the metaphor, just as 
the crudity of the map has some advantages over the detail of the picture, 
or just as the crudity of the picture has some advantages over the even 
greater detail of unmediated vision. The crude presentation is easier to 
understand and more likely to highlight particular elements--even 
though some other elements are lost and even though their loss may give 
an unspoken tilt to the new "picture" (which of course may be the point 
all along). 

On the other hand, different kinds of things may be lost in the meta- 
phor--or at least this bundle metaphor-from the things that are lost in 
the map or picture. Actual pictures, and maps even more, are likely to 
suppress detail, but they do so to show the interrelatedness of the parts 
within some concept of a whole. That is why people say " o h  when a pic- 
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ture or map illustrates a verbal statement: they see the parts in a whole. 
But the metaphoric "picture," the bundle of rights, goes in the opposite di- 
rection. It is in large part a device for separating the various facets of prop- 
erty and for giving an intuitive grasp of their separateness and 
moveability rather than their interrelatedness and porosity. 

To some degree, all metaphoric pictures may have some of this separat- 
ing quality, because they make non-things (like contract rights) seem 
"thingy" (or dinglich, as the German philosophers might put it)59 and 
hence separable in the visual imagination. Indeed, Jonathan Swift sati- 
rized Lockean epistemology for its representational or picturing version 
of "clear and distinct ideas." In one revealing episode, GuUiver encoun- 
ters some "sages" who carry weighty bundles of objects around in packs; 
they say nothing in conversation but instead communicate more precisely 
by displaying one thing after another from their packs.w 

It seems quite clear, then, that visual metaphors are capable of convey- 
ing a sense of the separateness of the parts of property entitlements-just 
as fences or other physical markings separate one piece of property from 
another in actual vision. But this can be a distortion, too, creating an idea 
of finite and bounded "things" even where people's actual experience 
suggests much more interrelationship and fluidity. Indeed, the separating 
aspects of visual metaphor again raise the specter of a narrowly "scientif- 
ic" form of vision, which supposedly dissects and analyzes objects to the 
point of losing any sense of the whole. The big question is whether visual 
metaphors can work in the opposite direction, aiding in understanding as 
opposed to analysis-that is, reclaiming a sense of the whole and of the re- 
latedness of the various elements of entitlement. 

The answer to this question must be yes. Even the bundle of sticks is 
not just sticks but a bundle. In examples like that of the various condomin- 
ium rights, as mentioned above, the bundle metaphor acts at least as much 
to "package" the various elements as it does to give an impressionof their 
separateness. 

Moreover, there are many other visual metaphors that relate different 
entitlements into wholes. A very famous metaphor was mentioned in two 
of the earlier essays on historic property rights?' and it was one that was 
much used up to the seventeenth century: the metaphor of the "body poli- 
tic."As I observed in those earlier essays, old political treatises went on at 
great length about the likeness of the polity to the individual-according 
to one, the polity should be healthy, like the body, and it should have a 
proper ratio among the parts (a correct proportion as between craftsmen 
and farmers, for e~ample)?~  A dominating idea behind this rather pecu- 
liar imagery was that each class of people had its own function and its 
own set of entitlements tailored to that function, so that all groups could 
play their proper role in the political order. 
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Such elaborate discussions of the "body politic" carry an implicit mes- 
sage of hierarchy (the king is normally the head), and they are clearly out 
of touch with modern thinking about desirable political ordering. But 
they also are an  important example of the way that visual metaphor may 
bring parts together in the imagination into a whole-and, indeed, it may 
be one of the difficulties of democratic polities that they have no such ob- 
vious integrative visual metaphors. 

Aside from politics, there are other areas where one can locate meta- 
phoric visual images that bring parts into wholes. Some of these show up in 
statistical literature, and though their subjects range rather far from prop- 
erty law, these metaphors do have some implications for property as well. 

The political scientist Edward Tufte wrote a book several years ago, The 
Visunl Display of Qunnfitative I n f o r r n a f i ~ n . ~ ~  When he failed to find a pub- 
lisher who would follow his exacting layout specifications, Tufte pub- 
lished the book himself. This made several million doUars for him and 
helped win him a feature article in the New York Times Sunday magazine.64 
Thus encouraged, of course, he has written a sequel to give some varia- 
tions on the subje~t.6~ 

Tufte thinks that many statisticians today lack the knack for visual 
presentations that at least some earlier data specialists Why does it 
matter that statisticians use visual representations? It matters because 
people really do not understand statistics very well and may not grasp 
statistical information at all without the aid and impact of some visual 
representation. Since Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman's classic work 
on the flawed "heuristics" that people use in assessing statistical probabil- 
ities, cognitive psychologists have run experiments illustrating in various 
ways that statistical logic seems to be absent from most people's intuitive 
r epe r t~ i r e .~~  

Most of us make some characteristic errors in this area. One intuitive 
reaction is to flatten very large numbers and very small numbers as well. 
That is, most of us have no strong intuitive feel for the difference between 
a million and a billion--or between a one-in-a-million and a one-in-a-bil- 
lion chance of some event occurring.68 

This brings us back to property In the modem world, quite a number of 
resource entitlements are, so to speak, statistical entities. This is notable in 
environmental law, which can be analyzed as a branch of property law.69 
Toxic air emissions, for example, are a k i d  of invisible trespass on other 
people's bodies or territory; we know about these encroachments, but 
only statistically, as some X parts pollutant per million parts air. If we do 
not grasp what these small numbers mean, then we really do not have 
much of a grip on toxics at all. 

Suppose that two different sources of air pollution release equally dan- 
gerous toxins into the air; the first releases at concentrations of one part 
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toxin per million parts air, whiie the other releases at onc part per billion. 
Intuitively, at least to most people, these numbers do not seem very differ- 
ent, even though, as statistics, they are very different indeed." Similarly, 
when pesticides are tested, we may get test results on the incidence of tu- 
mors or growth defects, and the differences may be substantial from a sta- 
tistical standpoint; but intuitively, one chance in a million does not set off 
a lot more bells and whistles than one chance in a billion. 

Naturally, the next question is, So what? What difference does it make 
if these figures are treated as practical equivalents? They are all dangerous 
substances, are they not? That is precisely the problem: if all those risks 
sound alike to us asvoters, we are going to regard them all as equally dan- 
gerous. If we have no good cognitive intuitions to put them in priorities, 
we may pressureour representatives to regulate toxics in ways that really 
waste our regulatory resources and generally waste social resources.71 We 
will wind up being too careful about some and not careful enough about 
others. As a society we may spend equal resources (or make other citizens 
spend equal amounts of their resources) to abate a one-in-a-million risk, a 
one-in-a-billion risk, or a one-in-a-trillion risk. 

Needless to say, if all other things are equal and if risk abatement 
carries equal costs for different risks, we would be better off expending 
funds to get rid of the bigger, one-in-a-million risk first, at least until we 
have brought it down to the same danger level as the smaller one-in-a-bil- 
lion risk; then we can think about tackling the smaller risk." But to do this 
in a systematic way, we have to grasp that these risks really are different 
and that one really is more dangerous than the other. The question is, Hour 
can we get that sense? 

One way to escape from intuitive psychological flattenings is to use vi- 
sual and spatial representations of statistical information. That is why 
Tufte's book has such practical importance, and that is why, no doubt, it 
has earned millions of dollars. Others too have used some ingenious de- 
vices to reformulate these statistical entities into visual metaphors. For ex- 
ample, former congressman Mike McCormick, who later became a science 
consultant to Congress, used beads. He showed a container holding 1,ooo 
beads and asked his congressional listeners to imagine the same beads 
covering the entire floor of the committee room (for a million); then the 
entire Capitol grounds (for a billion); the city of Washington, D.C. (for a 
trillion); and finally the state of Ohio (for a q~adrillion).'~ 

Now, my own statistical intuitions are as flawed as anyone's, and I do 
not argue one way or another about the accuracy of these visual compari- 
sons. What I would argue is that this kind of visual metaphor can be ex- 
traordinarily helpful in conveying information about statistical probabili- 
ties and about the entitlements based on those probabilities. Visual 
metaphors let people "see" what the numbers mean, and they permit us to 
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shape our policies for restraining and permitting emissions according to 
the relative risk levels. 

It is also important to note what happens in such representations: the 
visual, physical metaphor here does not divide but rather reintegrates. 
The individual beads are not so important in McCormick's metaphor as 
the comparative sizes of the areas covered by the beads. The visual imag- 
ery of beads, placed in imagined spaces of various sizes, allows ordinary 
understandig to relate the part with the whole and to get a meaningful 
purchase on the comparative sizes of these different abstract risks. 

Visual metaphors of this sort may be critical in citizens' and repre- 
sentatives' ability to come to terms with the problems of environmental 
law. It is not so much that numbers lie, though perhaps they can. The 
much bigger problem is that statistical reasoning just does not come natu- 
rally for most people (icludiig research psychologists themselves)," un- 
less statistics can be put in some more easily imaginable form. 

It need hardlv be added that the ability to imagine, to use the mind's - 
eye, presents an opening to persuasion; imagining statistical properties, 
throunh visual metaphor, can be a first step to taking action on the prob- 
lems &e statistics represent. Hence metaphor in this-arena has proiound 
political implications, and the choices of visual metaphor will be impor- 
tant. But then, the absence of a visual metaphor has serious political impli- 
cations as well, because the lack of metaphor leads to a kind of imagina- 
tive disability-that is, disabling us from even "envisioning" the risks that 
we encounter or the ways to deal with them sensibly. Envisioning is a step 
toward persuasion, and persuasion is a step toward decision and action." 

So far I have been suggesting that in at least some of the ways that p e e  
ple see property relations--from pictures to maps to metaph&s--the de- 
piction speaks to a viewer's imagination and attempts to persuade. Inso- 
far as one can understand these depictions as pekuasi;e forays, they 
suggest that presenting and seeing, including seeing property relations, is 
quite far from a simple objectivizing activity; instead, presenting and see- 
ing take place in a k i d  of conversation, where a whole array of persua- 
sive gambits may be put forth. For the moment, 1 leave to one side the 
question whether these gambits are actually understood as efforts to per- 
suade, but I wiU return to that question later. 

Seeing Property as Narrative 

Persuasion tells a story, and in the preceding discussion I was moving 
from one chestnut to another: from "a picture is worth a thousand words" 
to "every picture tells a story." 

But does it? Indeed, does a picture tell any story at all? Might it be the 
case that property, with its dependence on visual representation, is merely 
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the end of the story, a set of static results that carry on into eternity the 
completed action of, say, contract or tort or crime? Might those other 
branches of the law represent the true narrative style and for that reason 
depend on the senses of sound and hearing, which take place over time, 
relegating sight to a secondary role at most? 

We might note, for example, that a contractual relationship may be 
quite difficult to "envision," but it normally has a story, since contracting 
entails some transacting that results in a deal; and of course when a con- 
tract goes bust, the story develops further. Tort law too is laden with sto- 
ries, since some sequence of events lies behiid every claim of injury; and 
the same may be said of the law of crimes. Visual effects are not entirely 
absent in these areas of the law, but they are certainly secondary to the 
story line. Might it be, then, that property's reliance on sight simply epito- 
mizes the point that the action lies elsewhere and that property relations 
are essentially end states, static and nornarrative? 

The answer must relate to the initial question: does a picture tell a story? 
Well, some clearly can. Edward Tufte, whose work in the visual represen- 
tation of statistical data was discussed earlier, has a favorite graphic, and 
it is a sharp reminder of the way that a supposedly fixed picture can give 
the sense of a story that plays out over time. This graphic is Charles Joseph 
Minard's mid-nineteenth-century depiction of one of the most famous 
military disasters in history: the fate of Napoleon's army as it marched 
into Russia, and then back out, over the fall and winter of 1812-1813. The 
graphic is composed of quite wonderfully mixed elements. In the back- 
ground is a simplified map of Eastern Europe; the French army is pre- 
sented as a stripe, with its width representing the numbers of soldiers at 
any given time. Broad and commanding as it begins on the left, at the ori- 
gin of the campaign on the Polish-Russian border, the stripe tapers down 
steadily (and in some stairsteps at particular battles) as it moves to the 
right, eastward into Russia; then at Moscow the thinning stripe reverses 
direction-now accompanied by a depiction of the falling winter tempera- 
tures--and retreats in an ever-dwindling width back to the west, where, 
by the end, the stripe is constricted to a pencil h e .  The statistics of this 
mil~tary debacle were stunning in themselves-an army of q u p o  at the 
outset, a band of ~ o , m  stragglers at the end. But the visual graphic of the 
stripe, steadily diminishing as it moves across and back over the map of 
Eastern Europe, "def[ies] the pen of the historian by its brutal elo- 
quence."7h 

There, at least, is a picture that tells a story How about the signals of 
property? Well, these may not be created to tell a story, but they can do so 
all the same. All over New England, there is a certain spooky irrelevance 
to the battered remnants of the last century's stone fences, meandering as 
they do through the blissfully resurgent woods. Here vision reveals the 
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impermanence and pathos of property's aspirations to eternity and shows 
how much can change in the passage of time after all. 

Property's ability to "tell stories" is one of the points of historic preser- 
vation of older structures k d  neighborhoods; these are reminders of the 
lived life of the community in which they exist. Stories are even more the 
point of many publicly owned monuments, like the lettered black slabs of 
the Vietnam War Memorial or the flowing waters of the Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Memorial. These physical locations and visual markers bear wit- 
ness to their respective tales, providing the viewer with cues that will 
make their stories ring through the ages." Here, too, the properties, and 
the narratives that accompany them, are sometimes conscious persuasive 
efforts in a political context; they are often recognized as such and can be 
quite controversial-a point that I will pick up shortly. 

A particular piece of property, then, may tell a story, just as there is a 
story about a contract or a tort. But an especially notable use of the dra- 
matic form in property is a kind of "big picture" of property: the story that 
purports to relate the evolution of whole regimes of entitlements. Oddly 
enough, these narratives may be more prevalent in law-and-economics 
approaches to property than anywhere else, and although they are told in 
various guises, they all boil down to the same story, one that has often ap- 
peared in these pages. It is the tale that I dubbed the "scarcity story" in 
one of the earlier essays.78 This story is about the way that property rights 
emerge with scarcity, and in the most abstract and summary form, once 
again, it goes roughly as follows: (Act I) a particular resource or other be- 
comes scarce, for one of a variety of reasons; (Act 2) meanwhile, a lot of 
people scramble to get the resource; (Act 3) for a while, they get tangled 
up in conflicts over who has what; and, finally, (Act 4) they create prop- 
erty rights regimes, which make the conflicts go away, while the rights- 
holders happily invest and trade.n 

This is of course a lifeless and featureless presentation of the story; 
what gives it life is its mapping on some real-world experience, and that is 
where the visual narratives come in. Among the influential works in this 
literature are Harold Demsetz's recounting of the story against the vivid 
backdrop of an evolving North American f u ~  trade, and particularly east- 
em Native Americans' development of property rights as they became en- 
gaged in that tradersv Terry Anderson and P. J. Hill's set of stories about 
the western settlers and their ever-sharpening definitions of water and 
livestock rights as their numbers grew;R' and John Umbeck's story about 
gold rush miners' creation of customary systems of mining entitlements."' 

Again, these narratives are really variants on a single analytic theme; it 
is, by and large, an optimistic drama, and it aims to convince the audience 
that property is a good thing, showering peace and prosperity on its prac- 
titioners. One can agree or disagree with the analytical argument embed- 
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ded in the various dramatic presentations. But at least, through the exam- 
ple of all the hunting and mining, the cowboys and the cattle and the gold, 
one can grasp easily what the argument is and how it makes sense of the 
evolution and branching of property entitlements. The underlying argu- 
ment is much strengthened rhetorically when it emerges in these entirely 
imaginable narratives, narratives that take place in physical settings with 
tangible objects in them. In fact, as I also pointed out in the earlier essay 
"Property and Storytelling," the narrative forms of the scarcity story 
make the argument almost too persuasive, since the narrative versions 
gloss over some real analytic problems in the argument. 

The scarcity story has taken tremendous rhetorical sustenance from its 
numerous dramatizations, and, not unexpectedly, other intellectual per- 
spectives on property have started to mimic its dramatic narrative style. 
Though they are not widespread, there are clearly some efforts to catch 
up, particularly in what are now being called the "outsider" narratives of 
law-property tales as told by minorities, indigenous peoples, women, 
and others whose experiences with standard property law has not neces- 
sarily bem entirely cheery, to put it mildly.83 Larceny, by force or deceit, is 
the dominating theme in many of these "outsider" narratives of property. 
When such stories are told about the encounters of differing cultures, and 
about those who gain and those who lose in such encounters, they are par- 
ticularly powerful challenges to the sometimes aggravating smugness of 
the scarcity story. These stories spin out a quite divergent evolutionary 
drama underlying the experience of Native Americans or other indige- 
nous peoples, for whom the introduction of Western property regimes has 
often meant not wealth-enhancing individual entitlements but the loss of 
an entire way of life.BP 

Larceny stories seem to be emerging in other parts of the "outsider" lit- 
erature as well and again very usefully illuminate some aspects of prop- 
erty regimes. Carol Karlsen, an historian of American witchcraft, has used 
narration very tellingly on a feminist theme in property. In her 1989 book, 
The Devil in the Shapeof a Woman, she tells the stories of a number of colonial 
New England "witches," and in so doing she illuminates how tightly the 
seventeenth-century witchcraft trials revolved about property disputes, 
particularly when substantial amounts of property were controlled by 
some conventionally "improper" persons. The typical improper person was 
an older women who by accident or aberration controlled, say, a farm, and 
who did so all by herself because the usual husband or son or other male 
protector was dead or far away And in the typical tale, she was self-as- 
sured enough not to back down when she got into a dispute with a neigh- 
boring farmer; but when by chance the neighbor's heifer took sick, it was 
clear to all that this stiff-necked woman must have bewitched the animal. If 
she was lucky, she was "properly" pauperized by the end of her encounter 
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with witchcraft law; if she was unlucky, of course, execution was the last 
page in her personal st0ry.8~ in the accumulation of these many tales, 
where uppity women's property disputes slid into accusations of witch- 
craft, Karlsen paints a larger picture of a world of gendered hierarchy. 

Narratives like these involve seeing property too; indeed they enlist 
the visual imagination to tell a story about property generally. They aim at 
making the audience understand property relationships-and the social 
relationships that underlie them-by watching in the mind's eye the 
changes that occur in the shape and configuration of ownership and con- 
trol. Not all these outsider stories are pessimistic and dark, because some 
involve a heartening self-help among seemingly indomitable peoples.86 
But of course someare pessimistic and dark, and that too is a part of seeing 
property relations as they evolve over time. 

- 

Indeed, the scarcity story itself has a well-known pessimistic version in 
which the play never gets beyond Act 3, where conflicts break out over 
scarce resources. In this version, Act 3 ends the play, and the conflicts go 
on and on, never resolving themselves into happy property. The name of 
this dramatic production, of course, is The Tragedy of the Commons,B7 set 
metaphorically among graziers and livestock in a common field. This play 
too, like any good production, has generated tremendous controversy- 
especially in environmental circles, since it seems so easily to lead to the 
larger conclusion that only an authoritarian regime can salvage the com- 
mon resources of Spaceship Earth.88 That is a matter hotly contested by 
some neocommunitarians, who have generated some stories of their own 
about the successful evolution of common property regimes among per- 
sons who collectively use and manage resources such as irrigation sys- 
tems, pastures, and woodlotseven though these arrangements rely on 
the seemingly frail reeds of reasonableness and trust.* Indeed, two essays 
in this book, "The Comedy of the Commons" and "Energy and Efficien- 
cy," are a modest contribution to that literature of common property insti- 
tutions. But this scholarly enterprise in some measure takes its start from 
the particularly vivid story of the tragedy of the commons, which crystal- 
lized the problems of common property in a way that made scholars pay 
attention, if only to argue against it.% 

These are of course not the only dramatizations of the evolution of 
property regimes; Marx had his own drama about the unfolding of "bour- 
geois property" over time and its potential future transformation. It need 
hardly be pointed out that there are vigorous persuasive efforts in all 
these dramatizations-often quite consciously so, since the persuasive- 
ness vel non of any given property narrative has important implications 
for political action. Indeed, if seeing is believing, these dramas are aimed 
at seeing the whole institution of property in sharply different perspec- 
tives; and believing, in this instance, may not be far removed from acting. 
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Seeing Illuso y Property 

The preceding discussion suggested that sight in property is not so time- 
less and static after all, both because particular properties give visual re- 
minders of past events and because arguments about the institution of 
property are often embedded in visually rich narrations of transforma- 
tion. This present section will go on to suggest that the visual aspects of 
property not only serve to persuade and argue but that people are widely 
aware that they do just that. All this will appear in the context of yet an- 
other way of seeing property-that is, seeing property where the official 
law of property would deny that there is anything even like property. 

People sometimes act as if they were asserting and acknowledging 
property claims, even though it is quite well known that these claims re- 
ally have no legal status at all. This is what I call seeing illusory property 
or what one might call "un-real estate." There are various places where 
one could begin to explain the notion of illusory property, but I will start 
with an early gum, Jane Jacobs. Her justly famous 1960 book, The Death 
and Life of Great American Cities, very tellingly described how the physical 
and visual features of an urban area may lend the sense of security and 
control that is normally associated with property. One of her well-known 
phrases was the "eyes on the street"; this referred to the numerous 
trusted storekeepers, the "public characters," and the other residents in 
city neighborhoods who keep the street under a certain benevolent sw- 
veillance-particularly in the neighborhoods where accidental contacts 
bring the residents together in casual, multilayered transactions?' In sev- 
eral chapters, Jacobs discussed the actual physical characteristics that pro- 
mote such transactions-short blocks, densely packed and mixed uses, 
old buildings scattered in with the new. 

The gist of Jacobs' argument was that configurations like these give the 
residents a sense that the streets are "their" streets. Officially speaking, of 
course, the streets are owned by the public at large, but the "eyes on the 
street" act as proprietors of this un-real estate, and the presence of the 
"eyes," taken together with the physical characteristics of places, let other 
residents feel that they too own the neighborhood, if only in some infor- 
mal and nonlegal sense. 

Oscar Newman, among others, picked up on Jacobs' ideas and extrapo- 
lated some of them in his own book, Defensible Space (1970). Newman was 
interested in the way that architectural features might relate to crime pre- 
vention and especially the ways in which the appearancc of "defended 
space" might deter crime. With that goal in mind, he compared the archi- 
tecture (and crime rates) of two public housing projects, one a high-rise 
project, the other a set of garden apartments. The latter had the physical 
features of low height, semiprivate doorways and enhances, marked side- 
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walk configurations, and distinct yard spaces; all of these apparently gave 
tenants a sense of proprietorship about the areas surrounding their apart- 
ments. Outsiders as well understood these features to mean that a given 
area was under a kind of imagined proprietary control. By contrast, 
Newman argued that the high-rise project's larger building sizes, expan- 
sive surrounding lawns, and more open and impersonal configurations 
made many spaces look as if they were unowned and undefended "com- 
mons," with the standard tragic outcome--anything goes, and the stron- 
gest party 

Newman's work saessed the element of exclusion in illusory property. 
Safe spaces in public housing are those that give off the impression of 
some "owner's" ability to exclude interlopers; on the other hand, on 
Newman's analysis, where things have the look of the unowned commons 
and where the physical features do not lead one even to imagine a ficti- 
tious exclusive private property-there lurks violence and danger. One 
can hardly help but hear some eighteenth-century echoes in all this: 
Blackstone too regarded the ability to exclude as a most wondrous aspect 
of property, while Ekntham described the absence of exclusion-using the 
example of the great unexclusive "commons" of America-as murky, mi- 
asmic, and danger~us?~  

But a rather different aspect of illusory property emerges from the 
work of William H. Whyte, who stresses the more positive aspects of pub- 
licness or common usage. His exuberant Social Life of Smnll Urban Spaces 
details the kinds of physical configurations that invite city people to 
"make themselves at home" in public places--sitting spaces, water foun- 
tains, food vending carts, accessibility to the street, and so on.% Clearly 
none of these features transfers official title to the users, yet their physical 
appearance can let people imagine a certain phantom property and feel 
themselves "entitled to claim "their" spaces, however temporarily, 
amidst great crowds of others who are equally comfortable in adjacent 
spaces of their own. 

In the realm of illusory property, Whyte's interests lie at the borderline 
of the exclusive and the shared. It seems quite clear to Whyte that the most 
enticing public spaces derive their allure in large measure from their com- 
bination of protection and participation; he notes, for example, the way 
people seat themselves outdoors just at the edges of the most heavily trav- 
elled footways and seek out the best perches from which to see the crowd 
of passer~by?~ 

An earlier writer in this vein was Kevin Lynch, whose i,nterest in the 
"legibility" of space was mentioned at the beginning of this essay. Lynch 
focused even more than Whyte on the shared aspects of illusory property. 
He too was looking for physical features that let people feel "at home," 
but he quite clearly meant "at home" with the rest of the public who share 
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these spaces. In The Image of the City, Lynch was interested in a very simple 
set of phenomena: what do people speak of when they describe a normal 
trip, such as going to work?% What features stand out to make the sur- 
roundings "legible," and, perhaps most important, what helps people not 
to feel lost? The respondents' answers led Lynch to generalize about the 
kinds of visible features-landmarks, "edges," "nodes," and so forth- 
that let people know where they are and that by extension give them a 
sense of mastery and control in the larger landscapes in which they find 
themselves?' 

Interestingly enough, several aspects of illusory property have worked 
their way to formal recognition in the "real" legal world of property law 
and land use regulation-perhaps illustrating the way that popular un- 
derstandings and formal property law are in continuous dialog. After the 
formal law (in the guise of urban renewal) ipored'and flattened the kind 
of fine-grained housing construction that might have been visibly "defen- 
sible," modern public housing statutes seem to be in the process of doing 
an about-face and in a muted way refer to Newman's ideas of defensible 
space in public housing design." Much more overtly, after a generation of 
urban land regulation encouraged the construction of tall, forbidding 
buildings located in shadowy, windswept plazas, New York City changed 
its mind and now puts Whyte's bubblingly sociable places at the center of 
its open space zoning law.* And finally, after tax and development laws 
long encouraged the destruction of older buildings, the modem historic 
preservation statutes now speak, echoing Jacobs and Lynch, of the impor- 
tance of older structures in securing a sense of "orientation" for the citi- 
zenry.'@' 

In a way, the legal imprimatur on "orientation" recognizes a concep- 
tion of property lying somewhere between individual private property on 
the one hand and the tragic commons on the other. Even though Lynch 
was interested in large, officially public spaces, such as cityscapes, some 
of his ideas are quite similar to Newman's. Like Newman, Lynch notes the 
jarring and frightening psychological aspects of disorientation and the 
vulnerability that one feels in featureless surroundings. The relatively un- 
marked and blank public space, though it officially does belong to the 
public, is imagined to belong to no one at all. Lynch conhasts those imag- 
ining~ with the sense of security, harmony, and intensity of experience that 
can accompany environments that are "not only familiar but distinctive as 
well."1o1 

In the scholarship of common property, some theorists draw a distinc- 
tion between "open access" and "common property reginles"; the latter 
are owned, even though they are owned in common. Lynch and others 
implicitly suggest that this distinction lies in the visual imagination, too. 
Lynch illustrates how certain visible physical configurations lend a sense 
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of security and mastery in common spaces; this is a sense of belonging as 
well as owning, and as such this imagined property is both public and 
participatory-but it is not perceived as an unowned wasteland, open to 
the first one who can grab it. 

In one way, of course, the sense of property that Lynch describes is not 
merely the illusion of property, because many of these areas-like 
streets-actually do belong to the public in a quite official way. What is in- 
teresting about Lynch's work, however, is that it suggests that some offi- 
cially recognized public property strikes the imagination as "owned." 
while some does not; that is, in some cases the official "story" seems be- 
lievable but in some cases not. 

! From the perspective of property as a persuasive enterprise, perhaps 
the most interesting aspect of this perception of ownership is that mem- 
bers of the public know that visual characteristics may be part of an argu- 
ment-and sometimes they may not agree. The public, for example, can 
become quite irked about the private "appropriation" of public spaces 
through visual signals. This can lead to some interesting conflicts over 
"ownership." Take graffiti: some graffiti artists no doubt consider them- 
selves as the just appropriators of the spaces for their grandiose murals, 
though some no doubt revel in a sense of furtive theft; in any event, they 

I use the language of property in describing the places for their work. But 
so do objecting members of the public, and that is what the argument is 
about, quite aside from the artistic merits of the work.lm 

A particularly interesting battle erupted in New York City in 1981, 
when the artist Richard Serra installed a controversial sculpture entitled , 
Tilted Arc in the Federal Plaza at Foley Square. The Arc was a 12-foot-tall, 
~zofoot-long rusted steel wall, and the controversy swirled most around 
its location straight across a favorite outdoor lunch area, which, as one re- 
porter put it, the sculpture "bisect[ed] ... like the business end of a giant 
cleaver."103 Outraged office workers dubbed the sculpture "the Berlin 
Wall," and the ensuing public uproar ultimately led to its removal in 1985. 
In the meantime, both sides explicitly used the language of property?" 
Quite aside from aesthetic and expressive issues, the controversy did sug- 
gest some points about a public sense of property: first, artworks, l i e  
other visual features, can have very much the quality of assertions of pro- 
prietary claims, and, second, in public spaces those claims may be con- 
tested hotly and met by counterclaims, including visual ones. The visually 
aggressive Arc, for example, very quickly acquired some graffiti. This 
comes back again to the point that visible property claims are a way of 
talking to other people-and although people may sometimes be per- 
suaded, they sometimes may also quite consciously argue back. 

Perhaps this is the place to return to those critiques of vision that 
seemed so applicable to property: that vision is both objectifying and in- 
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sensitive to change over time. Property, dependent as it is on vision, 
should supposedly share these rather unattractive characteristics. But 
whatever may be the character of vision in scientific investigation, the vi- 
sual aspects of property are not that way. Visual markings are social state- 
ments, often consciously so, and they are subject to interpretation, misin- 
terpretation, and furious debate.'" 

But if visual markings are "statements," they may give rise to different 
stories among different audiences, just as texts generally may acquire a 
certain life of their own and may sometimes escape the control of the text- 
giver as well as some preferred "audience." Historic preservation law, for 
example, has a place for what amount to accidental landmarks-the 
rather unheroic and idiosyncratic structures, like the shell-shaped Shell 
gas station in Winston-Salem, North C a r ~ l i n a , ' ~  or the birthplace of Al 
Capone in Chicago""'-that have willy-nilly become the loci for stories, 
controversies, and remembered experiences, for better or worse, of people 
who have seen them over time and who have woven their own symbolic 
networks around the visible objects. Even the purposefully memorializing 
icons, the monuments to this event and that, may acquire quite different 
and sometimes jarring meanings under the reinterpreting gaze of new au- 
diences.lo8 

Seeing property, then, like hearing a tale, depends on imagination; and 
the role of imagination in turn means that the interpretation of visible 
things is quite open-ended-indeed, imagination opens a role for culture, 
sociability, persuasion in the understandings of things seen. But the more 
one "sees" property through a lens of meaning and culture, of course, the 
greater the chance that people's visual statements can talk straight past 
each other, particularly when one sees the property of unknown others. 
That is the subject of one last example. in which I return with the reader to 
Hawaii. 

Conclusion: Seeing the Property of Strangen 

The first European explorers to reach Hawaii came with Captain James 
Cook in 1778, during Cook's great mappings of the Pacific. Cook and his 
men saw a great deal when they looked at Hawaii. This was not just a 
blank landscape but a place with huts, temples, irrigations works, cultiva- 
tion, aquaculture fishponds-all arrayed within more or less natural topo- 
graphically bounded areas running from the mountains to the sea. In 
short, they saw great numbers of visible features and improvements that 
would suggest "dominion" under the English common law of p r~per ty . '~  

Cook, and slightly later the early European and American settlers, did 
in fact treat all these things as property, and indeed the property of the 
kings and chiefs, or ali'i-that is, they thought that the Hawaiian land- 

scape was under the dominion of these native aristocrats. There is an in- 
teresting contrast here to the settlers' actions in North America and espe- 
cially Australia, actions that are described briefly in the first essay of this 
book. In those places, many European settlers simply did not see anything 
at all that signified indigenous entitlement, except insofar as they them- 
selves might claim title through some purported "purchase" of land from 
the original inhabitants. Even without such purported claims, European 
settlers moved into North American and Australian lands, and many jus- 
tified their moves by what they said was the emptiness of the land. Their 
answer to any charge of trespass was that this land had not belonged to 
anyone; the natives had done nothing to signify their proprietary claims 
according to what was straight-facedly called "the law of nature.""" The 
chief exceptions in North America were the agricultural plots of the Na- 
tive American women, which did indeed signify property to Europeans, 
because their cultivation visibly marked the land in an enterprise familiar 
to European conceptions of property."' 

In Hawaii things were rather different. European and American settlers 
moved into the islands, too, but they recognized indigenous ownership, 
thinking that the islands and their geographic regions and subregions be- 
longed to the kings and chiefs in a sort of feudal tenure. Over the first few 
decades of the nineteenth century, the settlers directed increasing efforts 
toward getting these kings and chiefs to make the land alienable. One rea- 
son was that they themselves wanted to buy land and enjoy the security of 
property ownership instead of the uncertainty of a status that could more 
or less be described in Western terms as tenancy at will. But another rea- 
son was that some of the Westerners, particularly the missionaries, 
thought that property would be good for the dwindling and dispirited 
Hawaiian common people and would, as in the classical story, turn the 
Hawaiians into thrifty, industrious, and prosperous yeomen."' 

The Westerners succeeded in these persuasive efforts, though not with- 
out the aid of real and threatened force; and once Hawaiian land became 
legally alienable in the mid-nineteenth century, non-Hawaiians bought a 
great deal of it."%nd so, in Hawaii, the answer to any charge of trespass 
wasnot "nobody owned it," as it often was in North America or Australia. 
It was rather, "They sold it to us." 

The story went on, however. What Western settlers did nof see in 
Hawaii, or at least did not see very clearly, was something very similar to 
what they had not seen earlier in North America. To the settlers, the na- 
tive Hawaiian's common gathering rights-tremendously important to 
ordinary Hawaiians for foodstuffs, textiles, building materials, fuel, ma- 
rine products, and so on-were more or less invisible, as were the under- 
standings of land as part of a reciprocal trust relation between native no- 
bility and common people?" The Western settlers were thinking of their 
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own land practices when they looked at the islands, and what they did 
see, again similarly to what they saw in North America, were the native 
Hawaiians' cultivated patches of taro plants. And so, among the Hawai- 
ian commonfolk, the introduction of Western law treated as property 
chiefly the Hawaiians' agricultural plots; whereas the Hawaiians' own un- 
derstanding of their entitlements extended out to the varied vegetation 
and animal and marine life throughout the areas in which they lived, in- 
cluding a certain patriarchal relationship to the governing figures who 
also lived there. Needless to say, the outsiders' land purchases and clear- 
ings, particularly for intensive sugar cane cultivation, very much d i c  
rupted the earlier gathering rights and trust relationships of the indige- 
nous people, because to the new settlers, these were not rights at all."5 

Such culture-conflict stories, upsetting as they are, must reinforce the 
point that seeing property is an act of imagination-and seeing property 
also reflects some of the cultural limitations on imagination. Different 
peoples see the signals of the surroundings through very different imagi- 
native lenses, and they put those signals together in different property 
stories; they persuade themselves that the things they see can yield the se- 
curity of entitlement, whatever that may entail, and then they act on the 
visible signals as if the signified entitlements were permanent, solid, ob- 
jective. And to some degree they are-so long as everyone, or most every- 
one, is persuaded. 

Persuasion, of course, is what makes property available to action: even 
in the classical utilitarian story, the persuasion of security allows one to in- 
vest in one's property, safe in the expectation of reaping the rewards. 
Moreover, a persuasion that property arrangements generally are just and 
useful-and that they are so perceived by othersmay well influence 
one's decision to refrain from running off with the property of others, and 
lead one to try to prevent others from such transgressions. But finally, a 
persuasion of injustice or relative disutility lies behind the efforts to alter 
particular property arrangements or even whole property regimes, and 
persuasion in some cases supports what is described as a "justified" use of 
force to turn imaginings into quite different legal entitlements. 

These latter events are necessarily infrequent occurrences in any given 
property regime. Property regimes cannot bear very many or very ire- 
quent uses of force; force and violence are the nemesis of property, and 
their frequent use is a signal that a property regime is falte~ing."~ What is 
much more important to any property regime, and to the material and 
psychological security it may bring, is widespread and peaceable consen- 
sus, even where that consensus changes over time. 

In property, vision and visual metaphor are essential modes of persua- 
sion in the ways that human beings think they can and should interact 
with their environment. Vision mediates between what is given by the 
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surroundings and what the viewers think that they and others can do, ei- 
ther to accommodate to their surroundings or to shape them anew. 

There is an old adage, told of plain people and plain things: what you 
see is what you get. Property seems plain in this way too: what you see is 
what you get. But things are more complicated than that. With property, 
the nature of "things"imposes their own quite fascinating constraints. Yet 
even with those, what you see in property is what you and others have 
talked yourselves into about those "things"; and given some imagination, 
you may always talk yourselves into seeing something else--with all the 
effects on understanding and action that a new "envisioning" may bring. 

And that is why, with just a bit of exaggeration, 1 could have named this 
book Property Is Persuasion. 
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(1990). 
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111. Cronon, supranote 84, at 5658,6243. 
112. Parker, supra note I, at 94-104; Daws, supra note I, at 124-28. 
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About the Book and Author 

In an era in which socialism has been widely discredited, the moral and legal sta- 
tus of private property is crucial, and property theory has become one of the most 
active and exciting battlegrounds of contemporary political and social thought. In 
this important co&ibuti& to the theory ofprop&&, Carol Rose sympathe~cally 

1 examines the two cumentlv dominant traditions-neoconservative utilitarianism 
! and liberal communitarianism-acknowledging the strengths of each and laying 

the groundwork for a theory to bridge the gap between them. 
By insisting that community norms must underlie any property regime, sheex- 

pands the horizons of property theory, exploring the role of narrative and 
storytelling in the establishment of t h w  norms. The result is a study that credits 
the insights of rival views and breaks new ground both substantively in its impli- 
cations for understanding property and methodologically in its application of the 
study of narrative to property law. 

Property and Persuasion is a valuable contribution to legal theory as well as to 
political and soda1 philosophy, and it is essential reading for students and profes- 
sionals in all these fields. 

Carol M. Rose is Gordon Bradford Tweedy Professor of Law at Yale Law 
School. She is the author of many articles on the law of property and natural re- 
sources. 
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